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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

The story narrated in this book will remain as one of the most curious and fantas-
tic stories in the history of our planet. The peApttuum mob-Uz, the fabulous machine
which once set in motion rotates eternally, and which the man vainly searches for cen-
turies and centuries, turns out to be a childishly simple gadget. Mankind could disco-
ver it at the dawn of the electromagnetic era. The discoverer could be Faraday, Sie-
mens, Edison, or a certain Jablotchkov, persecuted by the retrograde tsarist regime
for his devotion to scientific truth and imprisoned in jails and psychiatric clinics
for his love and help to the abased and insulted (3a ero jTK)6oBb h noMomb yHn>KeHHbM h
ocKop6iieHHbM) . However, the perpetuum mobile was discovered in the fateful Orwellian
nineteen-eighty-four. Why? - An enigma. May be only the future of our terribly sick
planet will decipher it. May be not.

In this second part of THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH (the first part published in 1982

was dedicated to the restoration of the absolute space-time conceptions) I give the
documented story on the invention of the perpetuum mobile. The book CALVARIO with 12

paintings of the great Cenni is included as a biographical sketch (of me and of our
century) and as an absolutely adequate and complete presentation of my social and po-
litical concepts which I (together with Cenni) think are the unique True and exact
reflection of the existing social and political reality. To say with words what Cenni

said with 12 pictures, one has to write 1 million and 200,000 pages. Thus including
CALVARIO, I spared my time and the time of the reader. I included CALVARIO also for
other reasons: Those paintings, covered with dust and arranged in an angle of Cenni 's

studio, were shown to me in the summer of 1982 by his widow Ada. I remained shocked:
such a tremendous beauty! A treasure more worth than tons of gold and diamonds! And

nobody sees it, meanwhile in Guggenheim one exposes excrements! - Thus with my friend,

the Genoa editor Franco Pirella, we decided to excavate this treasure. But have we un-

til now succeeded? — The journals have written that when the President of the Ita-
lian republic, A. Pertini, visited the exposition of Picasso's paintings in Venice,
he remained 10 minutes to contemplate "Guernica". Meanwhile Pertini left to his se-

cretaries the presentation of his thanks when the book CALVARIO was sent to him and

I can only say to my Parteigenosse the following: "Caro Sandro, scusa, ma nell'arte
non capisci un cacchio. Se davanti la "Guernica" sei rimasto 10 minuti, allora fino

la morte non devi far nient'altro che contemplare il "Calvario". Stai almeno tranquil-

lo che nella tua ignoranza non sei solo, perche tutti i critici d'arte capiscono le

tele non meglio di te."

In this book are presented three of my scientific papers:

1) NEW MEASUREMENT OF THE EARTH'S ABSOLUTE VELOCITY WITH THE HELP OF THE "COUPLED

SHUTTERS" EXPERIMENT. The paper gives the account on my this year measurements of the

laboratory velocity carried out in Graz. This paper has not a direct relation to the

perpetuum mobile but since it is largely discussed in my 1984-correspondence, I deci-

ded to include it, so that the reader can make reference to this so furiously rejec-
ted paper.

2) ON THE ACTION AND INTERACTION OF STATIONARY CURRENTS. The older variation of

this paper had the title "Mathematical nonsenses slipped into the fundamentals of

conventional electromagnetism must finally be corrected". This paper is discussed in

the 1983- and 1984-correspondence. The most important aspects of this paper are: the

large discussion of the violation of the simple (mechanic) Newton's third law at the

interaction of electric currents, the discovery of the "current jet effect", the es-

tablishment that the energy velocity of the current conducting electrons is c, and

the explanation of the mechanism of rotation of an axle along which

electric current flows. The interaction between radial and circular electric cur-
rents discussed in the paper is extremely important for the understanding of the perpe-

tuum mobile.
^^

3) COUP DE GRACE TO RELATIVITY AND SOMETHING ELSE. This is the paper which pre-

sents the theoretical background and the description of the perpetuum mobile. Here I

should like to give the most simple its description (fig. 1):
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Fig. 1

The copper disk 1 (to diminish the action of the eddy currents, radial slits are
bored in the disk, so that it presents a wheel) is solidly attached to the axle. This
disk is in the gap between the stationary magnet 2 and its yoke 3. When the axle is

rotated, an electric current is induced in disk 1, and the tension appears between
the axle (one of the electric poles) and the brush sliding on the disk's rim (the
other electric pole); thus it represents the so-called Faraday dc generator. If elec-
tric tension is applied to those two poles, the disk 1 begins to rotate. Thus it re-
presents also the so-called Barlow wheel. The copper disk 4 is solidly connected to
the magnet 5 and to the axle. When the axle is rotated, an electric current is indu-
ced in disk 4 between the axle and the brush sliding on the disk's rim and, if tension

is applied to those two poles, the disk rotates. Thus disk 4 also represents a Faraday

generator and a Barlow wheel. The disk 4 with the magnet 5 solid to it has, however,

a very strange behaviour: when it rotates, the electric power produced by it is bigger

than its mechanical braking power. In any other generator known to humanity these two

powers are always exactly equal one to another. Thus the Faraday disk 4 produces elec-

tric energy for which no equivalent in mechanical energy has to be paid. The basis of

my perpetuum mobile is this energetic unbalance.

The perpetuum mobile operates in the follwoing way: At the indicated polarity of
the magnets one makes the magnetic intensity produced by the magnet 5 to be stronger
than the magnetic intensity produced by the magnet 2. Hence the electric tension pro-

duced by the disk 4 (with the indicated polarity at the indicated direction of rota-
tion) will be bigger than the electric tension produced by the disk 1 and through the

circuit "axle - disk 1 - conductor - disk 4 - axle" an electric current

I = (U4 - Uj)/R

will flow, where Uj is the tension produced by the disk 4, Uj is the tension produced
by the disk 1 and R is the resistance of the circuit. This current maintains the ro-

tation of the Barlow disk 1. If the rotational moment of the Barlow disk 1 is equal

and opposite to the braking moment of friction, the apparatus rotates eternally,

I came to this discovery after having received two hints. The one came from n\y
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Greek friend Dr. P. Pappas (who visited the prohibited by the Bulgarian government
ICSTA-conference in 1977 in Sofia). On the ICSTA-conference in Genoa in July 1982 Pap-
pas reported on his repetition of Ampere's "floating bridge" experiment which can/iot

be explained without violatinn Newton's third law. Pappas experiment suscitated a

lengthy discussion between him, our American friend Prof. Wesley, and me. In December
1982 Pappas came with his car to Graz to take me to visit Wesley and to make there a

mini-conference. However the tsarist (b-r-r-r, the German and Austrian) police under-
mined the conference inprisoning me first in a German jail and then in an Austrian one
(see IBbUId, CATAllA!, pp. 202-215 and p. 189 in the present book). We all (especially
Wesley and I) were convinced that Newton's third law cannot be violated and we made
any efforts to save this sacred law (see our papers in the PROCEEDINGS OF ICSTA). Un-
til now Wesley is further firmly convinced that Newton's third law cannot be violated
because it is a fundamental stone in our today's physics and if it is not true, then
the whole body of today's physics has to crumble to pieces. Many months I shared Wes-
ley's opinion, as it is entirely logic. However my 1983 and 1984 experiments, as well
as the whole experimental evidence in electromagnetism, show clearly that Newton's
third law is violated at the interaction of stationary currents. And, as Wesley expec-
ted, whole today's "conservation of energy physics" crumbled to pieces: I constructed
a perpetuum mobile .

The other hint came from Miami, Florida. The story of this hint is largely presen-
ted in this book: one has to read all letters of Dr. Francisco Mliller (see pp.2D6 ,

211, 239)and his article "The amazing problem of the electromagnetic unipolar induc-
tion" (p. 46). For me it was clear that the electromagnetic phenomena are "point-to-
point" interactions and depend on the absolute velocities of the particles, but not
on their relative velocities (as the theory of relativity asserts), and these my con-
ceptions are largely presented with the relevant formulas in CLASSICAL PHYSICS. How-
ever, Dr. Mliller reported on many specific experiments which have been done by him for
a first time, he sent me a reprint of Kennard's 1917-paper, he turned my attention to

Faraday's unipolar generator when disk and magnet rotate together. I must firmly dec-
lare: without Muller's hints I would be never ABLE TO DISCOVER the perpetuum mobile.
And another interesting detail. Mliller investigated during a dozen of years only the
Faraday inductor but he has not paid jgittention to the "motor effects", i.e., to the
Barlow disk. Had he done this, surelynad to be the discoverer of the perpetuum mo-
bile.

Mliller is an excellent experimentator and a profoundly thinking person (let me add
that he is one of the most pure, noble and humble spirits ever met by me on this
Earth). However he cannot grasp with easiness the description of the electromagnetic
phenomena by the help of the formulas of the vector analysis. As an example I shall

give formulas (28) and (29) (see p. 124) which explain many of the puzzles
analysed in his letter of the 15. IV. 1984 (see p. 239), as, say, the explanation of
the null effect in the experiment shown in his fig. 4 (see p. 250). But this remark
concerns not only him. Whole conventional electromagnetism does not know and conse-
quently does not understand the capital importance of the mentioned two simple for-
mulas. And another remark. Mliller always tries to explain the effects taking into ac-
count the time derivative of the magnetic intensity dB/dt. Meanwhile if one wishes
to reveal the relevant physical essence of the phenomena, one has to work with the

time derivative of the magnetic potential dA/dt. One says that the last words of We-
ber on his death-bed were: "Potentials, potentials - not intensities."

I warmly recomand the reading of Mliller 's paper and letters. I sug-
gest to the reader to give the answers to the questions posed on p. 215 without look-

ing at the answers given by Mliller . If somebody in the world will find alone the

FTght answers, I beg him to write me, to swear on the heads of his parents and chil-

dren that he has found the right answers without looking at MUller's ones and he will

receive from me a cheque for $ 200.

Here I should like to mention that at the conference on hadronic mechanics in Como

in August I met my old Turkish friend Dr. H. Yilmaz. After my lecture on the perpe-

tuum mobile Yilmaz said to me: "My PH. D. in Istanbul some 20 years ago was dedicated
exactly to the problem about the 'seat' of the electromagnetic induction. This term

'seat' is introduced by me." I do not know whether the notion "seat of electromagne-

tic induction" comes from Yilmaz, from Mliller or from some XlX-th century physicist.



I only know that this extremely important problen/is completely disregarded by conven-
tional electromagnetism which, following Faraday, always searches to cut the magnetic
flux by the surface of a closed loop, as if the magnetic flux is a sausage and the
loop a knife.

About my perpetuum mobile I spoke in April this year on an alternative fair here in
Graz (see p. 23*^). where I announced of having discovered how to realize the dream of
mankind, but, being a poor groom, that I have no money to construct it. A week later
Mr. Florian Hopfgartner, a fitter in a small Graz workshop, came to my stable and said
to me: "I heard your speech and I am disposed to construct your perpetuum mobile with-
out payment." And he constructed it. However, the most interesting story is that Flo-
rian gave me the book of Dr. Nieper (put-1. 19B1 ) where many reports on Faraday unipo-
lar generators with rotating magnets and disks are presented. All persons who have
carried out those experiments report that they have not observed the appearance of
braking mechanical moments. It remains an enigma for me why all those gentlemen
(Bruce de Palma, Kieninger, Trombley, Valone) have not coupled the Faraday unipolar
generator with a Barlow wheel and have not constructed the perpetuum mobile. Instead
to measure the input and output energies and try to convince the scientists that the
output energy is bigger than the input energy, one has to construct a perpetuum mobi-
le with a closed cycle , as in fig. 1, and then even the blind will open widely their
eyest During 35 years of research work I established that when the scientists see
the black white and the white black, it is impossible to convince them that the oppo-
site is true. The scientists are "besonders riechende Tiere" (Brecht) , they are un-
able to grasp the most simple and clear truths if the holy books deny such truths.
The present book, as well as its first part, present a vast experimental confirmation
of this assertion. I must add that in the present book are given only the rejection
letters to the three included in the book papers. The total number of rejection let-
ters received by me after the appearance of the first part is more than 50. The re-
ferees systematically repeat the same stupiditie^ in the preceeding IC years. As a

unique example I give the letter of the PKYS. REV. of the 5. V. 1983 (see p. 192).

A part of the documents reflect my desperate fight for the liberation of my Russian
colleague Yuri Orlov. The reader can clearly see that the so-called "Western world"
is definitelyagainst the humanization and democtratization of the totalitarian coun-
tries. And the Western world will costly pay for this its swinery** However, I do not

wish to discuss here this big and ominous problem. I wish only to draw two parallels.
Andropov did not fulfil my ultimatum. For him the life of a man was nothing in com-
parison to his unsatiable thirst for power. Strangely enough, neither Dr. Maddox has

fulfilled my ultimatum. And if on the ballance of Dr. Maddox the life of a man has no

weight, how can we expect that the lives of the millions can have certain weight on

the ballance of the politicians whose morality is million times lower than the mora-
lity of Dr. Maddox. I begin the shudder thinking on the cold-bloodedness of Dr. Maddox.

My fight for the publication of the three articles presented in this book goes fur-
ther on. Now I prepare my self-immolation in front of the British Embassy in Vienna.
I issued this book. Then a day before the immolation I shall give a press-conference
in Vienna for the international press. I am sure that Dr. Maddox will give up and will

publish the three papers. In the same way tomorrow Tchernienko (or his successor) will

give up and free Sakharov and the thousands prisoners of conscience in the Soviet
Union. Despite the terrible truth narrated in CALVARIO, despite the indisputable ex-

ample of thousands of years of human history, I firmly believe that the force of the

tongue will overwhelm the force of the fist.

Graz, September 1984 Stefan MARINOV

In relation to the same topic see the peculiar documents concerning the Newman's
"impossible motor" on pp. 27^ and 275. To spare space, I give only the last page of
Newman's affidavit. In the other pages one cannot find some other valuable informa-
tion. Newman gives not the principle of his motor and until now I do not know whe-
ther this is a Faraday unipolar generator or some other type of dc electrical ma-
chine. But I think neither the editors of SCIENCE know this. SCIENCE has published
a SCIENTIFIC paper about a BLACK BOX (see p. 230).

** In German: Schweinerei

.
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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

I give to the printer the second edition of this book today, on the 26 April 1985.
The first edition was given to the printer on the 7 September 1984. As the first edi-
tion had only a limited number of copies, and the world libraries will acquire predo-
minantly the second edition, I shall consider 1984 (December) as publishing year for
the second edition. In this way I intend to keep the year 1984 as the year of publi-
cation of THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH, Part II (TWT-II). The ominous Orwellian year passed

away without some significant world event. I wish to keep its fame in history as the

year in which the perpetuum mobile was invented. It is true that in 1984 a perpetuum
mobile with a closed cycle (i.e., an eternally rotating machine) was not constructed.
If mankind will further frantically persevere in its "centurial blindness" and will

give me no possibility for printing papers and no material possibilities for carrying
out experiments, may be, the perpetuum mobile will begin to run neither in 1985. But
what can I more do? — I wish once again to inform the reader that I am a poor groom
living in a horse-stable in a small village near Graz. I work black only for my bread
and roof, as during four years that I am in Graz the Austrian government does not
give me a permission for work. On the other hand no other government in the world
gives me an entering visa. Since three years the Belgian government does not per-

mit me to visit my wife in Brussels (see p. 223), since 6 months the Australian go-
verment does not give me a permission to visit my brother in Sydney, the Bulgarian
government confiscated my house, deprived me of Bulgarian citizenship and does not per-

mit me to visit my son in Sofia, on the 25 March 1985 the American government de-
nied me a visa for the States where I intended to visit the other constructors of
perpetua mobilia (Bruce de Palma, Joseph Newman, etc.) and my friend Henry Dart III

who sent me money for trip and sojourn. After informing him on the phone for the de-
nial. Dr. Dart sent a telegram and a letter of protest to the American Embassy in

Vienna, but the Embassy neither answered him as if he is not an American citizen but
a head of onion (in Bulgarian: CHKaui qe hc e awepHKaHCKH rpajKaaHHH, a jiyKOBa rnaBa)

.

Thus any man with eyes can see that the American government, exactly as a government
in an Eastern totalitarian country, deprives its citizens of the right to keep friend-
ly and scientific contacts and relations with foreigners. Needless to say that in

such countries as Italy (I am member of the ruling Italian Socialist Party!), France,
Germany, etc. I enter only illegally, and if being kept, my research work continues
further in the corresponding jail (see pp. 189, 191, 268) I pay my whole theo-
retical, experimental, organisatory, and publication activityonly by the money re-

ceived from the sale of my books. But this resource is very limited, as the scienti-
fic journals refuse to print my paid advertisements (see pp. 307 and 309). Ne-

vertheless, as the reader can see, although being persecuted by all governments in

the East and the West, although being ostracized by all scientific and political in-

stitutions and authorities, I continue "froh und munter" my walk on the thorny way
of truth and I found on it many roses, I met friends, supporters, admirers, and I en-

joyed the profound satisfaction in revealing the secrets of Nature.

This book shows, however, that the enigma of the electromagnetic interactions is

not still thoroughly resolved. My friends, Muller, Pappas, Wesley, have done enor-
mously important contributions. Many other contemporary scientists have realized that

in electromagnetism there is still "much bread to be eaten". Needless to mention that

a whole cohort of scientists of the XlXth and of the beginning of the XXth century
knew pretty well that the problems in electromagnetism are not resolved. But the most

important and amazing aspect of the electromagnetic interactions is the fact (remai-
ned almost unnoticed during one and a half century) that they violate the conserva-
tion laws (first of all they violate the third Newton's law what was established by

Grassmann in 1845). The violation of the conservation laws can be observed in many
historical experiments. In the present book are described other experiments where
such violations come patently to light. And the possibility for constructing a perpe-
tuum mobile becomes evident for any reader who reads this book with open eyes. I hope

that if TWT-II will reach more readers, the day when the perpetuum mobile will begin
to rotate will come soon.

When one reads both parts of TWT, when one becomes aware of the scientific level
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of my CLASSICAL PHYSICS, one receives the impression that we live in a Kafkian world.
I, however, firmly believe that our world is not Kafkian. I further consider the sup-
pression of the absolute conceptions by the scientific community as a result of ig-
norence and misunderstanding, not as a result of a malicious mafia conspiracy.

In the TWT-I there were many actors playing the same role. To spare my time and
the time of the reader I concentrated all world "relativists" to a single person:
Dr. Maddox, and I should say, the TWT-I I became a two-actors drama. In a good drama
any protagonist speaks for himself and with his words must give explanation for all

his actions and for all his concious and subconcious motivations leading to these
actions. When the Moscow actresses asked: "Aiitoii njun.w, a iioMCNty Mama Mmiy b nepBOM
AeiicTuiiii iiouejioBajia, a uo uTopoM ^yjiacb?", the answer of Tchekhov always was: "A Bbi

TCKCT mnai'n'e, tckct, raM CKa3ano aancM h iioweMy." In my drama Dr. Maddox also
speaks for himself and it is needless to give further explanations for his actions.
Dr. Maddox did only one thing which remains an enigma: Bo btopom /tchctbhh he promi-
sed me (see p. 227] to publish the Russian and English texts of my ultimatum to An-
dropov for a tripple page charge as an advertisement, and I went to Paris to execute
my self-immolation in front of the Soviet Embassy. However, he did not print this
ultimatum and he gave not a single word of explanation why he played this dirty joke.
If the ultimatum had been printed, now Orlov should be free in the West and Sakha-
rov had not to stay more under a police controle in Gor'ki. For Dr. Maddox it was
clear that my possibilities to impose my will over the Soviet government are much
bigger, than, say, the possibilities of President Carter were (Reagan is not interes-
ted at all in freeing Soviet dissidents). Dr. Maddox knew that by publishing my ul-
timatum, he will open the doors of Orlov's jail. He promised me, then had a second
thought, and refused the publication (I repeat, as an advertisement for a tripple
page charge!). WHY? A very big enigma for me and for the world. May be, history will
decipher it, may be not.

I wish here only to say the following: A general opinion is that the cutthroats
of KGB 3re responsible for the imprisonment of the dissidents in the Soviet Union
and the black squadrons of Guy de Buisson are responsible for the massacres in El

Salvador. This is the most erroneous belief which exists in the world. The responsible
for the excesses in the Soviet Union are the members of the Soviet Academy of Scien-
ces, the members of the Union of Writers, the physicians, the teachers, the workers
and the kol khozeniks. The same kind of persons are responsible for the tragedy in

El Salvador. As I do not wish to be untenable, I shall give immediately an example:
The man who retained Dr. Orlov in the Soviet jail after the 16 January 1984 was only
one: Dr. Maddox! May be, Dr. Maddox will object that my words are a calomny. I stay
with experimental proofs behind any of my physical or political statement. And I

can show the guilt of Dr. Maddox in the following manner: If Dr. Maddox will publish
my ultimatum (see pp. 203 and 204) changing the name of Andropov by the name of Gor-
batchov and the date 16.1.1984 by the date 16.1.1986, then next January he will be

able to speak with Orlov in London. If he again will refuse to print this ultimatum,
he will condamn the poor Dr. Orlov for another couple of years to exile in Siberia.

In the second edition the papers "On the action..." (p. 82) and "Coup de grace..."

(p. 112) are enlarged and new documents sprung up after September 1984 have been in-

cluded. To have a book of about 300 pages, certain documents from the first edition
(predominantly in German, thus not interesting for the world readership) have been
canceled. for

An r 1 4.4. • *u rrc * ^ • 4.
except the last two papers ad-

All formulas are written in the CGS system of units, ^^^ ^^ ^.^e third edition, written

Graz, April 1985 Stefan MAR I NOV
^" ^ ^

PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION

In the third edition the papers "On the action..." (p. 82) and "Coup de grace..."

(p. 112) are further revised and new documents sprung up after April 1985 have been

included. Only eight documentary pages from the second edition have been canceled.

Graz. May 1986 Stefan MARINOV
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Eper me un grande onore introdurre questa pubblicazione che

presenta, in eccellente veste tipografica, la riproduzione delle

dodici tele che costituiscono il famoso "Calvario" che Renato

Cenni dipinse stupendamente per lasciare agli uomini, attraverso

le immagini dell'oTTore nazista, uno deipiu validi messaggi dipace.

Quesie tele, che I'Autore ha voluto donare alia nostra citta, espri-

mono con rara efficacia una tragedia che secoli di storiafutura non

riusciranno a cancellare. Al valore artistico si afftanca, prepotente,

ilgrande impegno morale con cui Cenni ci ripropone , ripercorren-

do le tappefondamentali del martirio di Cristo, I'analogo Calvario

di milioni di uomini annientati in un genocidio che ancora ag-

ghiacciaper lafredda organizzazione con cuifuperpetrato. Il sim-

bolo della croce e qui inteso in tutta la sua primitiva e lacerante

violenza. Ed e propria in questo che sta la grandezza dell'opera,

nella sua genuinita, nel nitore di un duro ammonimento che Cen-

ni ha voluto riproporre agli uomini.

Ho conosciuto personalmente Renato Cenni. Gli fui amico ed io

amo ricordarlo non solo per il suo straordinario impegno politico,

non solo come artista di grande levatura ma anche, se mi e consen-

tito, proprio per I'amicizia che ci legava, per quella arguzia di vec-

chio toscano trapiantato a Genova.

L'uomo Cenni, il combattente partigiano, I'antifascista irriducibi-

le, I'artista turbato e tormentato da orrori indelebili, aveva dentro

una tale ricchezza creativa che gli consentiva diattendere con iden-

tica genialita all'arte pittorica, alia scultura, all'arte letteraria.

Oggi, in questapubblicazione, vediamo opere di Cenni affiancate

dai versi sofferti di Stefan Marinov, e sembra quasi che i due ab-

biano condiviso lo stesso destino, percorso gli stessi sentieri, tanto i

versi delpoeta si attagliano via via alia cromia e all'espressivit^ del-

le immagini scaturite dalla tormentata tavolozza del pittore.

Sembra quasi, dicevo, una storia di vite parallele, e forse e proprio

cost, perche quando si hanno gli stessi ideali non e necessario cono-

scersi, frequentarsi, vivere negli stessi luoghi, perpoter esprimere

all'unisono ipropri sentimenti, la rabbia, il desiderio di lotta, so-

prattutto quando ilprimo di questi ideali e quello da sempre piU

ambito dall'uomo: la liberta.

Sento di dover ringraziare anche I'editoreper il coraggio dimostra-

to nell'impegnarsi in quest'opera, e con intenti non meramente

speculativi.

Spero vivamente che la diffusione dell'opera parti, ancora intatto,

il palpitante messaggio lasciatoci da Renato Cenni. Esse e diretto
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ai giovani che non hanno conosciuto gli orrori dei lager, agli uomi-

ni che ancora recano nelle cami e nell'animo il segno di profonde

ferite, ma soprattutto a tutti coloro che troppo presto hanno di-

menticato o che, per disimpegno e voluta superficialita, lasciano

aperte le maglie di una rete difensiva che potrebbe precipitarci,

oggi come ieri, in un abisso ancora piU cupo.

Fulvio Ccrofolini
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C9
e nella vita di un pittore almeno un momento di completo

isolamento dal mondo, di riflessione, di distacco dall'arte

intesa come professione (e, percio, dal mercato e dai mercanii): e

quando, smesse le cose che devono piacere anche aglialtri, ilpitto-

re si tormentaper dipingere la ' 'sua
'

' opera. Renato Cenni non ha

quasi mai, nella sua vita e nella sua copiosa produzione, seguito

consigli; tanto meno ha seguito le indicazioni del mercato o dei

mercanti (non li amava molto neppure come frequentazione). Ha
praticamente sempre disegnato e dipinto solo le cose che glipiace-

vano e che gli avevano suggerito quelle sensazioni trasmesse agli

artisti da oggetti, persone, luoghi altrimenti banali. Ma, appunto,

attendeva e pretendeva che i suoi disegni, i suoi quadrifossero ca-

piti, ' 'piacessero
'

' anche agli altri.

Con ' 'Calvario
'

', Cenni non si e posto nessun problema diplatea.

Ha voluto essere, solitario, I'unico spettatore di quanto nasceva

sulla tela. Per questo piu volte, per anni, disperatamente, ha

smontato immagini, ha ridipinto, ha distrutto composizioni, ha

ricominciato da capo. Non attendeva I'applauso che e, in fondo,

necessity di ogni artista: I'incomunicabilita e arte solo se pud di-

ventare forma di comunicazione; I'indijferenza e I'incomprensio-

ne non appartengono al nostro tempo: che la sentenza vera spetti

aiposteri non da soddisfazione. Cenni cercava se stesso e lapropria

ideologia. Cercava I'esule a Parigi, cercava ilpartigiano "Neri" e

tutticoloro che, come lui, avevano combattuto per lapace, cercava

di dare forma all'urlo di dolore, di paura, di commozione, di di-

sperazione che si era sentito dentro guardando le immagini dei

campi di sterminio, o viaggiando nell'Africa post-coloniale, nel

centro America dei generali e delle multinazionali, nelle megalo-

poli statunitensi in cui abita I'emarginazione.

' 'Calvario
'

' e I'opera piii bella di Cenni; e stata anche I'opera da

lui concepita come pin segreta, piii personale. Non intendeva far-

ne commercio e preferiva sapere che, anche dopo la sua morte,

nessuno (Ada senza dubbio no, ma altri?) I'avrebbe monetizzata.

Percio undo dal sindaco di Genova Cerofoliniper regalarla al Co-

mune: Cenni era nato toscano, ma Genova era la citta della sua

giovinezza e dei primi passi della sua pittura.
'

'Calvario " o " Via Crucis
'

': ilproblema e sorto mentre Franco Pi-

rella preparava questo volume, mentre il Comune accettava uffi-

cialmente dalla vedova di Cenni le tavole e gli schizzi dell'opera.

Si e poi scelto ' 'Calvario
'

' per vari motivi: perehe lo stesso Cenni

chiamava cost le tele (come mostra il documento riprodotto anche

in questo libro), perchi, soprattutto, il nome "Calvario" rende
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maggiormente la religiosita dell'opera tutta rivolta all'uomo e

non alia trascendenza. 11 Cristo che passa attraverso le stazioni del-

la crocifissione e materializzato, nelfisico e nello spirito, in un de-

portato, in un perseguitato, in un intemato nei campi di stermi-

nio. Non ha, negli occhi, la luce della resurrezione. Forse non ha

neppure quella della speranza. £ una vittima inerme e nuda, priva

di vie di scampo nell'aldiqua e nell'aldila. II suo calvario e quello

di milioni di uomini su tutta la terra. Se, nella sofferenza, chi cre-

de vede Dio, Cenni riscopriva un destino concreto, una violenza

istituzionalizzata, un'espressione comune a tutti i travestimenti

delpotere. Nessuno si salva: tutti coloro che opprimono e ordina-

no sono raffigurati ghignanti attomo all'uomo-Cristo. Per questo

Cenni non potevapensare di commercializzare I'opera: rifiutava di

' 'scegliere
'

' i buoniper accontentare I'eventuale committente . Per

lui, in alto, non c'erano buoni.

Se Cenni avesse conosciuto Stefan Marinov — le cuipoesie accom-

pagnano "Calvario" — lo avrebbe scelto come amico. Marinov e

esule, dissidente politico e scientifico; si oppone all'oppressione

nella propria terra, ma non per questo e comodamente schierato a

favore di altrigovemi, di altripoteri, di altri sistemi. Bulgaro, fug-

giasco, non sipiega: la sua speranza sono la scienza e ilcomune de-

stinopergli uomini. Nellapoesia leformule matematiche efisiche

non hanno spazio: Marinov e percio, in questapagine, soprattutto

un esule e un perseguitato, che si rivolge direttamente a chi esilia e

a chi perseguita. Scava nell'amarezza del dolore, dell'incompren-

sione, della tortura (amarezza, questa, ancorpiH pungente perche

chi vuole degradare si degrada), della prigione, dei manicomiper

"diversi". Marinov,- non impreca: vuole convincere forse, certa-

mente vuole raccontare, far sapere.

Mario Bottaro
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idea di dipingerc qucsto cCaJvario* risalc a molti anni addie-

tro. Gli orrori della gucrra I'hanno ispirato.

Giugno millcnovcccntoquaranta, Parigi. I «boches> sono arrivati.

Avanguardic di acrobati motociclisti sacttano sui boulevards.

Dall'aJto dei loro cavalli, artiglieri ubriachi di sonno e di champa-

gne brindano alia vittoria. II rombo dei panzer diventa agghiac-

ciantc cadenza di stivali ferrati. Dalla porta d'Orleans gli ultimi

fijggiaschi rientrano a Parigi. Sull'antenna della torre Eiffel sale la

svastica, dall'arco dell'Etoile ciondola il gonfalone di Hitler.

I compagni antifascisti sono tutti arrestati. Documenti e carte

d'alimentazione false consentono di vivere, di tener duro, di aiu-

tare gli amici.

Appaiono le prime strazianti figure di ebrei con la tragica stclla

gialla cucita sul petto. Poi, in una sola notte, ne. scompariranno

venticinquemila.

Ecco Petain Laval Vichy, ecco gli attentati dei partigiani, i procla-

mi del comando tedesco, le fucilazioni, le deportazioni in massa.

Ecco il luglio del '43 la caduta del fascism©, il ritorno in patria e

I'arresto con la moglie.

Ed ecco I'armistizio, ma anche il ritorno del «Duce» e del fascismo,

la lotta partigiana, le ferree repressioni, la lotta fratricida, la libera-

zione, le vendette. Poi... Hiroshima.

Gli anni perduti, I'odio per i responsabili dclle rovine e i lutti del-

la guerra, mi tennero a lungo in uno stato di esasperazione nervosa

tale da non consentire la serenita, indispensabile per affrontare

con qualche probabilita di successo, un lavoro cosi impegnativo

quale sentivo doveva essere i\ cCalvario*.

Cosl, I'idea — nutrita di dolore anche durante la lotta partigiana

— di realizzare un'opera che fosse una protesta e nello stesso tem-

po un omaggio alle vittime di tutte le guerre comincid ad essere

realizzata solo nel 1958.

La ricerca di materiale su fatti di guerra, sulle persone che ne furo-

no i maggiori artefici, i ritratti dei capi di stato e di governo, di re-

sponsabili militari, ecc. dei paesi coinvolti nella grande guerra e

nei fatti d'arme successivi occuparono molto tempo. E la letteratu-
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ra di guerra, il materiale giornalistico fotografico e cinematografi-

co, uniti ai ricordi personal!, mi furono di grandc aiuto nella lavo-

razione dclle dodici tele. Lc centinaia di schizzi e disegni, in ncro

cd a colori, di studi di ritratti di atteggiamcnti di cspressionc dci

molti personaggi che vi appaiono, impegnarono mesi di lavoro.

Guardando lc «Via Crucis* tradizionali, dipintc dagli artisti di tut-

ti i tempi, pensai scmpre alia figura del Cristo come ad un simbolo

deirUmanita, sofferente di tutte le sofferenze che solo la malvagia

bestialita dell'uomo pud procurarc.

Ho sempre creduto che il primo dovere dei capi sia quallo di servi-

re il popolo (e succede il contrario). Ho sempre creduto criminale

ogni gcsto di violenza diretto a sottomcttcrc I'individuo ad altro

individuo od un popolo ad altro popolo.

Per questo ho dipinto nel «Calvario» alcune delle figure piu com-

promesse nella tragedia della nostra epoca, rappresentandoli nclla

parte di sgherri torturatori c carnefici.

Non tutti i personaggi raffigurati sono considerati responsabili: da

questo la differenza degli atteggiamenti, delle cspressioni e della

posizione datagli nei dipinti.

Ma pur essendo stata la grande guerra ad ispirarlo, questo «CaIva-

rio» non vuol essere una condanna solo della guerra 39-45, ma di

tutte le infamie, legate alle guerre passate presenti e future, percio

vi appaiono figure note legate ad awenimenti bellici anteriori e

posteriori a quella data.

II «Calvario» fu dipinto tre volte; oltre trenta tele occorsero per ar-

rivare alle dodici attuali.

L'esperienza cinematografica acquisita durante la realizzazionc di

un film, mi suggeri di deviare dalla tradizione che tende a rapprc-

sentare la «Via Crucis» sempre con lo stesso taglio, cioe con le figu-

re intcre viste da lontano (in campo lungo). Usai cosi le inquadra-

ture della macchina da presa per movimentare le diverse

«stazioni»; da qui le figure intere, le mezze figure i tre quarti o il

particolare.

Dipinsi le prime tele impostandole direttamente dagli studi prc-

paratori fatti prima. II risultato singolo mi parve andasse bene, ma
awicinate una all'altra non si accordavano , mancavano di unita.
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ne risultava insomma un'opera sicgata; ogni pezzo prcso a se si

rcggeva, vicino agli altri crollava tutto.

Ricominciai daccapo; abbassai il tono del colore conccntrai mag-

giormcnte il «fuoco> sulla figura principale, controllai di piD gli at-

teggiamcnti dei carnefici e delle figure di contorno. II risultato

non fu molto diverse. Anche la prova che volli fare fu negativa:

sottoposi le tele al giudizio di una dozzina di persone, esseri sem-

plici, il cui giudizio consideravo di grande importanza, dato che

volevo essere "capito" da tutti.

Fu cosl che mi resi conto che I'esasperazione espressionistica data ai

dipinti, nc comprometteva la <lettura» da parte delle persone me-

no preparate.

Allora cambiai ancora le composizioni, la posizione di certi perso-

naggi di cui ridussi anche il numcro, accentuai la rassomiglianza

dei ritrattati, calmai la violenza delle espressioni, castigai il colore

che in talune tele era esasperato come la forma; curai gli abiti gli

elmetti le armi, resi piu statici ed essenziali gli atteggiamenti di

tutte le figure, breve, cercai di mantenermi il piQ possibile aderen-

te al veto.

Sulle tele la figura del Cristo era ancora quella tradizionale, cioe

quella di un uomo con barba e capelli lunghi; ma un giorno la vi-

sione di un film sugli orrori della guerra mi rivelo che fra i perso-

naggi che lo circondavano quell 'Essere appariva retorico e fuori del

nostro tempo e furono i milioni di poveri scheletri di Dachau, di

Buckenwald, di Mathausen, di Auschwitz, di Belsen, che mi disse-

ro come doveva essere il Cristo del «Calvario».

Pero dell'immagine del Redentore mantenni il rosso della veste,

per ragioni pittoriche e per chiarezza di simbolo, ritenendo di ren-

dere cosl maggiormente I'idea della continuazione del tempo del

sacrificio dell'Uomo.

La figura della Madre c girata di spalle per evitare di vederne il vol-

to, preferendo sintetizzare nel gesto della carezza, I'amore di tutte

le madri per la loro creatura.

Grande difficolta ebbi anche per dare alle dodici tele I'unita cro-

matica che hanno adesso. Questo perche avevo sempre dipinto una

tela per volta. Quando lo compresi, mi circondai di tutte le dodici
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tele e cominciai a ridipingeric contemporaneamcntc passando da

una stazione all'altra, da un ciclo all'altro, da un personaggio

all'altro, con gioia con rabbia con dolore.

E sc per non aver voluto togliere dalle tele qucsto o quel personag-

gio, alte personalita politichc, responsabili di partiti e di associa-

zioni, funzionari di gallerie, agenzie di stampa, giornali e riviste

mi hanno ignorato e illuso e amareggiato con promesse non man-

tenute e mostre non organizzate, non ha piu importanza.

Le tele sono finite ed il risultato c quello che e. Ormai non sono

piu in condizioni di giudicarle.

D'altrondc non le ho dipinte per me. Questo cCalvario* c stato

fatto per tutti quelli che come c piO di me le guerre le hanno sof-

ferte cd c il loro giudizio che conta.

Credo fermamente che in questo nostro mondo ci sia ancora qual-

cuno che fara si che qucsto «Calvario» possa cssere visto dagli uo-

mini per cui e stato fatto.

E se il giudizio espresso dalle migliaia di persone che ormai I'han-

no veduto, vale, vuol dire che un granello di sabbia per la costru-

zione della Pace, The portato anch'io.

Geneva, Gennaio 1961

Renato Cenni
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1 ConJannato

Verurteilt

Condamne

2 La Croce

Das Kreuz

La Croix

3 Prima caduta

Enter Fall

Premiere chute

4 Incontro con la madre
Begegnung mit der Mutter

Rencontre avec la mere

3 II Cireneo

Der Cyreneer

Le Cyreneen

6 La Veronica

Veronika

La Veronique

7 Seconda caduta

Zweiter Fall

Deuxieme chute

8 Incontro con le donne
Begegnung mit den Frauen

Rencontre avec lei femmes

9 Terza caduta

Dritter Fall

Troisieme chute

to Denudato e deriso

Entbloesst und verlacht

Depouille et derise

\ 1 Crocefisso

Gekreuzigt

Crucifie

\2 La Fine

Das Ende
La Fin
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War unser Ahnen Blut denn noch zu wenig,

das sie verqossen in des Ersten schmutzigen Krieges Schlachthof?

War denn zu wenig unserer Vater Blut,

das sie im Zweiten opferten der ewiq blutgierigen Erde?

Zu weniq waren wohl die Opfer, die wir brachten,

daB ihr mit euren hohlen leeren Marschal 1 kbpfen,

anstatt wie Voqelscheuchen auf dem Feld zu stehen,

Schindluder triebt mit unser aller Schicksal?

Es reicht! Blast selbst die Horner und die Trompeten!

Minister, reiht ein euch in die erste Angriffsreihe,

reiht ein euch, stolze Hahne und gekrbnte Dichter,

die Oden singen auf den Soldaten Mut!

Wir, aber, wir spucken auf eure Gesetze der Schlachter,

wir spucken auf euch und auf das Gold auf euren Schulter.

Fu poco il sangue versato dai nonni

nel massacre della prima sporca guerra?

Nella scconda, non basto quelle dei padri

che ha imprcgnato I'insaziabilc terra?

Fu poco il prezzo pagato alia morte

se le teste vuote dei potenti

invece di impaurire i corvi sonnolenti

van fornicando con la nostra sorte?

Basta! Suonatc pure le trombe coi tromboni,

schietate i ministri nelle linec di lotta,

mettete in fila i poeti e i galli cedroni

che esaltano le imprese degli eroi.

Ma noi sputiamo sulle vostre leggi, noi

sulle spallinc d'oro sputiamo e su di voi.
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MajTKO JTH KipBH npojiJixa Ae;iHTe hh

B KacanHHuara na nipBara MpicHa BOHHa,

npc3 Bropara c MajiKO jih KpiB HanoHxa 6aiuHTe hh

jKaflHara bchho 3a in.pBH bcmh.

ManKo jiH )KepTBH nnaTHXMc, mc c BauiHre

KyxH H npasHH MapuiajicKH rnaBH

BMCCTO no HHBHTC rapPH aa. n/iaiuHTC

6jiyACTBaTC c nauiTC hobciukh ct.a6h?

CTHra! — CaMH ch cBHpcTC c rpidn h rpoMncTH,

nOCTpoBTC MHHHCTpHTC B GoiiHH pC^HUH,

nocTpoftre h bchmkh ncrnera h noexH Hanern,

BisnaBaiuH xpa6pocTTa na rcpoH-BoflHHUH. —

A HHc me njnocM no BauiTC KacancKH 3aK0HH,

me njitocM no sac h no snarHHTe saiUH naroHH.
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Wieder, wie vor acht Jahren, bin ich hinter dem Gitter,

und wieder verfoloe ich den leichten Gang der Wolken am Himmel,

und wieder jeden Abend weht von der StraBe die Frische

und ein ewiger Larm kommt von den Nachbarhausern.

Dieselben weiBen Zimmer - wie in jenen Jahren,

dieselben sind die Sanitater, die Rrzte, die Wachter, -

nur scheinen etwas nervdser zu sein, mehr sind die orauenHaire,

und ihre Augen blicken mUde und trlib,

Und eines wiederholt mir beim Gesprache hier jeder:

"So viele Jahre hast du nichts verstanden, Harceau,

und bleibst derselbe treuherzige Dummkopf,

der die nackte Hand in das Rad steckt."

Und ich schaue stumm in ihre traurigen langen Gesichter,

und ich sehe: die sind die Speichen des Rades.

Sono di nuovo dictro la rete, come negli anni sessanta,

seguendo nel cielo il calmo andare delle nuvole,

e di nuovo ogni sera sofFia da fuori un vento leggero,

e un rumore smorzato arriva alle case vicine.

Le stesse camere bianche, come a quel tempi,

gli stessi infermieri, dottori, guardiani...

Sono pero piu nervosi, nei capelli appare la vecchiaia,

e i loro occhi sono pesanti e tristi.

E ognuno di loro mi ripete Ic stesse parole:

"Da anni non riesci a capire il mondo, Marceau,

rimani lo stupido ingenuo di sempre

che infila la mano nuda nella ruota".

Ed io, ammutolito, li guardo dentro gli occhi

c vedo che sono essi i raggi della ruota.
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H on>iTb 3a peuieTKOio, ichk jier BoccMb na^aa,
H onHTb cjiewy no He6y thxhH xon, o6jiaKOB,

H oniiTb KiiKahiH Bcnep bcct c y/iHuu xnaa.

H AOHOCHTCX UiyM H3 COCCZIHHX AOMOB.

Te xce KOMHaru 6e;iue — xaK h b re apeMeHa,

TC )Ke CaHHTapU, SpaHH, CTapUIHHbl —
TOJibKO CTa;iH HepB03Hee, npoGnnacb ccAHHa,

Ai mm Hx KaK-TO yroMjieHHo-rpycTHbi.

H OAHO BTopHT MHe B pasroBopc xyr bchk:

"CioflbKo ncT HHMcro Tbi Hc noH5in, Mapco,
H ocrajicji TaKoA )Ke HaHBHbin Aypax,
HTo6bi rojiyio pyKy cosarb b ko/icco."

A a HCMO CMOTpio B HX ncHajibKbie nHua
H noHHTb He Mory, nowcMy ohh cnnuu.
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Mein Abend, mein Abend, herrlicher Sommerabend,

nur du laBt mich mit mir allein,

und die frische Kuhle von drauBen hatschelt mich,

in einem stillen hellen Kummer umamiend.

Den ganzen Tag plaqt man mich hier,

den ganzen Tag verlangt jenand etwas von mir,

und ich kreise wie ein Narr oder ein Verruckter im Zinmer umher,

und mein Mitmensch zermalmt mich im Mbrser.

Nur jetzt vor dem Schlcf bleib ich allein hinter dem Gitter,

mit den Augen in den rosigen Himmel versinkend;

ich leide, schwer driickt es am Herzen, doch mit stillem Kurmier

empfange ich das Los wie Brot und Salz.

Nur eines kann ich nicht verstehen: warum in dieser traumhaften Welt,

ohne es zu wollen, qualen wir einander so grausam.

Tramonto, mio tramonto, sereno tramonto d'estate,

solo tu mi fai sentire in pace con me stesso,

e dalla strada un vento dolce e fresco

mi awolge in languida tristezza.

Tutto il giorno, senza tregua, qui mi tormentano,

tutto il giorno qualcuno da mc vuolc qualcosa,

mentre giro nelle corsie come un pazzo o un buffone,

e il mio prossimo mi pesta nel mortaio, indifferente.

Soltanto prima del sonno, dictro la rete, quieto,

inebrio il mio sguardo nel cielo rossastro.

Sono afflitto, sto male, ma rassegnato

accetto il destino come pane e sale.

Non riesco solo a capirc perche in questo mondo stupendo,

pur non volendo, ci tormentiamo I'un I'altro.
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3aKaT, Moii aajcar, HyAHUti jieTHHti saxar,

Tbi OAHH ocTaanfleujb mchh c co6ok>,

H nacKaer MeHii cbcikhh yjiHMHuii xjiaA,

oGseBafl thxoR cBeTJioii tockok).

Ucjibiii ACHb MCHii AepraioT ryr,

i;e;ibiii ACHb kto-to noHCMy-xo wero-TO xohct,

H eepsycb no najiaraM 6yAT0 ncHX, 6yAT0 luyr,

M dnuTKHHn B crynKe mchx TOJioneT.

To/ibKO Tcnepb nepeA chom h oahh 3a peuicTKOio,

ynHBaacb rjiasaMH b xpacHOBaToe He6o, —
6ojibHO MHe.rpycTHO mhc, ho c rpycTbio KpoTKOio

npHHMMato cyAb6y, KaK co/ib c x;ie6oM.

JiHuib noHXTb HC Mory, 3a hto b tom MHpe, rpaBoit naxyscM,

see Mbi^gyra, hcxoth, CTOJib MHoro MyiHM.

"opi^
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Wenn, Mutter, frUh am Morgen

Stiefel vor unserer TUr anhalten,

beeile dich und bffne, bevor das Klopfen erschalU,

mit deiner Hand unterschreibe die Vorladung.

Seize dich dann in die Damiieriing und wecke mich nicht,

sei nicht in Eile in mein Zimmer einzutreten;

geh mit den verbTassenden Sternen zu sprechen,

frage den stillen Morgenzauber:

MuBt du mich fur die heilige Pflicht aufrufen

und das gelbe Blatt mir in die Hand stecken, i

urn mich halberwacht, halbgeschult, kaum verliebt

in die hoffnungslose Hblle des Krieges zu schicken?

Oder. .

.

Oh, Mutter, an diesem grausamen Morgen wecke mich nicht,

laB langsam die blassen Sterne am Himmel verlbschen.

Quando, madre, presto alia mattina

stivali si fermeranno davanti alia nostra porta,

affrettati c, prima che bussino, apri il cancello:

firma con la tua mano la cartolina precctto.

Poi siediti nel crepuscolo e non mi svcgliarc,

non aver fretta di entrar nella mia stanza;

vai a parlare con le pallide stelle lontanc,

chiedi al calmo splendore antelucano,

se dcvi chiamarmi al sacro dovere,

ficcandomi nclle mani la cartolina gialla,

e spedirmi perplesso.insonnolito, appena innamorato,

nel disperato inferno della guerra..

Oppure...

Oh, madre, a quell'alba tremenda non mi svegliarc,

lascia che, sommessamcnte, si spengano le stelle turchine.
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KoraTO, MaiiKO, paHO npH3opH
6oTyiiJH cnpar npe;; Hamara epaxa,

no6i>p3aH H, npe;iH ^a wyKHar, oxBopH,
npH30BKaTa mh noAnHuiH ct.c TBOHTa piKa.

Cjica xyfi ceflHH caMa bib sApaia h hc mc 6yAH,
Hc dipsaii ^a npHcnnHiu b MOHra craji,

HflH noroBopH etc 6jieAHTC yracBaiuH 3Be3AH,
nonHTaii THxaxa npeAyxpHHHa OMaa —

OflJiH TH MCH Aa npH30Beiij 3a AT«^r CBeiueH
M Aa MH nixHeuj tK-kmaTa xapxHHKa bib piKara,
Aa Me HsnpaTHUj cihch, HeAoyneH, HeroACH
bib aAa 6e3HaAe)KAeH wa BOHHara, —

HJIM . . .

O, MaiiKO, B Ta3H CTpaiuHa yrpHH th hc mc 6yAH,
H HCKa THxo Aa yracHar chhhtc sbcdah.
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(,

Kerker, Galqen, Folter, Gestank der Scheiterhaufen,

und Kardinale in.schwarzen und purpurfarbigen Talaren -

mit diesem Requisit des Mittel alters

hat man stets den Teufel aus den Kbpfen der Freigeister verjagt.

Aber die Schlange des Zweifels, eine ausharrende Bestie,

hat letzten Endes die kbniglichen Kronen, das papstliche Szepter,
das biblische Gerlinpel

vor der ganzen Welt verlacht und verspottet

und niemanden auf die Dauer zu lligen und zu v;eihrauchern gelassen.

Jetzt sind andere Jahrhunderte - das zwanzigste neigt bald dem Ende sich,

und nicht die Kardinale in Talaren die Hydra des Satans verfolgen;

jetzt sind in Mode die P.rzte in weiBen Kitteln,

die das Obel der Erkenntnis mit Spritzen in, den Kbpfen der Freidenker

tilqen.

Doch diesnal, kann sein,wird der Zweifel aus den Seel en verbannt,

denn nicht das Fleisch - der Geist wird mit dem Eisen verbrannt.

Carccri, prigioni, torture, fctore di roghi ardenti,

c i cardinal! in tonaca nera e porporina;

da secoli con gli strumenti medievali

scacciano il diavolo dall'anima dei liberi pcnsatori.

Ma il serpente del dubbio, feroce bestia,

sulle corone dei re, sulla tiara del papa, sul ciarpame biblico,

sempre, alia fine, deride le grandi bugic

c non lascia nessuno bruciar I'incenso e mentire a lungo.

Ora i secoli sono diversi — gia il ventesimo declina —
c contro il serpente lottano non piu i cardinali nei manti,

ma van di moda i dottori nelle gabbanelle bianche

che scacciano con punture il diavolo dall'anima dei liberator!

.

Cosi, forse, riusciranno finalmente a tagliare la via del dubbio,

perche il ferro non brucera la carne, ma lo spirito.
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3acTCHKH, TiopbMU, nuTKM, CMpaA nujiaiotUHX KOcrpoB,

H KapAHHajibi B Torax nepHux h nypnypHbix —
BCePAa BCeM 3THM PCKBHBHTOM CpeAHC-BCKOBUX BCKOB

roHHJiH caraHy h3 ^yui ronoBOTanoB BojibHOAyMHbix.

Ho caTaHa-3Me)i )KHByHeK) raAtoKoii OKaaanacb —
HaA uapcKHMH KopoHaMH, Ha^ nancKHM >kc3;iom, Ha^

6H6iie{icKHM xjiaMOM

Bccr^a, B KOHite kohuob, hb secb MHp H3AeBajiacb

H HHKoro He ocTaBJifl;ia AOJiro nrarb h rauiHTb (}>HMHaMOM.

Tenepb bckb HHbie, — He6ocb, ABa^maTbiii Ha Hcxoae,

H rH;]py-caTaHy He KapAHHa/iu b nepHux rorax roHtiT;

Tenepb spaHH b xajiarax 6eAbix KaK-TO b moac
H AbJIBOJia n03HaHHli yKOJiaMH H3 AyUI HHaKOAyMHblX

UlMOHilT.

Ho, MOJKer 6biTb, cett pa3 cyMctOT nyxb coMHeHbio nepcceMb.

m6o hc n/ioTb, a Ayx )Kcne30M 6yAyT >KeHb.
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V'ieder schaue ich auf deine Ikone,

die Ikone, die nur ich auf der weiEen Wand sehe -

im Tempel bin ich, wo kein Kirchenklang erschallt,

wo keine Kerzen sind, kein Weihrauch und Erscheinungen im Gebet.

Ein arger Pessimist bin ich. Atheist und Gottesleugner,

ich glaube an nichts von dieser und von jener Seite,

und ich wand're durch die Welt wie jeder Obdachlose,

ohne 2u hoffen, daB irgendeine Tiir sich nir offne.

Aber warum vor dir falle ich auf die Knie,

und warum stundenlang starre ich in deine Zlige,

warum schlagt das Herz im Jubel in meiner weiPen Zelle,

wenn deine traurigen Augen in meine versinken.

Ich weiB nicht, wo das Geheimnis liegt: ist alles eine Chimare,

Oder den Zauber macht qanz einfach dein Name - Vera*.

VeA niLiil&che. wJccfatcclie Wame l/ERA btdmteX. GLAUBE.

Di nuovo guardo la tua icona,

I'icona che solo io vedo sul muro bianco;

sono nel tcmpio, dove mai echeggera lo scampanio,

dove non ci sono candele, incenso, nc fantasmi del sonno.

Pessimista accanito, ateo c dubbioso,

niente del mondo di qui, ne dell'aldila, mi convince.

Vagabondo in terra, senzatctto,

non mi aspetto che qualche porta si spalanchi per me.

Ma perche davanti a te cado in ginocchio,

perche per ore ed ore contemplo il tuo volto,

perche con gioia batte il cuore nella mia bianca cclla

quando i tuoi occhi fissano i miei?

Non so dov'c il segreto: o questo e solo chimera,

oppurc c il tuo nome che fa il miracolo, Vera.

// mome femfnmiit n/sso. Vera. ugm$fic0 Fede
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fl cHoea r;iH)Ky Ha tbok) HKOHy,
TOJlbKO MHOK) BHAHMyjO HKOHy Ha 6e;iOH CTCHC —
B xpaMe H, TAC Hc pa3AaTbca uepKOBHOMy 3BOHy,
PAC HCT CBCH, (JjHMHaMa H BHACHHH BO CHC.

rieCCHMHCT H laKAHTbJH, aTCHCT H 6ei6o>KHHlC,
HC BCpK) HH BO HTO nO DTOft H HO TOH CTOpOHC,
6po)Ky no scmac KaK h bchkhh 6e3AOMHHK,
HC 0)KHAaiI, HTO ABCpb HbH-TO OTKpOCTCJJ MHC.

Ho lancM npcA to6ok) naAaw h Ha kohchh
H 3awcM sacaMH BCMarpHBawcb b tboh tepTbi,

3aMCM 6bCTC)J CCpAUC paAOCTbKJ B MOCH GcAoW MOJlCAbHC,
KOPAa B MOH rAa3a BApyr masaMH anHBacmbca tw? —

H HC 3HaK) PAC TaHHa, HAH 3TO XHMCpa,
h;ih npocTo y tc6(i hmh raKoe: Bcpa.
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Nur ein Gedanke nacht mir Sorgen,

nur ein Leid durchdringt niein Herz:

sind so billig unsere Haute,

dae wir sie fur ein Spottgeld verkaufen?

FUr ein Platzchen, mager und unbedeutend,

sind wir bereit bis zum Tode zu schwitzen,

daB man uns beschimpft, betrugt und verspottet,
jeden Tag die Ikonen der Heiligen auswechselnd.

Itn Altertum hingeqen kaufte man Reiche mit Hauten,
das Gold im Vergleich kostete wenig;

die starkste zog man iiber die Trommeln,

und viele verkauften sehr teuer die eigne an den Tyrannen.

Denn die nenschl iche Haut ist sehr geschatzt und sieht aus gut
nach einer Bearbeitung mit Peitsche und Knut.

Un solo pensiero mi tormenta,

un solo dolore brucia il mio cuore:

vale tanto poco la nostra pelle

che la vendiamo per quattro miseri soldi.

Per quattro miseri soldi

lasciamo che ci insanguinino il collo,

che ci disprezzino, che ci mentano senza pudore,

cambiando ogni giorno le iconc dci santi.

Invece nei tempi remoti si compravano regni con pelli,

e al confronto I'oro valcva poco;

le piu dure Ic tendevano sui tajnburi

c moiti vendcvano cara la propria ai tiranni.

Poiche, da scmpre, la pelle umana c stata siimata

secondo le stigmate incise dalla frusta.
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E^Ha c;iHHHKa mhctjt mc tpcbojkh,

cflHa cAHHHKa CKpi>6 cipucTO MH ropH, —
aas\» TbH c4)THHH ca Hamre ko)km,

Ta PH npoAasaMC 3a luenHMKa napH.

3a HflxaKBO MCcrcHue nocTHo h hhikoikho

CT.r;iacHH cmc aa hh npexpHaT iuhhtc,

aa HH pyrajiT, aa hh m.)KaT Haft-6c36o)KHO,

na HH CMCHIiBaT BCeKH PfiH CBCTHHTe.

A B flpcBHOcTTa qapcTBa CbC komch ca rynyBa.™,

6C3CHnCTBanH npCfl KOJKHTC flOpH JKVnTHUHTt —
HaH-flKHTC Ha 6apa6aHH th oniBajiH

H CKino PH npoflasajTH b rbMHHUHTc, —

HC KOJKara HOBCuiKa cc uchh h mhopo h npHJiHia,

Koraro 6i,ae 3flpaBaTa namapeHa ct.c 6HMa.
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Du hast mich vergessen. f^un sitz' ich hlnter den Gitter eines
seltsamen Hauses, -

wozu sich erinnern und dann noch leiden und schnachten.

Wir trafen uns selten, waren einfach Bekannte

und Seele nit Seele haben sich nicht vereinigt.

Und du hast dich entfernt... Aber ich werde nie deine Lippen und
Hande vergessen,

und dein Nane wird geliebt und heilig gehalten,

denn es scheint mir, wir sind uns nach einer langen Trennung begegnet,
irgendwann haben wir zusammengelebt und einander geliebt...

Ja, so war es... An einem weiten anderen Ufer, -

dort haben wir in den Wellen getobt und wie Kinder qespielt,
dort trug ich dich in den Handen und kiJBte im Laufen,
und in deinen Augen leuchteten alle blauen Sterne des sudlichen Himnels.

Ich weiB, etwas anderes vorherging uns'rer Begegnung,
denn die Liebe ist ein Treffen nach einer schmerzlichen Trennuna.

Tu mi hai dimenticato. Infatti sono dietro la rctc d'una casa strana;

perche ricordare, aspettare invano, soffrire?

Raramcntc ci si incontrava, parlavamo poco,

e I'anima con Tanima non si sono unite.

E ti sei allontanata. Ma io non dimentichero le tue labbra, Ic mani,

c il tuo nome sara custodito amato c santo.

Poiche mi sembra che ci siamo incontrati dopo lungo distacco,

e chc tanto tempo fa abbiamo vissuto I'uno per I'altra.

Si, era proprio cosT... Su una spiaggia lontana,

dove fra le onde si giocava felici,

dove nclle mie braccia ti prendevo e baciavo,

e nci tuoi occhi brillavano tuttc Ic stcllc del ciclo australc.

Ix) so, alia nostra conoscenza altro era il precursorc:

I'amorc c un incontro, imprcvisto c strano, dopo un addio.
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Tbi MeHfl no3a6biJia. Beab a 3a peuicTKaMH crpaHHoro

AOMa, —
3aMeM BcnoMHHaTb h rpycTHTb, h TOMHTbca 3aseM. —
Mbl TaK MaJIO BCTpenajlHCb, 6blJ1H TOJIbKO 3HaKOMbl

H c AyuJOK) Ayiua He cBji3ajiacb HHseM.

H yuuia, yAajinnacb . . Ho h hc 3a6yAy tboh ry6bi h pyKH

H HMX TBoe coxpaHK) jiio6hmo h cbhto, —
BCAb Ka)KeTca mhc, <ito BcrpeTiuiHCb mu nocjie AonroU

pasjiyKH,

HTO Mbi )kh;ih c T060K) H ;ik)6hjih apyr Apyra KorAa-TO.

EbiJio, 6biJio Bcc 3TO . . . Ha KaKOM-TO AaJieKOM, hhom
6epcry,

rac Mbl b bojihbx pe3BH;iHCb h xaK acth HrpajiH,

TAC 11 Hcc tcGh Ha pyKax, ucjioeaji na 6ery,

a a r;ia3ax tbomx bcc chhmc 3Be3Abi K»KHoro He6a

6;iHCTaJiH.

fi 3HaK) — 3HaKOMCTBy HauicMy HHOC 6biJio npeATCMa,

BcAb nK)6oBb — 3TO nocjic )Kry4eH pa3/iyKH

HeMa«HHO-cTpaHHa»i BCTPCMa.
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Wenn deine Hande gebunden sind

und dein jegliches Tun wird verfolot,
wenn fur jedes Wort oder Seufzer
nur die Knut dich erwartet,

wenn alle dich verlassen haben.

fallend auf die Knie vor dem Gott Angst.
wenn alle in ihren Schalen sich verkettet haben,
umwandelnd die Ketten der Freundschaft in Staub.*

wenn in dem ganzen weiten Weltall
du bleibst allein mit deinem Schicksal

.

und mit unbegrenztem Schmerz und in endloser Verzweiflung
in die Zukunft du weiter siehst,

wissedoch - auch wenn keine Freundin hast und keine Liebe
die verwaiste Erde bleibt deine Geliebte-.

Quando Ic mani sono legate

ed e spiata ogni tua mossa

quando per qualunque sussurro

ti aspetta solo la frusta

quando ognuno c rintanato nel suo guscio,

e s'inchina davanti alia paura

quando tutti ti han voltato le spalle,

riducendo in polvere i vincoli d'amicizia

quando nel tuo muto universo

resti a tu per tu col destino

e in una angoscia immensa

abbracci la solitudine,

sappi:

benche senza moglie, nc amantc,

arnica tua resta la triste terra orfana.
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KoPAa y Te6n CBHiaHu pyxH

H Ka)KAbiH mopox TBOH CTcperyT,

KOPAa 3a ;iK)6bie isyxH h cryKH

>KAeT Te6H TonbKO KHyx,

KOPAa OT Te6)i bcc OTsepHyAHCb,

nasuiH HHu nepcA 6oroM Cxpax,

KOPAa Bce a CKopjiynax 3aMKHyAHCb,

npeapaTHB y3bi Apy>K6bi b npax,

KOPAa OAHH BO BcCACHHOii

ocraeujbCfl co CBoeio cyAbGoii

H Ha >KH3Hb B TocKC GecnpcACAbHoR
H B OTHaiiHbH Tbi MaxHeujb pyKoii,

BCC )KC 3HaH TOPAa — xoTb Tbi 6e3 )KeHbi, 6e3 Apyra,
rpycTHax CHpoTa-anaHera ocTaerca Te6c noApyroH.
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In dieser abendlichen Da-nmerungstunde. wenn die "Arbeit" zu Ende ist
wenn zu Ende sind die Verhbre. die Spritzen, die Schocks.
wenn nach Hause verschwindet die Kompanie der flrzte
und ich bleibe in der Stille hinter dem Gitter allein,

in dieser Stunde. meine Bruder. wende ich mich an euch.
die in Kerkern, Lagern und Krankenhausern schmachten.

'

um euch zu sagen: verfluchet nicht euer Schicksal
und beneidet nicht die in Freiheit fliegendenvbgel

.

Auch wenn jeder von euch bis zum Wahnsinn allein ist
und keiner hat weder Frau noch Geliebte,
auch wenn unendlich ist vor jedem die Frist des Urteils.
und jeder den Tod wie eine Rettung erwartet.

wissd:doch: Tausende und tausende leiden in Einzelzellen,
also.wir sind zu viel um Angst vor der Einsamkeit zu haben.

Al tramonto, finito il "lavoro",

finiti gli intcrrogatori, Ic punture, gli chocs,

quando verso casa sfolla la compagnia dei dottori

e nel silcnzio rimango solo dietro la rctc,

in quell'ora mi rivolgo a voi, fratclli lontani,

che languitc in carceri, lager, ospedali.

Non maleditc il crudcle destino

e non invidiate gli uccelli che volano libcri.

Sebbene ognuno di voi sia solo alia follia

c nessuno abbia piD amico nc amantc,

sebbene davanti a voi sia infinito il tempo di condanna

e ciascuno pensi alia mortc contie salvezza,

ricordate:

a migliaia soffriamo ncirisolamento

c non dobbiamo, cosl tanti, aver paura della solitudinc.
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B TOT BenepHHii saKaTHuii lac, KorAa ytKc KOHMCHa

"pa6oTa"
KOr^a KOHMMJIHCb AOnpOCbl, yKOJIU, KOpMeWKH, UJOKH,

KorAa no AOMaM pa36pe;iacb caHHTapHO-epaMeGHax pora
H M ocraiocb 3a pemeTKOio b THUiHHe oahhokhh, —

B 3TOT Mac KO BCCM SaM H o6paiI{aiOCb, 6paTbII MOH,
TOMHiuHcoi no TiopbMaM, jiarepflM h GojibHHuaM,

MTo6bi BaM cKa3aTb — He npoKJiHHaMTe cyAb6bi cboh

H He 3aBHAyHTe Ha csoGoAe jieTaioiUHM HTHuaM.

XOTX KaiKAblH H3 BaC AO 6e3yMH)I OAHHOK
H HH y Koro H3 Bac 6o;ibUje hh jiioGhmoh, hh Apyra hct,

xoTa GecKOHCHCH nepcA KawAUM 3aK;iioHeHHji cpoK
H BCHKHH o CMepTH KaK o cnaceHHH AyMacT,

Bcc )Ke 3HaiiTe: acchtkh h cothh tucxh b OAHHOHKax tomhtoi,
3HaHHT Hac CTOJIb yW MHOrO, MTO HaM-TO OAHHOSeCTBa He

GoHTbCll.
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Beklage dich nicht liber das verspielte Leben, mein Freund,

weine nicht weil du auf dem Boden liegst,

trotz alledem bleibt der Gefallene ein Held,

wenn er sich nicht ergeben hat, aber wurde geschlagen.

Selten lacht uns die Sonne des Sieges zu,

weil wir inner allein vor der Menge stehen.

Unsere Siege - das sind die Kerker, die Folter, die Peitsche, die Not,

nur Siege liber uns selbst verleiht uns das Schicksal.

So war es inner - in alien Zeiten -

und in alien ndrdlichen und slidlichen Landern,

aber immer sind von uns Samen geblieben,

die zu den blutigen Pfaden die anderen locken.

Und die Einzelnen, die Zahne zusanmenbeiBend, ohne Hoffnung,
ohne Vorwurf»

auf diesen Pfaden steigen zu den Niederlagen in die Berge.

Non lamentarti della vita perduta, amico,

non piangere perche sei stato vinto:

il caduto rimane semprc un eroc,

se non si c arrcso, ma c stato battuto.

Raramcnte ci sorridc il sole dclla vittoria,

perche noi siamo sempre soli davanti alia folia.

Lc nostrc vittorie sono Ic prigioni, Ic torture, le frustc;

solo la vittoria su noi stessi ci offrc il destino.

Cos! c stato sempre, in ogni tempo

c in ogni paese, al nord e al sud,

ma sempre sono rimasti, dopo di noi, i semi

che hanno chiamato altri verso sentieri insanguinati.

E stringendo i denti, i solitari, senza speranza e lamenti,

su questc strade salgono suUa vetta verso la sconfitta.
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He ropioH o npoHrpaHHoit )kh3hh, Apyr moS,

Hc njiaHb o TOM, HTO Te6ji noCcflmiH,

ynaBUiHn no CBOCMy ocracTCJi repoft,

ecjiH OH HC cflajicji, a npocTO no6HJiH.

HaM peAKO ynwSacTCJi cojihuc noGe^u,

h6o mm Bcer;ia oahhokh nepe^ TOJinoit,

HaiuH noGe^bi — TiopbMbi, nbixKH, hjicth h Gcau, —
jiHiub HaA co6oK> no6eAbi cyxcACHu HaM cyAbdoK.

Tax 6uno BcerAa — bo see BpeMcna

H BO Bcex nojiHOHHbix H conHciHbix CTpaHax,

HO BcerAa ocTasajiHCb or Hac ccMena

H K KpOSaBblM TpOnaM B3bIBajIH He3BaHbtX.

H, CTHCHys 3y6bi, oahhohkh, 6e3 HaAOKA, 6e3 yxopa

no 3THM TponaM noAUMaAHCb k nopa)KeHbJiM b ropu.
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Kan sagt, nach einem Monat werde ich freigelassen,

wenn ich die Tropfen trinke und auf den HinterfuBchen stehe,

doch jetzt miissen die Traume von Freiheit weq,

daB sie mich nicht wie glUhende Kohle verbrennen.

EinenMonat, und zwei , und drei werde ich noch ausdauern

hier hinter dem weiBen Gitter in Kreuzen durchflochten,

aber warun warte ich nichr'die Morgenrbte der Freiheit,

wie sie alle Gefangenen der Welt erwarten?

Ich kenne die VJahrheit: Hinter dieser Mauer

gibt es keine Auferstehung, keine Hoffnunq, kein Erwachen

das ganze Land ist ein riesiger Kerker geworden

und das Leben ein Urteil auf lebenslang.

Es gibt keinen Ausgang aus der Einsamkeit auf dieser Erde,

LUge ist jede Prophezeihung von Rettung,

Dicono chc dopo un mcsc sard rilasciato,

se bevo le goccc c sto sulle zampinc di dictro,

intanto i pcnsieri per la libcna dcvono dormirc

per non bruciarmi come carboni ardenti.

Sopportero un mcse ancora, e due, e tre

dietro la rete bianca intrecciata;

ma perche non aspetto I'alba della liberta

come I'aspettano tutti i prigionicri?

Conosco la vcrita: dietro il muro

non c'c risurrezione, nc speranza e risveglio;

tutto il paese c diventato un'immcnsa prigionc

c la vita di ognuno una condanna a vita.

Non c'c esodo sulla terra dalla solitudine,

tutte le profezie di salvezza sono bugie.
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FOBOpjIT Cme MCCSIH H MCHJI BbinyCTHT,

ccjiH 6yay KaruiH nHTb h Ha /lanKax CHaexb,
a noKa mchtu o bojic b rpyAH nycxb cngj,
HT06 yrjiJiMH pacKajieHHbiMH 3pH hc TJiexb.

BbiTcpnjiio H Mecaii, h ABa cme, h rpH
3a peiucTKOK) SejioK) Kpecr-HaKpecx cruicxcHHOio,
HO 3aMeM n hc ^ay 6jiH3Koii bo;ih 3apH,
KaK CBo6oAbi )KAyx Bce 3aKjiK>MCHHbie.

fla BCAb 3HaK>, Hxo 6yAex xaM, 3a 3xoii cxchok),
C 6yAH)IMH HCnpo6yAHbIMH H C BblXOAHbIM

6e3BblXOAHbIM,
Bca crpana cxajia, BCflb, SccnpcAejibHoH xiopbMoio
H BCfl )KH3Hb 3aK;ilOHeHbeM nO}KH3HeHHblM.

Her HcxoAa Ha scm/ic HauicA ox OAHHonecxBa,
o cnaceHHH jiryx h Bpyx bcc npoposecxBa.
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Rcnaco Ccnni nascc a Firenzc nel 1906. Ncl 1911 si trasferiscc con la fami-

glia a Geneva dove frequcntcra I'Accademia di Belle Arti.

Dal 1937 aJ 1943 lavora a Parigi. Tomato in Italia, prende pane alia lotta parti-

giana. Dopo un soggiorno a Roma, rientra nuovamente a Genova nel 1946.

Durante la sua vita inquieta e movimentata lavora ncl 1954 in Africa, ncl 1956

a Panama dove dirige anchc un film "II ponte deU'universo", ancora a Parigi

c, nel 1965, negli Stati Uniti. Muore a Genova nel 1977. Oltre alia vastissima

opera grafica c pittorica ha lasciato sculturc ed ha firmato recensioni d'anc, rac-

conti. libri.

La massima cspressione artistica di Rcnato Cenni c considerate "Calvario", 12

tele cm. 100 x cm. 80 gia esposte nel 1978 a Genova in Palazzo Ducalc. Donate

alia Citta sono oggi collocate in Villa Grimaldi a Nervi.
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THh; AMAZING PROBLEM OK ELECTROMAGNETIC UNIPOLAB INDUCTION

By Freincisco J. Miiller (,1'^'n;

(a new experimental approach might claxify Faraday's original

DC generator.)

SUMMARY (Not for publication)

A BRIEF REVIEW IS MADE OF THE PRINCIPAL QUESTIONS RELATED TO

FARADAY'S DISK: (a) DO THE MAGNETIC LINES ROTATE WHEN A MAGNET RO-

TATES? (B)CAN the "SEAT" OF INDUCTION BE EXPERIMENTALLY LOCALIZED?

(C)lS RELATIVE MOTION ESSENTIAL? (D)IS MAXWELL'S FLUX RULE APPLIC-

ABLE? THE ANSWERS, DERIVED FROM ORIGINAL AND OTHER INVESTIGATORS'

EXPERIMENTS ARE: (a)NO! (B)YES; (c)NO! (D)UI<IDECIDED. RECOURSE TO

GENERAL RELATIVITY THEORY IS BRIEFLY DESCRIBED, BUT THREE FINAL

TESTS REVEAL THE SHAPE AND CONTINUITY OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD TO BE

A I'RIMARY FACTOR IN MOTIONAL ELECTROMAGNETIC INDUCTICW I^ENOMENA.

Editorial note . This is the original paper which Dr. Muller sent to Marinov in the

fall of 1983. All hand-written remarks are of Dr. Muller.
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THE AMAZING PROBLEM OF ELECTROMAGNETIC UNIPOLAR INDUCTION

Century and a half old, "but still a mystery, Faraday's
disk cannot be understood without recourse to General Re-
lativity Theory. In this article some variations of Fara-
day's original experiments are presented which might re-
veal hidden aspects of the problem.

In his "Experimental Researches in Electricity" of January 1832

Michael Faraday, that greatest of experimentauLists, presented his fa-

mous disk experiment, actually the first direct current generator ever

created. A copper disk revolves near one pole of a magnet while a fixed

wire touches its rim and its center through sliding contacts. This pro-

duces an abundant ajnount of electric current which can be detected by

inserting a voltmeter in the circuit.

This rather elementary D.C. generator, (later called "unipolar in-

ductor" by Weber and "homopolar generator" in a more recent terminology)

,

is also the basis for a prestigious theory about the origin of the Earth's

mag;netic field, (see February issue of Scientific American). The theory

of its action, however, has long been the subject of discussion ajnong

scientists. Some of them, like George Cohn (19^+9), E. Gullwick (1959),

nobel laureate R. Feynman (l96^) and F. Kaempffer (19^7) > claim that

Faraday's disk does not follow one of Maxwell's basic relationships, the

so called "flux rule" of electromagnetic induction. Others, like N. Savage

(19^9). Panofsky & Phillips (1952), and Scanlon et al (1969) among others,

claim just the opposite: that the flux rule is valid for all cases of in-

duction.

In 1952, L. Bewley noted that "interest in this matter has erupted

again" and that "it does so every few yeaors like a slumbering volcano!".

But little agreement is reached, indicating the inherent difficulty of the

subject. Panofsky & Phillips go as fax as saying that only relativity

theory resolves the apparent paradox of the unipolar inductor, especially

when rectilinear motion is involved. For a rotating disk these authors

admit that it is not possible to discuss the problem consistently without

recourse to General Relativity. Why is this problem so difficult? How can

a rotating disk produce so much debate among scientists? I will try to

describe the problems involved, first reviewing their emergence throughout

'.he history of Science, and thien illustrating some experimental aspects

of this "old puzzle of a rotating ir.aignet',' as Gullwick calls it, with a few

original experiments.
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The "pu'Aile" staxts precisely when the magnet is rotated together

with the disk. F'araday also performed this test in 1832 just to check

if the disk had to be moved relative to the magnet in order for induction

to occur. As the reader might recall, Faraday's own theory concerning

electromagnetic induction is "based upon the conviction that a magnet is

invisibly surrounded by "magnetic lines" or "tubes of force". His idea

was that whenever a wire or conductor moves across these lines and "cuts"

them, an electric field will be induced within the conductor and, hence,

electricity will tend to flow in the wire if a circuit is completed. If

the circuit remains incompleted only a static voltage difference will

develop between the ends of the wire, with a concomitant separation of

positive and negative charges. An airplane, for instance, will have a

small electric voltage difference induced between its wing tips as it

"cuts" through the magnetic lines of the Earth in its flight.

Now, according to this view, Faraday would think that the metallic

Internal Radius, (iTi for short), in his disk, acts like a wire "cutting"

the magnetic lines of force as it rotates. Hence, a voltage or Electro-

motive Force, (emf), will be induced in it, just like in the airplane.

The so called "seat" or source of the induction will be located, there-

fore, in that part of the circuit, naimely IR, which is moving relatively

to the magnet. The External ConnectoR, (ECR for short), acts only in a

passive way, completing the circuit and allowing the flow of electricity

to be detected. We can imagiJie , then, Faraday's surprise when in 1832 he

rotated the magnet together with the disk, (i.e., without relative motion),

ajid noticed exactly the same amount and direction of electricity generated

"as that which would have resulted if the copper (disk) only had revolved

and the magnet been fixed". Did he give up his line "cutting" theoiy? No.

From this experiment he boldly concluded that the lines were in no way

"attached" to the magnet, but could remain in space as the magnet and disk

rotated together. Hence, we could still imagine that the disk "cuts" the

same lines as before. The "seat" of induction would still be located along

the internal radius, IR.

Twenty yem-s later, however, Faraday changed his opinion, as we read

in his diary, July l4, I85I. Now he thought that the lines might ^be firmly

attached to the magnet arid might rotate with it. The "cutting" effect,

then, would be located uot at IR but along the external connector, ECR,

since the latter biaiich would now receive the "cutting" effect of the lines
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a3 they rotated together with the magnet and disk. The result is the same

whether the wire moves EUid "cuts" the lines, as when the magnet moves and

the lines "cut" the wire. Only the relative motion "between magnet and wire

counts. The "seat" of induction, however, is different in each case. It

is IB according to the 1832 view; but it is ECR according to the I85I opi-

nion. Is there any way to localize, experimentally, the "true" location

of the induction within the circuit? If we could localize such a spot then

we could decide whether the lines rotate with the magnet, ( the emf would

originate at EGR) , or do not rotate with the maignet, (the emf would origi-

nate at IR), By simply measuring the current intensity in the whole cir-

cuit no discrimination can be made about the "seat" or origin of induction,

since In either alternative the intei'sity of the emf is the same.

At this point in our historical review we should introduce Albert

Eistein, whose centennial we are celebrating precisely this year. The prin-

ciple that electromagnetic phenomena "depends only on the relative motion

of the conductor and magnet" , as he wrote in the introduction to his famous

1905 paper, was, indeed, his Inspiration for the whole theory of relativity.

Again, in 1919, Einstein asserted that "the phenomenon of electromagnetic in-

duction forced me to postulate the (special) principle of relativity". (See

New York Times, March 28, 1972). Concerning the localization of the "seat"

of induction, however, Einstein writes on section 6 of his 1905 paper, that

this problem "now has no point". Vfhy? We can imagine that Einstein consi-

dered the problem as meaningless as asking following question: when a body

A moves relatively to another body B, who is "really" moving, A or B? This

question is meaningless in special relativity since this theory is based

upon the fact that no motion can be detected within the moving body itself,

and hence no absolutely or "really" moving body can be demonstrated by ex-

perimental means. Only relative motions are detectable and meaningful.

The special- relativistic principle, however, refers only to rectilinear

uniform motion, (hence the name "special"). For a rotating system, which is

precisely the case of Faraday's disk, the situation might be different.

Some discussions, therefore, continued occurring between 1910 and 1920

among physicists like Poincare, Barnett, Pegram, Kennard, and Swann. The

issue was still this: can the magnetic lines of force be said to rotate

when their source, a magnet or an electromagnet, is rotated? As we saw be-

fore, this question is tied to the possibility of localizing the "seat" of

induction within the circuit of a Faraday disk. An important breakthrough
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was proposed "by Kennard in 1912: to use an open circuit. If we eliminate,

for example, branch ECR from Faraday's circuit and observe any voltage dif-

ference along IR, like in the case of the airplane, then there would be no

doubt that the seat of emf is located there. The amount of electricity ac-

cumulated at the ends of IR, however, woiild be ridiculously small. Hence,

a design ought to be used such as to enhance the capacity of the open ends

to accumulate electrical charges.

.—-. Such a "capacitive" design was used by Kennard in 1917. The "capaci-

tor" consists of a small cylinder sirrrounded by a larger and concentric one,

They are connected by means of a rsidial wire which functions very much like

the internal radius , IR, of Faraday's disk. If this radius is rotated in

a perpendicular magnetic field the induced voltage difference between its

ends will be communicated to the cylinders, charging them with opposite

electrical charges. In this experiment the magnetic field was not created

by a permanent magnet but by a solenoid, that is, by a coil of wire wound

around the whole capacitor and energized with a current strong enough to

produce an intense magnetic field inside the capacitor and across TR. With

this design Kennard observed the following three cases:

Case 1: A voltage difference was Induced, as expected, when the radial

wire and capacitor rotated relative to the solenoid.

Case 2: Nothing happened when the solenoid wa^ rotated alone.

Case 3= Surprisingly, just like in Faraday's experiment of I832, the

same voltage difference of case 1 was observed when everything rotated to-

gether.

In this way Kennard demonstrated in 1917 that electromagnetic induc-

tion was possible even without relative motion between the conductor (ra-

dial wire) and the source of the magnetic field (the solenoid). It was

also evident that the radial wire contained the seat of induction since

there was no other branch like ECR where it could be located. This result,

however, did not invalidate in any way Einstein's assertions since we must

recall that relativity theory does not apply to rotating bodies but only to

rectilinearly and uniformly displaced ones.

Case 2 of Kennard 's experiment, however, did invalidate the hypothe-

sis that the magnetic lines rotated when its source is rotated, (the so

caJled "moving line theory", inspired by Faraday's opinion of l85i). This

nef;ative consequence was summarized by J. Tate in the Bulletin of the Na-

tional Research Council of 1922. Tate specified, however, that only when
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a magnet rotates can we say that its lines do not rotate with it. If the

magnet happens to move rectilinearly then everything happens "as if" the

lines did partake of the translational motion of the magnet. Why such a

distinction between the two cases? It has to do with the distinction "bet-

ween special- relativity (rectilinear motion) and generail relativity theory,

(rotational and accelerated motion in general). To illustrate the crucial

difference between the two types of motion and their effects in unipolar

induction I will now refer to some of my original experiments. (For

practical details the reader can see the "Amateixr Scientist" section

appearing in (this, oqeVkd^c^t) issue. (^C^LSo tN^\oj4^)

^— The accompcinying diagrajns show the four bsisic types of experimental

designs that I have studied. Types A and B utilize open magnetic fields.

Types C and D use magnetic fields enclosed within rectangular steel plates

(which we will call "wings"). A and C are designed for rotation; B and D

for translation. Wire IE, covered with adequate insulation, is inserted

inside a gap in the cylindrical, magnet, CM, or rectangular magnet, RM. If

a sliding contact is included at point R all three elements, IR, ECR and

CM (or RM) , can be moved (or oscillated) independently of each other. Only

the wings remain always fixed to the Lab. This yields eight possible com-

binations of rest (O) and motion (v), between the three components. The

experimental qualitative results for each case are summarized in TABLE I

under columns A, B, C, D. Let us describe the more important cases.

Experiment A is equivalent to Faraday's experiment, except that the

disk has been reduced to its essential element, the internal radius IR.

Experiment B is a rectilinear version of experiment A. The results for

the eight C€ises in both types of experiments are identical, thus showing

that when open magnetic fields are used no difference arises between ro-

tational and rectilinear unipolar induction. Likewise, we cannot pinpoint

the location of the seat of induction in cases 6 and 7 where one of the

wires moves with the magnet. In a book entirely dedicated to this subject,

however, Cullwick categorically affirms that the seat of induction is auL-

ways located "in that wire which is in motion relative to the magnet",

lest relativity theory, he says, be contradicted. The seat, therefore,

should be at ECR in cases 2 and 7, and at IR in cases 3 a^^d 6. Can we

have an experimental test of Ciollwick's statement in these cases?

For that purpose I have designed experiments C and D. Here the mag-

netic lines emerge vertically through the magnet in the center; they" touch"
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the internal radius IR in the gap, and before reaching ECR the lines are

deviated and forced to follow a ferromagnetic (steel) path. Through the

steel "wings" they return to the bottom of the central magnet without

ever escaping into the open air. If confinement of the lines within this

"magnetic circuit" were perfect, (which in practice is never 100^ true),

then no lines would ever reach the external branch ECR. That this is

nearly true can be seen by comparing the results of cases 2C and 2D with

those of cases 3C aJid 3D in the TABLE. No emf results in cases 2C Eind 2D,

evidencing that ECR "cuts" no magnetic lines when oscillating alone. But

IR does "cut" the lines when oscillating inside the gap. Thus we have

the positive results of 3C and 3D. The more crucial cases will be exa-

mined now.

In cases k only the magnet moves, (rotation in kC, translation in ^D).

The results are: no emf for rotation; positive emf for trajislation. What

could be the cause of such a difference? We will not go here into any

detailed analysis. It suffices to notice that if we assume, as Tate said

in 1922, that the lines do move when the magnet translates, (case ^D) ,
then

they will be "cut" by wire IR ,
(only), thus producing the observed emf.

In case kC, however, the lines do not rotate when the magnet rotates and,

hence, they are not "cut" by IR. Tate's summary of 1922 is, therefore,

experimentally validated, najnely, that the lines do not rotate with the

magnet but that they do translate with it. (This already shows that the

lines cannot be conceived as physical entities).

Finally, in cases 8 all three elements rotate together (case 8c) or

slide linearly (case 8d) under the "wings". Now we notice that the re-

sults axe the reverse: rotation yields a positive effect, whereas transla-

tion does not. The explanation, however, is the same as before: transla-

tion "moves" the lines with the magnet; hence, IR , also moving with it,

cannot "cut" those lines. But rotation "leaves" the lines fixed in space

as Faraday first thought in 1832; hence IR, rotating with the magnet, can

"cut" the lines and produce an emf. This positive result of case 8C is a

remarkable one, indeed. It shows again what Kennard demonstrated in 191?:

that electromagnetic induction is possible even without relative motion

between the conductor, IR, and the source of the field (magnet CM).

Does this result contradict Cullwick's relativlstic hypothesis? Ac-

cording to it the seat of induction might be better located at ECR, not

at IR, since ECR at least is moving relatively to the steel wings which

contain part of the magnetic field. It is true that ECR "cuts" no magnetic
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lines at all, (no emf In case 2C). But physicists know that even when

a magnetic field Is zero there can "be, and In fact there is In this case,

an important quantity in space called the "vector potential A", which,

according to relativity theory, can also yield an electric field when

seen by an observer from a moving frame of reference, (i.e., from the lab,

which is "rotating" backwards relative to the magnet in case 8c). It is

crucial, therefore, to try to elucidate where is the seat of induction in

case 8C.

It seems that such an enterprise has been impossible when a closed

circuit is involved. After seven years, however, in pursuit of this "im-

possible dream" , a very simple technique occiirred to me by reducing to

its minimum expression the theory of a long transmission line. It con-

- sists of using two resistors and one capacitor as shown in the diagram,

(an E-C-R circuit). Suppose that the "seat" of induction lies somewhere

along branch EG, (represented by a dotted line battery symbol). Then

when the magnet and circuit start to move a current begins to flow into

the circuit but not in the same way in each branch. The story of what

happens at each resistor is svimmarized by the plots also appearing in the

diagram in which the variation of voltage versus time is shown for each

resistor, (in technical jargon these are called the "transient state vol-

tages" of the circuit) . After a certain time has elapsed the capacitor be-

comes fully charged and both resistors will show steady and eqiial voltages.

Now, if the "seat" of induction would have been initieilly located along

branch IR, then the two plots would have been interchemged. By noting,

therefore, which resistor shows an initially higher voltage we cctfi iden-

tify the branch wherein lies the true seat of induction. A very important

condition for this method to work properly is to make sure that the capa-

citlve branch itself does not get any induction at all, lest the whole in-

terpretation become obscured.

As a test of the method I tried it first in the previous cases 2A and

3A where we know the location of the "seats" of emf, (namely, in that wire

which moves relatively to the magnet). The expected curves were obtained:

high initial voltage for ECR in case 2A and high initial voltage for IR in

case 3A.

Having thus tested the method, I applied it to case 8C. (For practi-

cal details concerning the way of connecting the capacltive brauich see the

"Amateur Scientist" aoollaii. referred before). The results clearly indicated

high initial voltage for the resistor in the IB branch and low initial volt-

age for the ECR resistor. Thus, IR is the seat of induction In this case
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aiid we can conclude that electromagnetic induction is possible in rota-

tion even when there is no relative motion between the conductor (IR)

and the magnet (CM). I have, therefore, extended for a permanent mag-

net what Kennard alreaidy proved for a solenoid in 1917. Cullwick's re-

lativistic statement, consequently, should be restricted to rectilinearly

moving systems. For a rotating magnet and circuit it seems that Special

Relativity theory is not adequate and, as Panofsky & Phillips say, we

have to recourse to the General Theory. W P<mi«JjIc<, (PmUii^ fvs li')-it'i[^f<)t*-\i-(,)

The latter authors refer their readers to an article about this

problem written by Schiff in 1939. Professor Oppenheimer presented the

itiatter to Schiff who, in the article, calculates the "warping" of "space"

which is "ascribed to the rotation of the distant masses" of the universe

and which show that an "extra current appears and modifies the electromag-

netic tensor equations" in a rotating frame of reference. Translating

this into plain language it means that the peculiar effects observed in

a rotating electromagnetic system are supposed to be caused by the violent

"backward" rotation of all fixed stars ajid extragalactic nebulae as seen

from the rotating system itself. The introduction of the "rest of the

universe" as a relevant physical cause can be ultimately traced back to

the influence of Ernst Mach, the empiriocriticist of science, on Einstein's

thought. No detailed physical explanation is given, however, as to how

such a mysterious interaction takes place. Thus, we are left as in the

beginning of this article, with using one of the most complicated theories

of the 20th. Century to explain the simplest electric generator ever

created. Is*.! ^V«^ AtviAZiM^ ? \

As an experimentalist, however, one hardly ever resigns to the explo-

ration of minute, possibly hidden factors, that might affect axi experiment.

To look to extragalactic nebulae as parameters that might explain the dif-

ference between case 8G and 8D seems like a renunciation of the search

for more "down-to-earth" causes. The motion in either case, 8G or 8D,

might amount to less than one millimetre oscillations. Infinitesimal

Cell cuius teaches us that a very minute arc tends to resemble a straight

segment in the lijnit. Yet, the galaxies seem to have a very "fine eye"

arid irjvariably and instantly (!) tell the difference, yielding a positive

emf in case 8C but absolutely nothing in case 8D. Why not consider other

possible causes that might explain the difference between the two cases?

7ne fact that branch El moves in case 8D but not iri 8C does' not explain

aJiy difference, neither does it the changes in "wing" lengths occurring

in case 8D when the magnet approaches one or the other vertical sides.

.t
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Could the shape of the magnet be a relevant factor in these experiments?

With this question in mind three final tests were made, as follows.

Test 1- Translation of either a rectangular magnet or a cylindrical one

with circuit RIEC as in case 8D, always yielded NO emf.

Test 2- Rotation of a cylindriccLl magnet or a rectangular one as in case

8C always yielded a positive emf in the circuit.

From these two tests it seems that the shape of the magnet is not a

relevant factor since either kind of shape can yield either type of re-

sults, depending only on the kind of motion used. HOWEVER:

Test 3- I"t is found that in the previous test 2, when a rectangulaj: mag-

net is rotated with RIEC, the intensity of the emf is proportional to the

mass of magnet contained in an imaginary cylinder inscribed within the rect-

angle. The "extra" corners of the rectangle's mass behave as if they were

ineffective or even "harmful" to the induction. This point was clearly

evidenced by repeating experiment 8C with rectangiolar magnets of progres-

sively smaller widths as illustrated in the diagrams. The remarkable thing

about this resiilt is that the intensity of the magnetic field over which IR

is oscillating remains practically constant when the magnet is decreased

laterally. (Actually there is a small decrease of field intensity as il-

lustrated in the upper curve of the plot in the diagram). Yet, in spite

of this, the induced emf's decreased most drajnatically and seem to extra-

polate to a zero value when the magnet, otherwise maintaining its strength,

becomes very thin. Do these findings violate in any way Maxwell's flux

rule of electromagnetic induction? I leave this question for our final

discussion.

That Maxwell's flux rule does not cover the entire jm-isdiction of

electromagnetic phenomena is something that some physicists believe, as

I have indicated at the beginning of this review. In 19^9 Cohn noted that

in Faraday's disk the magnetic field is parallel to the plane area enclosed

by the circuit, (see first illustration again). By definition of magnetic

flux, (product of circuit area by the magnetic field perpendicular to this

area), there is NO flux passing through circuit RIEC in Faraday's disk.

Hence, no emf should be expected according to Maxwell's rule, which states

that the emf is proportional to the change of flux per unit time. But

experience shows, indeed, that there is a positive emf. So the "flux

rule" seems to fail in this case.

Against such a negative interpretation, Savage, Panofsky & Phillips,

and Scanlon et al. among others, have stipulated that in computing the flux
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change through circuit HIEC one should allow the radius IR to move as

the disk rotates. Then a certain eunount of flux will be "cut" by this

i'ig. 6 radius as the circuit distorts itself from configuration RIEC, (see

\ diagram) to configuration RR'IEC. But Feynman said in 1964 that the

actual path of the electrons in Faraday's disk is "fixed in space".

That is, the current passes through RI and not through R'l, in spite

of the rotation. The "true complication" here, according to Scanlon is

that we do not really know which is the "physically relevaint contour".

One advantage of my experiments over Faraday's disk in this respect

is that the electric circuit is uniquely defined. It is then seen that

the flux rule does predict the correct results. In case 8C, for exairiple,

all the lines "cut" by IB in the gap bend themselves perpendicularly into

the circuit's area as they enter the upper steel wing. Even case 8D,

(table I), though yielding no net motional emf, actually produces a small

effect predictable by the fliix rule as well. This is due to a small

change in the magnetic "resistajice" , (reluctance), of the wings as they

become slightly shortened or enlarged when RM oscillates back and forth.

The shortened wing decreases its reluctance and, therefore, the number

of field lines passing through it increeises. The reality of this "flux

change" inside the wing is demonstrated by embracing it with a loop of

^ wire as shown in the diagram and noting the current induced in it as a

consequence of the flux chaJige. (This is called "transformer induction"). —

The rectangular loop, RIEC, also receives the same kind of induction. The

magnitude of this effect, however, is about five times smaller, (in the

system used) , than the positive motional emf found in the parallel case

8G.

From a mathematical viewpoint, therefore, the flux rule is strictly

valid in the previous experiments. Physically, however, as Feyiiman also

suggests, the rule is not capable of disclosing the distinctive physical

factors that are at work in the various cases of electromagnetic induction.

Also the non-physical nature of the "magnetic line" concept, as we saw

before, gives some unreal flavor to the flux rule. We ought to remember

w^lat Einstein has said: "as far as the laws of mathematics refer to rea-

lity, they are not certain; and as far as they are certain they do not

"i" ^^)«m\ refer to reality". This warning stimulates us to go beyond the flux rule

and try to look more directly into the real physical causes at work.

Fig. 8*: The diajTcam (at...) shows the crucial case we should analyze. As the

reotiiJigular n.agnet rotates togetlier with wire IR an electric field is
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developed: (a) in the wire; (b) proportional to the length of wire contained

in the inscribed (dotted) circle. This is consistent with the idea that

the lines within the circle, (perpendicular to the plane of the paper), do

not rotate as Tate said and, hence, are "cut" by the portion IM of the

wire. On the other hand, the lines outside the circle do move with the

magnet (not in rectilinear but in circular translation) and, consequently,

are not "cut" by the wire. Since in both sections of the system we have

circular uniform motion of each individual particle, how is it that the

lines "know" when to move and when not to move with the magnet? Of course

we must recall that the lines are mere mathematical artifacts. But still

we ask: why is it that section IM of the wire receives ein induction,

whereas section MR receives no, or much less, induction? Both sections

are located at essentially identical magnetic field intensities and, if

Einything, there is a difference in favor ot the outer portion MR, which

travels at a faster rate for any given angular speed. It seems iikp if

r section MR "notices" the magnetic changes occurring, in space, at the

' S^Vk'*^
• edges of the magnet. These changes, technically known as dB/dt changes,

(in the language of the differential calculus), produce an increase of

magnetic field intensities at points neax the leading edge of the magnet,

(dB/dt>0), and produce a decrease at the trailing edge, (dB/dt <0). On

the other hand, the rotation of the circular magnetic mass inscribed

within the rectangle does not, in any way, affect the magnetic field in-

tensities anywhere in the universe, (dB/dt =0). We can infer, therefore,

that the "edge effects" are somehow counteracting the line "cutting" in-

duction produced by the wire MR, and that only the portion of magnet which

rotates without producing dfi/dt changes can manifest a perfect line "cut-

ting" induction on any conductor, like IM , which happens to move together

with the magnet. We get, therefore, 100% induction when the whole magnet

is a perfect cylinder Eind rotates. This is Cullwick's "old puzzle". And

we get 0% induction when no portion of the magnet rotates at all but

merely translates in rectilinear fashion. This is the case studied by

the special theory of Relativity.

The explanation that I have just advariced becomes more precise with

a little help from mathematics. The electric field induced by the line

"cutting" phenomenon is measured by the product of field intensity, B,

times the wire velocity , v, (i.e.; vxB). On the other hand, vectorial

calculations show that in the particular case of constant velocity the

dB/dt effect produced by the moving edges is also identical to vxB but

with a negative sign. Wire IM, therefore, receives the vxB effect alone,

^ S«rPA-f'^vjtPk|l\„j^Seci.V$ a^^\^^ ^-
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whereas wire MH receives the positive vxB effect plus the negative vxB

effect due to the edges and they cancel each other in this section.

Hence, only the positive induction at section IM survives and thus we

caJi explain the linear decrease of emf as this section IM was decreased

in Test 3i above.

In order for the previous explanation to work we would have to admit:

(l)that the negative edge effects can be "felt" by wire MR at a distance,

since this wire is not located exactly at the edges; (2)that no relative

motion is required for this interaction to occur. None of these two con-

ditions are extravagant. We have already seen how a loop, ' embracing the

upper right hand steel plate in experiment D above, can "feel", at a

distance, the flux changes occurring inside the plate, notwithstanding

that the loop itself is placed in a region of space where B is practically

zero and constant. A similar "dS/dt action at a distance" occurs in wire

HH as a negative reaction to the neighboring magnetic changes at the edges.

Secondly, this reaction does not require relative motion between raagriet

and wire, very much like the line "cutting" induction does not require

such relative motion, neither in Lorentz's prerelativistic physics nor in

Einstein's relativistic electrodynamics. (What relativity theory really

requires, in spite of Einstein's introductory statement in his 1905 paper,

is motion relative to the "observer").

In this manner we can directly account for the differences between

rectilinear and rotationail unipolar induction as well as for the special

virtue of a rotating electromagnetic system. As we have seen, the crucial

factor is not so much the type of motion Involved as the presence or ab-

sence of magnetic changes in space due to discontinuities of the field

at the edges of a magnet.

There are other points intimately related to the experiments dis-

cussed in this paper, such as the basic electromagnetic force between co-

moving electrical charges, the stability of plasma columns in thermonuclear

resecirch, the role of unipolar self-induction in the genesis of the Earth's

magnetic field and the construction of a quarter cycle D.C. generator

without sliding contacts. These, however, lie outside the scope of the

present article and will be presented elsewhere.
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FARADAY'S DISK.- The first DC generator ever invented. A copper
disk revolves near one pole of a cylindrical magnet while a fixed wire,
lECR, touches its rim and center through sliding contacts. The imaginary
internal radius, IR , "cuts" the magnetic lines of force invisibly sur-
rounding the magnet according to Faraday (dotted lines^. In this way an
electric current is induced along IR , which can be detected by inserting
a voltmeter V in the circuit.
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KENNARD'S EXPERIMENT OF 191?.- (a)perspective ; (b) longitudinal cross-
section. Two concentric cylinders, E and C, axe connected by a radial
wire IR. A solenoid SS' , coiled around the extemauL cylinder but sepa-
rated from it, provides a longitudinal magnetic field B, (dotted lines),
when fed with a current i. Sliding contacts at K allows rotation of IR

and cylinders, in which case a voltage is induced between the two cylin-

ders as IR "cuts" the magnetic lines. The voltage is measured by electro-

meter V, (no induction can occur along connection KV). When the solenoid
is rotated alone no induction occurred. But when the whole system rota-
ted Kennar^ found the same voltage as when IR and cylinders -rotated
alone. Thus, electromagnetic induction without relative motion was de-
monstrated in a rotating system.
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FOUR VARIATIONS OF UI^IPOLAB INDUCTION EXPERIMENTS.- A and B utilize open

magnetic fields, whereas in C and D the field is enclosed within rectangu-
lar steel plates, ("wings"). The cylindrical magnet CM in A and C can be

rotated. In B and D the rectangulair magnet RM can be rectilinearly trans-

lated. If a sliding contact is introduced at R, branches of wire ECR and
IR , (the latter being insulated inside a gap in the magnets), caJi be

slifhtly rotated or translated independently of each other and of the

magnets and "wings". The latter always remain fi_xed to the Lab. In all

cases loop RIEC is equivalent to circuit RIEC in Faraday's disk. The qua-
litative results of the four experiments are given in TABLE I.
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R-C-R CIRGUIT.- This simple electric circuit can be used to discri-

minate if the source of an electromotive force (emf) is located at

branch EC or at IR. The plots at the right represent the transient

state voltages appearing across each resistor when the emf is just

initiated at EC. If the emf were located along IR instead, the

plots would be interchanged. By notirig, therefore, whiph resistor

shows initially higher voltages it is possible to pinpoint the branch

in which the "seat" of emf is located.
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FARADAY'S DISK AND MAXWELL'S FLUX RULE.- As the disk rotates in the

direction of the arrow, point E moves to R'. Some physicists stipu-

late that the relevajit contour to apply Maxwell's flux rule is lECRR'I.

In this way a magnetic flux (vertical arrows) is "cut" and linked "by

the circuit. (The source of magnetism is not shown). Others, however,

claim that the relevant circuit is fixed in space, namely RIEC, in

which case no flux is linked by the circuit.
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FLUX CHANGES IN EXPERIMENT 8D.- As the rectangular magnet RM moves towards

'the right wing more magnetic lines (two in the figure) flow through this

wing on account of its decreased "resistance" (reluctance). The flux in-

crease can be evidenced by noting the cuirent "i" Induced in a loop of

wire embracing, without touching, the steel plate as shown. The rectan-

gular loop RIEC edso receives the same effect, (called " traJisformer in-

duction"), but this is much smaller than the motional induction of case

8g.
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SUMMARY OF ELECTROMAGNETIC PHENOMENA IN A ROTATING NON -CYLINDRICAL MAGNET.

-

The magnetic field (not shovm) is perpendicular to the paper and wire IR ro-
tates with the magnet. The experiments described in this article have shown
that am electric field, vxB, is induced in the section IK of the wire whereas
almost no net induction survives along section MR due ic the opposition of
the line "cutting" effect (vxB, solid arrow), and ' . "edge effects at a
distance", (-vxB, dashed arrow). The latter i^ i.-t to the increase (dB/dt> O)

• • '^'^a.y '

''

i.r R.arri :- '

' - r, ;.t neighboring spaces as the system
luu. , .i^;nt,liE:fi ai;j"where in the universe (dB/dt = O) is pro-
duced by the rotation of the magnetic mass contained withia the dotted circle.
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NEW MEASUREMENT OF THE EARTH'S ABSOLUTE VELOCITY

WITH THE HELP OF THE "COUPLED SHUTTERS" EXPERIMENT

Stefan Marinov

Laboratory for Fundamental Physical Problems
Sofia, Bulgaria

Present address: Niederschbcklstr. 62

A-8044 Graz, Austria

The account is given on a new execution of my "coupled shutters" experiment.
This time the following sure enough figures for the Earth's absolute velocity

have been obtained: magnitude 360 t 40 km/sec with equatorial coordinates of

the appex 6 = - 24° 1 7°, a = 12.5^ ± 1^^ (for February).

1. INTRODUCTION

I carried out the "coupled shutters" experiment for a first time in 1979 in

1 2
Brussels '

. The accuracy achieved with this first experiment was not sufficient

for registering the Earth's absolute velocity. Thus with its help I could only es-

tablish that this velocity was not bigger than 3,000 km/sec. The "coupled shutters"
1 2

experiment is relatively very simple and cheap '
, however no scientist in the

worlct repeated it. The general opinion expressed in numerous letters to me, in re-

ferees' comments on my papers, and in speeches on different space-time conferen-
3

ces which I visited or organized is that my experiments are very sophisticated and

difficult for execution. The unique discussion in the press on the technical as -

4
pects of my experiments is made by Chambers . Here I should like to cite the com-

ments of my anonymous FOUNDATIONS OF PHYSICS referee sent to me by the editor, Prof,

van der Merwe, on the 23 June 1983:

I was informed by (the name deleted) of the Department of the Air Force,

Air Force Office of Scientific research, Boiling Air Force Base, that Dr.

Marinov 's experiments were to be repeated by the Joint Institute for La-

boratory Astrophysics. On inquiry, I learnt that JILA is not carrying out

the experiments, because preliminary engineering studies had indicated

that it lay beyond the expertise of the laboratory to achieve the mechani-

cal tolerances needed to ensure a valid result.

After presenting my objections that the fact that JILA in the USA is unable to

repeat my experiments cannot be considered as a ground for the rejection of my papers

dedicated not at all to measurement of absolute velocity. Prof, van der Merwe sent

me on the 24 January 1984 the following "second report" of the same referee:

It is with regret that I cannot change my recommandation regarding Dr.

Marinov's papers. In trying to justify the validity of his experimental
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work, Dr. Marinov highlights the points which cause tiie rest of the commu-

nity so much concern. He states, "If I in a second-hand workshop in a

fortnight for $ 500 achieve the necessary accuracy, then, I suppose, JILA

can achieve it too." I know of no one in the precision measurement commu-

nity who believes that measurements of the quality claimed by Dr. Marinov

could be realized under such conditions and in so short a time. It will

take very much more than this to change the direction of physics. I sus-

pect that even scientists working in the most reputable laboratories in

the U.S. or the world, would encounter great opposition in attempting to

publish results as revolutionary as those claimed by Dr. Marinov.

In this paper I present the account on the measurement of the laboratory's abso-

lute velocity, executed by me in Graz with the help of a new construction of my

"coupled shutters" experiment. Now the apparatus was built not in seven days but

in four. As the work was "black" (a mechanician in a university workshop did it

after the working hours and I paid him "in the hand"), the apparatus was built pre-

domenantly at the week-end and cost 12,000 Shillings. The driving motor was taken

from an old washing-machine and cost nothing.

As no scientific laboratory was inclined to offer me hospitality and possibility

to use a laser source and laboratory mirrors, my first intention was to use as a

light source the sun. As I earn my bread and money for continuing the scientific

research working as a groom and sleeping in a stall in a small village near

Graz, I carried out the experiment in the appartment of my girl-friend. The sensi-

tivity which I obtained with sun's light (a perfect source of homogeneous parallel

light) was good, but there were two inconveniences: 1) The motion of the sun is

considerable during the time when one makes the reversal of the axle and one cannot

be sure whether the observed effect is due to the delay times of the light pulses

or to the Sun's motion. 2) One can perform measurements only for a couple of hours

about noon and thus there is no possibility to obtain a 24-hours "sinusoid" (see

further the paper for explanation of the measuring procedure). On the other hand,

at fast rotation of the axle the holed rotating disks became two sirens, so that

when my apparatus began to whistle the neighbours knocked on the door, asking in

dismay: "Fliegt schon der Russe liber Wien?" (Is Ivan over Vienna flying?). After a

couple of altercations, my girl-friend threw away from her appartment not only my

apparatus but also me.

Later, however, I found a possibility to execute the experiment in a laboratory

(fig. 1). The scheme of the experiment, its theoretical background and measuring

pr9:edure are exactly the same as of the Brussels variation '
. Since the descrip-

tion is extremely simple and short, I shall give it also here, noting that the

mounting of the laser and of the mirrors on the laboratory table lasted two hours.
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But first, following the example of NATURE which gives interesting quotations

from its editions hundred years ago, I should like to give also a similar one:

If it were possible to measure with sufficient accuracy the velocity of

light without returning the ray to its starting point, the problem of

measuring the first power of the relative velocity of the Earth with res-

pect to the aether would be solved. This may be not as hopeless as might

appear at first sight, since the difficulties are entirely mechanical and

may possibly be surmounted in the course of time.

The names of the authors are Michelson and Morley, the year of publication

is 1887. This is the paper in which Michelson and Morley give their account on the

historical experiment for "measurement' of the two-way light velocity. The paper is

published in two journals: THE PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE and AMERICAN JOURNAL OF SCI-

ENCE. After giving this general opinion, Michelson and Morley present the proposi-

tion of an experiment which is almost the same as my deviative "coupled mirrors"
5 6 2

experiment ' '
. They propose to use a bridge method with two selenium cells where

the null instrument is a telephone. I must emphasize that I could not succeed to

find a single paper or book treating the historic Michel son-Mori ey experiment,

where information on their one-way proposal should be given. Let me note that in the

Michelson-Korley experiment one compares the two-way light velocity in two mutually
perpendicular directions, but one cannot measure its value.

2. THEORY OF THE "COUPLED SHUTTERS" EXPERIMENT

A rotating axle driven by an electromotor, put exactly at the axle's middle,

has two holed disks at its extremities. The distance from the centers of the holes

to the center of the axle is R and the distance between the disks is d. Light co-

ming from a laser is divided by a semi transparent prism and the two beams are led

by a couple of adjustable mirrors to the opposite ends of the rotating axle, so

that the beams can fly through the disks' holes in mutually opposite directions.

Any of the beams, after being chopped by the near disk and "detected" by the far

disk, illuminates a photocell. By a galvanometer one measures the difference of

the currents generated by both photocells. If covering one of the cells, one measu-

res the current produced by the other cell.

One arranges the position of the laser beam with respect to the disks' holes in

such a manner that when the axle is at rest the light of the laser which passes

through the near hole illuminates the half of the far hole. Then one sets the axle

in rotation gradually increasing its speed. Since the light pulses cut by the near

holes have a transit time in order to reach the far holes, with the increase of the

rate of rotation less and less light will pass through the far holes, when the

distant holes "escape" from the light beam positions, and, conversely, more and more

light will pass through the far holes, when the distant holes "enter" into the

light beam positions. For brevity I shall call the first kind of far holes "esca-
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ping" and the second kind of far holes "entering".

If one assumes that the holes as well as the beams' cross-sections are rectan-

gular and the illuminations homogeneous, then the current I, produced by any of

the photocells will be proportional to the breadth b of the light spot measured on

the surface of the photocell when the axle is rotating, i.e., I. ~ b. When the

rotational rate of the axle increases with AN, the breadth of the light beam pas-

sing through "escaping" holes will become b - Ab, while the breadth of the light

beam passing through "entering" holes will become b + Ab, and the produced currents

will become I. - AI ~ b - Ab, I, + AI ~ b + Ab. Thus

Ab = b-AL, (1)

^hom

where AI is the half of the change in the difference of the currents produced by

the photocells.

One rotates the axle first with AN/2 counter-clockwise and then with AN/2 clock-

wise, that corresponds to a change AN in the rate of rotation. Since

Ab = (d/c) 2TrANR , (2)

for the one-way velocity of light one obtains

2frANRd ^hom ,,,*^=—
b AT- (3)

In my experiment the holes as well as the light beams were circular and not rec-

tangular. Consequently instead of the measured light spot's breadth one has to take

certain slightly different "effective" breadth. As the breadth b can never be mea-

sured accurately, the discussion of the difference between real breadth and "effec-

tive" breadth is senseless. Much more important, however, was the fact that the

illumination in the beams' cross-sections was not homogeneous: at the center it

was maximum and at the periphery minimum. Thus the simplified relation (1) did not

correspond to reality if under Ij^ one would understand the measured current. I

shall give here a certain amelioration of formula (1), what was omitted to be done

in Ref. 1, because of a fear that the presumed referee will consider my analysis

as an "artificial speculation" in a search "to adapt the observed values to the

theoretical formula". Now I am no more afraid of the referee. The illumination will

be assumed to increase linearly from zero on the periphery of the light beam to a

maximum at its center where the beam is "cut" by the holes' rims. The real current

I which one measures is proportional to a certain middle illumination across the

whole light beam, while the real current Al is proportional to the maximum illumi-

nation at the center of the light beam. On the other hand, one must take into ac-

count that when the holes let the light beam fall on the photocell, first light

comes from the peripheral parts and at the end from the central parts. When the
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half of the beam has illuminated the photocell, the "left" part of the beam begins

to disappear and its "right" part begins to appear, the breadth remaining always

the half of the beam. Then the holes' rims begin to extinguish first the central

parts of the beam and at the end the peripheral parts. Here, for simplicity, I sup-

pose that the cross-sections of the beams and of the holes are the same (in reality

the former were smaller than the latter). Thus during the first one-third of the

time of illumination the "left" half of the light beam appears, during the second

one-third of the time of illumination the "left" half goes over to the "right"

half, and during the last one-third of the time of illumination the "right" half

disappears. Consequently, the real current. I, produced by the photocell will be re-

lated with the ideal ized current, Iu_^> corresponding to a homogeneous illumination

with the central intensity and generated by a light spot having the half-breadth

of the measured one , by the following connection

1 h
I =-/lhnn,M|-^)dX =ii^(x2 -^)

2 ^ hom ^3 3' 6 ^ 3

horn , -

.

= -q-- (4)
y

In this formula Ihom^'^^ ^^ ^^^ current produced by a strip with breadth dx of the

light beam; at the periphery of the beam (where x = 0) the produced current is zero

and at the center (where x = 1) it is l^^^^dx. The current
1^0,1,

'^^^ ^^ produced (i.e.,

the corresponding photons strike the photocell) during time 2/3 - x/3; for the pe-

riphery of the beam this time is 2/3 - 0/3 = 2/3 and for the center of the beam this

time is 2/3 - 1/3 = 1/3. The factor 1/2 before the integral is taken be-

cause the measured breadth of the light spot over the photocell is twice its working

breadth. Putting (4) into (3), one obtains

_ _ 2TTAN Rd 91

? fi 7
According to my absolute space-time theory '' (and according to any body who

is acquainted even superficially with the experimental evidence accumulated by hu-

manity), if the absolute velocity's component of the laboratory along the direction

of light propagation is v, then the velocity of light is c-v along the propagation

direction and c+v against. For these two cases formula (5) is to be replaced by the

following two
2tt ANP. d 9 I ^ ^ 2TrANRd 9 I /,.»

c - V =
, c + V =

, (6)
^ AI+6I ° AI-6I

where Al + 61 and AI -61 are the changes of the currents generated by the photocells

when the rate of rotation changes by AN. Dividing the second formula (6) by the first

one, one obtains ... ,^_, -,>
V = (6I/AI) c. (7)

Thus the measuring method consists in the following: One changes the rotational

rate with aN and one measures the change in the current of any of the photocells

which is Al = Al ± 61; then one measures the difference of these two changes which
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is 2 61. I made both these measurements by a differential method with the same

galvanometer, applying to it the difference of the outputs of both photocells. To

measure 2AI I made the far holes for one of the beam "escaping" and for the other

"entering". To measure 2 61 I made all far holes "escaping" (or all "entering").

3. MEASUREMENT OF c

In the Graz variation of my "coupled-shutters" experiment I had: d = 120 cm,

R = 12 cm. The light source was an Ar laser, the photocells were silicon photocol

-

lectors, and the measuring instrument was an Austrian "Norma" galvanometer. I

measured I = 21 mA (i.e., I. = 189 mA) at a rotational rate of 200 rev/sec.

Changing the rotation from clockwise to counter-clockwise, i.e., with AN = 400

rev/sec, I measured AI = 52.5 viA (i.e., the measured change in the difference

current at "escaping" and "entering" far holes was 2AI = 105 pA). I evaluated a

breadth of the light spot b = 4.3 + 0.9 mm and thus I obtained c = (3.0 ± 0.6)xlO^

m/sec, where as error is taken only the error in the estimation of b, because the

"weights" of the errors introduced by the measurement of d, R, AN, I, AI were much

smaller. I repeat, the breadth b cannot be measured exactly as the peripheries

of the light spot are not sharp. As a matter of fact, I chosed such a breadth in

the possible incertainty range of +1 mm, so that the exact value of c to be obtai-

ned. I wish once more to emphasize that the theory for the measurement of c is

built on the assumption of rectangular holes and light beams cross-sections and

linear increase of the illumination from the periphery to the center. These sim-

plified assumptions do not correspond to the more complicated real situation. Let

me state clearly: The "coupled shutters" experiment is not to be used for an exact

measurement of c. It is, however, to be used for an enough exact measurement of

the variations of c due to the absolute velocity of the laboratory when during the

different hours of the day the axis of the apparatus takes different orientations

in absolute space due to the daily rotation of the Earth (or if one will be able

to put the set-up on a rotating platform). The reader will see this now.

4. MEASUREMENT OF v.

The measurement of c is an absolute , while the measurement of v is a relative ,

taking the velocity of light c as known. According to formula (7) one has to mea-

sure only two difference currents: 2AI (at "escaping" and "entering" far holes)

and 261 (at "escaping" or "entering" far holes). The measurement in the air of the

laboratory had two important inconveniences: 1) The dust in the air led to very

big fluctuations in the measured current differences and I had to use a big con-

denser in parallel to the galvanometer's entrance, making the apparatus very

sluggish. 2) The shrill of the holed disks at high rotational rate could lead to
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the same gloomy result as when executing the experiment in the appartment of my

girl-friend. Thus I covered the whole set-up with a metal cover and evacuated the

air by an oil pump (this amelioration cost additional 9,000 Shilling). The per-

formance of the experiment in vacuum has also this advantage that the people who

wish to save at any price the wrong light velocity constancy dogma cannot raise

the objection that the observed effect is due to temperature disturbances.

The measurement of AI is a simple problem as the effect is huge . Moreover all

existing physical schools cannot raise objections against the presented above the-

ory. However, the measurement of 61 which is with three orders lower than AI has

certain peculiarities which must be well understood. When changing the rotation

from clockwise to counter-clockwise, the current produced by the one photocell

changes, say, from I, to I, + AK + 6L and of the other photocell from, say, I^

to I2 + AIo " ^^2' ^"^ makes I, to be equal to I2 changing the light beam po-

sitions by manipulating the reflecting mirrors micrometrically. One can difficult-

ly receive an exact compensation, so that the galvanometer shows certain residual

current I'. The current change AI. will be equal to the current change AI, only
it

if the experiment is entirely symmetric . But is difficult to achieve a complete

symmetry (and, of course, I could not achieve it in my experiment). There are the

following disturbances: On the one hand, the distribution of the light intensities

in the cross-sections of both beams and the forms of the beams are not exactly the

same; thus the covering of the same geometrical parts of both beams when changing

the rotation of the axle does not lead to equal changes in the light intensities

of both beams and, consequently, to AI. = AI^. On the other hand, although the

photocells were taken from a unique sun collector cut in two pieces, even if the

changesin the illuminations should be equal, the produced currents may become dif-

ferent (the current gain at the different points of the photocells is not the same,

the internal resistances of the cells are not equal, etc. etc). Thus after changing

the rotational rate from clockwise to counter-clockwise, I measured certain cur-

rent I", but I" -I' was not equal to 261, as it must be for an entirely symmetric set-

up. However, measuring the difference I"-!' during different hours of the day, I

established that it was "sinusoidal ly modulated". This "sinusoidal modulation" was

due to the absolute velocity v. All critics of my "rotating axle" experiments vo-

ciferate at the most against the vibrations of the axle, affirming that these vi-

brations will mar the whole measurement. Meanwhile the axle caused me absolutely

no troubles . When measuring in vacuum the axis of the apparatus pointed north/south.

I measured the "sinusoidal modulation" during 5 days, from the 9th to the 13th

February 1984. As I did the experiment alone, I could not cover all 24 hours of

every day. The results of the measurements are presented in fig. 2. The most sen-

sible scale unit of the galvanometer was 10 nA and the fluctuations were never
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bigger than 20 nA. The day hours are taken on the abscissa and the current diffe-

rences on the left ordinate. After plotting the registered values of I"-!' and

drawing the best fit curve, the "null line" (i.e., the abscissa) is drawn at such

a "height" that the curve has to cut equal parts of the abscissa
(
of 12 hours any ).

Then on the right ordinate the current 261 is taken positive upwards from the null

line and negative downwards. Since 105 yA correspond to a velocity 300,000 km/sec,

10 nA will correspond approximately to 30 km/sec. Considering the fluctuations of

the galvanometer as a unique source of errors, I took ± 30 km/sec as the uncertain-

ty error in the measurement of v.

When 261 has maximum or minimum the Earth's absolute velocity lies in the plane

of the laboratory's meridian (fig. 3). The velocity components pointing to the north

are taken positive and those pointing to the south negative. I note by v always

this component whose algebraic value is smaller. When both light beams pass through

"escaping" holes, then, in the case that the absolute velocity component points to

the north, the "north" photocell produces less current than the "south" photocell

(with respect to the case when the absolute velocity component is perpendicular to
axis

the of the apparatus), while, in the case that the absolute velocity component points

to the south, the "north" photocell produces more current. If the light beams pass

through "entering" holes, all is vice versa. Let me note that for the case shown

in fig. 3 (which does not correspond to the real situation, as in reality v is

negative) both velocity components point to the north and both v and v. are posi-

tive. In this case the "variation curve" has no more the character of a "sinusoid";

it has 4 extrema (for 24 hours) and the "null line" must be drawn tangent to the

lowest minimum.

As it can be seen from fig. 3, the two components of the Earth's absolute ve-

locity in the horizontal plane of the laboratory, v^ and v^^, are connected with

the magnitude v of the absolute velocity by the following relations

V =vsin(6-(}i), Vj^ = vsin(6 +$), (8)

where <ti is the latitude of the laboratory and 6 is the declination of the velocity's

apex. From these one obtains

7 7 7 7 \ 17
{v: + vf - 2v^v.(cos 4) - s\n^))'-"- v, + v

V = -^ ^ ^^
, tan6 = -^ ^tan<^. (9)

2 sin(j)COS(}) "b '
^a

Obviously the apex of v points to the meridian of v, . Thus the riaht ascension
a

a of the apex equaled the local sideral time of registration of v,. From fig. 2
a L.

it is to be seen that this moment can be determined with an accuracy of t 1 . Thus

it was enough to calculate (with an^Sccuracy not larger than t 5 min) the sideral

time t . for the meridian where the local time is the same as the standard time t .

of registration, taking into account that the sideral time at a middle midnight
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is as follows:

23 March - 12^

23 April - 14^

23 May - 16^

22 June - 18^

23 July - 20^

22 August - 22^.

The graph in fig. 2 shows that on the 11th February (the middle day of observa-

tion) I registered in Graz (4i = 47 , 6 = 15° 26') the following absolute veloci-

ty's components at the following hours (for 2(61) = - 120 nA, 2(61). = 50 nA)
d D

V, = - 342 + 30 km/sec, (t .) = 3*^ ± 1^,
a Sua

w^ = + 143 i 30 km/sec, (t^^)j^ = 1^ + 1^, (10)

and fomulas (9) give

V = 362 J: 40 km/sec, 6 = - 24° + 7°, a = (t . ), = 12.5^ + 1^,
SI a

22
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city done by me in 1975/76 to cite always the corrected here figures and not the

wrongly calculated figures presented in Refs. 2,6,8,9,10,11 and in some other of

my papers.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Comparing the figures obtained now by the Graz variation of my "coupled shut-

ters" experiment with the figures obtained some ten years ago in Sofia by the in-

terferometric "coupled mirrors" experiment, one sees that within the limits of

the supposed errors they overlap. Indeed, on the 11 January 1976 I registered in

Sofia the following figures

V = 327 + 20 km/sec, 6 = - 21° + 4°, a = 13^ \1^ t 20*". (12)

As for the time of one month the figures do not change significantly, one can

compare directly the figures (11) with the figures (12). The declinations are the

same. As the Graz measurements were done every two hours, the registration of the

right ascension was not exact enough and the difference of about one hour is not

substantial. I wish to point only to the difference between the magnitudes which

is 35 km/sec. I have the intuitive feeling that the figures obtained in Sofia are

more near to reality. The reason is that I profoundly believe in the mystic of the

numbers , and my Sofia measurements led to the magic number 300 km/sec for the

Sun's absolute velocity (which number is to be considered together with 300,000

km/sec for light velocity and 30 km/sec for the Earth's orbital velocity). The

Graz measurement destroys this mystic harmony.

The presented acount on the Graz "coupled shutters" experiment shows that the
12

experiment is childishly simple , as I always asserted . If the scientific commu-

nity so many years refuses to accept my measurements and nobody tries to repeat

them, the answer can be found in the following words of one of my best physical

and moral teachers :

TERRIBLE IS THE POWER WHICH AN AUTHORITY EXERTS OVER THE WORLD.

Albert Einstein

I wish to add in the end that with a letter of the 29 December 1983 I informed

the Nobel committee that I am ready at any time to bring (for my account) the "coup-

led shutters" experiment to Stockholm and to demonstrate the registration of the

Earth's absolute motion. With a letter of 28 January 1984 Dr. B. Nagel of the Phy-

sics Nobel committee informed me that my letter has been received.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 The Graz "coupled shutters" experiment during preliminary measurements in

the air of the laboratory; when performing measurements in vacuum the laser

was mounted in parallel with the axle and the regulator for motor's velo-

city (to be seen between the motor and the far disk) was taken outside the

evacuated space. At the left corner of the apparatus' plate one sees the

sockle for one of the reflecting mirrors for the case that sun's light

should be used (the sockle of the other reflecting mirror is at the far

right corner). The mechanician spent considerable time (and I lost money)

for mastering the adjustable reflecting mirrors for sun's light which have

not been used in the laser arrangement, so that the price of the actually

used apparatus had to be less than the half.

Fig. 2 Measurement of 261. The points give the measurements at the even hours

for the days from the 9th to the 13th February.

Fig. 3 The Earth and its absolute velocity at the two moments when the laboratory

meridian lies in the velocity's plane.
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Fig. 1
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Fig. 3
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Abstract. Proceeding directly from the axiomatics of my absolute space-time theory,

I obtain the fundamental equation of motion in electromagnetism. I show that

in electromagnetism only the full Newton's third law (introduced by me) is

valid, but the simple (or traditional) Newton's third law (introduced by

Sir Isaac) is violated. This violation is mathematically expressed in the

Biot-Savart formula for the interaction between two current elements. I

point out that conventional electromagnetism is reluctant to accept openly

this extremely important aspect of the electromagnetic interactions. Certain

authors assume that the interaction between current elements may violate

Newton's third law, but there is none accepting that this violation can be

experimentally observed. I point out to certain current interaction experi-

ments where the violation of Newton's third law is clearly manifested. Such

experiments are the cemented Barlow disk, the proposed by me "trick-track"

perpetuum mobile and Ampere's "floating bridge" experiment. In the "trick-

track" perpetuum mobile one will be able to observe also a violation of the

energy conservation law and of the angular momentum conservation law. Fur-

ther the "trick-track" perpetuum mobile will give a clear experimental re-

jection of Ampere's formula for the interaction between two current elements

and of Maxwell's displacement current hypothesis. I show that Pappas' measu-

rements with the "floating bridge" give an excellent confirmation of the Biot-Sa

vart formula. I propose a variation of Pappas' experiment with which one

can measure also the current jet effect predicted by me, which will give an

experimental confirmation of my presumption that the energy velocity of the

current conducting electrons in a metal wire (the velocity with which energy

and momentum are transferred) is near to c. Finally I present an almost un-

known electric motor, the so-called ball-bearing motor, and I explain its

torque (which until now has remained unexplained) by the current thermal di-

latation effect. I give experimental verifications of my hypothesis and I

give a report on an experiment which shows that the kinetic energy of the

ball-bearing motor is created from nothing in a drastic contradiction to.

the energy conservation law.
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In 1820 Oersted discovered the magnetic manifestation of "moving electricity" and

in the same year (in a final form three years later) Ampere proposed his formula for

the interaction between current elements. In the same year 1820 Biot and Savart mea-

sured the force with which a long linear wire, along which a stationary current flows,

acts on a magnetic needle and (with Laplace's interference) proposed the formula for

the magnetic intensity produced by a stationary current. However, it was only in 1845

that Grassmann proposed the formula for the interaction of current elements based on

the Biot-Savart formula for the magnetic intensity. Further, for definiteness, I shall

call Grassmann 's formula the Biot-Savart formula, taking into account that also the

majority of the authors now-a-days do the same. More historical details and abundant

references can be found in Ref. 1 and 2.

Although in the 160 years following the discoveries of Ampere and Biot-Savart-Grass-

mann milliards of apparatus have been constructed based on the interaction be-

tween electric currents, until now the mathematical aspect of this interaction re-

mains covered in fog. The scientific community has generally accepted as true the

Biot-Savart formula, although Maxwell defended the Ampere formula and voices in sup-
(3)

port of the latter can be heard until today^ '. The stumbling-block is that Biot-

Savart 's formula is at variance with the "mechanical" (according to my terminology,

"simple") Newton's third law. Few authors state clearly that Newton's third law is

violated at the interaction between current elements, much more cover this result

of the Biot-Savart formula by ambiguous enunciations, while the majority tries to

evade any mention and discussion of the topic. Meanwhile if one would consider the

magnets as solenoids, then all magnetic interactions between two bodies, at

the condition 9A/9t = 0, where A is the magnetic potential, can be considered (and

calculated
) as interaction between current elements. It is thus evident that the

problem about the mathematical description of this interaction and of its experimen-

tal verification is of a primordial importance and any ambiguity and unclarity must

be definitely removed.

The problem about the interaction between electric currents was largely discussed

at the International Conference on Space-Time Absoluteness^ ', where Prof. Pappas^ '

reported on his experiment for measurement of the interaction between col i near cur-

rents (according to Biot-Savart colinear currents do not interact, while according

to Ampere they repel each other).

The formula for the interaction between moving electric charges as well as between

stationary currents follows directly from my axiomatics of classical physics^ ' '.

This axiomatics and the deduction of the fundamental equations of motion can be writ-

ten (as the grammar of the language esperanto) on a post card and I shall present

all this in the present paper.

I constructed whole classical physics proceeding from 10 extremely simple axioms,
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operating with three undefinable notions only (space, time, energy), and considering

space and time as absolute in the most common (or Newtonian) sense. With my "coupled
(7 8)

mirrors" experiments^ ' 'I succeeded to measure the absolute velocity of the Earth in

a closed laboratory and showed indeed that space and time are absolute categories.

There are two types of energy: gravimagretic and electromagnetic (the magretic

energy is a space-time companion to the space gravitational energy as the magnetic

energy is a space-time companion to the space electric energy). Particles are those

space points whose parameters of gravimagretic energy (called masses) and of electro-

magnetic energy (called electric charges) are different from zero. If there are two

particles with masses m, m' and charges q, q', moving with velocities v, v', their

gravitational and magretic energies are

m m' CncA m ni' v^-Vn

2 2 -1/2
where r is the distance between the particles, c = c(l-v /c ) is the proper

-+ -»• -* ? 2 -1/2
time velocity of a particle moving with a velocity v, v = v(l-v /c ) is its

proper space velocity, c is the velocity of light in absolute space, and y is a co-

efficient of proportionality, called the gravitational constant.

In my theory the so-called kinetic (or better, time) energy of a particle is no-
taken with a negative sign

thing else than its gravitational energy with the mass of the wnole worldi. Tnus,

supposing that the velocities of the celestial bodies are low (as it actually is),

we can write the gravitational energy of a mass m moving with velocity v in the form

II
_ m j- dm _ - mc _ /p«

g
=

(i.v2/c2)l/2 JV= (i.v2/c2)l/2
= " 'o' ^'

where the integral is spread over whole space and thus the gravitational potential
2

generated by all celestial bodies is equal to -c .

One becomes aware of the fact that it is nonsensical to think (as conventional

physics does) the kinetic (time) energy of a particle is located at the particle it-

self, to introduce as basic notions two masses (inertial and gravitational), then

during hundreds of years to search for a difference between these two masses and fi-

nally when such a difference was not established to propose "fundamental" theories

(general relativity) taking as an "axiom" that the inertial and gravitational masses

are "numerically equal".

The electric and magnetic energies of our two particles are

u = a_9l. w = 3_a: iii:, (3)
e r

•
e ^2 r

•
^ '

where the coefficient of proportionality, called the electric constant, is taken

equal to unity (as is accepted in the Gauss system of units CGS).
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Thus the particles are "attached" to absolute space only through their masses but

not through their charges. The gravimagretic and electromagnetic energies of two par-

ticles depend only on their masses and charges, on their velocities and on the distan-

ces between them. On nothing else. Notions as "spreading of interaction", "field

energy" (or density of energy in a certain volume) have no physical legitimacy and

are pernicious for theory. One cannot answer the question "where energy is located",

as one does not know what energy is. The unique mathematical conclusion, to which

the thousands-years human experience has brought us, is the right to write formulas

(1), (2), (3) and the law of conservation of energy

de + dU + dW + dU + dW =0, (4)
g g e e * '

i.e., that the total energy of a particle remains constant in time, taking its world

gravitational energy with a negative sign. In other words the change of the local

gravimagretic and electromagnetic energies of a particle is equal to the change of

its world gravitational energy.

As I show^ ,' and as anyone can prove performing extremely simple calculations, for-

mulas (1) - (4) lead to the following equation of motion of a particle in a system of

particles

A "^/^O i i.r\ -^/i.! ii\

(5)
d 3(e° + W) ^ 3(W - U)

dt
3v 3r

n 99 9 991/9
where e = - e (1 - v /c ) = - mc (1 - v /c )

' is called the Lagrange energy of

the particle, while e is called its Hamilton energy. We supposed, for simplicity,

that the gravitational energy of the particles in the system is zero; this is actu-

ally so for the energy between charged particles as their gravitational energy is ex-

tremely weak in comparison with their electromagnetic energy. Thus under U and W we

mean the electric and magnetic energies of the "test" particle with the other parti-

cles of the system and we omit the index "e".

We can write the electric and magnetic energies of the particle in the form

U = q$, W = 3. v.A, (6)
q
c

where the electric potential "t and the magnetic potential A are

^ = h^/r^, A = Iq^/cr., (7)

q- being the i-th particle of the system moving with velocity v-, whose distance to

the particle with charge q is r. , and the summation is spread over the charges of

the whole system.

Substituting (6) into (5), we obtain
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""o '
c ^ = qgrad(^ - *). (8)

.-,.. U ^ V V.U /Q»
u = dv /dt =

2 2 1/? * 1 o o 0/0 (5)

is the first proper acceleration of the particle and u = dv/dt is its universal ac-

celeration (my terminology).

Equation (8) is called the Newton-Lorentz equation. Its analogue in gravimagre-

tism which, obviously, has certain differences is called the Newton-Marinov equa-

tion (see Ref . 6)

.

I calr ' ' the expression on the right side of (8) the full potential force

and the expression on the left side the full kinetic force of the particle. It is
at

obvious that the availability of space-time energy (i.e., magnetic energy in electro-

magnetism and magretic energy in gravimagretism) Newton's third law is to be written

in its full form which follows from (8) but not in its simple form introduced by

Newton who considered only a space energy. Obviously, if the time derivatives of the

mutual magnetic potentials of two interacting particles are not equal to zero, then

their simple kinetic forces (mu ) are not equal and oppositely directed. Equal and

oppositely directed are only the full kinetic forces (mu + (q/c)dA/dt). Further

when saying "kinetic force" we shall always mean the simple kinetic force.

The time derivative of the magnetic potential can be written in the following form

f = M Mv.grad)A. (10)

where (3A/8t)dt is the change of A for a time dt at a given space point and
-»• -V -> -
(v.grad)Adt is the change of A due to the motion of the particle with velocity v du-

ring the same time dt. Using the mathematical relation (for v constant)

->-» ->• ->->•-»•
grad(v.A) = (v.grad)A + v'<rotA, (11)

we can write (8) in the form

mu^^ = - q (grad$ + i M) + i vxrotA. (12)

This is the equation of motion of a test charge in a dynamic system .

If we wish to have the equation of motion of a test charge in a stationary
->

system , we have to put in (10) 9A/9t = 0, thus obtaining from (12)

mu = - qgrad<ti + ^ v^rotA. (13)

If we wish to have the kinetic force of a current conducting electron in a metal

wire, when only stationary currents can flow in this wire and in the other wires of

the systeni(which thus is a stationary one), we have to put in (13) * = 0, as the ne-
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gative charges of the current conducting electrons are balanced by the positive char-

ges of the atomic ions, and we obtain

muQ= 3. vxrotA. (14)

Let us consider two arbitrary closed wires (loops) along which the stationary

currents I and I' flow (see fig. 1 where, for further speculations, the arbitrary

loops are presented as coplanar rectangles). Denoting by dr and dr' two arbitrary

line elements of the loops L and L' which have the same orientation as the corres-

ponding currents, we can write qv = qdr/dt = Idr, q'v' = q'dr'/dt = I'dr', calling
-> -» -y

the expressions on the right sides current elements. Thus A = qv/cr = Idr/cr,
-> ^ ->

A' = q'v'/cr' = I'dr'/cr' (where r = r') are the magnetic potentials originated by

the current elements Idr and I'dr' at the space points where the line elements dr'
-y * -y -* -*

,

and dr are placed. Writing further d(df) = mu , d(df') = m'u', where m and m are

the masses of the electric charges in the current elements Idr and I'dr', we can

present (14) in the form

d(df') =Il^d;'xrot(^). (15)
c^

On the left side we have the simple kinetic force of the current element I'dr' and

on the right side its full potential force minus the term (I'dr' .grad)(Idr/cr)

appertaining to its full kinetic force (remember the above deduction of equation

(12)). An equation similar to (15) gives the simple kinetic force d(df) of the cur-

rent element Idr arising from its interaction with the current element I'dr'.

Considering dr as a constant vector, we can write (15) in the form of the so-cal-

led differential Biot-Savart formula

d(df') = ^^ dr'x(dfxr) = -^{(r.dr')dr - (dr'.dr)r}. (16)

One would be able to aive a direct experimental verification of this formula if
the

one would be able to screen the magnetic action of two loops along whole their

le^ths, leaving only two short parts unscreened. Making then the connection of these

tiny parts with the loops spacely deformable (using, say, mercury cups or rolling con-

tacts), one would measure their simple kinetic forces in the usual static way (by the

help of springs, balancing by gravitational forces, etc.). All authors assert that it

is impossible to realize such a magnetic shielding. I am inclined to accept this opi-

nion, however for me (16) is not some "phantom" formula but an experimentally veri -

fiable relation (see beneath).

The simple kinetic forces of two interacting current elements are not equal

and oppositely directed (the one is perpendicular to the first line element while
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the other is perpendicular to the second line element). This conclusion is extremely

amazing for conventional electromaanetism which does not operate with the full kine-

tic and potential forces and with the full Newton's third law. Authors who have the

scientific courage to confirm the violation of the simple Newton's third law try to

solve the 'ciilemma" proposing untenable subterfuges. So, for example, Panofsky and
(9)

Phillips^ ' give the following explanation: "... one cannot exclude the possibility

that momentum (i.e. the unequal i zed momentum in the interaction between two current

elements - S.M.) will be carried away by the change in electromagnetic field."

Let us now integrate formula (15) along the loop L', i.e., let us find the kinetic

force of the whole loop L' which appears as a result of its interaction with the

current element Idr of the loop L

df' = / d(df') - ilL/d^'xpotl = "LgradJ^. (17)
L' c^L' "^ c^ L'

"^

while the kinetic force of the current element Idr of the loop L which appears as a

result of the interaction with the whole loop L' will be

df = / d(df) = ^^ drxrot/ ^. (18)
L' c^ L'

^

The result on the right side of (17), can be obtained in three different ways:

(i) The traditional way is given, say, in Ref. 10: Using the right side of formula

(16) in (17), one takes into account that the integrand r.dr'/r = - d(l/r) is an

exact differential, so that its integration along a closed line gives zero.

(ii) One takes the Newton-Lorentz equation not in its "Lorentz" form (12) but in

its "Newton" form (8), putting there (10), imposing the conditions <I> = 0, 9A/9t = 0,

and taking into account that along the loop L' /(dr' .grad)dr/r = 0, as the dr-vector-

gradient of any vector function along a closed line is always zero.

(iii) As any current element in the loop L' is stationary, the "total" time deri-

vative of the magnetic potential dA/dt at all points of a closed loop must be zero

and equation (17) is obtained by an integration of equation (8).

As mentioned above, all authors are the opinion that it is impossible to measure

the kinetic forces of two interacting current elements, but concerning the possibi-

lity to measure the kinetic force of a current element interacting with a closed

loop the opinions diverge. Certain authors^ ' assert that this is possible, while

others^ ^ state that also this is not possible. So Coulson^ ' writes categorically:

"The force on a tiny element ds cannot be measured experimentally". Meanwhile if a

loop interacts with a straight wire (coming from infinity and going to infinity),

then on a line element of the straight wire only the force exerted by the loop will

act as the interaction between the current elements of a straight wire is null, and

in this case no shielding is needed. One can even measure the force which a closed

loop exerts on an element of it. Here singularities do not appear as the line element
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is connected with the remaining part of the loop by "colinear" wires whose action is

null. Summing the kinetic forces of many consequent current elements one can calculate

the kinetic force of a part of a loop interacting with another loop, or with a part

of another loop, or with a part of its own loop. Formula (16) shows that these kine-

^. ^ general ly ^ , . -^ i j- 4. j
tic forces are not equal and oppositely directed.

ty

I shall elucidate the problem calculating the kinetic forces of the simple loops

presented in fig. 1. The size of the rectangle A'B'C'D' is taken twice the size of

the square ABCD whose side is d. The currents flow counterclockwise. The wires CD

and D'E' lie so close one to another that both currents annihilate mutually their

magnetic action in the surrounding space and the sum of their mutually repulsive

forces is null. As the currents in the wires DA and CD' are colinear, their inter-

action is null. Let us choose the sizes of the rectangles enough big and neglect

the magnetic action of the wires DAB on the wires E'A'B'C, as well of the wires

A'B'C on the wires DABC (however, see beneath!), and consider only the inter-

action of the wires BC and E'A'.

According to the Biot-Savart formula (16), the kinetic force of the current ele-

ment I'dr' of the wire E'A' appearing as a result of its interaction with the wire

BC is

df' = /d(df') = I^/I^d? = I^/^rLiJi!|dy? = I^adr'/ f? , 3.^ , (19)

BC c'^ or-* c'^ a'^+y'^ c'^ o {a^+y^r''^
-*

where y (and beneath x) is the ordinate (resp., the abscissa) of the line element dr

(resp., dr' ) in a plane Cartesian frame oriented as shown in the figure, whose cen-

ter is at the point C (=E'), y (resp., x) is the axial unit vector, a is the angle

between dr and r, and a is the distance of dr' from point E'. The indefinite integ-

ral can be taken by the help of the substitution y =asinht, so that we obtain

-. _ Il'dr' yy '^

_ Il'dr' d
J ^ H'dr'

J (20)

c2a (a2.y2)l/2 o c^ a (a^d2)l/2^ ,2,
'^

and analogically for the kinetic force of the current element Idr of the wire BC, ap-

pearing as a result of its interaction with the wire E'A' if its distance from C is a,

r* ir "f
(-r).dr ^^, _ Il'dr d f _ _ Il'dr ^ ^21)df = —^ J
-i

—

'-^— dr p 2

—

oJT? ^ ~ ?— ^' ^ '

c2 r^ c^a {sl^^Y''^ c'^a

where the results on the right sides of (20) and (21) are written for d = ».

The calculation by the help of formula (16) has led to a nonsensical result, name-

ly that the loops will move into mutually perpendicular directions. If we had used

the initial formula (15), we should not come to such a result. Indeed, the magnetic

potential exerted by the wire BC is

l-U^4- f/ y'Ky,? - \ Arsinh(^)? = -y. (22)

^BC"^ '^o(a2+y2)l/2 c a
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y. (23;

a

and thus the calculation for infinitely long wires is not possible. Thus formulas

(20) and (21) are valid only for very large but finite loops and if we wish to know

the kinetic forces of the whole loops, we have to take into account also the magnetic

action of the wires DAB on E'A'B'C and of the wires A'B'C on DABC.

The results obtained above can be checked experimentally very easily. Let us rea-

lize the loops in fig. 1 of solid wires fasten to the laboratory table and let us

make only an element of unfastened elastic metal. Then when letting currents

flow the line element of the wire E'A' must receive a bulge upwards, while the line

element of the wire BC must receive a bulge leftwards. The size of the bulge can be

"calibrated" replacing the loop ABCD by a horizontal wire of length 2d, at a distance

2a downwards from the loop A'B'C'D', along which the current I flows from the right

to the left. Indeed, in such a case the kinetic force of the current element I'dr',

at whose place we transfer the origin of the used coordinate system, will be

-, II' '? d;.dr- ;t
H'dr'

^
(-xx ^ 2ay)dx _ n'dr:__di = Ul^'

'' =-j/d"7~ ^^^-M4a2.x2)3/2
"

c^ a (A^.d^)!/^ c'

where the result on the right side is written for d = «=.

Thus we can make the clear theoretical and experimental conclusion that the cur-

rent elements along the wires BC and E'A' of the loops in fig. 1 interact with two

mutually perpendicular forces which are not directed along the line connecting them.

If we shall integrate formula (17) along the whole loop L, we shall find for the

kinetic force of the loop L' which appears as a result of its interaction with loop

L the following, called integral Biot-Savart formula, which is entirely syimetric

with respect to both loops

f' =/df' =i^grad//^=-Ii^//^'?, (24)

L c2 LL'
^

c-^ LL' r"^

while, as r = - r' , the kinetic force of the loop L appearing as a result of its inter-

action with the whole loop L' is f = - f'.

Ampere proposed the following formula for the kinetic force appearing as a result

of the action of the current element Idr on the current element I'dr'

d(df') = - -^{2dr.dr' / - 3 (r.dr)(r.dr' )}r, (25)

which, obviously, is in accordance with Newton's third law. This formula is deduced

not from the fundamental equation of motion in electromagnetism (as I do this for

the Biot-Savart formula in my theory) but proceeding from four experimental observa-

tions. Ampere did not give a clear and logical deduction of his formula from the i-n-

teraction phenoiuena observed bv him This was noted by Maxwell, who gave his own de-

duction of Ampere's formula on 16 pages of his magnum opui^ ' , although, I must em-

phasize. Maxwell knew the exact form of the Newton-Lorentz equation , which unjustly

bears the name of Lorentz.
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A simple "topological" reasoning over Ampere's formula leads to a highly du-

bious and suspect result. Indeed, according to Ampere, two parallel current ele-

ments attract each other, while the same current elements, being colinear, repel

each other with the same force if the distance between the elements is the same.

Hence on a circle around one of the current elements at azimuths = 45°, 135°, 225°,

315° (more exactly at e = arccos(ii'77T) , as can be found putting in (25) d(df) = 0,

dr.dr' = dr , r.dr = rdrcose, r.dr' = rdr'cosG) the force of interaction with the

other current element must be null, as this force must be a continuous function of

the azimutn and can change from attractive to repulsive only by passing through zero.

Such "zero diagonals" in the interaction between current elements are highly impro-

bable. This reasoning was given by Grassmann in his historical 1845-paper' '.

Although the Biot-Savart's and Ampere's formulas are substantially different, the

physicists, like the Buridan ass, cannot still decide which of them is adequate to

physical reality. The motivation is that both formulas lead to identical results for

the action of a closed loop on a current element. Recently this was shown by Ly-

ness^ . Well! But for the action of a current element on a closed loop both for-

mulas lead to different results. The answer is that nobody has been able to measure

the action of a current element (or of a part of a loop!) on a closed loop, and for

two closed loops both formulas again lead to the same result given by formula (24).

Discussing the "experimental indistinguishability" between the Ampere's and Biot-
f 15^

Savart's formulas Jeans writes^ '

:

"There are of course innumerable other possible systems of forces (besides the

Ampere and Biot-Savart forces - S.M.), but none of these seem at all plausible, so

that we are almost compelled to give up all attempts at explaining the action between

the circuits by theories of action at a distance. We accordingly attempt to construct

a theory on the hypothesis that the forces result from the transmission of stresses

by the medium. This in turn compels us to assume that the energy of the system of

currents resides in the medium."

Being unable to explain such a simple thing as the interaction of stationary cur-

rents, Jeans introduces highly speculative, mysterious and unclear hypotheses and

notions, although as a motto of his book he has taken Newton's words:

"We are to admit no more causes of natural things than such as are both true

and sufficient to explain their appearances.

To this purpose the philosophers say that Nature does nothing in vain, and

more is in vain when less will serve; for Nature is pleased with simplicity, and

affects not the pomp of superfluous causes."

According to me, the Biot-Savart formula is the unique true formula for descri-

bing the interaction between current elements. The Ampere (and any other) formula

is wrong (I shall show beneath how can one establish experimentally the invalidity

of Ampere's formula). The interaction between current elements, as well as the inte-

raction between electric charges, is an action at a distance in the most pure New-
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Ionian sense and all hypotheses about a "propagation of interaction", "transmission

of stresses by the medium", etc., introduced by Faraday, Maxwell and their followers,

are nonsensical

.

As I said, if one calculates the action of a closed loop on a current element,

then the Biot-Savart and Ampere formulas lead to the same result. However, if one

would calculate the Ampere force with which the infinitely large loop ABCD (i.e.,

the wire BC) in fig. 1 acts on the current element I'dr', one does not obtain the

result which I found for the Biot-Savart force. May be, when calculating with the

Ampere formula one must take into account that the repulsive action of the wire (a)

is not equal and opposite to the repulsive action of the wire (E'A' -a), so that the

current element I'dr' will also receive a push leftwards originated by the wire

(E'A' -2a). The whole calculation is a tedious mathematical problem and I have not

carried it out, as I did not consider it deserving my attention.

I shall return to Ampere's formula later. Now I wish to discuss another important

topic of the interaction between stationary currents. According to me, one has to

use the notion "magnetic poles" only for mnemonic reasons. Never has one to use this

notion when searching to give a physical explanation of the interaction between cur-

rents. The physical explanation is to be given only by considering the interaction

between the elementary currents in the loop (and I repeat once more, the permanent

magnets are always to be considered as solenoids), by using the Biot-Savart formula

and finding the resultant forces by integration.

I shall give a confirmation of this assertion analysing the first electromagnetic

rotational experiments. In fig. 2a is shown Faraday's first magnetomoving rotational

experiment carried out in 1821: The south pole of a cylindrical magnet is fasten by a

string to the bottom of a cup filled with mercury. If an electric current flows downwards

along a vertical wire immersed in the mercury, the magnet rotates clockwise about the

wire. Let me add that the magnet remains inclined because only at this position its

gravitational downwards and Archimedus lifting upwards forces are in equilibrium.

In any text-book it is stated that a rotation takes place because the wire's current

pushes the north pole (which has a rotational degree of freedom) along the circular

B-line originated by the current. This is not true: there is no force acting on the

"north" pole. In Ref. 16 I give a graphical presentatidny^of the Biot-Savart forces

originated by the current elements in the vertical wire and applied to the "current

elements" of the magnet (if imagining the magnet as a solenoid). The torque of all

those forces about the vertical wire (assuming its diameter tending to zero) is null .

The rotation of the magnet is due to the Biot-Savart forces originated by the current

in the mercury and applied to the current elements of the magnet. The forces are the

biggest on those parts of the magnet which are immersed in the mercury and in whose

neighbourhood the mercury current is the biggest. To understand this clearly, look at

the experiment shown in fig. 3a which was carried by Faraday in the same year 1821:
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A magnet, on whose "south bottom" a piece of platinum is fasten (so that it can swim

in mercury in a vertical position), rotates about the central current wire B connected

with the positive electrode of the battery, from which the electric charges propagate

radially in the mercury to the copper ring D and from there to the negative electrode

of the battery. In this experiment again the rotation is due to the action of the cur-

rent in the mercury, as shown clearly in fig. 3b. This can be verified by fastening

the wire B solidly to the magnet: the rotation will remain the same. Indeed, in the

experiment shown in fig. 3c, which was carried out by Ampere in 1822, the magnet is

solidly attached to the vertical wire abe. In Ampere's experiment the magnet is substi-

tuted by a current loop g wound about a cylindrical insulator which swims in the mercu-

ry almost touching the insulated bottom of the cup, so that practically, there is no

current under the cylinder.

Now returning to the experiment in fig. 2a, we can imagine the inclined magnet

as substituted by two magnets: the one long vertical having its axis along the wire

and the other short horizontal. As the vertical magnet will rotate about its own axis,

its motion is immaterial, and only the motion of the horizontal magnet, whose south

pole is fasten by the string will be effective. The electrons streaming in the mercury

up-down will execute on the current elements of the horizontal magnet exactly the

same action as in the experiment from fig. 3a.

The conclusion is: there is no action of the magnetic field on the "poles" of a mag-

net. The interaction is always "point-to-point" interaction between the current ele-

ments of the one magnetic system on the other magnetic system (current wires, magnets),

where the "current wire" can be a current conducting liquid or gas, and the "magnet"

is always to be substituted by current wires (in the way in which Faraday's magnet in

fig. 3a is substituted by the Ampere's current wire in fig. 3c).

It is important to note that the magnets in figs. 2a, 3a, and 3c exert on the mer-

cury an equal and oppositely directed torque. If we suppose that the visbsity of the

mercury is much greater than the viscosity "mercury - cup" and "mercury -magnet", that

the last two viscosities are negligeable, and that the moments of inertia of the mag-

nets are equal to the moments of inertia of the mercury, then when the magnets will

be set in rotation clockwise, the mercury will be set in rotation counter-clockwise

with the same angular velocity, so that the angular momentum of the whole system will

remain zero, as it was before current has begun to flow.

In 1821 Faraday invented another electromagnetic rotational apparatus where a wire

along which current flows rotates about a cylindrical magnet (fig. 2b). This experiment
ineto- electro-
Ts i&lectromoving and can be considered as an analogue to the magnetomoving experiment

from fig. 2a. For current flowing downwards, the wire rotates clockwise because the vec-

tors of the magnetic intensity crossing the wire point to the left (use formula (14)).

The theoretical explanation of the experiment shown in fig. 2b becomes more simple
if we transform the rotating bias wire to a horizontal wire rotating above the pole
of a cylindrical magnet and having a sliding contact along a circle described by its
end. Replacing then the cylindrical magnet by a circular current, we can present
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Faraday's experiment by the schematical drawing in fig. 4. The circular loop AB and

the rectangular loops ACFD and BCFE are presented as a single circuit, but they can

be divided also into three separated loops. The loop BCFE is drawn only for symmetry

and further I shall speak only about the loop ACFD.

Let us consider the interaction of the circular horizontal loop AB with the verti-

cal rectangular loop ACFD. As the wire CF is along the rotational axis, it cannot dis-

play a rotational moment. If we suppose that the wire DF is far enough from the circu-

lar loop, its action as very feeble can also be neglected. Thus the circular loop will

act only on the radial wire AC and on the vertical wire AD. I presume that it can be

shown mathematically that the moments of force displayed by these two wires are equal

and oppositely directed (the calculation is complicated involving elliptical interqrals).

This conclusion can be verified qualitatively by the Fleming rule, taking into account

that the magnetic field of the circular loop crossing the wire AC is vertical (upwards

for the indicated current direction), while the magnetic field crossing the wire AD is

horizontal (leftwards for the indicated current direction). I verified the equality

of the rotational moments exerted by the circular loop AB on the linear wires AC and AD

experimentally (fig. 5) establishing that loops of the form of that presented in fig.

4 and similar do not acquire rotational moments when one lets current flow. I did the

experiments with direct and alternating currents taking into account that the latter

have the same ponderomotive action as the former for the loops considered. Thus neither

the loop ACFD can set the loop AB in rotation nor vice versa, and this result follows

directly from the integral Biot-Savart formula (24).

The circular loop AB cannot set in rotation the rectangular loop ACFD, but it can

set in rotation parts of it. So if making the contacts at points A, C and D sliding,

the wire AC will begin to rotate counter-clockwise, while the wire AD will begin
to rotate clockwise. This result is very strange for Newtonian physics: the wires

AC and AD interact with the loop AB, however the sacred Newton's "actio-reactio" ba-

lance is done not between the wires of the loop ACFD and the loop AB, but between

the wires of the loop ACFD which do not interact with one another (easily can be seen

that the magnetic actionsof the wire AC on the wire AD and vice versa do not lead

to rotational moments about the vertical axis). If Sir Isaac could hear what am I

now affirming, he would turn over in his grave.
solid to the laboratory

Let us consider the case where the wires ADFC are kept^and sliding contacts are

put only at the points A and C. As said, the wire AC will begin to rotate. If the

radial wire AC is solidly connected to the circular wire AB, the latter will also

take part in the rotation. Similar experiments have been carried out in the decennial

following Oersted's discovery by Barlow, Faraday, Ampere and others. One made the

sliding contact along the circumference AB by the help of a circular trough filled

with mercury or instead of a radial wire one took a copper disk and the sliding

contact was only at one point on the circumference (at point A).

For definiteness , I call the rotation of a copper disk in the field of a cylin-

drical magnet a Barlow disk . When the cylindrical magnet is kept solid to the labo-

ratory, this is called the uncemented Barlow disk and when the cylindrical magnet

is solid to the copper disk, this is the cemented Barlow disk .

According to the Biot-Savart formula, the potential forces with which the current
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elements of the circular wire AB act on the current elements of the radial wire AC

are perpendicular to the latter and, consequently, display a rotational moment. How-

ever, the potential forces with which the current elements of the radial wire AC act

on the current elements of the circular wire AB, which are also perpendicular to the

latter, do not display a rotational moment, as all of them point to the center. Thus

the cemented Barlow disk gives an in-

disputable violation of Newton's third law, as a solid body is set in rotation only

because of the action of unbalanced internal forces.

I wish especially to stress and emphasize that in the Barlow disk it is not the

action of the wires ADFC which sets disk and magnet in rotation. However, mankind

has not understood this clear thing, or, better say, mankind evaded understanding

the mechanism of rotation of the cemented Barlow disk, because otherwise it had to

openly recognize the experimental violation of Newton's third law. I shall give here

as an example only one citation. So, F. Auerbach writes^ ':

"Von prinzipiellem Interesse ist auch Faradays rotierender Magnet (i.e., the

cemented Barlow disk), weil hier der Magnet AB mit dem rotierenden Stromteil AC fest

verbunden ist, die zwischen ihnen wirksamen Drehmomente sich also nach dem Wechsel-

wirkungsprinzip aufheben. Es bleibt aber noch die Wirkung der Stromteile ADFC ubrig,

und dadurch kommt der Magnet mitsamt der Scheibe in kontinuirliche Drehung."

In fig. 6 I give an experiment which can show that the action of the current in

the wires ADFC is not relevant for the rotation of the cemented Barlow disk. In this

experiment there are only the radial wire AC and the circular wire AB which are con-

nected at point A. The point C of the radial wire is connected with a metal cylinder

having a small radius, while the point (let us call it point A') of the circular wire,

at which one comes completing one or more circles, is connected with another metal

cylinder having a radius bigger than the radius of the circular wire. Both metal

cylinders build a condenser with an enough big capacity. Another radial wire (let

us call it A'C) connects directly the outer and inner metal cylinders and an elec-

tric battery is inserted in the wire A'C. The whole system represents a rigid body

and can rotate about an axle perpendicular to the plane of the figure. A synchro-

nously operating chopper connects either A' with C (fig. 6a) or A with C (fig. 6b).

The apparatus works in two stages. First (fig. 6a) one connects A' with C (at dis-

connected A and C) and the battery charges the outer cylinder with positive electri-

city and the inner cylinder with negative electricity. Then (fig. 6b) one discon-

nects A' and C and connects A with C. Now the positive charges from the outer metal

cylinder flow along the circular wire AB and the radial wire AC to neutralize the

negative charges on the inner cylinder (as a matter of fact the electrons flow in

the opposite direction). The magnetic interaction between the currents in the cir-

cular and radial wires leadsto a rotation of the whole system in a clockwise

direction. Then one repeats both steps and the whole rigid system comes into a con-

tinuous rotation which will be eternal when the driving power will become equal to

the friction power. Electromagnetic energy is consumed for covering of the Ohmic
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losses only and thus if the apparatus is put at a liquid helium temperature its me-

chanical energy will be produced from nothing.

The above consideration is valid when the inductance L of the system is practi-

cally equal to zero. If this inductance is considerable, the electromagnetic system

will at the second stage begin to oscillate with a period

T - 2ti^LC. (26)

where C is the capacitance of the system. Now the chopper must operate with a

frequency 1/T, so that the duration of any of the stages will be T/2, and exactly at

the moment when the inner cylinder will be charged positively points A and C will

be disconnected. The driving rotational moment is proportional to the capacitance

of the condenser, 1o the frequency of chopping, to the voltage of the battery, and,

of course, depends on the geometry of the wires CABA'. Maybe, for small periods T

the driving rotational moment will no more increase with the frequency of chopping

as the electrons will not flow simultaneously in the circular and radial wires.

If the oscillating system is without Ohmic and radiation losses, the battery will

serve only for the initial charging of the metal cylinders; then the apparatus will

rotate at a continuously closed line AC because of the oscillation of the electrons

between both cylinders as their "Biot-Savart action" is always clockwise.

I call this apparatus the "trick-track" perpetuum mobile . It violates not only

the energy conservation law but also the law for conservation of the angular momen-

tum as an isolated system is set in rotation only by the action of internal forces.

If the outcome of the experiment shown in fig. 6 will be positive (rotation of

the system), my view-point will be splendidly confirmed. If the outcome will be ne-

gative (the system does not come into a continuous rotation), there are possible two

explanations:

1) The Biot-Savart formula is wrong and the right formula describing the interac-

tion between current elements is Ampere's.

2) The Biot-Savart formula is the right one, but the introduced by Maxwell displa-

cement current is not some fictitious notion but a real current with exactly the same

properties as the current of moving charges. According to Maxwell, during the char-

ging and discharging of the metal cylinders through the wires A'C or A'BAC al-

ways a "displacement current" with density J = (l/4TT)oE/9t will flow, where E is the

electric intensity generated by the charged cylinders in the space between them. Thus

if the result of the experiment is negative, we can accept that the displacement cur-

rent not only exerts magnetic ponderomotive action on other currents but it also "ab-

sorbs" the magnetic ponderomotive action of other currents, as the impulse received

by the current in the wire AC is balanced by the impulse received by the displacement

current. We see that the negative outcome of this experiment can be considered as a

splendid confirmation of present-days field electromagnetic theory with all its non-

sensical (according to me) attributes.

My probability predictions are: 1) Ampere's formula: 0%, 2)Biot-Savart formula

with Maxwell's conceptions: 3%, 3) Biot-Savart formula with Marinov conceptions: 97%.
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Of course in the case of a negative outcome of the experiment one has to make an

additional analysis to be able to choose between the first two alternatives. Thus one

sees that the crucial experiment shown in fig. 6 is of a tremendous importance for

science as it chooses between three rival theories and gives an experimental viola-

tion of two fundamental conservation laws.

Now I shall analyse the historic "floating bridge" experiment performed by Ampere

(see fig. 7a) which gives a splendid confirmation of the Biot-Savart formula (16) for

the case of interaction of parts of wires in the same loop , and where the violation of

the simple Newton's third law can clearly be observed. The experiment consisted of two

troughs of mercury connected with each other by a floating bridge of copper wire. When

an electric current flows as shown in the figure, the bridge is set in motion in the

direction indicated. To exclude possible forces on the surface between copper and mer-

cury, Tait substituted later the copper bridge by a glass-tube filled with mercury,

the effect remained the same.

This experiment was carried out recently very carefully by Pappas' '. In Pappas'

arrangement there is a possibility to measure quantitatively the appearing force of

repulsion. Its description is as follows (fig. 7b): The ends of a n shaped wire BCDE

are placed in two cups of mercury. The wire is suspended by thin threads. Current from

a 12 volt battery is led to the mercury cups along the wires indicated by AB and FE.

When letting current flow through the circuit the suspended wire receives a repul-

sive push and moves until the horizontal component of the wire's weight (consider the

suspended wire as a pendulum) balances the repulsive force (see also fig. 8).
/ 1 Q \

Later Moyssides and Pappas^ ' measured the pushing force not by registering the

deflection angle of the suspended frame but by an electronic balance and achieved a

much higher accuracy. I shall base my analysis on the results published in Ref. 18.

Let us denote the lengths of the "legs" BC and ED by d (= 77 cm) and the length of

the "shoulder" DC by b (= 48 cm). As the kinetic forces of any of the legs are equal

and oppositely directed, only the pushing kinetic force of the shoulder will come to

light. This force can be calculated by integrating the elementary force df in equation

(20) for a changing from to b and taking dr' = da. As for a = the integrand has a

singularity, Pappas bent to 90° the ends of the legs by a (=1 cm and 2 cm) and so

annulled the push over distance a^ at the angles C and D. Thus the "effective" length

of the shoulder was reduced to b - 2ao and the integration in formula (20), when consi-

dering the y-axis parallel to ABC, is to be carried out for the change of a from ao to

b-aQ. To simplify the integration, I took approximately d/(b^+d )
'^ = 1. The error

introduced for Pappas geometry can be not bigger than 1 - d/(b +d^)^^^ =0.15= 15%,

so that the calculated result will be bigger than the real one with about 5-10%.

Thus the kinetic force of the shoulder will be (take into account that there are

^^^9S) 2b-ao ,,2 ,
f = 21

/ da/a = 21 1^0. (27)

In table 1 I give certain of the forces measured by Pappas and the calculated by me
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theoretical predictions. Pappas carried out much more measurements and obtained a very

good linear dependence of the pushing force f as function of the squares of the cur-

rents I^. Extremely important is to note that the linear plot crosses the x-axis (the
p ? 2 2

I -axis) not at the frame origin, i.e., not for 1=0 but at It = 3800 A for bending
7 7

a = 1 cm and at \t = 3500 A for bending a = 2 cm. This effect is due to the well
c ^ Q

known in mechanics "rest friction". Thus as "effective" currents one has to take the

,2 ,2 ,2
differences I eff

= r - I , o. for a = 1, respectively, a„ = 2 cm bendings. If the
1,2 ^

current is taken in ampere, as 1 ampere = 3><109 abampere, to have the force in gram,

we have to make the calculation according to the formula

' 2 l2 ^^b-ac
KI^

980 100 a^

2
where g = 980 cm/sec is the Earth's gravitational acceleration in Athens,

TABLE 1

(28)

Bending

lr>^ =

^0
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an additional push due to the change of the momenta of the current conducting electrons

from fflgV to -n^v, where m^ is the mass of the electron and v its velocity. As 1 A of

current transfers 1 C electric charge in a second and the charge of the electron is
-19 18

qg = 1.6x10 C, then N = l/q^ = 6.25x10 electrons enter and leave the suspended

frame in a second when the current is 1 A. If the current is I ampere, the momentum

transferred by the current conducting electrons to the crystal lattice of the suspen-
,., .. ., . < 111.(1 write the proper velocity v„,
ded frame ^n a second, i.e., the pushing force, will be

^.^ ^^^^ probably the universal^

2 jj,^ , velocity v is to be written!)
<^ = NI TTTTp . thus V = y ^^^ . (29)

(1 - v2/c2)l/2 {m^l^mlc^ + f^y^^

For a current I = 100 A, supposing that the velocity of the current conducting
9

electrons is v = c/10 = 3x10 cm/sec, and denoting again by g the Earth's gravitatio-

nal acceleration, we obtain f = 2NImgV/g = 3.5 g. This is a force of the same or-

der as the Biot-Savart force observed by Pappas. One can measure the current jet force

in the following manner: First one measures the push with an arrangement as in fig.

7b, registering a force fi = fg + fc> where fg is the Biot-Savart force and f^ is the

current jet force. Then one measures the push with an arrangement as in fig. 9 (in

fig. 10 I show how the wires at the line CD are to be executed). Now the registered

force will be ^2 ~
^B

~
^C'

^^^""^ ^^^ Biot-Savart force fg is caused by the interac-

tion of the currents in the wires FDCA and points to the left, while f^ is the same

current jet force, so that f^ = (f]^ -f2)/2.

According to me, this experiment, where only the momentum conservation law is used
and no model for the character of motion of the current conducting electrons is pre-
sumeclTwill give for the velocity of the latter a value near the velocity of light,

i.e., hundreds of thousands of kilometers per second. On the other hand, many other
experiments (as, for example, the Hall effect) lead to the conclusion that the velo-
city is of the order of milimeters per second. How these two contradicting results
are to be reconciled? - The explanation is very simple.

It is well known that the so-called valence electrons of the metal atoms (which are

the current conducting electrons) are loosely connected with the ions, jumping conti-

nuously from one atom to another and forming a kind of an "electron gas" throughout

the solid "ions' lattice". If there is no voltage applied to the wire, the motion of

the valence electrons is chaotic and their average velocity is zero. When an electric

tension is applied to the wire (imagine, for simplicity, an electric pulse applied to

the left end of a straight wire by supplying a surplus of electrons), the chaotically

moving electrons from the left end, where their concentration exceeds the concentration

of the valence electrons, begin to move with a preferred average velocity to the right,

where the electron concentration is less. The average "drift velocity" of the electrons

V. , is of the order of mm/sec. However the velocity, v^^, with which the "electrons'

concentration" propagates through the wire is of the order of c. Thus, after a second

the exceeding electrons which were supplied to the left wire's end will be transferred

to 1 imi, however after a second the electrons' concentration will be exceeding at a

distance 300,000 km. (If the wire is not closed, as we supposed, then the electrons'

concentration will be reflected from the right end and returning back will be reflec-
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ted from the left end, and so on, until the surplus electrons will be distributed uni-

formly throughout the wire.) As the electrons are absolutely identical and indistingui-

shable one from another, we must conclude that in a second the exceeding electrons

were transferred at a distance 300,000 km. (Indeed, if 100 electrons in file move on

1 cm each in a second or the first electron moves on 100 cm, while the other 99 re-

main at rest, the physical result is the same.) This aspect is not only "theoretical".

Pappas' experiment will show that Nature also will consider it as the physically ade-
quate one. Thus there is no an "interaction" which propagates. There are only electrons

which propagate, respectively there is energy, i.e., mass, which propagates through

the wire with a velocity v^^ = c, if there is a consumer at the right end of the wire.

It is true that the energy is transferred not by the same electrons, however, because

of the indistinguishability of the electrons one from another the material objects (ex-

perimental arrangements) react in a manner as if the electrons propagate with the ve-

locity c. It must be clear that the velocity of the single electrons is neither the

"drift velocity", v^^, nor the velocity of "energy transfer", v . Any electron moves

chaotically. It is possible that some of the supplied surplus electrons may cover the

whole wire with a velocity c and be always 2£ the "electrons' surplus concentration".

The probability for such a case is v . /v . Even in a wire without electric tension

there is a possibility that some electron will cross it from the one end to the other
with a velocity c, however the probability for such a case is zero. Although the

electric pulse transferred along a wire is something material and can be measured in

joules and calories, conventional physics speaks about a foggy "propagation of inter-

action", being unable to explain what "interaction" is and with which measuring unit

has one to measure this quantity. For certain physicists the "interaction" propagates

through the metal, for other it surrounds the conductor similarly to the aura which

surrounds the human body ^according to the assertions of the Indian yogas. According
the current jet effect ''"•J19.,,

to me^/•in the exper i men ty will show that the myth about the mysterious propaga-

tion of interaction" has to crumble to pieces.

As already said (p. 95), an unbalanced electromagnetic torque was observed for

the first time in the cemented Barlow disk, where a radial current interacts with a

cylindrical magnet (keep in mind that a flat cylindrical magnet can always be consi-

dered as a circular current). P. de Heen^-*^^' was the first who replaced the cylin-

drical magnet in the cemented Barlow disk by a circular current wire. Instead to

wind many circular windings (to increase the magneti field) and then to connect

their end with the center by a radial wire, P. de Heen wound the wire as a spiral.

In the last case the interaction is the same as between a radial current wire and

an equal number of concentric circular current wires.

The same type of a current conducting spiral (fig. 11) was investigated recently

by Serra-Valls and Gago-Bousquet^ ^ who gave the respective formula for the appea-

ring torque and constructed an apparatus for demonstration of the torque.

I showed that human ignorance about the interaction of electric currents is cata-
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strophic. The followers of Einstein have a large deal of responsibility for this ig-

norance and I should like to give the following citation of Essen'^^) (p. 1856):

The theories which are given such prominence in scientific and general litera-
ture (Essen means the relativity theories - S.M.) may have retarded the prog-
ress of electromagnetic theory by directing interest away from the original
source of difficulty, the magnetic effects of moving charges, and also by in-

troducing irrational concepts into the teaching of science.

I shall conclude this article by considering another very interesting effect cau-
sed by the action of stationary electric current. This effect, first, is known to a

very limited number of persons and, secondly, has until now remained unexplained.

If one sendscurrent (dc or ac) through an axle mounted on ball-bearings (figs. 12,),

giving an initial push to it to the left or to the right, the axle continues to ro-

tate. Oneobtains a bigger torque with the same ball-bearings, if one should rotate
the outer races, i.e., if the axle is solid to the laboratory and the outer races of
the ball-bearings are connected by a metal cylinder (hull). Two such ball-bearing
motors (with a small and big bores) are photographed in fig. 14.

The history of the discovery of the ball-bearing motor represents rather a curio-
sity. In 1966 I was imprisoned in a psychiatry in Sofia and cured by horse doses of

neuroleptics (Mageptil) because of my unorthodox political thinking. In the psychia-

try was imprisoned and forcedly cured another, obviously absolutely normal man. He

was a very able mechanician who, refusing to work for a salary in a state plant,

executed special works on his laths and milling tools installed in his living room
and the appartments of his relatives. He has earned good money and, evidently, the

envy of his neighbours has brought him to the loony bin to be liberated of his vi-

cious individualistic behaviour. This man asked me once in the toilet (as a very dan-
gerous lunatic, I was kept locked the whole day in an isolator and watched by a po-

liceman, so that I could speak with other human beings only in the toilet): "Well,

Stefan, if you are a physicist, explain why an axle on ball-bearings rotates when
current flows through it." I could not give an answer, and the mechanician shook
his head: "What are teaching you the professors in the universities if they cannot
explain to you such a simple thing." At that time I did not know that this simpleooN
experiment was unknown to the professors, as the first publication on this effect^ '

appeared a year later
(
ergo when this extremely important effect was discussed by

the idiots in the toilet of a Bulgarian psychiatry, it still was not registered in

the scientific annals of the physical world). Milroy describes the effect without gi-

ving an explanation for the appearing torque. Eleven years later Gruenberg^ ' re-

peated Milroy's experiment and tried to give an expalantion. Although a very sophi-

sticated mathematical apparatus is used, Gruenberg's starting hypotheses are physi-

cally nonsensical. Further three years later Weeninkv^^), in a big article, procee-

ding from the same nonsensical starting hypotheses, made the conclusion that "the

nonzero torque in first order found by Gruenberg is shown to be due to an algebraic

error" {P-.II])- Another theoretical paper was published further two years later by

van Doom ^^^' who tried to explain the torque by electrostatic forces, but conclu-

ded that "this torque, however, is too small to keep a ball-bearing motor running"

(p. 327). In 1980 MillsC^^), in a popular journal, gave a photograph of a ball-bea-

ring motor constructed by him and reported almost the same effects as Milroy and

Gruenberg. Those are all papers dedicated to the ball-bearing effect.

I established that the driving torque in the ball-bearing motor is due to the

thermal dilatation of the balls because of the Ohmic heating at the points of con-

tact of the balls with the races, in result of which the balls become ellipsoids

with major axis along the line of current flow. Thus the ball-bearing motor is a

thermal engine ! Here the expanding substance is steel . meanwhile the expanding sub-

stance in all thermal engines used by humanity is gaseous . There is, however, ano-

ther much more important difference: the motion in the conventional thermal engines

is along the direction of expansion of the heated substance, while in the ball-bea-

ring thermal engine it is at right angles to the direction of expansion of the heated

substance. Consequently, in gaseous thermal engines, the gas cools during the ex-
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pansion and the kinetic energy acquired by the "piston" is equal to the heat lost by
the expanding gas. This is not the case in the ball-bearing motor. Here not the
whole ball becomes hot but only a small part of it which touches the race at a

"point contact" where the Ohmic resistance is much higher than the resistance across
the ball. Only this small "contact part" of the ball dilatates and the dilatation
is very small, only a few microns. As the balls and the races are made of a very
hard steel, a slightly ellipsoidal ball produces a huge torque when one of the races
rotates with respect to the other. If there is no initial rotation, the ball-bearing
motor does not rotate. It starts spontaneously only occasionally (with a greater
probability at greater bores) because the surface of the races is not absolutely
smooth. At an absolute smoothness and geometrical perfection a spontaneous starting
is impossible. I call this very interesting effect the current thermal dilataticn effect.

During the rotation the ball's "bulge" moves from the one race to the other, the
local overheating is absorbed by the ball and the radius of the "bulge" becomes
equal to the radius of the whole ball. At the new contact, when again current passes
and Ohmic heat is produced, the radius of the "contact point" becomes again bigger
and again a driving torque appears. Thus, as a result of the mechanical motion, the
ball is not cooled and HEAT IS NOT TRANSFORMED INTO KINETIC ENERGY. The whole heat
which the current delivers remains in the metal substance of the machine. If the
Ohmic resistance between balls and races is the same at rest and rotation, the heat
produced and stored in the metal of the machine will be the same at rest and rotation.
This resistance, however, increases with the rotation, first significantly and
then very slowly.

I established that the ball-bearing motor produces at rest and rotation the same
amount of heat in the following manner: I measured for a definite time the tempera-
ture increase in a calorimeter in which the motor from fig. 15 in ref. 16 was main-
tained at rest applying a definite tension U and registering the flowing current I,

thus when the resistance of the motor was R = U/I. Then I started the motor and ap-
plied such a tension U' that at the new resistance R' the flowing current I' = U'/R'
was such that UI = U'l', i.e., in both cases I applied exactly the same electric
power. According to the energy conservation law,asinboth cases the same amount of
electric energy was put in the machine, the temperature increase of the calorimeter
had to be the same. I registered, however, that in the second case the temperature
increase was higher. Thus I concluded that in both cases the produced Ohmic heat
was the same, but in the second case there was also heat coming from the friction
of the rotating ball-bearings. The temperature increase in the second case was with
8% higher, while the mechanical energy produced (see the calculation in ref, 16)
was about 10% of the input electrical energy.

Even if the friction of the ball-bearing motor is very low (let us assume zero),

there is always a maximum velocity which the motor cannot surpass. At this maximum
velocity the heat from the "bulge" cannot be absorbed by the ball, and the ball ob-

tains more or less a spherical form. Let us suppose (fig. 13) that the axle rotates

clockwise and that for the time At in which point E will come to the lower position

the ball's "bulge" is cooled. Writing DE = ZuRNAt, where R is the radius of the shaft

and N the number of its revolutions per second, and putting DE %. Tir, where r is the

radius of the ball, we obtain N ^ r/2RAt.

Initially I thought that the current jet effect (p. 98) is responsible for the

torque in the ball-bearing motor. To check whether this hypothesis is true, I repla-

ced the ball-bearings by "spoke-bearings" which can be seen in fig. 14 on the left

and right sides of the big motor. Such an apparatus had no torque. Another proof is

the following: The torque of brass ball-bearings (taken from old nazi torpedoes),

whose resistance and hardness are lower in comparison to those of steel ball-bea-

rings, was substantially weeker. I gilded the brass ball-bearings, diminishing thus

further the resistance and the hardness, and the torque disappeared completely. The

resistance of the gilded ball-bearings was about 1 mfi. Currents even of 400-500 A

could not bring it to rotation. Thus I abandoned thouroughly the hypothesis that the

current jet effect is responsible for the torque.

The ball-bearing motor has a higher efficiency at the following conditions:

a) greater hardness, b) bigger coefficient of the thermal dilation, c)lower specific

heat, d) big bore, e) big balls, f) pressed ball-bearings.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. - Two interacting current loops.

Fig. 2. - The historic Faraday's magnetomoving and electromoving rotational experiments;

a) Rotation of an anchored magnet swimning in a cup of mercury.

b) Rotation of a current wire about a magnet.

Fig. 3. - Rotation of a maonet freely §wimmi no in a cup of mercury:

a) Faraday's experiment.

b) Faraday's experiment looked from above.

c) Ampere's experiment.

Fig. 4. - A circular current loop interacting with rectangular current loops.

Fig. 5. - The author scrutinizes the interaction between circular and linear currents.

Fig. 6. - The "trick-track" perpetuum mobile.

Fig. 7. - Ampere's "floating bridge" experiment:

a) The historical Ampere's set-up.

b) Pappas' variation.

Fig. 8. - The author (r.) observes the experiment of Prof. Pappas (1.) in the la-

boratory of the latter in Athens.

Fig. 9. - Marinov's proposal for a variation of Pappas' experiment for measuring

the current jet effect.

Fig. 10.- Detail of the experiment shown in fig. 9.

Fig. 11.- The double current conducting spiral of Serra-Valls and Gago-Bousquet con-

structed as a propulsion machine on rails. The force F' arises from the

interaction of the currents in the rails with the current in the axle 00',

and its driving torque r' = F' UP is small with respect to the torque Y^

arising from the interaction of the current elements in the spirals (N re-

fers to the number of the windings). The force FJ. can be cancelled if put-

ting between points r end r' a battery with the same voltage as this of the

battery between points Q and Q'.

Fig. 12.- The ball-bearing motor. with rotating inner races.

Fig. 13.- Cross-section of an axle on ball-bearings.

Fig. 14.- Photograph of two ball-bearing motors (big and small) with rotating
outer races.
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COUP DE GRACE TO RELATIVITY AND TO SOMETHING ELSE

Stefan Marinov

Laboratory for Fundamental Physical Problems
Sofia, Bulgaria

Present address: Niederschbcklstr. 62
A-8044 Graz, Austria

Abstract . Proceeding from the axiomatics of my absolute space-time theory, I derive

the equation of motion of an electric charge when considered in a laborato-

ry moving in absolute space (I call it the relative Newton-Lorentz equation).

I show that the electromagnetic phenomena depend on the velocities of the

particles with respect to distant matter but not with respect one to another,

as the theory of relativity asserts. I present the description and the ex-

planation of a generator and motor for direct current, constructed recently

by me and called "bul-cub", which has no collector or brushes. The analysis

of the bul-cub generator and motor,which can be called one-and-a-half polar

machines, throws abundant light to the phenomenon "electromagnetic induction",

and shows clearly its definite absolute and point-to-point interaction cha-

racter. I make a new systematization of the dc machines, calling the unipolar

machines (the Faraday and Barlow disks) half polar, namely open half polar ma-

chines. Then I describe the closed half polar and the unipolar machines inven-

ted recently by me. I invented two types of unipolar machines: with magnets

arranged as spokes (calling this a Marinov ring) and with closely arranged

magnets (calling this a MLiller ring). I investigate further the unifilar and

cyl indricof ilar machines (as called by me), and I show that the interaction

between current wires and magnets can be relevantly explained only on the ba-

sis of the differential Biot-Savart formula which violates the simple Newton's

third law. Conventional electromagnetism explains wrongly many such experiments,

and I point out how important is to be able to localize the seats of the elec-

tromoving and ponderomoving forces. Finally I give the reports on three appa-

ratus showing "perpetuum mobile effects", i.e., where creation of energy out

of nothing can be observed: the coupled N-machine, the machine ADAM and the

machine CUREC. However, as most perspective perpetuum mobile I consider the

machine MAMIN COLIU designed by me which represents a non-polar electromag-

netic machine, i.e., a machine which can be only generator but no motor. This

machine is under construction. The present paper shows clearly that one must

abandon the "field", "closed current lines" and "near-action" concepts of the

Saxon Faraday-Maxwell school and return to the "point-to-point", "current

elements" and "far-action" concepts of the German Gauss-Weber school.
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B. OKYOTABA

1. The absolute and relative Newton-Lorentz equations

In my absolute space-time theory, proceeding from ten extremely simple and clear
12 3

axioms, and making use of very simple mathematical speculations, I obtain ' ' the

following equation of motion of a particle which has electric charge q, mass m, and

moves with a velocity v in absolute space

dl 4-TT77^F#=-^9rad(0-Xi). (1)
°^ (1 - v2/c2)l/2 "^ at c

The quantities
n ^. n ^

* = I qi/n, A = I qiVi/cr. (2)

i=l i=l ^

are the electric and magnetic potentials of the system of n particles surrounding

our test charge q, where q- are their electric charges, v. are their absolute veloci-

ties, and r- are the distances between q. and q.

In the "total" time derivative dA/dt the change of the magnetic potential dA is

due, on one hand, to the change of the velocities and positions of the charges of

the system during the time dt and refers to the space point, where at the moment con-

sidered, the test charge can be found, and, on the other hand, to the change of the

position of the test charge during the time dt with v dt. One must be careful when

calculating this "total" time derivative, remembering that in mathematics there is

a total differential of a function of several variables but there is no "total deri-

vative". The terminology and symbolism which we use in physics sometimes deviate from

the rigorous mathematical terminology and symbolism,and one must be very attentive.
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keeping always in mind Einstein's words: "As far as the laws of mathematics refer to

reality, they are not certain; and as far as they are certain, they do not refer to

real i ty.

"

Thus we can present the "total" time derivative of the magnetic potential as fol-

lows

- = -. (v.grad)A, (3)

-> ->

where (3A/3t)dt is the change of A for a time dt at a space point where at the moment
->. -> ->

considered the test charge can be found and (v.grad)Adt is the change of A due to

the displacement of the test charge during the time dt over a distance vdt. Substi-

tuting (3) into (1) and taking into account the mathematical relation

grad(v.A) = (v.grad)A + (A.grad)v + v^rotA + Axrotv = (v.grad)A + v^rotA, (4)

where the right side is written for v = Const, we obtain the equation of motion in

the form
->^ ->•

rit p p w? " -qgi-adJ- - g— + ^vxrotA. 5
°^ (1 - v^/c^)!/^

c 9t c

Introducing the notations E = - grad't - (l/c)(3A/9t) , B = rotA, called electric

and magnetic intensities, we can write (5) in the form

Hf p p 1/p
= qE+^vxB. (6)

In my theory, the equation of motion of the test particle (1) (or (5), or (6)) is

considered in absolute space. The equation of motion considered in a laboratory which
-»

moves with a constant velocity V in absolute space has not the same form. So I call

(1) the absolute Newton-Lorentz equation , and now I shall deduce the relative Newton -

Lorentz equation . The latter is to be used when observing the motion of an electric

charge in a laboratory attached to the Earth, which, as I established experimentally,
4 5

moves with 300 km/sec in absolute space. '

Thus let us suppose that the velocities of the test charge and of the charges of

the surrounding system in the laboratory are respectively v' and v ! . I shall obtain

the relative Newton-Lorentz equation within an accuracy of first order in V/c , so

that the Galilei formulas for velocity addition can be used

V = v' + V, V. = v: + V. (7)

If working with a higher accuracy (i.e., accuracy of any order in V/c), the Marinov
1 ? ft

formulas for velocity addition are to be used. '
'

Taking into account (7), we can write
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* .M= [21 V ii. i-v(^ . J
V, .4, .

I
!l £4 - 1 vi.t - i^^i.i

i
i " "'i n c^ ^- c' cr^ ^ cr.

*•(! -^) - ^'U - f A- - |.A- = ^'(1 - ^) - l-.A' - |i'. (8)

where <!>' is the relative electric potential which is equal to the absolute electric

potential, as the electric potential is not velocity dependent, A' = [q^vl/cr- is

the relative magnetic potential, and the expression on the right side is written

within an accuracy of first order in V/c (I already stated that the analysis in the

present paper will be carried out within that accuracy). In Ref. 7 I proposed the

"cauldron" experiment with the help of which one can measure the variations
2

(AV V/c )<3> in the electric potential between two charged spheres during half a year

when the absolute velocity of the laboratory changes with AV = 60 km/sec.

I beg the reader to take into account two substantially different invariances:

the Lorentz invariance and the Marinov invariance . One works with the Lorentz invari-

ance (well known from the theory of relativity) when an observer considers the motion

of a particle which first moves with a velocity v in absolute space and then with ano -

ther velocity v
'

, while one works with the Marinov invariance when the motion of a

particle moving always with the same velocity v is considered by an observer who first

is at rest in absolute space and then moves with a velocity V, Thus the Lorentz inva-

riance is to be applied when the observed particle changes its character of motion

with respect to distant matter, while the Marinov invariance is to be applied when

the observer changes his character of motion with respect to distant matter. For the

Lorentz invariance there is a change in the momentum and energy of the observed par-

ticle and it involves 4-dimensional invariants , while for the Marinov invariance

there is no change in the momentum and energy of the observed particle and it. involves

3-dimensional invariants . For the theory of relativity it is of no significance whe-

ther the observed particle or the observer changes its (his) character of motion, how-

ever, unfortunately , these two cases are physically substantially different , as the

reader will become aware upon reading this article to the end.

The "total" time derivatives of the absolute and relative magnetic potentials
must be equal , i.e.

,

^
dA/dt = dA'/dt', (9)

because dA/dt depends only on the changes of the relative velocities of the charges of
the system with respect to the test charge and on the changes of the distances between
the former and the latter which are also "relative". To be able to operate with the
changes in A due, on one hand, to the changes occurring with the "system" and, on the
other hand, to the changes occurring with the test charge, we divided in formula (3)
dA/dt in two terms and there 8A/3t refers no more to the test charge but to the space
point "crossed" by the test charge at the moment of observation. For 9A/3t this point
is taken in absolute space and in this case v in formula (3) is the absolute velocity
of the test charge v, while for 3A'/9t' the reference point is taken in the laboratory
space and in this case v in a formula similar to (3) must be the laboratory velocity
v' of the test charge.

Keeping in mind the mathematical relation (4) and formula (3), we obtain substituting

(8) and (9) into (1)
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3-(V.grad)A, (10)

where the space and time derivatives are taken with respect to the laboratory, as we
work only within an accuracy of the first order in \//c^'^'°, and, for brevity, we
write all laboratory quantities in the last equation (and further in this paper) with-
out primes .

Comparing formulas (5) and (10), we see that the "potential" (i.e., right) parts of
these equations differ with the three last terms in equation (10). We see that the
electric (i.e., related to *) absolute effects are proportional to v/c and for this
reason they are small. I repeat, in Ref. 7 I proposed a method for measuring such ef-
fects. However, the magnetic (i.e., related to A) absolute effects are not only compa-
rable with the relative magnetic effects but are even much bigger, because the former
are proportional to V/c, while the latter are proportional to v/c and for macroscopic
charged bodies V is always much bigger than v. Later I shall show the reasons for which
absolute magnetic effects have not been observed until now.

Conventional electromagnetism treats only the electric and magnetic intensities,
t and B (see their mathematical expressions through the potentials in the text after
the formula (5)), as real physical quantuties. For conventional electromagnetism, the
electric and magnetic potentials, and A, are "second quality" auxiliary quantities
which can be changed at will using the so-called gauge transformation^ to the degree
that the intensities calculated with the new potentials remain always the same. This
is a terrible aberration which reins in physics since a century (see also p. 124).

Indeed, the last term in formula (10) shows clearly that the V-vector-gradient of
the magnetic potential takes part in the potential force acting on the test charge,
i.e., that the magnetic potential is an

"

observable physical quantity ". Throughout this
paper the extreme importance of the last term in formula (10) will be revealed, so that
the potentials will be again enthroned as the legitimate electromagnetic king and
queen of noble German descent and the intrusive intensities of a Saxon mean birth will
be chasen away.

Let us suppose that the magnetic intensity is uniform (constant), i.e.,

B = rotA = Const, (11)
in a certain space domain. In such a case the following mathematical relation takes
place ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

rot(Bxr) = -(B.grad)r + Bdivr = - ^ + 3§ = 2B, (12)

where r is the radius-vector of an arbitrary space point in this domain. Substituting
(12) into (11), the following relation can be established between a constant magnetic
intensity and its magnetic potential

^ = ^Bxr + ^Q, (13)

where A is an arbitrary vector whose rotation is equal to zero, i.e., rotA = 0. Put-
ting now (13) into the last term of equation (10), we obtain, if choosing A^ = 0,

^(V.grad)A - |-(V.grad) (Bxr) = ^Bx(V.grad)r = ^ BxV = - ^ VxB = ^ VBy, (14)

-*

where the result on the right side is written for the case that V is directed along
the x-axis and that B is directed along the z-axis. When B is directed along the z-axis

,

the first term on the right side of (13) can be presented in components as follows
(l/2)Bxr = (-yB/2, xB/2, 0). Such is the magnetic potential in a long cylindrical so-
lenoid whose axis is along the z-axis, and I sav that the magnetic potential has a

circular symmetry . If we choose now the vector Aq i" (13) as follows Aq = ^B/2 , xB/2 , 0)

we see that its rotation is equal to zero, and for the vector A we obtain A = (0, xB, 0),

Such is the magnetic potential in a long rectangular solenoid whose yz-sides are much
larger than its xz-sides, and I say that the magnetic potential has a rectangular sym -

metry . Putting the last magnetic potential A (i.e., this one with a rectangular sym-^
metry) into the last term of equation (10), we obtain, at the above assumption that V is

directed along the x-axis,

a(V.grad)A = ^vi-(xBy) =§VBy. (15)

and one can assume that for B = Const the last two terms in (10) cancel each other.
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o
The results (14) and (15) are not identical. Meanwhile, as it can be easily seen ,

the transformation from the magnetic potential with a circular symmetry to a magnetic
potential with a rectangular symmetry js_ a gauge transformation which leaves the inten-
sities without change, and conventional electromagnetism largely operates with such
transformations considering them as physically admissible. Our analysis shows that
the gauge transformations are not always admissible, because in certain cases, as I

have just shown, they lead to physical contradictions .

The above analysis leads to another extremely important conclusion. The value of
the magnetic intensity at a certain space point is not enough for the calculation of
the force acting on the test charge, as this force depends also on the boundary condi-
tions of the magnetic field. However the value of the magnetic potential at a certain
space point is enough for the calculation of the force acting on the test charge at

this very point. The reader sees clearly that at the light of these conclusions
many dogmas of conventional electromagnetism are to be discarded as wrong.

In Ref. 2, analysing the recent Werner's experiment on the Sagnac effect with neu-

trons and the historical Bucherer's experiment (on the deviation of electrons in a

magnetic field which are selected by letting them pass through crossed electric and

magnetic fields) together with the "theorem^on the rotating disk" deduced by me ,

I showed that the existence of the term q(v.V/c2)grad(}i can be considered as experimen-
tally verified (the third term in equation (10)).

However the scientific community will abandon the wrong and pernicious (for theory

and praxis) relativity dogmas only when clear and simple (for understanding and exe-

cution) experiments will show that relativity is wrong. For rotational motion this was

shown by many experiments (for example, the historical Harress-Sagnac experiment and

the different variations of the "rotating disk" experiment executed by other authors

and by me as the Harress-Dufour, Harress-Fizeau, and Harress-Marinov experimentsl.2,8).

In front of these decisive experiments, the followers of Einstein try to save the re-

lativity ship from sinking asserting that their theory works only for inertial motion.

I showed for the first time, measuring the Earth's absolute velocity in a closed la-

boratory with two different variations of the "coupled mirrors" experiments.^, that

for inertial motion relativity is also wrong. Here the relativists raise the following

objections (as was the case on the last three International Conferences on General Re-

lativity and Gravitation where I took part): since my experiments have not been repea-

ted by other scientists, the positive effects reported by me are "unbelievable" and

they "certainly are due to side causes". These objections, however, are raised always

in an oral form, but never in a written form. Other relativists object that my experi-

ments are "too sophisticated and difficult for execution". Meanwhile the new variation

of the "coupled shutters" experiment^ recently carried out by me was built in four

days (its first variation was carried out five years ago in Brussels^O). The magnitude

and the equatorial coordinates of the apex of the Earth's absolute velocity which I

measured with the Graz variation^ in the days between the 9th and 13th February 1984

were the following: V = 360 * 40 km/sec, 6 = - 24° + 7°, a = 12.5" ± 1". The most in-

teresting aspect in the whole story is that when I invite the relativists to see my

experiments and to check their reliability, they refuse to corneal.

2. Motional, transformer, and motional -transformer inductions

The present paper is dedicated only to basic problems in electromagnetism. I shall

show that the conventional theory explains many electromagnetic phenomena with concep-
tions and formulas contradicting the physical reality. I shall illustrate my criticism
and present confirmation of my conceptions and formulas considering several crucial
known and unknown experiments and electromagnetic apparatus as the BUL-CUB machine (a ge-

nerator and motor for direct current without collector, constructed recently by me, for
which I applied for a patentl2), the Faraday-Barlow machine, the Kbnig-Marinov machine,
and Marinov's motional -transformer inductor. Some of these machines lead to violation
of the energy conservation law and to the possibility of constructing a perpetuum mobile.
I observed a violation of the energy conservation^^lso in the so-called ball-bearing
motor which although being an electrical machine is, as a matter of fact, a thermal en-

gine, where the expanding substance is steel. Concerning the violation of the energy
conservation law let me say here only two words. I introduce only one (besides space
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and time) axiomatical physical quantity, namely the quantity "energy". Any other phy-

sical quantity (as, for example the quantity "force") is obtained as mathematical de-

rivative of energy, space, and time, and for this reason does not need any additional

explanation. One has to explain only what energy is. This, however, is impossible,
no

because there is some more fundamental quantity with the help of which energy can

be mathematically defined. Thus energy is a mystery. And now when I have shown that

energy can be created out of nothing this "mystery" becomes a mystic mystery .

Although the 4-dimensional formalism (which is largely used in my absolute space-
2

"^

time theory ) requires to consider - 3A/c 8t as an "electric intensity", I firmly defend

the opinion that - 3A/c 3t is a "magnetic force" and not an
"electric force " (although

it can exert action also on charges at rest!), understanding "electric forces" to be

those whose potentials depend on the time currents, qc, of the charges producing them,

and "magnetic forces" to be those whose potentials depend on the space currents, qv
2

(the terms "time current" and "space current" are introduced by me ).

According to Einstein if there is a magnet and a coil, then the produced induction

current depends only on the relative motion between them, and with this solemn assertion

he opens his historical 1905-paper which gave birth to the theory of relativity. I

shall show that this Einstein's assertion is not true: the induced electric intensi-

ty depends on the laboratory velocities of the magnet and the wire, thus on their

velocities with respect to distant matter, as the laboratory must be inertial .

Before giving a simple verification of the above assertion, let me note that the

rotation of a cyl indrical magnet about its axis does not introduce any change in the

3
electromagnetic aspect of the system. As I showed , although the so-called "drift

velocity, Vj , of the current conducting electrons in a wire is of the order of

mm/sec, their "energy" velocity, v , with which momentum and energy are transferred,

is of the order of c. The magnetic field is originated by the energy velocity of the

current conducting electrons and not by their drift velocity. Thus if one begins to

rotate the cylindrical electromagnet, one will possibly slightly increase or slightly

decrease the magnetic field originated (depending on the directions of current and

rotation). The possible effect will be of the order of v/v = v/c, where v is the

peripheral velocity of rotation of the cylindrical magnet. I must emphasize, however,

2
that according to my theory the rotation of the magnet will not change the magnetic

field originated by it, as the electrons' velocity with respect to absolute space

(viz. to the laboratory) will remain equal to c. One may object that when rotating

the magnet not only the velocity of the current conducting electrons changes but also

« 13
As announced by N. Rudakov , an amount of several million dollars has been paid for

a copy of the 1905-paper handwritten by Einstein; meanwhile the British museum purcha-

sed the fourth-century Codex Sinaiticus, one of the three earliest New Testament ma-

nuscripts, for 200,000 dollars.
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the velocity of the positively charged ions of the metal crystal, so that the appea-

ring both opposite magnetic fields will annihilate one another. This objection is ir-

relevant as the current conducting electrons moving with velocity c are those which

outweigh the valence electrons balanced by the positive ions. If the number of elec-

trons and ions in a wire is equal, current cannot flow. Without entering in detail, I

shall only add that all remains the same if the electromagnet will be substituted by

a permanent magnet or by a magnetized metal. More on my conceptions about the trans-

mission of current in a wire and about the physical essence of the drift and energy

velocities of the current conducting electrons see in Ref. 3, p. 100.

Let us now have a system of closed wires (loops) along any of which a constant elec-

tric current flows. Permanent magnets or materials magnetized by those currents can

also be included, but, for simplicity in the delineation, the latter will always be

imagined substituted by equivalent current wires which originate the same magnetic

fields. The electric potential of the system, $, as well as the laboratory's absolute
-v 2

velocity, V, will be assumed equal to zero. Under these conditions, the kinetic force ,

-v

f, of an arbitrary "test" charge (which we shall imagine as a current conducting, i.e.,

valence electron in a closed or unclosed piece of wire) will be equal to the following
2

*
potential force , F (see the Newton-Lorentz equations (5) or (10)),

f = mu = -
J
— + JvxrotA = F, (16)

c at

where u = dv/dt is the acceleration of the charge, m and q are its mass and electric

charge, and A is the magnetic potential originatedby all current loops of the system

at the space point where at the moment considered our test charge is located.

On the left side of equation (16) we have the kinetic force of the electric charge

q and on the right side we have the potential force acting on this charge as a result

of its magnetic interaction with the currents in all loops of the surrounding system.

The potential force -(q/c)(8A/8t) will accelerate the electron (which has a negative

charge!) along the direction of 8A and if parts of the wire are parallel to this direc-

tion, electrons will begin to flow along. I call this "transformer induction", as it

can appear if one changes only the current in the surrounding loop, which as well as

our "test" wire remain at rest. The potential force (q/c)(vxrotA) will accelearate the

positive charges along a direction perpendicular to v and B = rotA, so that v, B, u

are oriented as the first three fingers of the right hand (i.e., the electrons in the

opposite direction!) and if parts of the wire are parallel to this direction, elec-

trons will begin to flow along. I call this "motional induction", as it can appear only

if the electric chargesin the test wire have a certain velocity in the laboratory.

The motional induction (i.e. , the motional inductive electric intensity)

W = (v/c)>^rotA (17)

is clear enough, however the transformer induction (i.e., the transformer inductive

electric intensity)
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Etr = - (l/c)(8^/9t) (18)

has many subtle aspects, certain of which have not been noticed by conventional elec-

tromagnet ism, as the reader will soon see. To be clear, I shall divide the transformer

induction into a rest transformer induction (which appears when an electromagnet and

a wire are at rest and only the current feeding the electromagnet changes, and which

will be ignored in this paper as I assume all currents stationary) and into a motional

-

transformer induction (which appears when the magnet moves with respect to the wire,

so that the magnetic potential produced by the former at the space points where the

latter is located changes) and which, for brevity, I shall often call shortly trans -

former induction , as according to the above assumption the rest transformer induction

will be ignored in this paper. The term "motional -transformer induction" is introduced

by me. Conventional electromagnetism wrongly considers the motional -transformer in-

duction as opposite to the motional induction and wrongly uses for its calculation

the formula for the motional induction taken with a negative sign.

The calculation of the motional induction can be done directly by formula (17). The

calculation of the rest transformer induction can be done also directly by formula

(18), as in this case A = A(t) depends directly on time. However, one cannot calculate

the motional -transformer induction directly by formula (18), as in this case

- n ^ 3
A = y A.{r.(t)} is a function of the distancesr- between the i-th current element

of the system's wires and the point of location of the test charge and only because

these distances change due to the motion of the respective wire, A changes, becoming

thus a composite function of time. Thus for the case of the motional -transformer in-

duction (considering for brevity the electric intensity induced by the motion of the

i-th current element of the system, but for simplicity in the writing omitting the in-

dex "i") the calculation must be performed as follows

E
. 1 8A{r(t)} . 1.9A 9r 8x ^ 8A 8r 9y ^ BA 9r 8z, . L; rad)A. (19)

mot-tr c at c^8r 9x 3t 9r 9y 9t 8r 9z 3t' c^ ^ ' * ^ '

where v = - 9r/9t is the velocity of the i-th current element of the system and A is

the magnetic potential originated by this current element at the space point where the

test charge is located. To obtain the whole motional transformer inductive electric

intensity, one must sum up all elementary inductive intensities (19), thus obtaining

Wtr= ^.nVi-grad)A.. (19")

The calculation with formula (19') is difficult and only in simple cases can be car-

ried out. So if the electromagnet represents a rigid body moving with a translational

velocity V, formula (19') reduces to the following one

Wtr= 3(^-g-d)A. m
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Now I shall give a very simple and clear example for the use of formula (19'] which
is unknown to conventional electromagnetism. The exact mathematical calculation^^
of the magnetic potential and magnetic intensity produced by a long cylindrical sole-
noid with radius R gives

A^= 2TTnIp/c B^= 4TTnI/c A = ifxp (for R > p)

A^= 27rnIR2/pc B^= (forR<p).
^^°^

where I is the electric current flowing in the solenoid, n is the number of its turns
on a unit of length, p is the polar radius of the reference point in a cylindrical
frame of reference whose z-axis coincides with the solenoid's axis, and A is pardlel
to the nearest current element. Let us suppose that the solenoid rotates about its
axis. According to formula (19') and the formula for the vector-gradient written in
cylindrical coordinates^, we shall have, taking into account that v, = v and [A^ = t.

Thus if there is a "radial" wire put in the inner space of the solenoid, the induced

motional -transformer electric intensity will be null. If, however, there is the oppo-

site case: the magnet is at rest and the "radial" wire rotates, a motional inductive

electric intensity will appear given by formula (17), where v is the laboratory velo-

city of a certain line element of the wire. Hence the motional and motional -transfor-

mer inductions are not reciprocal! The same electric intensity (17) different from

zero will be induced even if there is no relative motion between magnet and wire, but

both rotate together. In this case the induction is again motional, as the rotation

of the cylindrical magnet about its axis is immaterial .

The electric intensity, E, is the potential force acting on a unit charge and appea-

ring as a result of its magnetic interaction with the current elements of the loops of

the surrounding system. If this force will be multiplied scalarly by a certain path,

we obtain the energy which the charge will acquire by covering this path. This energy

is called electric tension and is designated by U.

We saw that when a wire rotates about the axis of a cylindrical magnet (without or

with the magnet), the electric intensity induced along it is different

from zero, and thus the electric tension along its line elements is different from

zero, too. If, however, the wire represents a closed loop, then the summary tension

along the whole loop is always equal to zero. I shall give a demonstration of this as-

sertion, formulating it more generally: If a loop rotates about an axis which is an

axis of rotational symmetry of an external magnetic field, then the electric tension

induced along the whole loop is always zero.

Indeed, according to formula (17), using the notation (11) for the magnetic intensi-

ty, we have
_^ ^ ^

U = <f^^Q^-d^ = /rot(^x§).ds = /{(^.grad)B + ^ divB)}.ds, (22)

where the Stokes theorem is used and the integration in the linear integral is carried

out along the loop, while the integration in the surface integral is taken over an ar-

bitrary surface spanned on the loop. On the other hand, taking a divergence from both

sides of the definition equality (11), we obtain, remembering the identical relation

div(rotS) = 0,
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divB = 0, (23)

which represents one of the so-called Maxwell -Lorentz equations (equations (23) and (26)

are called first pair of the Maxwel 1 -Lorentz equations ). Substituting now (23) into

(22), and taking into account equation (3) equalized to zero (as dA/dt = if the mag-

netic field has rotational symmetry along the axis of rotation of the loop), we obtain

cU = J(v.grad)(rot"A).ds = /rot{ (v.grad)A} .ds = - jrot(|^).ds = 0, (24)

as also 3A/8t = 0.

If the loop rotates about an axis which is not an axis of rotational symmetry of

the external magnetic field, then motional electric tension may be induced in the loop.

This tension, however, is always alternating and the average tension for a whole rota-

tion (over 360°) is equal to zero . The demonstration of this more general theorem is

similar as above, taking into account that for a whole rotation the average total

time derivative of the magentic potential is zero.

Thus if a loop rotates together with a cylindrical magnet about the axis of the lat-

ter, the induced sunwary tension is null, but the tensions induced in parts of the

the loop may be different from zero. This fact is extremely amazing, as a single iso-

lated body rotating with respect to absolute space produces electric tensions and

offers a possibility for obtaining electric current and consequently energy .

Let me note here that a static electric tension produced by a wire rotating toge -

ther with the magnet was measured for tiie first and last time by Kennard in 1917, however

only few persons have taken into account this fascinating experiment which demon-

strated to any thinking person the failure of relativity during WWI. Let me cite the

summary of Kennard 's paper:

An experiment is described showing that a cylindrical condenser (whose elec-

trodes are connected by a radial wire - S.M.) rotating inside a magnetized co-

axial solenoid becomes charged as required by the theory of Lorentz. Rotation

of the solenoid has no effect (Barnett).

The disproof of the movinq-line theory is thus completed; electromagnetic in-

duction depends in part upon absolute rotation in the mechanical sense. Analysis

in terms of electrons seems to make necessary the existence of a stationary

aether in order to explain the observed effect; so that the phenomenon seems to

present difficulties for those relativists who reject the aether.

Kennard had a solenoid (i.e., cylindrical magnet) and a wire (i.e., coil, or win-

ding which, however, is not closed
) placed along the radius of the solenoid. He reali-

zed the following combinations:

1. Solenoid (magnet) at rest, wire (coil) rotating . Kennard measured a motional in-

duction tension.

2. Wire (coil) at rest, solenoid (magnet) rotating . Kennard measured no tension as

a rotating cylindrical magnet does not produce transformer induction.

3. Hire (coil) and solenoid (magnet) rotating together . Kennard measured (!!!!!!!!)
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a motional induction tension, as the rotation of a cylindrical magnet about its axis

is immaterial .

After the heavy strokes given to relativity by Sagnac's experiment in 1913 and by

Kennard's experiment in 1917, the theory survived further 70 years. Unbelievable

blindness of hundredsof thousands of scientists!

It is evident (in the light of equation (24)) that one cannot make Kennard's motio-

nal inductive tension produce current in a closed wire rotating solidly with the cylin-

drical magnet, because in other parts of the loop oppositely directed motional induc-

tive tensions will balance Kennard's tension. However, if one lets a certain part of

the loop rotate with the magnet, leaving the other part at rest and introducing s1

i

-

ding contacts between the rest and moving wires, an induced electric current can be

produced. Such was the case of a copper disk rotating together with a cylindrical

magnet about the axis of the latter. The relevant experiment was done 75 years before

Einstein wrote his relativity paper and represented the historical Faraday's unipolar

generator which was the first electromagnetic generator ever built in human history.

Let me cite section 218 of Faraday's "Electricity":

218. ... J copper disk was cemented upon the end of a cylinder magnet with pa-

per intervening; the magnet and the disk wei^ rotated together, and collectors
(attached to the galvanometer) brought in contact with the circumference and
the central part of the copper plate. The galvanometer needle moved and
the direction of motion was the same as that would have resulted, if the copper
only had revolved, and the magnet been fixed. Neither was there any apparent
difference in the quantity of deflection. Hence, rotating the magnet causes no
difference in the result; for a rotatory and a stationary magnet produce the
same effect upon the moving copper.

I call Faraday's generator when the magnet is at rest and the disk rotating the

uncemented Faraday disk , and when magnet and disk rotate together the cemented Faraday

disk . Conventional electromagnetism, burdened by the relativity prejudices, has not

clearly understood the essence of these machines.

Thus the motional and motional transformer inductions are not reciprocal. But in

the overwhelming majority of cases they are reciprocal , i.e., if we have the cases:

(i ) wire moving, magnet at rest and (ii) wire at rest, magnet moving with the opposite

velocity, then the appearing inductive tension is the same. Now I shall show the ma-

thematical aspect of this reciprocity.

Let us have a wire (imagine always for simplicity a wire's line element) and a cur-

rent loop (magnet) moving together with the velocity v. We can consider this motion

as composite, consisting of the following two motions: a) the magnet at rest, the wire

moving, and b) the wire at rest, the magnet moving with the same velocity. For the com-

posite motion there will be no change of the magnetic potential originated by the mag-

net at the points of location of the wire's electrons, and we can write dA/dt = 0.

Putting this in equation (3) and taking a rotation from it, we obtain, using (23),

ii^^Ml + (^.grad)(rotA) =
||

- rot^vTx^) = 0. (25)
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Taking a rotation from both sides of the definition equality for the electric intensity

I (see the formula in the text after formula (5)), we obtain, remembering the mathema-

tical formula rot(grad*) = 0,

which represents another one of the Maxwell -Lorentz equations (see the text after for-

mula (23)). Equation (26) can be obtained directly from the definition equality (18)

for the transformer induction. On the other hand, taking a rotation from the definition

equality (17) for the motional induction, we obtain

^<ot = ^"^(^^)- ('')

Comparing the last three formulas, we conclude

rotE^^ = - ^otE^of ('«)

It is important to note that from this equation we c annot make the conclusion

E. ,
= - E ..We can only say that for closed loops we shall always have U^^ = - U^^.

Indeed, integrating equation (28) along such a loop, denoting it by L and its line

element by dT, we obtain, using Stokes' theorem

^tr = ftr-'^^
' /^°^^tr-^^ = ' ^°^^mof^^ ' " fmf^'^ ' " W ^^^

where S is an arbitrary surface spanned on the loop L and ds is its surface element.

Formula (28) can be obtained also as a mathematical corollary from formulas (17) and

(19) if taking rotation from both of them and making use of formula (23).

A rest transformer induction can exist at points where B = 0, but 3X/8t ^
(remember

the transformator consisting of two long concentric solenoids in which the inner sole-

noid is the primary one). Conventional electromagnetism does not know that motional

-

transformer induction can also exist at points where B = 0, but [(vT-j .grad)Ai ^ 0. Indeed,

consider again a long solenoid and a circular wire concentric with the solenoid and

lying in its outer space. Let interrupt the wire at the opposite ends of one of its di-

ameters and move the solenoid at right angles to this diameter and in parallel to the

wire's plane from the left to the right. Then the magnetic potential along the left

half-circular wire will begin to diminish and along the right one to increase (see the

first equation (20)). Consequently equal and opposite motional -transformer electric

tensions will be induced along the two half-circular wires. Thus, as a result of

the motion of the magnet, the tension induced in the whole loop will be null, but in

any of its halves it will be different from zero , and one can measure it by the

method presented in section T^. The physicists have not done such measurements,

because, simply, they do not expect that an effect will be observed. However, if one

will move the circular wire with respec^ to the magnet, no tension in no part of the

wire will be induced, as everywhere rotA = 0. We have here again a patent violation of

the principle of relativity. The real, primordial and fundamental physical quantities

are the potentials (see their analytical expressions (2)), the intensities are simple

mathematical products of them (see their expressions after formula (5)). Conventional

physics comes even to the grotesque statement that the magnetic potential can be physi-

cally observed only in quantum physics (the Aharonov-Bohm effect). It asserts that, as

the intensities are obtained by space and time differentiations from the potentials,

and as the potentials are mathematical products of the intensities (in the same way

as the mother is a product of the child), there is a certain freedom in the choice of

the potentials which finds its expression in the so-called gauge transformations^. Al-

ways where energy (potentials) is replaced by force (intensities) there is a messi
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3. Electromotive and ponderomotive effects

The motion of the valence electrons with respect to the wire under the action of the

three potential forces on the right side of equation (5) is called the electromotive

effect . I call the three respective electric intensities as follows:

1) Coulomb electric intensity

^coul
= - ^''^^- (30)

2) Motional electric intensity (formula (17)).

3) Transformer electric intensity (formula (18)), which is to be divided into a rest

transformer electric intensity (the same formula (18)) and a motional -transformer elec -

tric intensity (formula (19') and equality (28) in which under the index "tr" one has to

understand "mot-tr").

The tensions U, , U *^» ^"d ^ , produced by the intensities (30), (17), and (18),

are called, respectively. Coulomb , motional , and transformer electric tensions . The ten-
and causes

sions produced by chemical, thermal ,AmechanicaT^(separation of the charges, say, by

friction, or by pressure and extension of the bodies; are always Coulomb tensions and

are called also external electric tensions , while the motional and transformer elec-

tric tensions are called induced electric tensions (one can use also the symmetric

term "internal electric tensions"!).

Conventional electromagnetism calls the external and induced tensions "electromotive

forces". I am strongly against the term "electromotive force ", as the notion "electric

tension" signifies "potential difference" (see beneath which is the difference between
1/2 1/2 -1

those two notions) and its dimensions are g cm s (in the CGS-system of units),
_2

while "force" is a completely different quantity whose dimensions are gems . Let me

further note that the term "electric tension" is not largely used in the English lite-

rature. Some prefer to use the term "potential difference", the American use the term

"voltage", but if following the American trend we have to call the electric current

"amperage" and the magnetic intensity "teslage" (the German and the Russian use for

"tension" the right words "Spannung" and "Hanpn^eHHe").

The terminology and symbolism in physics are of high importance for understanding

its problems. Unfortunately in conventional electromagnetism the situation is very bad .

I shall point here shortly to another big, I should say even, "tragic" confusion. Con-

ventional electromagnetism uses two notions for "magnetic intensity": the "magnetic

intensity" denoted by the symbol H and the "magnetic induction" denoted by the symbol

B, being B = yH, where y is the permeability of the magnetized matter. If considering

the magnetized matter as additional current loops, one sees that there is notany

physical
(
qualitative )

difference between B and it, as B is the initial intensity

produced by the current loops and f = y§ is the sum of this initial intensity plus the

additional intensity produced by the magnetized matter put in the neighbourhood of those

loops. The tragedy is that in the system of units SI one introduced the highly perni-
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cious notion "permeability of free space" and in this measuring system the quantities

H and B have even different dimensions (!).

Now I shall explain the physical essence of the electromotive effect due to the

induced electric tensions. Let us have an unclosed wire (at rest or moving) put in a

magnetic field (stationary or changing and thus producing a pure transformer as well as

motional -transformer induction). The electric intensities E . and E^ will push the
mot tr ^

valence electrons, separating them, so that at one extremity of the wire the number of

the electrons will increase, while at the other end decrease. As a consequence, between

the extremities of the wire a Coulomb tension appears which increases until it will

become equal to the induced tension. At this moment we shall have U i = U. . and

^coul
^

^mot
^

^tr
^'^^ extremities of the wire will be connected by a wire put

outside the magnetic field, an electric current I will begin to flow and if the Ohmic

resistance of the whole loop is R, we shall have U n
e U. . = IR.

^ coul ind
If there is no magnetic field but our unclosed wire is under the action of chemical,

thermal, mechanical or other factors which produce an electromotive effect and separa-

tion of the charges at the extremities of the wire, i.e., if there is an external

tension in the wire, the separation will continue until the external tension will be-

come equal to the produced Coulomb tension, and we shall have U , = U ., E , =
^ ^ coul ext coul

exf ^^ ^^"c^ again the extremities of the wire will be connected by another wire,

an electric current will begin to flow and similarly as above we shall have U . = IR.

We see that the induced and external tensions are one thing and the produced by

them Coulomb tension is another thing. To make a clear distinction between these two

quantities, we can call the Coulomb tension " potential difference ". Thus the tensions

are always equal to the potential differences produced by them. The tensions are

caused by magnetic, chemical, thermal and other causes, while the potential difference

is a resulting phenomenon, appearing to balance the tensions and to stop the separa-

tion of the charges (for unclosed wires) or for driving the charges along the "exter-

nal wire" (for a closed loop). If we denote the potential difference by A*, we shall

always have A* = U.

This equality has a similar form as the equality between the potential force, F,

and the kinetic force, f (see, respectively the right and left sides of equation (16)),

which are always equal one to another. As in equation (16), also in the last equation,

the quantity on the right side is the cause and the quantity on the left side the re-

sult. Many people do not clearly understand that the potential and kinetic forces are

two different quantities and I recommand to them the reading of my Classical Physics .

But I am afraid, nobody understands all aspects of the difference between tension and

potential difference. Shortly (when discussing the ponderomotive effect) I shall give

a striking example. Let us turn our attention to this effect.

We know that the interaction of the electrons in a wire (closed or unclosed, along

which current may or may not flow) with an external electromagnetic field
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leads also to a motion of the whole wire, what is called the ponderomoti ve effect . Only

the motional electric intensities can lead to a ponderomotive effect. The
an

transformer electric intensity leads only to electromotive effect but cannot lead to a

ponderomotive effect . I beg the reader to pay a special attention to this statement.

The explanation of the ponderomotive effect due to the Coulomb intensity is commonly

known: If a body is charged by more electric charges than in neutral state, it is re-

pulsed (or attracted) by another body charged by the same (or opposite) charges, as

the electric charges cannot leave the body.

Another special case of a ponderomotive effect due to no one of the potential forces

(17), (18) and (30) is the following: If a body is charged by electrons which begin to

leave the body through a pointed extremity (or for other reasons, as the cold or hot

emission), the law of momentum conservation leads to a push of the body in the opposite

r

3

3
direction. I called this effect the "current jet" effect. The same effect for elec-

trons streaming in a wire at a change of their direction was discovered by me"

Let us now analyse the ponderomotive effect due to the motional electric intensity.

If a current loop (in which the current is produced by some external tension) is put

in a magnetic field, on any of its current conducting electrons, moving with the energy

velocity v = c, the inductive motional electric intensity (17) will begin to act. Let

us suppose for simplicity that the external magnetic intensity B = rotA is perpendicu-

lar to the wire. As E . will push the unit charges perpendicularly to v and

B, on the one wall of the wire, which is parallel to the plane (v,^), the number of

the electrons will begin to increase and on the opposite wall decrease until the moment
equal

when the generated potential difference will become to the induced tension. This is

called the Hall effect and the induced tension is called the Hall tension . The Hall

effect, obviously, is an electromotive effect. What will, however, succeed if the wire

has a motional degree of freedom in a direction perpendicular to its length? - On the

current conducting electrons two forces will act: a repulsive force from the part of

the exceeding electrons on the one wall and an attractive force from the part of the

exceeding positive ions on the other wall. The sum of these two forces will be balan-

ced by the magnetic force (17) which acts in the opposite direction. But on the excee-

ding electrons and positive ions on the walls only the Coulomb repulsive, respectively

attractive, forces from the part of the current conducting electrons will act. As the

exceeding electrons cannot leave the wire and the positive ions are solidly connected

to the "wire", the whole wire will begin to move. It is clear that this explanation

can "work" only if the current conducting electrons outweigh the valence electrons of

the neutral wire. I have met nowhere in the literature this explanation of the ponde-

romotive effect due to the motional induction. I shall give only one citation for the

commonly presented explanation: Scott , after stating that on the electrons
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(p.276;j

flowing in a wire which is put in a magnetic field the force (17) acts, writes: The

force is transmitted to the wire itself by the metallic binding forces." Fullstop.

In the Hall effect the external magnetic field pushes the electrons, in the elec-

tromagnetic motors it pushes the wires. The causes are exactly the same, the results

are completely different. Any student asks: "Why is this difference?" But nobody gives

an answer.

4. The generator and motor Lenz rules

An electromagnetic machine which delivers electric energy when set in motion by ki-

netic energy, i.e., when driven by an external force which I call driving force , or

(for rotation) driving torque , is called an electromagnetic generator . An electromag-

netic machine which delivers kinetic energy when electric energy is supplied to it,

i.e., when feeded by an external tension which I call driving tension , is called an

electromagnetic motor .

According to conventional electromagnetism, any generator has a motor effect, and

the kinetic energy which one has to consume from an outside source to overwhelm this

motor effect is equal to the electric energy delivered by the generator; I call this

the mechano-braking effect , or kinetic energy consuming effect . Similarly, any motor

has a generator effect, and the electric energy which one has to consume from an out-

side source to overwhelm this generator effect is equal to the kinetic energy deli-

vered by the motor; I call this the electro-resisting effect , or electric-energy con -

suming effect .

The essence of the mechano-braking effect was revealed by Lenz in the early era of

electromagnetism (1834) and can be formulated as the generator Lenz rule (I give the

formulation assuming that the magnets are fed by stationary currents): The current

induced by a magnet in a wire because of their motion caused by external forces has

such a direction that the appearing magnetic interaction brakes the initial motion.

The motor Lenz rule can be formulated in a similar manner: The current induced by a

magnet in a current wire because of their motion caused by their mutual magnetic inter-

action has such a direction that it diminishes the initial current.

The physical explanation of the generator Lenz rule is the following: In any elec-

tromagnetic generator the driving force sets a wire in motion producing a convection

current, the carriers of which are all valence electrons. These valence electrons mo-

ving en bloc with the low velocity v = v^^^^g of the wire interact with the external

magnetic field and the appearing electromotive force sets them in motion perpendicular

to their convection velocity (see formula (17)). A potential difference appears at the

extremities of the wire which stops the flow. However, if the extremities are closed

up by another wire, for maintaining of the potential difference a continuous flow of

electrons does appear in which takes part a very small fraction (the fraction is v^^^^^/c)

of the valence electrons moving with the energy velocity v = v^^ = c. Now the

electrons in the conduction current interact for a second time with the external mag-
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netic field (see formula (17)),which sets them in motion perpendicular to their conduc-

tion velocity, i.e., perpendicular to the wire. The appearing potential difference

between the wire's walls stops the flow, and the electromotive force is transformed

into a ponderomotive force which acts in a direction exactly opposite to the direction
3 ^- ->

of action of the driving force. As qv = Idr, where q is the electric charge moving

with a velocity v in the line element df,and I is the flowing current, according to

formula (17), the braking force of the generator is

where U is the generated tension and R is the Ohmic resistance of the wire dr (we

suppose that the resistance of the closing wire is zero).

The physical explanation of the motor Lenz rule is the following: In any electro-

magnetic motor the driving tension sets the electrons in a wire in motion producing
->• ->

a conduction current whose carriers move with the energy velocity v = c. These cur-

rent conducting electrons interact with the external magnetic field and the appea-

ring ponderomotive force (see p. 127) sets the wire in motion perpendicular to their

conduction velocity. The motion of the wire leads to the appearance of a convection

current of all valence electrons with the low velocity v = v . . Now the electrons
-^ wire

in the convection current interact (for a first time!) with the external magnetic

field and an induction current is produced which is exactly opposite to the initial

conduction current. Similarly as above, according to formula (17), the driving force

of the motor is

f. = - drxB E %1 drxB, (32)
dr c cR

where U. is the driving tension and R is the Ohmic resistance of the wire dr (we

suppose that the resistance of the source of the driving tension is zero).

Comparing formulas (31) and (32), we conclude: f. = f . if U = U^^, and vice

versa.

Many authors have tried, with a smaller or bigger success, to deduce the Lenz

rules from the energy conservation law. Thus an electromagnetic perpetuum mobile can

exist if one of the Lenz rules, and consequently the energy conservation law, would

be violated.

I observed (section 13) a violation of the generator Lenz rule in the cemented Fa-
raday disk. This signifies that for the Faraday disk the left side of equation (31)
is less than its right side, understanding under fbr not the force acting on the elec-
trons in the piece of metal dr, but the force acting on the metal itself. Thus I pre-
sume that the electrons in the Faraday disk do not transmit to the disk the whole mo-
mentum acquired by them at the magnetic interaction with the cylindrical magnet, be-
cause a certain part of the momentum is transmitted to the sliding contacts which are
solid to the laboratory. Analogically, I expect that for the Barlow disk the left side
of equation (32) is less than its right side, understanding under fdr the force acting
on the metal itself. Since, however, ?br i" formula (31) is a secondary force, while

T(jf. in formula (32) is a primary force (see p. 131), there is a violation of the energy
conservation law for the Faraday disk, but not for the Barlow disk (see also p. 150).

(The description of the Barlow disk is given in the next section.)
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5. The Faraday disk (generator) and the Barlow disk (motor)

The uncemented Faraday disk is shown in fig. 1 on the left and the cemented Faraday

disk on the right. The copper disk 1 is solidly attached to the axle which can rotate

on two ball-bearings. Its magnet 2 and the yoke 3 are solid to the laboratory. The

yoke 3 can be removed; it is drawn in fig. 1 for the single reason that my perpetuum

mobile described in section 12 was constructed with a yoke and thus fig. 1 can serve

as a scheme for this machine. The copper disk 4 is solid to its magnet 5 and both are

solidly attached to the rotating axle. If the polarization of the magnets and the ro-

tation of the axle are as shown in the figure, the peripheries of the disks are char-

gad positively and their centers negatively. In fig. 1 two brushes slide on the peri-

pheries of the uncemented and cemented disks which are electrically connected; the centers

of the disks are connected electrically through the metal axle.

If current should be sent along the radii of the disks 1 and 4, they will begin to

rotate (when the current flows from the periphery to the center, the rotation will be

as shown in the figure). I call the motor on the left the uncemented Barlow disk , and

the motor on the right the cemented Barlow disk (Barlow carried out the uncemented

variation in a slightly different arrangement in 1823).

The cemented and uncemented Faraday and Barlow disks have been constructed in the

early age of electromagnetism but then the cemented Faraday and Barlow disks have fal-

len in oblivion (first of all in the books of the relativists). Recently Das Gupta

repeated the forgotten experiments systematizing them very well. One can consider Das

Gupta's dynamic experiments as an analogue to Kennard's static experiments. Das Gupta

observed all induction (Faraday ) effects observed by Kennard (cf. p. 122), namely:

1. Kagnet at rest, disk rotating . Das Gupta measured a motional induction tension.

2. Disk at rest, magnet rotating . Das Gupta measured no electric tension, as a rota-

ting cylindrical magnet does not produce a transformer induction.

3. Disk and magnet rotating together . Das Gupta measured (!!!!!!!!) a motional in-

duction tension, as the rotating cylindrical magnet produces the same magnetic field as

in the case when the magnet is at rest. motor

However, besides the Faraday effects, Das Gupta measured also the relevant (Barlow)

effects (what, of course, Kennard could not do), sending electric current along the

radius of the disk and registered the following results:

1. If the magnet is kept at rest, the disk rotates .

2. If the disk is kept at rest, the magnet does not rotate .

3. If the magnet is solidly connected to the disk, both rotate .

All these three combinations can easily be explained taking into account; that at

the interaction of a radial and a circular current the radial wire displays a rota-

tional moment of force about a vertical axis going through the center of the circular

wire but the circular wire does not display such a rotational moment (see fig. 4 in

ref. 3 for more clarity).
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The effect in the Barlow disk can easily be explained (in a manner similar as in

section 3) if we should imagine the disk substituted by a radial wire which slides

on a circular contact whose radius is equal to the wire's length (there can be, of

course, many radial wires like the spikes in a wheel). When, however, the disk is ho-

mogeneous, the appearing torque is due to the current-jet effecy of the electrons

which are accelerated tangential ly by the motional electric intensity (17) and pu-

shed radially by the driving Coulomb electric intensity (30), so that the tan-

gential momentum acquired by the electrons during the crossing of the disk's radius

is transmitted to the disk.

The big surprise comes, however, from the fact (observed first by Bruce de Pal-

ma ' '
) that the cemented Faraday disk has no . ri^CTarro-bra king effect, i.e.,

that in the cemented Faraday disk the generator Lenz rule is violated. This fact is

very strange . If the cemented Barlow disk has a "rotating effect", then the cemented
Further

Faraday disk must have a "braking, i.e., counter-rotating, effect . according to me ,

if the cemented Faraday disk has no braking effect, it is logical to predict that

the uncemented Faraday disk also must not have a braking effect. However, humanity

has built many "homopolar", or "unipolar" generators, which are, as a matter of fact,

uncemented Faraday disks, and the lack of a braking effect had to be observed. On the

other hand, both the cemented and uncemented Barlow disks do have electro-resisting

effect (see section 12).

I should like to point only to the following difference between the "electro-re-

sisting effect" in a motor and the "mechano-braking effect" in a generator. As shown

in section 4, in the generator, the magnetic field acts twice on the same electrons:

first to produce "conduction electrons" from the "convenction electrons", and secondly

to produce from the "conduction electrons" a tension leading to the appearance of a

potential difference that transforms the electromotive effect into a ponderomotive

effect. In the motor, however, the magnetic field acts once on the "conduction elec-

trons" producing a tension leading to the appearance of a potential difference which

transforms the electromotive effect into a ponderomotive effect and then the magnetic

field acts on the "convection electrons", which appear as a result of the mecha -

nical rotation , producing from them "conduction (induction) electrons" whose velocity

is exactly opposite to the velocity of the initial conduction (driving) electrons".

Further detailed experimental and theoretical investigations are needed, so that

a clear physical explanation can be given for the braking effect in the Faraday disk

and for the rotating effect in the Barlow disk. I present my explanation for the

braking effect in the Faraday disk^m section 11. I constructed several machines with

cemented Faraday disks (described in sections 12, 13, and 14) which demonstrated "per-

petuum mobile" effects.
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6. The BUL-CUB generator

The bul-cub machine is a generator and motor for direct current with many windings

and without collector. The scheme of the machine is shown in fig. 2; in fig. 3 a scheme

with only one winding (viz. in two different positions) is shown. In fig. 4 one varia-

tion of the constructed machine is shown. The position corresponds to the position of

the apparatus in fig. 3. In fig. 5 a detail of the bul-cub machine corresponding to the

position in fig. 2 is given. Concerning the name BUL-CUB see the acknowledgement.

The bul-cub machine consists of a cylindrical magnet (I had an electromagnet but a

permanent magnet can also be used), a yoke of soft iron, and a coil wound, as shown

in the figures, on a cylindrical corn of soft iron with a cylindrical axial hole. The

winding goes along the generatrix of the cylinder, along the radius of one of its

bases, along the generatrix of the axial hole, along the radius 6f the other basis, and

then again along the generatrix of the cylinder, tightly to the previous winding, until

the whole cylinder is covered by windings. For an easier explanation, I note by "ab"

the radial" wires of the coil and by 'fcd" the parts of the "cylindrical" wires which "en-

ter under the yoke". The coil's wires between the marginal points p and q (resp., p'

and q') are "under the yoke" and between the marginal points p and p' (resp., q and q')

are "outside the yoke". In fig. 3, for further speculations , the core is shown not as

a cylinder. In fig. 2 the direction of the magnetic intensity in the iron of

the magnet, core, and yoke is sketched by dashed lines. ^ !"TA^P °")y,i" ^^^ ""39-
^ net's and both yoke s gaps.

I showed that the rotation of a cylindrical magnet about its axis is irrelevant with

respect to the magnetic field produced by it. If the magnet is not a cylinder but, say,

a parallelepiped, then by rotating it only the field produced by the cylinder inscribed

in the parallelepiped will remain without change, while the outlying parts will origi-

nate an alternating magnetic field. Thus, as the rotation of the cylindrical magnet

in figs. 2 and 3 is irrelevant, I shall call the magnet and yoke by the common name

"magneto-yoke" and consider them always solidly connected (for construction reasons,

in fig. 4 the magnet and yoke are not solidly connected).

In this section I shall consider the generator aspects of the bul-cub machine and in

section 7 its motor aspects. I shall calculate the tensi ore induced in the different wires

of the coil if the coil, respectively the magneto-yoke, will be rotated by an outside

torque. If looking at figs. 2, the reference frame is taken as follows: The x-axis is

horizontal parallel to the core's axis pointing to the left, the y-axis is horizontal

pointing to the reader, and the z-axis is vertical pointing upwards.

1. Magneto-yoke at rest, coil rotating . The following motional inductive electric

intensity will appear along the wires cd in the yoke's gaps (^ is their velocity)

(Wy4'»=?(^*WBf).?t (33)

and the following along the wires ab in the magnet's gap
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where Q is the angular velocity of rotation of the coil and r is the distance of the

wire's element from the coil 's axis. The average inductive electric intensity along

the wires ab will be
(^n^Qt),^

= (f2R/2c)Bz = (v/2c)Bz, where R is the radius of the coil

Let us assume that the cross-section of the yoke is rectangular with a side s pa-

rallel to the wires and a side h perpendicular to the wires. To make the calculations

simpler, I shall suppose h much smaller than R, consequently s much bigger than R,

as the cross-sections of the magnet's gap and of both yoke's gaps will be supposed

equal (in this case the magnetic intensity in all gaps will be the same!). Thus, at

this assumption, the cylindrical surface of the coil in the yoke's gaps can be consi-

dered as a plane rectangle. If n wires pass through a unit of length on the circumfe-

rence of the coil's cylinder, we find that the length of the wire in both yoke's gaps

is 1 = 2(nh)s = 2nsh, so that the tension induced in the yoke's gaps will be

^ = /(Lt)y(dl^) = (^mot)y\ = f 2"^^ = 2nsh|B = n^.. (35)

y

having taken (here and below) a positive orientation along the wire in the direction

d-c-b-a, and denoting by $ = 2shB the magnetic flux produced by the magnet.

To calculate the induced tensi on i n the magnet's gap, we must multiply scalarly

the average inductive intensity (E„^.)_ by the oriented length (positive from b to a)
mo L ui — fy

of the wire in the magnet's gap which is 1 = n(TrR)2R = 2TTnR'^ = 4nsh, as ttR = 2sh.

Thus the tension induced in the magnet's gap will be

U = /{^„.t)m-(-dl z) = - (Eirr)„ 1„ = - 2nsh^B= - n^$. (36)
"m ]' mot'm ^ ' ^ mot'm m c c ^ '

'm

As Uy and U^ are equal and oppositely directed, the motional induced tension produ-

ced by the whole coil will be zero.

2- Coil at rest, magneto-yoke rotating . I showed in section 2 that for a loop the

motional -transformer inductive tension is exactly equal to the motional inductive ten-

sion, if the motion of the loop is exactly opposite to the motion of the magnet (see

formula (29) which is valid for the case when the motion of the loop is the same as

the motion of the magnet). However, the distribution of the inductive intensities

along the line elements of the loop for these two cases may not be the same (see for-

mula (28 ) and the text after it). For simple cases one can find the motional -transfor-

mer intensity along the line elements of the loop, but for more complicated cases

(when one has to work with formula (i9')) the calculation may become wery difficult.
?n —

See, for example, the difficulties met by MUller when he tried to establish where

the "seat" of the motional -transformer induction in his different experiments 'espe-

cially for the cases presented in his figures 10 - 20. If one looks at the literature

dedicated to the electromagnetic induction, one can see that until the present time

people present "puzzles" which "cannot be deciphered". The explanation of the electro-

magnetic induction by the Faraday-Maxwell "force lines" conceptions which are not
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"point-to-point" but "closed line" conceptions leads very often to blind alleys and
the torments of students and professors are well known, I should like to repeat the
words of Bewley^l which are already referred by MLiller^^. Speaking about the problems
posed by the electromagnetic induction, Bewley stated in 1964: "The interest to this
matter has erupted again, and it does so every few years like a slumbering volcano!"
The present eruption will be tremendous. I think, however, that concerning the general
aspects of the motional -transformer induction one cannot say much more than it is said
in this paper. And I hope that the calculations and the experimental measurements for
any special case will confirm the general aspects revealed by me.

As an example I shall look at the "seat" of the motional -transformer induction in
the line elements of the winding abed at its position shown in fig. 3. For completeness
and clarity, I shall look also at the seat of the motional induction, a problem which
does not pose difficulties even to conventional electromagnetism. The sign "o" signi-
fies that there is no motion of the respective element and there is no tension in the
winding. The sign "Q" signifies that the respective element rotates (moves) and the
sign"+" signifies that there is an induced tension in the winding.

Table 1
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ficult. Thus I shall give here only a simplified calculation of the motional -transfor-
mer induction in the cases 5-8, considering cd w and outside the yoke's gap.

On p. 116 I gave the relations between a constant magnetic intensity and its magne-
tic potential for the cases of circular and rectangular symmetry of the constant magne-
tic field. As we have assumed that our yoke has a rectangular cross-section with length,
s, much larger than breadth, h, the symmetry of the magnetic field in the yoke's gaps
is rectangular and the magnetic potential there expressed through the magnetic intensity
is A = (-yB, 0,0), as the breadth is perpendicular to the x-axis and the length is per-
pendicular to the y-axis. I make the calculations for the upper yoke's gap in fig. 2
and 5 where the magnetic field is along the z-axis (upwards) and consequently we have
Ax < for y > 0, and Ax > for y < 0,

Using now this expression for t, we can express the motional -transformer electric
intensity induced jn. and outside the yoke's gaps through the magnetic intensity jji the
yoke's gaps as follows (analyse attentively fig. 5 where the arrows show the directions
of the magnetic potential at the edges of the yoke's gaps and use formula (18))

(E, ) =-l ^By-(-By)
f , . vj f ,^ . _ 1 -By - (^By)

f _ vB h
f ,^^.

^Hr^y c ^i7F ^
c ^' ^hr'out c (TTR-h)/v c ^rR - h ' ^ '

as h = 2y is the breadth of the yoke's gaps and trR - h is the distance between the yoke's

gaps along the cylindrical circumference of the coil.

The tensions induced along the wires cd jji and outside can be calculated exactly in

the same manner as for the case of the motional induction, taking into account that the

length of the wires cd in the yoke's gaps is ly = 2nsh and outside is Igut ~ 2ns(iTR-h).

So we obtain for the motional -transformer electric tensions induced in the wires cd in

and outside the yoke's gaps Uy = -2nshvB/c = - nv$/c, Unut = 2nshvB/c = nv$/c, which are
exactly opposite to the tensions (35) and (36). I repeat, this numerical equality of the
motional and motional -transformer induced tensions gives us the right to calculate the
motional -transformer tensions by the formulas for the motional tensions for the case
when the magnet is at rest and the coil rotating in the opposite direction.

As already said, formulas (35) and (36) show that the motional and motional -trans-

former tensions induced in the whole coil are equal to zero. To show that the tensions

(35) and (36) are really existing and to make the apparatus in fig. 2 an effective

d.c. generator, I applied the following trick: I made the upper parts of the wires cd

naked and I put brushes in parallel to both yoke's wings, so that the latter made a

short circuit between all wires which are in the yoke's gaps. This short-

circuiting can be made by a non-contact way using magnetic anchors with springs (as

in the electrical bells) which are attracted by the yoke's wings when they pass over

the anchors (in the case of a rotating magneto-yoke) or the anchors pass under the

yoke's wings (in the case of a rotating coil). Another method of non-contact short

circuiting consists of making the isolation between the wires cd of a photoresisting

material and by illuminating only the wires which are in the yoke's gaps. The most

elegant and industrially prospective way is to make the isolation between the wires

cd by a magneto-resisting material , so that the short-circuiting will be made directly

by the magnetic field in the yoke's gaps. Here one must find a material with an opti-

mal ratio Rg/Rg. where P.^ is the resistance for B = and Rg for B ?« 0. If the semi-

conductor technology will solve this important problem and the production of such a

magnetosensitive isolation will be cheap, then the d.c. machines in the future will
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be of the bul-cub type, as they have no collector and for the case of a coil at rest
no sliding contacts at all . In another model built by me (fig. 4) the wires are in
sections led to copper lamelae and the short-circuiting is made by brushes I call the
machines without short-circuiting the uneffective bul-cub m.rhinp and with short-cir-
cuiting the effective bul-cub machine .

Let me note that alternating rectangular tension is induced in the single windings

of the uneffective bul-cub generator, and interrupted direct tension in the single

windings of the effective bul-cub generator. For comparison it is to be noted that al-

ternating sinusoidal tension is induced in the windings of the conventional bipolar ge-

nerators and direct tension in the Faraday disk. To make the sinusoidal tension direct
pulsating, one uses a collector and brushes in the conventional bipolar machines.

Let us now find the tension produced in the effective bul-cub generator. I shall

suppose that a 100% short-circuiting is made for the wires cd in the yoke's gaps. Ta-

king into account formula (36), we obtain for the produced tension

m m'pq m m ttR c t^r
^^°l

If the short-circuitage is made for the wires cd outside the yoke's gaps, taking

into account formulas (35) and (36), we obtain for the produced tension

U = U+(U) =U+U A = - n^-I- ^^i^. (3ti)
y ^ m'pq y m ^r c ,rR

(^°i

7. The BU^-CU^ motor

First I shall analyse the motor effects for the uneffective bul-cub machine, sup-

posing that an electric current I flows through the windings of the coil along the

direction d-c-b-a. As the rotation of the cylindrical pole is immaterial, we have to

consider only two cases (the cylindrical magnet can be solidly connected either to

the yoke or to the coil, but for brevity I shall consider it always connected to the

yoke)

:

1. Magneto-yoke at rest, coil with a possibility for rotation. Thus we suppose

that the magneto-yoke is solid to the laboratory and the coil has a rotational deg-

ree of freedom about its axis. Proceeding from the fundamental equation (16), where

we put 3A/9t = 0, and where we consider m as the mass of the current conducting elec-

trons crossing the wire in a unit of time and q as their electric charge, we can
->->• -»

write Idr=qv, and consider f as the kinetic force of those electrons obtained because

of their interaction with the magnetic field B of the magnet's and yoke's poles. This

kinetic force is transferred from the electrons to the metal atoms and sets the wire
->-> -•

in motion. Thus writing f = Fdr, where F is the kinetic force of a unit of length

of the wire , equation (16) gives for the forces exerted on a unit of length of the

wires cd and ab, respectively in the yoke's and magnet's gaps

Fy = iTxB = i(Ix)x(Bt) = - ilBy. F^ = ^M = i(-Iz)x(Bx) = ^ I B y . (39)

The moments of force with respect to the coil's axis, applied to a unit of length

of the wires cd and ab, will be, respectively.
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My = R-Fy = (Rz)x(-^?) = IibrI M^ = rxF^ = (rz)x(:^J) = - i-IBr?, (40)

where R is the radius of the coil and r is an arbitrary distance along the radius ta-

ken from the coil's axis. For the average moment of force, applied to the wires ab,

we obtain M^, = - (l/2c)IBRx. As the length of the wires ab is twice the length of

the wires cd in the yoke's gaps (see p. 133), we conclude that the sunriary moments

of force (torques), applied to the wires in the magnet's and both yoke's gaps, are

equal and oppositely directed, so that the coil will not rotate.

2. Coil at rest, magneto-^yoke with a possibility for rotation . Let us imagine the

magneto-yoke substituted by a system of current loops which generate exactly the same
3

magnetic field. Then, according to the integral Biot-Savart formula , we conclude

that the force with which this system of current loops acts on our current coil will

be exactly equal and opposite to the force with which the coil acts on the system of

loops. Thus the moment of force acting on the magneto-yoke when it has a possibility

for rotation will be equal and opposite to the moment of force acting on the coil. The

moment will be zero and the magneto-yoke will not rotate.

The bul-cub motor will become effective if we short-circuit the windings passing either

in the yoke's gaps (i.e., the windings between points p and q (p' and q')) or

outside the yoke's gaps (i.e., the windings between points p and p' (q and q')).

In the first case we shall totatlly exclude the moment M and only partially (very

little) the moment M ; in the second case we shall exclude par-
m ^. ^

tially (almost the whole) the moment M and the whole moment M will remain to act
' m ^ y-

(with respect to the partial excluding of the moment M confer the calculation done

in formulas (38) and (38')).

8. The bul-cub machine with a rotating core

I called "core" the magnetic material (soft iron) in the coil which closes the mag-

netic flux of the magneto-yoke. Until now the core was supposed to be solidly connec-

ted to the coil. Let us now suppose that the core has a rotational degree of freedom

with respect to the coil, as it is shown in fig. 6. The coil will be supposed solid

to the laboratory. In fig. 6 the magnet is solid to the coil (thus solid to the labo-

ratory) and the yoke has a rotational degree of freedom. Of course, the magnet can be

supposed solid to the yoke. As many times noted, the rotation or rest of the cylindri-

cal magnet does not introduce some changes in the appearing phenomena. In fig. 6 the

magnet is not solid to the yoke for the reason of making the construction simpler.

The yoke rotates on the two small ball-bearings on the left side of the figure

(both ball-bearings are put on the one side of the yoke because such construction is

more easy for execution): the outer rings are solid to the yoke and the inner rings

are solid to the magnet. The outer rings of the big ball-bearings on the right side

of the figure are solid to the coil and the inner rings are solid to the core. The
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core has a possibility for rotation, but a rotational moment cannot be applied me-

chanically as the core is completely covered by the windings of the coil; a torque

can be applied only magnetically. Fig. 3 shows the core with more optical clarity.

It is well known that if a magnetic monopole can be created, then a perpetuum mo-

bile can be also created. Indeed, if letting a magnetic monopole in the magnetic field

of a straight current wire, the pole will begin to rotate along a circle in a plane

perpendicular to the wire whose center is the point pierced by the wire, describing

the respective magnetic "force line". The force acting on a magnetic pole is the pro-

duct of the algebraic value of its strength (+ for a north pole) and the vector of

the magnetic intensity at the space point where the pole is placed. (Let me note

that the strength of the magnetic pole of a long solenoid (cylindrical magnet) is

equal to its magnetic flux <1> = B.s, where B is the magnetic intensity originated by

the solenoid and s is its cross section; the position of the pole is near the geo-

metrical end of the solenoid). If a magnetic monopole will be put in the inner space

of a toroidal solenoid, it will also eternally rotate along a circular path, follow-

ing the respective magnetic "force line". (See, however, section ll!)

The core in fig. 6 represents to a certain aspect a magnetic monopole, because

the one of its poles (pole S ) is cylindric and the magnetic field cannot exert a

ponderomotive action on it, so that, practically , the magnetic field acts only on the

"monopole" N' (in my apparatus, for reasons of constructional symmetry, there are

two such "nionopoles" N').

First I shall show that the apparatus in fig. 6 has no generator effect. Indeed,

since the induction is motional -transformer, integrating equation (18) for the time T

of a whole rotation , we shall have (I omit the index "tr", i.e., "mot-tr")

I T = /Edt = -i/|dt= A(T)-A(0)
^

where E is the average electric intensity for the time of one rotation at a certain
av ^ ^ -,.

wire's point, E(t) is the momentary intensity, and A(t) is the momentary magnetic po-

tential.

Thus, since the bul-cub machine in fig. 6 has no generator effect, then in the

case that it will work as a motor, it will be a perpetuum mobile. Coming to the con-

clusion that the magnetic field of the coil exerts a torque on the poles N' of the

core but does not extert a torque on its pole S, one is inclined to suppose that this

apparatus will rotate as a motor. Let me add that when the core will rotate due to the

magnetic torque exerted on its poles N', the latter will drag the poles S' of the yoke

due to their mutual magnetic attraction and the whole yoke will follow the rotation

of the core.

This conclusion, however, is wrong . The core cannot be set in rotation. One comes

to the wrong conclusion that the core will rotate considering the action of the mag-

netic field of the coil on the "idealised poles" of the core. But the coil acts on the
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whole "magnetic system" of the core and not only on its poles. To consider the action

of a magnetic field on "localised poles" is a simpl ification which often (as in the

case considered) can lead to wrong conclusions. The right consideration is as in the

previous section: The magneto-core-yoke cannot set the coil in rotation and consequent-

ly neither the coil can set the magneto-core-yoke in rotation.

I dedicated so much attention to the analysis of the bul-cub machine with a rota-

ting core because I wish to show that the speculations with the notion "poles" is

dangerous , as one can easily jump to wrong conclusions. A current loop (a magnetic

system) interacts with the whole other current loop (magnetic system) but not only

with its "poles". The notion "pale" is simply a mnemotechnical tool. I should like

to address the reader to the analysis of the experiment shown in figs. 13 and 16.

However, it is much more difficult to present graphically the magnetic action of the

coil on the core in fig. 6. (I repeat, in section 11 are given further speculations

concerning the action of a magnetic field on a "magnetic pole".)

9. Half polar, unipolar, one-and-a-half polar, and bipolar machines

Conventional electromagnetism knows only two types of dc electromagnetic machines:

the bipolar (those are the so-called collector machines) and unipolar (those are the

Faraday and Barlow disks). I introduce a substantial change in this classification,

as I saw that it is much more reasonable to call the Faraday and Barlow disks half

polar machines. I introduce the term "half polar" taking into account that a cylin-—
, , ^ ^ (which is under the half of the poJeU . . .

dncal pole can rotate a radial wire^and when rotating a radial wire a current is

induced in it, however a radial wire cannot rotate a cylindrical magnet and when a

cylindrical magnet is rotated current is not induced in a radial wire. Now the bul-

cub machines can be called one-and-a-half polar , as here one of the poles is cylin-

dric acting on radial wires and the other pole (poles) is a "normal" pole.

Besides the half polar machines executed in the form of Faraday and Barlow disks,
the

which I call open half polar machines, I invented also the machines shown in fig. 7

which I call the closed half polar machines. The closed half polar machines, which

can have an arbitrary number of solidly connected windings (in the open machines any

winding must have sliding contacts) cannot perform a full rotation, as the wires

encounter the magnet. A full rotation can be realized if the wires are supplied by

jumping sliding contacts (see such contacts also in fig. 8) and if a conducting ring

is put on the magnet at the place where the windings must jump over the magnet (in

fig. 7 only one winding is drawn). If at the place of the conducting ring we shall

cut out a gap in the magnet, we obtain an uneffective one-and-a-half polar machine.

. Intheclosed half polar machine, one can keep the magnet solid to the laboratory

and bring the coil to rotation by sending current through it, or one can keep the

coil solid to the laboratory and bring the magnet to rotation by sending current

through the coil. In the first case the driving moment is exerted by the cylindrical

pole on the radial wire ab, while in the second case the driving moment is exerted
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by the projections of the current elements of the vertical wire ac in planes perpen-

dicular to the circular axis of the ring magnet on the corresponding circular cur-

rents of the magnet. Now the centers of the circular magnet's currents do not lie on

the axis of rotation (as is the case in the open half polar machines), and the Biot-

Savart forces of those circular currents display a rotational moment.

In the closed half polar machine, one can keep the magnet solid to the laboratory

and by rotating the coil induce there d.c, or one can keep the coil solid to the la-

boratory and by rotating the magnet induce d.c. in the coil. In the first case there
is a motional induction in the wires ab, while in the second case there is a motional-

transformer induction whose seat is at the jumping wires (see section 6).
I call unipolar the machine shown in fig. 8 which I have recently invented and

whose functioning is clear from the figure. The unipolar as well the bipolar machines

(the last ones are in a common use and thus well known) can^l mlgnetomoving
, u 4.U -1 magneto - —
(when the coil is at rest and the magnet rotates) or e lee tromoving (when the magnet

is at rest and the coil rotating).

In the bipolar machines two poles are "conducted" to the coil, while in the uni-

polar machines only one pole is "conducted" to the coil. Further fundamental diffe-

rence is the following: In the bipolar machines an al ternating current is flowing in

the wires of the coil, so that when driving the motor by d.c. (or when producing d.c.

from the generator) a collector with sliding brushes must be used for the so-called

commutation . In the unipolar machines a direct current is flowing in the wires of the

coil and a collector is not needed. The sliding brushes are used not for commutation

but for saltation when parts of the wires must "jump" over the magnets, while other

parts of the wires "cross" the magnets (see fig. 8 and 9a). The wires ab are called

active , as they cross the magnet and the wires cd are called passive ,

as they jump over the magnet. In fig. 8 an open unipolar machine is shown. The open

unipolar machine from fig. Swill become closed if the north and south poles of any

magnet will be closed by a yoke. Thus we conclude that the bipolar machines have two

magnet's gaps and there is a coil's corn, while the closed unipolar machines have only

one magnet's gap and there is no coil's corn. The most simple closed unipolar machine

is shown in fig. 9a. The difference between the half-polar closed machine in fig. 7

and the unipolar closed machine in fig. 9a is that in the latter the active wire ab

crosses the whole magnet and not only the half magnet as in the former.

I call the machine in fig. 9a the unipolar machine with passive wires solid to the

coil. In fig. 9b is shown a unipolar machine with passive wires solid to the magnet .

In the last machine there are no more saltating sliding contatcs but only continuous

sliding contacts , and the coil is divided into two parts which have a different cha-

racter of motion: when the active part (wires bae) rotates, the passive part (wires

cd and the sliding rings) rests, and vice versa. Similar character has only the coil

in the open half polar machine where if the one part of the winding rotates the other
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rests, and vice versa, but where the magnet can be solid to any of these parts.

The unique unipolar machine which I found described in the literature is by Fukai

who has constructed a unipolar magnetomoving generator . The author calculates (and

then verifies the calculations experimentally) the induced motional -transformer tension

by the formula for the motional tension for the case if the generator is electromoving.

The magnets arranged radially in fig. 8 form a ring with one kind of magnetism at

the periphery and the other kind of magnetism at the center and I call this the Mari-

nov ring . The Marinov ring can be open (as in fig. 8) or closed .

In fig. 10 is shown another similar magnetic ring which I call the Mliller ring , as

Francisco Mliller has investigated the unipolar generators made with this ring. The

difference between the Marinov and Mliller ring is that there are distances between

the single magnets in the former, while the magnets are close one to another in the

latter. In fig. IC ab is the active wire and cd is the passive wire. The passive wire

in the machines with a Mliller ring is always at rest, because if it

will be solid to the active wire, no effects can be observed (the passive wire can-

not "jump" over the magnets in a Mliller ring). Here however (as in the half polar

machines) the magnet can be solid to the active wire. In fig. 10 the magnet and the

sliding rings with the active and passive wires are shown apart for clarity.

The unipolar machine with a Mliller ring gives a very patent experimental confirma-
3

tion of the differential Biot-Savart formula and a demonstration of the violation of

Newton's third law at the interaction of current elements. To show this clearly, I

shall consider in detail all possible cases of rotation of the unipolar Mliller machine

(see table 2).
Table 2

Motion of:
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Case 1.

Generator: There is a motional induction in the wire ab. It must be noted (see

fig. lib) that during the motion of the wire ab to the right a convectional current

appears pointing to the right on which the pole's currents mi and kl do not act (as

they are neutralized by the currents of the adjacent poles), but only the pole's cur-

rents ik and Im which push the positive charges in the wire ab downwards (i.e., the

electrons upwards).

Motor: The current wire ab is moved by the pole. It must be noted (see fig. lib)

that the action of the pole's currents mi and kl is zero, and only the pole's

currents ik and Im act on the current wire ab pushing it to the right (see the Biot-

Savart formula (16) in ref. 3) at the indicated direction of the currents.

Case 2.

Generator: The effect remains the same as in the case 1 as the rotation of the

Mliller ring does not introduce any change in the character of the currents interac-

tion.

f'otor: The effect remains the same as in the case 1 as the Kliller ring can move

the current wire ab but the current wire ab cannot move the Mliller ring. Indeed,

as I showed above, according to the Biot-Savart formula (16) in ref. 3, the action

of the pole's currents ik and ml on the current wire ab leads to a push of the lat-

ter to the'right, however the action of the current wire ab on the pole's currents

ik and ml is zero, according to the same formula. Thus the Mliller ring gives such a

clear demonstration for the violation of Newton's third law at the interaction of

stationary currents as the Barlow disk.

Case 3. It is instructive to consider this case by analogy with the Faraday

and Barlow disks.

Generator: When the Mliller ring rotates no tens-ton is induced in the wires ab and

cd. One may object that in this case motional -transformer tensions are induced in the

wires ab and cd which now have the same character, and as the tensions are with oppo-

site polarities, the resultant tension which one measures is null. Fig. lib shows that

this alternative is wrong . In the opposite kind of motion, however, i.e., when the

magnet is at rest and both wires ab and cd move, motional tensions with opposite pola-

rities are induced in those wires, if the motion of ab and cd is in the same direction.

Motor: When the magnet has a possibility for rotation, it cannot be set in motion.

Here one can again object that in this case the wires ab and cd exert opposite torques

on the magnet and for this reason it does not move. Fig. lib shows again that this al-

ternative is wrong. In the opposite case, however, i.e., when the magnet is at rest

and the wires ab and cd have a possibility for rotation, equal and oppositely directed

torques act on those wires.

Case 4. This is the case 2 where the active wire ab and the passive wire cd

have exchanged their functions.
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In table 3 I give a systematic presentation of all types of dc machines and of

the character of the contacts used.

Table 3

Type of the dc machine
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ductors can be removed. The experiment of Feilitzsch can be arranged in the class of

the cylindricofilar machines. One can establish that the torque on the magnets in the

Feilitzsch's experiment is originated by the current flowing in the cylindrical con-

ductor by connecting solidly the latter to the former: in such an experiment a rota-

tion is not possible (if such an apparatus will be brought to rotation, the law of

angular momentum conservation will be violated). I confirmed this prediction with

my apparatus shown in fig. 13, in which the cylindrical conductor pierces the magnet

exactly at its south pole. With the apparatus in fig. 13 I carried out also the fol-

lowing two variations: letting the magnet have a possibility for rotation about the

axle, I could neither rotate the axle when keeping the magnet solid to the laboratory

nor rotate the magnet when keeping the axle solid to the laboratory. As one can see

from the experiment of Feilitzsch, a rotation of the magnets with respect to the axle

Ipr vice versa ) is possible only if a part of the axle is solid to the magnet and a

part is solid to the laboratory . Moreover, the part solid to the laboratory must be

cylindrical . One can easily explain the rotation of the cylindrical conductor in Fei-

litzsch's experiment by imagining it as a cylindrical bunch of current wires. If the

current in any of these wires flows down -up, then, according to Fleming's rule, the

magnetic intensity which points from the north to the soth pole will set the cylin-

drical bunch in a clockwise rotation (when looked from above). According to Newton's

third law, if the cylindrical conductor is solid to the laboratory, the magnet will

be set in rotation in the opposite direction.

Another important cylindricofilar experiment which represents a certain variation
?fi

of the experiment of Feilitzsch is the experiment of Kbnig (fig. 12b): Several U-form

magnets have their south poles in a hollow copper cylinder R, while their north poles

are outside the cylinder, the rim of the latter being immersed in the mercury trough

Q'. The trough Q' and the magnets are solid to the vertical axle G, which is immersed

in the mercury cup Q, and all of them have a rotational degree of freedom, being sus-

pended on a string. The current flows from the positive electrode of the battery,

through the mercury in the cup Q, along the axle G, through the magnets (or the metal

keeping the magnets together), through the mercury in the trough Q', along the copper

cylinder R, and reaches the negative electrode of the battery. At this direction of

the current the magnets rotate clockwise (if looked from above). If the magnets will

be kept solid to the laboratory, the cylindrical conductor will rotate conter-clockwise.

According to conventional electromagnetism (see also p. 138), the north pole of a

magnet moves along the lines of the magnetic intensity, and the south pole against.

This is only a seeming effect . Kbnig 's experiment seems to splendidly confirm this

rule. With the aim to show that the current in the cylindrical conductor acts not on

the "poles" of the magnets, but on the current elements of the whole magnets , I carried

out a variation of Kbnig's experiment which I called the Kbnig-Marinov machine , as it

is a very useful cylindricofilar motor and generator (the scheme is shown in fig. 14

and the apparatus in fig. 15).
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The Kdnig-Martnov machine consists of two brass cylindrical conductors which are

fasten to two wooden columns. The magnet is mounted on both cylindrical conductors

by the help of two ball-bearings on which it can rotate. The magnet consists of an in-

ternal (full-cyl indrical
)
part, which is surrounded by the right cylindrical conductor,

and an external (hollow-cylindrical part), which surrounds the conductor. These two

cylindrical parts of the magnet are "closed" by two disks: the left disk, which I call

"yoke's disk" is solid and holds the whole magnet on. The right disk has a gap in

which the cylindrical conductor passes. If the gap is circular, as in fig. 14 on the

left, and as it can be seen in the photograph 15, I call it "MUller's poles' ring".

If the gap is as in fig. 14 on the right, I call it "Marinov poles' ring". The body

of the magnet is of soft iron and the magnetization is produced by permanent bar mag-

nets which are arranged on the outer magnet's cylinder (the bar magnets are not drawn

in fig. 14 but they can be seen in the photograph 15). The current comes from the po-

sitive electrode of the battery from the left, climbs up from the left cylindrical

conductor across the left ball-bearing to the magnet, crosses the latter, and descends

across the right ball-bearing to the right cylindrical conductor, reaching the negative

electrode of the battery. A magnetic field is originated by the cylindrical conductor

only in its outer space, where the north pole of the magnet is; in the inner space,

where the south pole of the magnet is, the magnetic field originated by the current

in the cylindrical conductor is null. ^^^^ dilatation" 3

When current passes through the ball-bearings, the "current ^ effect exerts a

torque additional to the electromagnetic torque. The apparatus in fig. 15 served me

thus also as a "ball-bearing" motor, and this aspect of the machine is analysed in

section 14. Here I shall analyse only the electromagnetic (or Kbnig) effect and thus

I shall ignore the ball-bearing effect, i.e., I shall suppose that the ball-bearings

are substituted by bearing boxes.

I showed the machine from fig. 15 with a MUller ring to a couple of physicists and

electroengineers and all of them said: "This gadget will not rotate." However, it ro -

tates . If the right current cylinder is kept at rest, the magnet rotates, and if the

magnet is kept at rest, the right current cylinder rotates. If, on the other hand, one

keeps the right cylinder (or the magnet) at rest and rotates the magnet (or the right

cylinder) by an external torque, a direct current is induced. If the prediction of a

conventional physicist about the effects in the Kbnig-Marinov machine will be right,

then his prediction about the seat of the induced tension will be certainly wrong. So,

for the case of a rotating magnet, a conventional physicist will predict a seat of the

induced tension along the cylinder kept at rest, what is wrong . There will be no mo-

tional -transformer induced tension in the right cylinder, as there 8A/3t = 0. A tension

will be induced along the path connecting the sliding contacts through the mass of the

rotating magnet
.
(this path is shown by a broken line in fig. 14), and there will be a

motional induction, as the motional -transformer induction along this path is again null.
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11. The seat of the electromotive and ponderomotive forces

First I must make the statement that only about 10% of the conventional physicists

can understand the notion "seat of the induced electric tension", as for the other 90%

(whom I call the "butchers") the magnetic flux is a sausage and the loop a knife. In-

deed, conventional physics, considering the electromagnetic effects as "field", "closed

lines", and "flux" effects, do not pay attention to the differential interactions and

to the extremely important problem about the electromotive and ponderomotive forces

exerted on the current elements of the wires, i.e., to the problem about the seat of
Ti

those forces. MLiller was the first physicist who during 10 years tried to locate

the seat of the electromotive forces in a couple of experiments, developing a very
22

clever technology which broughthim to brilliant successes. Unfortunately he has not

investigated the problem about the seat of the ponderomotive forces which is of no

less importance.

In the previous sections I analysed certain electro-magnetomoving and magneto-elec-

tromoving experiments. I predicted the effects and presented the physical reasons

for their appearance, trying to locate their seats. Now

I shall shortly return to certain of those experiments and bring more light to the

problems.

The era of electromagnetism was heralded by the experiment of Oersted carried out

in 1820 (as a matter of fact, such an experiment was carried out forthefirst time by

Romagnosi in 1802 but it remained unnoticed by the "scientific community"). Oersted

observed the rotation of a magnetic needle by a linear current. I am afraid conven-

tional electromagnetism is unable to give a clear picture of the acting forces, as

this can be done only by the help of the differential Biot-Savart formula (16) in

Ref. 3, about the validity of which conventional electromagnetism is not certain (see

p. 91 in Ref. 3) and which formula can be found only in one of ten text-books on elec-

tromagnetism. Thus I shall consider first the Oersted experiment.

In fig. 16 I give a diagram of the forces with which a linear current C (the cur-

rent is perpendicular to the figure pointing to the reader) actsona mag-

net with the form of a prolongated parallelepiped. I shall call the plane of the fi-

gure "horizontal" and the direction of the current "vertical", and I shall consider

only the vertical torques on the current elements of the magnet. In the figure the

magnet is horizontal. If the magnet should be inclined to the horizontal plane, then

in the figure one sees its "horizontal projection", as the forces acting on its "ver-

tical projection" do not lead to vertical torques and can be ignored, in the figure

are presented the horizontal projections of the vertical currents at the magnet's

edges (consider the magnet as a solenoid). The currents at the edges A and B point

to the reader and at the edges A' and B' from the reader. I do not take into account

the horizontal currents at the magnet's edges, as the forces acting on them do not
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generate vertical torques. One sees in the diagram that all forces acting on the mag-

net's currents cross the current C and thus a linear current cannot bring a magnet

to rotation about itself. The magnet can be brought to rotation about any other ver-

tical axis (say, about the axis C piercing the middle of the magnet), and it will ro-

tate until becoming perpendicular to the current with its north pole pointing left-

wards. If the linear current will be substituted by a cylindrical current, the acting

forces remain the same, as it can easily be shown that the magnetic field of a linear

current and of a cylindrical current (outside the cylinder) are equal for equal dis-

tances from the axis. The diagram in fig, 16 explains why there is no torque on the

magnet in my experiment shown in fig. 13. It also shows that the torque in Faraday's

experiment shown in fig. 2a of Ref. 3 can be exerted only by the current flowing in

the mercury. According to the integral Biot-Savart formula , the magnet in Faraday's

experiment will exert an equal and oppositely directed torque on the mercury in the

cup. Thus if we assume that the friction between the molecules of the mercury is big-

ger than the friction between the mercury and the cup's walls, and if we assume fur-

ther that the moments of inertia of the magnet and of the mercury in the cup are

equal, then when the magnet will begin to rotate in one direction, the mercury (in the

form of a "liquid disk") will begin to rotate in the opposite direction with the same

angular velocity. I do not know whether this effect has been observed and reported.

In fig. 17 the so-called Pohl's experiment is shown (I could not establish where is

the first publication of this experiment): Two bar magnets with north poles pointing

down can rotate about a vertical axis, being suspended on a string. The short axle e

to which the middle of the magnets are fasten is immersed in the mercury cup b. The

current flows from the electrode K, along the vertical axle a which is solid to the

laboratory, through the mercury in the cup b, along the radial wire p, through the

mercury in the trough f (in which the eiid of the wire p is immersed), and reaches the

electrode Z. At this direction of the current the magnets rotate counter-clockwise.

Conventional electromagnetism supposes that the torque is exerted by the vertical cur-

rent in the axle a, as the north poles of the magnets move along the lines of magnetic

intensity originated by the latter. This supposition is not true. The magnets will

have exactly the same rotation if the mercury cup b will be not at the top of the

axle a (as it is shown in fig. 17) but at its bottom. Thus^ the, se,at of the ponderomo-
and it represents as a matter of fact a cemented Barlow, disk,

tive forces is along the radial wire p,XThe magnets in Pohl's experiment can rotate

under the action of the vertical current only about their horizontal axis , until they

will become perpendiculat to the vertical current. This rotation can be explained only

by the help of the differential Biot-Savart formula (16) in Ref. 3, considering the

magnets as parallelepipeds and taking into account the action of the vertical current

on the currents at the magnets' edges which point to and from the vertical current:

the force on the current pointing "to" will be downwards and the force on the current

pointing "from" will be upwards, so that the magnet will rotate counter-clockwise

if t^e magnet is between the wire and the observer.
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To be able to clearly demonstrate the seats of the electromotive and ponderomotive
forces, I constructed the demonstrational Faraday-Barlow machine (see the scheme in
fig. 18 and the photograph in fig. 19). The machine has three parts which can rotate
independently one of another: 1) the magneto-yoke, consisting of two ring magnets and
yoke of soft iron, 2) the Faraday-Barlow disk of soft iron, and 3) six bar conductors
of aluminium crossing the yoke, through holes large enough, so that a limited motion of
the bars with respect to tW^^I^^^Safi^l^ Veal i zed. The yoke rotates on the first and
third small ball-bearings, the disk rotates on the second small ball-bearing, and the
bar conductors rotate on the middle and on the big ball-bearings (the inner race of
the big ball-bearing is solid to the Faraday-Barlow disk). The current (when the ma-
chine is used as a motor) goes from the positive electrode of the battery through the
second small ball-bearing, crosses the disk, the big ball-bearing, the bar conductors,
and through themiddle ball-bearing reaches the negative electrode. The bars can be made
solid to the magnet by the help of a plastic "cap" shown on the left of the drawing. The
magnet can be made solid to the disk by the plastic "spoke" shown in the upper part of
the drawing. The bars can be made solid to the disk by the help of the plastic "cap"
shown in the lower part of the drawing which blocks the big ball-bearing. The disk can
be made solid to the lab by the help of a "spoke" (not shown in the drawing) which blocks
the second small ball-bearing. The mag^IBSrr^ made solid to the lab by hand. The ef-
fects observed by me are presented in table 3. Table 3
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whether the wire moves with the armature or remains at rest. Evidently the explanation
is only one: the induction is motional -transformer and depends only on the motion of
the magnet but not on the motion of the wire. Thus the tales about the "force lines"
which "jumping" from cog to cog "cut" the wire (the "butchers" must always cut something)
are from the thousand and one nights.

How then can one explain the torque on the armature if current is sent through the
coil? - The current wire in a slotted armature does not interact with the magnet. If
Mliller had tried to see whether there are forces acting on the current wire in the slot,
he had to see that no such forces do appear. Thus the explanation for the torque is the
following: The current wire magnetizes the armature and the magnetic interaction be-
tween the magnet and the magnetized armature leads to the production of torques.

I should like to add that when the magnet in the Kbnig-Marinov machine is rotated
by an external torque at an open circuit, then no braking is observed for the case of
a Miiller poles' ring, however the rotation is braked and the machine becomes hot when
a Marinov poles' ring is used (see fig. 14). Indeed, in the first case the motional-
transformer electric intensity induced at all points of the cylindrical conductor is

zero, while in the second case the electric intensity induced at the cylinder's points
which are in the magnetic field (under the poles) is in one direction and at those out-
side of the magnetic field (between the poles) in the opposite direction, so that the
magnetic field of the appearing eddy currents interacting with the field of the rota-
ting poles brakes the rotation of the latter. The same eddy currents and braking of
the rotation appear when the magnet is at rest and the cylinder is rotated by an exter-
nal force.

Although the magnetic interactions of current elements violate Newton's third law,
in my firm opinion, a violation of the laws of momentum and energy conservation at the
interaction of magnets and loops with stationary currents (at the use of sliding con-
tatcs) cannot be observed. I shall be very surprised if such a violation will some
day be observed, and i leave any efforst for a search of this kind of violation.

However, a violation of the energy conservation law at the electromagnetic interac-
tions of magnets and loops may be expected and I have already observed such a

violation (see sections 12 and 13). Let us consider the most simple Faraday-Barlow ma-
chine with closed magnetic flux shown in fig. 20. The whole magnet can rotate about the
central axis with respect to the laboratory and the lower and upper (called also first
and second) hemispheres (called also disks) can rotate independently one of another on
the indicated balls which roll along circular troughs. Let the moment of inertia of any
of the disk be J and let us suppose that the friction is zero.

At a disconnected circuit (i.e., when the mercury from the trough is taken away) we
set disk 2 in rotation with the initial angular velocity J^-jn, leaving the disk 1 at rest.

When closing the circuit, an electric current will begin to flow, whose ponderomotive
action will be braking for disk 2 and driving for disk 1. After a certain time, which
I denote by T/2, the velocities of both disks will become equal, and with this final

angular velocity ^f^p they will continue to rotate eternally, as the tensions induced
in both disks will become equal and opposite.

Supposing that the law of energy conservation is valid, we can write the following
equation for the energy balance (E|<;-jn)in " (^kin)fin = ^ei , having on the left side the

kinetic energy lost by the system and on the right side the electric energy converted
into a Joule heat in the circuit whose Ohmic resistance is R, i.e.,

T/2

^J^in -H^r^= / (^)(U2 ' Ui)^dt, (42)

where Ui = (l/2c)BRofii and U2 = (l/2c)BR§f^2 ^re the tensions induced in disks 1 and 2,

fii and ^2 are their angular velocities, and Rq is their radius (i.e., the distance from
the center to the balls of the bearing). If we make the assumption (the right approach

is given elsewhere^^) that ^2 decreases linearly with time and n\ increases linearly

with time, we can write fij = kt, ^2 - ^(T-t), fi-jp = kT, where k is a constant, and

according to the law of angular momentum conservation we shall have fiip = 2fif-jp, so that

equation (42) will give , « .

T = 6cNR/B^Ro, (43)
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and we see that (l/2)(Ekin)in is transformed in£o heat, while (1/4) (Ek-jn)in is trans -

ferred from disk 2 to disk 1. It is easy to see that if disk 1 is solid to the laborato-
ry, then disk 2 will come to rest during the time T given by formula (43), and the
whole initial kinetic energy will be transformed into heat.

The energetic aspect of this experiment is exactly the same as of inelastic colli-
sion of two equal masses, the one being before the collision at rest and the other mo-
ving (the second case corresponds to an inelastic collision between a mass and a "wall")
In our experiment, however, there is no interaction between disk 1 and disk 2. The inte-
raction is only between the el ectronsTl owing along the radii of both disks and the
magnet. And what will appear if the experiment is carried out at very low tempera-
tures where the Ohmic resistance will be practically zero? We know that an inelastic
collision at '^er)/ low temperatures is impossible, as at such temperatures all bodies
become "hard". Meanwhile our experiment is always 100%

" inelastic ". On the other hand,
when R tends to zero, the time T tends also to zero and the induced current increases
to infinity.

I observed (see the next two sections) that the electric energy produced by the Fara-

day disk is more than the kinetic energy lost, i.e., that the electrons streaming along
the radii of disk 2 cannot brake its rotation to the degree required by the law of

energy conservation; neither (I hope) disk 1 can be accelerated to the angular veloci-

ty required by the driving Newton-Lorentz force (formula (17)). The physical causes for
this effect are not entirely clear to me. I presume that the induction electrons simply
cannot transmit the whole tangential momentum acquired by them to the rotating disk

(see p. 129). Thus in equation (42) Nature instead to write the sign "=" writes the

sign "<". It is obvious that this experiment is not a pure electromagnetic experiment,
as thermal energy, and thus also statistical physics, are also involved.

12. The Faraday generator coupled with the Barlow motor (COUPLED N-MACHINE)

17 18 19
Bruce de Palma ' ' was the first man who reported that a cemented Faraday disk

has no mechano-braking effect and thus violates the generator Lenz rule (see p. 128).

He gave to the cemented Faraday disk the name "N-machine" and explained this new bap-
18

tism of a child born many and many years ago with the following words (p. 255):

During a meditative walk I asked myself whether the magnetic field around a

rotating magnet rotates or not. If it doesn't, does the metal of the magnet
rotate through its own (stationary) field, and if it did, wouldn't there be
a voltage generated between the centre and the edge? Suddenly, I had the
idea for an 'N' machine and I had not known about Faraday's work at this time.

I published a paper on this showing the basic effect that Faraday discovered
with a rotating magnetized conductor and what I did was to sandwitch the
conductor between two magnets and called it an 'N' machine. The reason it's
called an 'N' machine is because I thought that there were a million things
that are going to result from this and the only thing that adequately des-
cribes all the results of these experiments is the letter 'N' which means
something large, etc.

The most impressive report that the cemented Faraday disk has no (or has a very

small) braking effect is given by de Palma in Ref. 19 (p. 116):

Further evidence of the low drag of the N generator was evidenced when the

drive motor was turned off and the machine allowed to coast down from the

normal 6000 r.p.m. operating speed.

Under these conditions opening and closing the current control knife switch

to interrupt the flow of the 7200 ampere output current caused no u<iab£e e^-

(^ccf in the slowing down of the apparatus whether the current was flowing or

not. Of course for a generator constructed along conventional lines such a

test would result in an immediate arresting of the rotation of the machine

as 10 HP of electrical load was thrown on the machine.

Indeed, de Palma reported^^ that the induced tension was U = 1.05 V and as the
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flowing current was I = 7200 A, the power dissipated into heat at 6000 rev/sec had to

be P = lU = 7200x1.05 = 7560 W = 10.05 HP.

There is also the question whether the cemented Barlow disk has an electro-resis-

ting effect. According to Bruce de Palma such an electro-resisting effect must not

exist. So he writes (p. 256):

If we have a generator like the 'N' machine which gives us no drag when we
take current out of it, we ought to have a motor effect. A "free energy"
motor would have no back-EMF at all and all you would have to do would be
to supply current to it. In November 1952 Wireless Engineer wrote in a pa-
per "A Novel Form of D.C. Motor", the Germans had invented such a motor du-
ring the war. In it, a (fixed) copper spiral had two iron pole pieces rota-
ting around it with an axle going through the centre. A brush on the inner
end of the copper spiral and one on the frame supporting its outer end fed
current to it. The current on the inside (end of the spiral) goes into the

axle and is taken out via a brush on the right handside. This motor has no

back-EMF. (Such a current conducting self-rotating spiral see in fig. 11 in Ref.3).

I was deeply impressed by all those reports and constructed my own N-machine to

see whether the reported effects are really existing. In order to receive a pure ener-

gy created from nothing, I coupled a Faraday disk with a Barlow disk (fig. 1), cal-

ling this apparatus the coupled N-machine . I had an uncemented Barlow disk but a

cemented Barlow disk can also be used. I had electromagnets, but permanent magnets

can also be used and permanent magnets are even better, as sliding contacts to sup-

ply current to the rotating magnet of the Faraday disk are not needed. The tensions

Uj and U4 produced by the disks 1 and 4 could be changed at will by manipulating the

currents feeding the magnets 2 and 5 and changing thus the magnetic intensity.

My coupled N-machine was a slight variation of the scheme shown in fig. 1 (the

photograph is given in fig. 21). Instead of one, I put 16 sliding contacts on the

rims of disks 1 and 4, thus increasing 16 times the current flowing along the radii

of the disks. The carbon brushs sliding on the rim of disk 4 (in fig. 21a my right

hand points at the rotating magnet to which disk 4 is solidly attached) are connec-

ted by soft copper wires directly with the carbon brushs sliding on the rim of

disk 1 (in fig. 2la my left hand points at the magnet at rest; the rotating copper

disk is between the magnet and the yoke; to diminish the eddy currents (the yoke

has not a cylindrical symmetry!) 40 radial slits were cut in the disk 1).

I performed the following experiment which gave me a certain evidence that energy

was created from nothing: First I started the apparatus (by the help of a boring ma-

chine (2700 rev/min) as shown in fig. 21b, or by an angle-grinder (6000 rev/min))

without feeding the magnets. *it came to rest in 30 sec. Then I started the apparatus

feeding both electromagnets. The apparatus stopped in 32 sec. This 2-second diffe-

rence was obtained for the optimal relation U, = U./2 when the power delivered by

the Barlow disk 1 is maximum. As in this case electric current has flown in the ap-

paratus, heat was produced and according to the energy conservation law the appara-

tus had to come to rest in a time shorter than 30 sec, but in no case in a longer

time. Thus I concluded that energy was created from nothing. I could not increase

the 5-second difference as I could increase neither the rate of initial rotation
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(6000 rev/min) nor the magnetic intensity produced by the rotating magnet as it be-
came too hot by the feeding current.

The experiment was not firmly convincing, as I had no tachymeter and the initial

rotational velocity which I communicated to the apparatus by the angle-grinder held

in my hands was uncertain. Thus the tine varied considerably in the

different measurements and depended also highly on the "friction conditions" of the

apparatus which could not be maintained always the same (more pressed sliding brushes

gave higher induction current but increased the friction!).

I tried to establish also whether the cemented Barlow disk has an electro-resis-

ting effect. Here my experimental results were enough convincing and the answer was:

yes, it has! I carried out the experiment in the following manner:

I drove the disk 4 and the magnet 5 supplying to the disk a constant tension and

let them spin steadily. Then a short switching off of the current feeding the elec-

tromagnet 5 led to an abrupt increase of the flowing current. This was a clear evi-

dence that there was an electro-resisting effect (i.e., a back-EMF),

13. The Faraday generator coupled with the Kbnig-Marinov motor (ADAM)

I pointed out in section 4 that as the braking force in the Faraday disk may be

less than this one which is prescribed by formula (31), so the driving force in the

Barlow disk may be less than this one which is prescribed by formula (32). The first

inequality must lead to a violation of the energy conservation law, while the second

inequality must lead only to a diminution of the efficiency of the Barlow motor. This

difference is very important, and I beg the reader to pay a due attention to it.

To be able to convert in a reliable and effective way the electric energy

created by the Faraday generator out of nothing into a mechanical energy, I decided

to couple it with the Kbnig-Marinov motor which has to deliver mechanical

energy equivalent to the consumed electric energy and can have a very low resistance.

I called this apparatus ADAM (Apparatus Discovered in Austria by Marinov). Its scheme

is shown in fig. 22 and the photograph in fig. 23.

The cemented Faraday disk, which has two permanent ring magnets, is above, the Ko-

nig-Marinov machine, which has an electromagnet, is beneath. I shall speculate for

magnets' polarities as shown in the figure. The polarities, of course, can be reversed:

of the Kbnig-Marinov motor by changing the direction of the current feeding the elec-

tromagnet, of the Faraday generator by turning over the magnets. The electromagnet

with the axle of the apparatus is solid to the laboratory. The yoke of the Kbnig-Mari-

nov machine, to which the Faraday disk is solid, can rotate on two ball-bearings which

have small sizes and consequently small friction.

All details of the machine have been coppered and then golded. Then the mercury

from the troughs amalgamated with the gold and during a couple of days the whole ma-

chine was covered by the amalgam. It was better to cover parts of the details having
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contact with the mercury by a protection paste, so that the mercury can make amalgam

only with the gold on the inner walls of the troughs and on the rims of the rotating

cylinders immersed in the mercury. The resistance of the whole machine was about

R = 100 yfi. The resistance was measured by sending current through the machine and

by measuring the tension on the electrodes. So I measured the "inner" resistance

R = U/I. Then taking out the rotor and making short circuit between the electrodes,

I measured in the same manner the "outer" resistance, which was much smaller than the

"inner" resistance. The resistance of the short-circuited machine was the sum of

those two resistances. The tension produced by the Faraday disk at about 10 rev/sec

was about 20 mV, i.e., at this rate of rotation, if not feeding the electromagnet of

the Kbnig-Marinov machine, the flowing current was about 200 A.

Let us first see how the machine works as a motor, supplying a driving tension to

it as shown in fig. 22: The current goes from the positive electrode up through the
now

large upper mercury trough, then along the radii of the disk (which serves as a Bar-

low disk), then down through the small mercury trough, and reaches the negative elec-

trode. It is easy to see that the torque on the disk will be clockwise (if looked from

above), while the torque on the yoke will be counter-clockwise. Thus the machine will

rotate in this direction where the torque is stronger.

Let us now see how the machine works as a generator, rotating it by an external

torque (I used a boring machine as shown in fig. 23). If the torque is clockwise,

the Faraday disk will drive the positive charges to the positive electrode, while the

Kbnig-Marinov machine will drive the positive charges to the negative electrode. Thus

current will flow in this direction in which the tension induced is stronger.

Let us finally see how the machine works as a perpetuum mobile, giving to it an ini-

tial clockwise rotation and short-circuiting its electrodes. The short-circuiting can

be made in two manners: (i) by pouring mercury in the large lower trough or (ii) by
at the right lp>ger corner

the help of the band which can be seen^^of ng. " and which encompasses the outer

walls of both large troughs (I used the second method). One makes the tension Up pro-

duced by the Faraday generator bigger than the tension U. produced by the Kbnig-Mari-

nov motor, by tuning the current feeding the electromagnet. The best relation is

Up = 2Uw, and I shall further assume that this relation is realized. Thus a current

I = (Up-U|,)/R flows along the outer conductors downwards and along the inner conductors

upwards. This current is braking for the Faraday disk and driving for the Kbnig-Mari-
2

nov machine. We have Up = (l/2c)BpRpf^, where Bp is the magnetic intensity produced by

the permanent magnets in the gap between them, Rp = Rgut " Rin» where R^ . and R-

are the outer and inner radii of the ring magnets, andfiis the angular velocity of

rotation. Further we have \i^ = {l/c)ByRyhQ, where Bj^ is the magnetic intensity produ-

ced by the electromagnet in the poles' gap, and R|^ is the radius of the cylindrical

conductor passing trough the poles' gap, whose height is h (see formulas (29) and (17)).

At the condition Up = 2U^,, we obtain for the time in which the machine will come to

rest, if assuming zero friction and performing calculations as in sect. 11,
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2 2 2
T = 24c JR/BpRj-, where J is the moment of inertia of the rotor.

However, my measurements showed that the machine ADAM violated the law of energy
conservation. I established this in the following way: I measured the braking times
of the open and then of the short-circuited machine. According to the energy conserva-
tion law, the braking times at closed circuit must be shorter, as a certain kinetic
energy must be transformed into Joule heat. The experiment, however, has not confirmed
this expectation. I made two Faraday disks: one of solid metal and one of mercury pou-
red into a cylindrical "trough" excavated in the solid disk and covered with insula-
tor, so that the induced current could go only through the mercury. When current was
extracted the braking times of the solid Faraday disk were always lower than in the case

when current was not extracted but for higher velocities the relative and absolute dif-
ferences diminished and at the highest velocity which could be reached (3600 rev/min)
this difference was -1 second, namely 140 seconds when current was not extracted and

139 seconds when current was extracted. However, for the mercury Faraday disk the pic-

ture was the following: At lower rotational velocities (until 1000 rev/sec) the bra-

king times of the machine at the cases of extraction and non-extraction of current
were the same, but for higher velocities the former became bigger than the latter and at

3600 rev/sec the difference was +31 seconds, namely, 140 seconds when current was not

extracted and 171 seconds when current was extracted. All detailed measurements which
show without any doubt that energy was created from nothing will be presented else-

where27,

14. The Faraday and Kbnig-Marinov generators coupled with the ball-bearing

motor: GUREC (CURrent thermal dilatation Effect Coupled with...)

In Ref. 3 I analyse the physical background of the current thermal dilatation ef-
fect and of the mechanism of rotation of the ball-bearing motor. As the ball-bearing
motor creates energy from nothing, then coupling it with a generator which can cover
the ohmic and friction losses of the motor and the generator one can run a perpetuum
mobile. Further, for simplicity, I shall assume that the generator is conventional and
the electrical energy produced by it is equal to the mechanical energy supplied minus
its ohmic and friction losses, but I emphasize that the cemented Faraday disk- and cy-

linder-generators produce more electrical energy than the mechanical energy supplied
to them (see sections 12 and 13).

The condition for an eternal motion thus is that the electric power produced by the
generator at a certain torque applied to it should be equal to the electrical power ne-

cessary to drive the ball-bearing motor, so that the torque produced by the latter
is equal to the torque driving the generator. If at the electrical power Pel applied

to the ball-bearing motor, having Pel = Pohm •" Pfr' where Pohm and Pfr are, respecti-
vely, the powers of the ohmic and friction losses of the ball-bearing motor, as its

mechanical power, P^e is created from nothing, we have Pme = Pqe = Pel "* Pohm + Pfr.
where Pohm a"d Pf^ are, respectively, the ohmic and friction Tosses of the generator,

the motion will be eternal. As Pohm is much higher than Pfr, Pohm» ^nd Pfr (see be-

neath), the condition for eternal motion is, practically, Pme = Pohm-

I have constructed three different perpetua mobilia CUREC:

1. The perpetuum mobile CUREC with cemented Faraday disk-generator (figs. 24 and

25). A metal shaft is fasten on two wooden columns. A small ball-bearing is mounted

on the shaft. A metal ring sandwitched between two permanent ring magnets with the in-

dicated polarity is mounted on the latter. A big ball-bearing is mounted on the peri-

phery of this metal ring. The outer race of the big ball-bearing is fasten by the help

of a metal cylinder through an insulator ring to the shaft. The circuit "shaft - small

ball-bearing - rotating disk - big ball-bearing - cylinder - shaft" is interrupted by

the insulator ring and can be closed by a metal "stopper" which slides on the shaft.

When the stopper is removed, the tension of a driving battery can be applied to the

apparatus. At the indicated polarity of the applied tension, the ring (which now re-

presents a Barlow disk) will begin to rotate in the indicated (by a full line) direc-

tion. The current thermal dilatation effect will inmediately support the rotation and

increase the rate of rotation. The tension induced in the rotating ring will be oppo-

site to the battery's tension and the current will begin to diminish. At a certain
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rate of rotation which is stationary, one introduces the stopper and removes the bat-

tery (which, evidently, will be short-circuited by the stopper). Now only the genera-
ted current will flow in the circuit in a direction opposite to that in which the dri-
ving current has flown. However, the torque due to the current thermal dilatation ef-

fect will be in the direction of rotation, as this torque depends on the initial push

but not on the direction of the current. If the current thermal dilatation torque will

be equal (with opposite sign) to the sum of the mechanical braking torque of the cur-

rent flowing in the generator (as far as such a torque does exist - see sections 12

and 13) and of the friction torque, the apparatus will rotate eternally. One can, be-

fore switching on the battery, give an initial push to the rotor in the opposite direc-
tion (denoted by the broken line). If the torque due to the current thermal dilatation
effect is bigger than the torque of the cemented Barlow disk, the machine will conti-
nue to rotate in the initial direction and increase its rate until some stationa-
ry value. Now the tension induced in the cemented Faraday disk (denoted by the broken
signs "+" and "-") will generate current in the same direction as the driving current.

One introduces the stopper and removes the battery. If the current generated by

the cemented Faraday disk will produce a current thermal dilatation torque equal (with

opposite sign) to the sum of the mechanical braking torque of the current flowing in

the generator (as far as such a torque does exist) and the friction torque, the appa-
ratus will rotate eternally.

When the magnets in the machine presented in fig. 25 were taken away, a driving ten-

sion of about 2 V, producing current of about 70 A, drove the rotor in both directions
(after giving an initial push to the rotor) with a rate of about 20 rev/sec. When the

magnets were mounted, the same tension rotated the machine with a higher rate (by a

self-starting) into the "direct" direction (i.e., when the current thermal dilatation
torque and the Barlow torque coincided), and with a lower rate (after giving an ini-

tial push) into the "opposite" direction (i.e., when the Barlow torque was against the

current thermal dilatation torque). At the rate of rotation 20 rev/sec, the tension

generated by the Faraday disk was 20 mV (for both directions of rotation with opposite
polarities as shown in fig. 24). Thus the tension produced at 20 rev/sec was 100 times

lower than the tension needed to drive the motor with the same rate and one was too

far from the possibility for an eternal rotation. The external force with which I drove
the machine was condensed air. This kind of external torque was used also in the next

two machines.

2. The perpetuum mobile CUREC with Kbnig-Marinov generator (figs. 14 and 15). This

apparatus represents, as a matter of fact, the Kbnig-Marinov machine described in

section 10. However, as here the sliding contacts are ball-bearings, the current ther-

mal dilatation effect produces a torque and makes the machine a perpetuum mobi-

le, if the conditions mentioned on p. 154 will be fulfilled.

I calculated the efficiency of the machine first when the magnets were not taken

away and both the ball-bearing and the Kbnig-Marinov torques were acting in the same

direction. A driving tension U = 1.5 V, producing current I = 50 A, and thus consuming

an electric power Pel = 75 W, drove the machine in the "direct" direction with N = 20

rev/sec. The mechanical (kinetic) power delivered was found in the following manner:

From the geometry of the rotor and the specific gravity of the iron, I found its moment

of inertia J = 5xlO"3 kgm2. As the angular velocity of rotation was n = 2ttN = 126

rad/sec, the kinetic energy of the rotor at the steady rotation was E = (l/2)Jf^2 = 40 j.

Dividing this kinetic energy by the half time interval in which the motor reached the

steady rate of rotation At = 2 sec, I found the mechanical power delivered by it

Pme = E/At = 20 W. Consequently the efficiency of the motor was n = Pme/Pel = 0-27. The

formula Pme = E/At is deduced by the help of the following reasoning: At the beginning

of the acceleration of the rotor by the driving torque, the production of kinetic ener-

gy is 100% and the production of heat (because of the friction) is 0%. When the rotor

achieves its steady state of rotation, the production of kinetic energy is 0% and the

production of heat (because of the friction) is 100%. If we assume a linear decrease

in the production of kinetic energy and a linear increase in the production of heat,

then in a time 2At the machine produces E joules of kinetic energy and E joules of heat,

so that its power is Pme = 2E/2At = E/At. The efficiency which I calculated only for

the ball-bearing motor, i.e., taking away the magnets (and remaining thus with a smaller

moment of inertia) was about 0.1. I must repeat, however, that in this case of 100 J

input electrical energy all 100 J have been converted into heat and 10 J mechanical
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energy were created out of nothing.

The tension induced in the apparatus in fig. 15 was 35 mV at 20 rev/sec. Thus here
the tension produced by the generator was 43 times lower than the tension needed to

rotate the ball-bearing motor with the same rate.

3. The perpetuum mobile CUREC with cemented Faraday cylinder (figs. 26 and 27). At

the present time this is my best machine CUREC. However, as the reader will see, it

is still too far from reaching the two necessary and sufficient conditions for a per-

petuum mobile: (i) equality of the driving and generated tensions, (ii) mechanical power
produced by the ball-bearing motor equal to the electric power produced by the gene-

rator, which when applied to the ball-bearing motor "brings to life" this mechanical

power, which, from its part, when applied to the generator "brings to life" this

electric power.

The elements 1, 2, and 3 form a frame which maintains the vertical axle 4 solid to

the laboratory, however with a possibility for vertical displacement. The axially mag-

netized ring magnets 5 and 6 build a "magnetic cushion", so that the axle 4 with the

iron cylinder 7, the radially magnetized ring magnets 8-13, and the ball-bearings

14 and 15 "hang in the air". In this way I diminished substantially the mechanical

friction of the ball-bearings. The rings 16 and 17 are of plastic: the ring 16 holds

on the magnet 6, the ring 17 serves as an insulator and interrupts the circuit "axle -

lower ball-bearing - iron cylinder - upper ball-bearing - axle". Conducting the batte-
ry electrodes to the terminals 18 and 19, one can drive the machine as a motor, while
by short-circuiting of the terminals (as it is shown in fig. 27 ) one uses the machine
as a perpetuum mobile.

I made a metal cylinder with the same shape and almost the same specific gravity
as the magnets 8-13, so that I could carry out more exact measurements when driving
the machine as a ball-bearing motor only. A tension U = 1.4 V producing current
I = 45 A, and thus consuming an electric power Pel = 63 W, drove the machine with the

exchange cylinder with N = 20 rev/sec (fi = 126 rad/sec). The moment of inertia of the

rotor was J = SxlO"'^ kgm^, so that its kinetic energy at the rate of steady rotation

was E = (l/2)Jf22 s 24 J. The half-time interval in which the motor reached the steady
rate of rotation (at a sporadic starting) was At = 1.5 sec, but I must note that this
figure could be not registered very accurately. Thus the mechanical power of the motor
was Pme = E/At = 16 W and its active efficiency was n = Pme/Pel = 0.25.

The tension induced in the apparatus in fig. 27 was 74 mV at 20 rev/sec. Thus here
the tension produced by the generator was only 19 times lower than the tension needed
to rotate the ball-bearing motor with the same rate. As the ohmic resistance of the

machine at a rate of 20 rev/sec was R = U/I = 31 mfi, the electrical power delivered
by the cemented Faraday cylinder was Pgg = U^e/R = 0.2 W, so that we have Pel = 315Pge-

Let me note that in the perpetua mobilia CUREC the ohmic and friction losses of the

generator can be not considered separately from the ohmic and friction losses of the

motor, so that we can assume Pg^p, = P^^ = (see p. 154).

15. The motional -transformer inductor coupled with an a.c. motor (MAMIN COLIU)

My discovery (see section 11) that the seat of the motional -transformer induction

may be at such points of the wire which lie outside of the magnetic field produced

by the moving magnet leads immediately to the conclusion that induced electrical ener-

gy can be obtained without spending some mechanical energy. Indeed, at the motional

induction the magnetic field of the current induced in the moving wire interacts with

the stationary magnet and always the motion of the wire is braked (see cases 3 and 4

in table 3). This is also the case at the motional -transformer induction when the seat

of the induction is in parts of the wire which lie in the magnetic field of the moving

magnet, i.e., as I say, which are "under the poles". But motional -transformer induc-

tion can appear also at points of the wire which are outside of the magnetic field of

the moving magnet, i.e., which are "outside the poles". In such a case a magnetic in-

teraction, and consequently a braking, is impossible. It turnsf^owever, that for closed

loops always certain parts are under the poles" and always a braking does appear. This

is demonstrated clearly by cases 5 and 6 in table 3. In these cases the motional -trans-

former tension is induced in the bars but the braking is because of the interaction of
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the current in the disk with the magnet. More interesting is the case of motional -tran-

sformer induction in the wires of a slotted armature in a conventional bipolar genera-

tor already analysed on p. 148. Here the whole wire is "outside the poles". The braking,

however, appears between the armature magnetized by the induction current and the mo-

ving magnet (let me remember that also in the case of moving armature and magnet at

rest the induction is motional -transformer) . Thus the conclusion is to be drawn that

a motional -transformer induction without braking can appear only if the wire does not_

cross the magnet. Such a case is very easily realizable. Let us have a toroidal mag- "|

net, as in fig. 28, and a loop. Moving the magnet with respect to the loop a motional-

transformer electric tension will be induced in the latter. It is easy, however, to

see that in any two halves of this loop the induced tensions will be equal and oppo-

sitely directed, so that the resultant electric tension in the whole loop will be al-H
ways zero . Which is the conclusion? The conclusion is that motional -transformer elec- \

trie tension can be induced "outside the poles" only in unclosed wires . By moving the o

magnet "there and back", alternating current will flow through such an unclosed wire, J
and the unique way to utilize energetically those alternating currents is through the

Joule heat produced by them.

Such an experiment is shown in fig. 28. A thin metal plate is put in a reservoir
filled with a thermally largely dilatable liquid. By moving the toroidal magnet, indu-

ced alternating currents will flow along the metal plate and the produced heat will

lead to a dilatation of the liquid that can be observed. If, however, the metal plate

with the reservoir will be moved no tension will be induced and no heat produced. Fi-

nally, if moving there and back the toroidal magnet with the metal plate and the re-

servoir, the same tension as in the first case will be induced, and the same heat pro-

duced. However the power produced in such an experiment is very low. Let us suppose
(see figs, 28 and 30) that the magnetic potential of the toroidal magnet in

a "radial" direction is the same as of a long cylindrical solenoid (see formulas (20))
and let us take a reference frame with its x-axis pointing to the right, y-axis poin-

ting from the reader, and z-axis pointing upwards, choosing the origin of the frame at

the rightest point of the toroidal axis where the magnetic intensity is pointing up-
wards. According to formula (19), we shall have for the motional -transformer electric
intensity. omitting the index "mot-tr" and supposing that the

magnet is jerking with a velocity vsin((jjt), where co = 2Tr/T, and T is the period of jer-

king,
2 2 2 *

E = (l/c)(v.grad)A = Xsin.t±(^) ? = - ^ ^sin.t? = - '^' ''^^'^
., (44)

^ ^^ 2x 2c ^2 2c{r+(v/u))(l-coswt)}^

where r is the radius of the cross-section of the toroidal magnet. For a quick calcu-

lation of the order of the effect, let us assume r » v/w. Then we shall have for the

magnitude of the flowing current, supposing that the length of the wire is 1 and its

capacitance C,

I - ^ - I^ISl cos.t, (45)
dt 2c

where Q = EIC is the quantity of electric charge separated at the ends of the wire at
the moment t. If R is the ohmic resistance of the wire, the power produced will be

1 T/4 _ „2p2 2,2r2[, tt/2(jj , 2^2,2,2^20
p = 1

J i2Rdt =
^^^\CR

Jcos2(a)t)d(cot) = ^^'^l^^ , (46)
T/^o 2^^^ 8c'^

Putting here v = 10 cm/sec, B = 10,000 gauss, (jj = 2it rad/sec, 1 = 10 cm, C = 10 cm
(supposing that at the ends of the wire two metal balls with radii of about 10 cm are

attached), R = 1 Mf^ = (1/9)10"^ cm"! s (abohm), we obtain P = 6x10-13 erg/sec = 6x10-20

W. As the energy produced is very small, this motional -transformer inductor has no

chance for any practical use.

It is extremely important to note that, if working in a laboratory moving in absolute

space with a velocity v, and a piece of wire is solid to a toroidal magnet, then in this

wire a motional -transformer electric intensity will be induced which is to be calculated

according to formula (19"), where A is the laboratory magnetic potential at the reference

point. For the case described above, we can use the same formula (44), by substituting

into the expression next to the last siajt = 1, x = r (for points very near to the mag-
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net), V = V, thus obtaining

E = (l/c)(V.grad)A = - (VB/2c)y. (47)

The same result can be obtained directly from the relative Newton-Lorentz equation (10),
putting there

,. ^
* = 0, 3A/3t = 0, A = {Br^/2(x^+y^)}(-yx, xy, 0), (48)

where -y(x +y2)-l/2 and x(x^+y^)"^/^ are the cosines of the angles between A and the
X- and y-axes, respectively, and taking in the final result y = 0, as formula (44) is
written for the points at the x-axis, and then x = r, when considering a point near
the right extremity of the toroidal solenoid.

Now I shall show that motional -transformer electric tension can be induced in a clo -

sed wire which lies thoroughly outside the magnetic intensity field of the moving mag-
net. Let us have two coaxial long cylindrical solenoids. Suppose that the internal (pri-
mary) solenoid is of elastic wire wound on a cylindrical balloon which can increase its

diameter by increasing the pressure of the gas filling it. If we shall increase and de-
crease periodically the diameter of the balloon, the cylindrical solenoid will also
increase and decrease its diameter and, as constant current flows along its wire, the
produced magnetic intensity in its internal space will remain the same (see formula

(20)), but the produced magnetic flux will change periodically. Consequently an alter-
nating electric tension will be induced in the external (secondary) solenoid.

The magnitude of the induced tension can be very easily calculated. In fig. 30 I

present a cross-section in the xy-plane of the toroidal magnets from figs. 28 and 29,
and I plot the values of the magnetic potential at the points along the x-axis. The
magnetic potential along the positive x-axis is the same (almost the same) as of a

long cylindrical solenoid, so that at the points N and M the magnetic potential will
be, respectively, A^ and Am. When the solenoid increases its radius from r to r', the

magnetic potential at point M will increase from Am = 2TTnIr2/cr' to Am = 2iTnIr'/c = f^,

i.e. with AA = Am - Am = 2TTnI(r'2 -r2)/cr'. If the momentary velocity of expansion is

^mom ~ vsin(27Tt/T) , where T is the period of expansion-contraction, the average veloci-

ty will be Vav = 2v/tt. Thus the time of expansion will be At = (r' - r)/vav = "(!"' -r)/2Vi
and the average motional -transformer electric intensity induced at point M (i.e., at a

distance r' from the axis of the solenoid) will be

t 1 A^ 4nlv r' +r *

At ^2
(49)

If the second solenoid has n' turns, its length will be 1
' = 2TTr'n', and the average

value of the alternating tension induced in it will be

U = El' = 8TTnIv(r' +r)n7c^ = 2vB(r' +r)n7c. (50)
2

In the system SI this formula is to be written without the "c" in the denominator ,

so that taking v = 1 m/sec, B = 1 T, r = r'/2 = 0.01 m, n' = 100, we obtain U = 6 V.

Such an experiment can be carried out very easily by making the wire of the primary
solenoid of a "telescopic" type (remember the antennas of the portable or car radios).
To ensure that no change in the feeding current should appear, one can connect the ends

of the "links" by flexible wire as shown on the left upper side of fig. 30. As far as

I know, such an experiment has neither been performed nor considered in some text-book
or paper. If it had been carried out, then the wrong dogma that the magnetic potential
cannot be "physically observed" had long ago to be discarded. It is interesting to note
that if the primary solenoid will be with a greater diameter than the secondary, the

pulsations of the former will not induce tension in the latter as a change of the magne-
tic potential at the points of location of the secondary solenoid does not appear.

The induction in the delineated experiment is not transformer but motional -transfor-
mer. This can be clearly seen from formula (49), as the induced intensity depends on

the velocity of the current elements of the primary solenoid in which the flowing cur-

rent is constant. Thus such a machine is not a transformer but a generator .

Now we have to pose the question, where from will the energy for the induced elec-

tric power come. In a transformer the energy for the induced power "comes" from the

electric source supplying current to the primary coil because of the back tension re-

induced in the primary coil which is always opposite to the primary tension. In a ge-

nerator the energy for the induced power "comes" from the mechanical energy of the
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"rotor" because of the magnetic braking. This is also the case in our "generator": the

magnetic field originated by the electric current induced in the external solenoid will

act magnetically on the radially expanding and contracting windings of the internal so-

lenoid braking always their motion . Indeed, looking at the right cross-section of the

toroidal solenoid in fig. 30, we see that if, at a counter-clockwise direction of the

current, the internal solenoid extends, the current induced in the external solenoid

will be clockwise (see formula (18)) and its magnetic field will point from the reader,

so that the magnetic forces applied to the current elements of the inetrnal solenoid

(see formula (17)) will act oppositely to their motion, i.e., contracting the windings.

I found (fig. 29) a way to eliminate the braking ponderomotive action in a motional-
transformer inductor similar to the one just described: In the "gap" of a torus of soft

iron with permeabili^there are two similar disks consisting of an equal number of sectors

of axially magnetized magnets. The space between the sectors is non-magnetizable mate-
rial , say, bronze. The one disk is solid to the torus and the other one can be rotated

by an electromotor. When the sectorial magnets of the rotating disk overlap the secto-

rial magnets of the solid disk, the magnetic flux in the torus has a certain value
$ = B(S/2), where B is the magnetic intensify originated in those "sectors" of the torus

which "overlap" the overlaping sectorial magnets, S is the cross-section of the torus,

and I assume that the magnetic intensity in those "sectors" of the torus which overlap
the bronze sectors is zero. When the sectorial magnets of the rotating disk overlap
the bronze sectors, the magnetic flux in the torus is $' = B'S, where B' = (y'/y)B is

now the magnetic intensity in the whole torus and 1/y' = l/y + Ld/Lt, where Ld is the

thickness (the height) of any of the two disks and Lt is the middle length (middle cir-

cumference) of the torus. If y » Lt/Ld, a case which can be easily realized, we can^

assume y' = Lt/Lj, thus B' = {(Lt/Ld)/y}B, and as we assumed y » L^^l.we can set B' =0,
and consequently $' = 0. As ^ -> ^ -*• ->

$ = jB.ds = /rotA.ds = ^A.dl, (51)

S S L

where L is the circumference of the surface S, we shall have for the magnitude of the

alternating motional -transformer electric tension induced in a wire consisting

of n turns wound on the torus

U=^^^A.dT-J^ = ^*^^lfEli. (52)
c At ' C At C i/pi^ 2c

where p is the number of the sectorial magnets in one of the disks and N is the number

of revolutions per second of the rotating disk. In the system SI the last formula is

to be written^ without the "c" in the denominator, so that taking n = 100, B = 1 T,

S = 0.0025 m^, p = 4 (as in fig. 29), N = 10 rev/sec, we obtain U = 10 V.

It is evident that in this generator the motion of the rotating disk cannot be braked

by the magnetic field produced by the electric current induced in the solenoid, as this

magnetic field has a rotational symmetry in the "gap" about the axis of rotation of

the disk. On the other hand, as the width of the "gap" is practically 2Ld (let us as-^

sume that the permanent magnets have a very high remanence, so that we can set ymagn
^

Vbronze = 1)> the magnetic intensity. Bind, originated in the torus by the current in-

duced in the solenoid will be very low. This machine, evidently, can be only a genera-

tor but cannot be a motor, because if feeding the coil by an alternating tension, the

disk cannot be set in motion. The motional-transformer inductors of this type can be

called non-polar machines , as no pieces of the coil lie "under the magnetic pole". The

non-polar machines can be only generators and since they do not brake the motion of their

"rotor", the induced electric energy is produced out of nothing. Feeding the motor in

fig. 29 by the current produced in the coil, we shall run the machine eternally, if the

motor will overcome the friction of the system. I call this perpetuum mobile MAMIN COLIU,

coining the name from the words MArinov's Motional -transformer INductor COupled with a

Lightly rotating Unit.

Conclusions

In the conclusions I shall no more discuss the failure of the theory of relativity.

I have shown theoretically and experimentally that this theory is wrong and the resis-

tance of the scientific community is senseless.

Here I wish to discuss shortly only the controversy between the Faraday-Maxwell and

Gauss-Weber concepts on electromagnetism, calling for brevity the first the "Saxon" and

the second the "German" concepts. First let me note that the fundamental equation of mo-
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tion in electromagnetism is the Newton-Lorentz equation but not the Maxwell -Lorentz

equations which are a mathematical corollary of the former^ (I gave above a proof of

this assertion for the Maxwell -Lorentz equations (23) and (26)). Further for the German

school (and for me) the fundamental electromagnetic quantities are the potentials, while

for the Saxon school those are the intensities, which, as a matter of fact, are mathema -

tical products of the potentials. The Newton-Lorentz equation describes the "point-to-

point" interaction between the electric charges which is the relevant physical interac-

tion. The Saxon school introduces the notion "force lines" and searches always to close

the electric currents introducing the highly speculative notion "displacement current".

Then the Saxon school introduces the highly pernicious notion "propagation of interac-

tion". Certain of the concepts of the Saxon school are convenient when performing cal-

culations and for certain "physical explanations". However when one searches to explain

the real physical essence of the electromagnetic phenomena, one has always to refer to

the simple, "mechanistic", point-to-point German concepts of the Newtonian "far-action".

The explanation of the non-, half-, one, one-and-a-halfT and two-polar machines is im-

possible to be done on the grounds of the Saxon concepts. Thus these apparatus kill two

birds: the relativity theory and the Maxwel 1 -Faraday field concepts.

Let me note that in Ref. 3 I proposed an experiment (the trick-track perpetuum mobi-

le) by the help of which one can show that the notion "displacement current" has no

physical substance. Recently Bartlett and Corle28 reported of having measured the mag-

netic action of the displacement current and thus of having established its "physical

existence". Maddox29 immedtiately cheered this big experimental "success". In the expe-

riment of Bartlett and Corle the displacement current "flows" between the plates of a

condenser inserted into a current loop. Until now nobody was able to measure the mag-

netic action of a current element3, as one is unable to screen the magnetic action of

the remaining part of the loop. The condenser in the experiment of Bartlett and Corle

is such a "current element" in a loop along which moreover an alternating current flows.

And Bartlett and Corle succeeded to "measure" the magnetic action of this current ele-

ment. This is the same as when one cannot teach a calf with one head to play piano,

but when one is able to do this with a calf which has two heads. I wish to note, how-

ever, that Bartlett and Corle vote for the differential Biot-Savart formula!

And what can I say about the violation of the energy conservation law? The discussion

of this big problem will start now and it will be, I think, long. I have constructed

perpetua mobilia for 35 years. My Bulgarian wife (who is a philologue) said me very of-

ten with sad eyes full of unshed tears; "How can you not understand that something can-

not be created from nothing?" After long years of work in the axiomatics of physics I

can only say: "Is energy something?"
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. - Cemented Faraday disk and uncemented Barlow disk (scheme of Marinov's
coupled N-machine ).

Fig. 2. - Scheme of the bul-cub machine (one-and-a-half polar machine).

Fig. 3. - Diagram of the bul-cub machine with one winding.

Fig. 4. - Photograph of the effective bul-cub machine.

Fig. 5. - Detail of the bul-cub machine.

Fig. 6. - The bul-cub machine with a rotating core.

Fig. 7. - The closed half polar machine.

Fig. 8. - The unipolar machine with open Marinov ring:
a) general view,
b) diagram of the saltating sliding contacts.

Fig. 9. - The unipolar machine (in general with closed Marinov ring):
a) with passive wires solid to the coil.
b) with passive wires solid to the magnet.

Fig. 10.- The unipolar machine with (open) Mliller ring.

Fig. 11.- Diagram for illustrating the induced tensions and generated rotational mo-
ments in the unipolar machines:

a) with Marinov ring,
b) with Mliller ring.

Fig. 12.- Cyl indricofilar machines:
a) the experiment of Feilitzsch,
b) the experiment of Kbnig.

Fig. 13.- Marinov's unifilar experiment where the whole axial wire is solid to the

magnet.

Fig. 14.- Diagram of the Kbnig-Marinov machine.

Fig. 15.- Photograph of the Kbnig-Marinov machine.

Diagram of the unifilar experiment.

17.- Pohl's experiment.

- Diagram of the demonstrational Faraday-Barlow machine.

- Photograph of the demonstrational Faraday-Barlow machine.

- The Faraday-Barlow machine with two hemispheres (disks).

Fig. 21. - Photograph of Marinov's coupled N-machine:
a) the author explains the machine,
b) the author sets the machine in rotation by a boring machine.

Fig. 22. - Diagram of the machine ADAM.

Fig. 23. - Photograph of the machine ADAM.

Fig. 24. - Diagram of the machine CUREC with cemented Faraday disk.

Fig. 25. - Photograph of the machine CUREC with cemented Faraday disk.

Fig. 26. - Diagram of the machine CUREC with cemented Faraday cylinder.

Fig. 27. - Photograph of the machine CUREC with cemented Faraday cylinder.

Fig. 28. - Marinov's proposal for observation of motional -transformer induction

in non-closed wire.

Fig. 29. - Scheme of the machine MAMIN COLIU.

Fig. 30. - Distribution of the magnetic potential along the syimetry axis of a toroidal

solenoid.

Fig.
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Dans tous les pays de I Est. lopposition se dAveloppe La semaine derni*re. nous appramons que
durant la mois d aout de cene ann4e. d^ milliers de mineurs «taient panis en gr«ve an Roumanie
Au mftma moment, la KOR (Comit* de defense des travallleurs qui (urent victimes de la repression
polonaise apr«s leurs actions contra les augmentations des prix en juin de I'annAe darniAre) annon9ait
quil allait Alarair son champ d'intervention. En fait, sous I'imnulaion Ha .lacnk Kuron et d'Adam Mich-
nik. la KOR se transtorma petit A petit en force politique d'opposition. Au mtme moment encore, let
Dureaucrates tchecoslovaques faisaient une nouvelle tentative, ratAe. pour r«prlmar la Chane 77, !•
mouvemant d'opposition, dont trois membras furent condamnAs.

Qu'an Bulgarle aussi, dani ca pays da tous points da vue le plus arri^r* das pays da I'Est una oppo-
sJtion s« dAvaloppait. nous I'ignorlons jusqu'i ce que nous rencontrions cette semaine Stefan Martlriov.
un dissident bulgara. dont void un interview. Elle Gross, du Comiti du ter mai pour les libertAs d6mo-
cratiques et les droits des travallleurs dar^s les pays de I'Est nous le prAsenta.
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• Qu'Mt c* qui a tatt d« lol

un contMtaialr* }

Lm deviations da la via po-
litiqua at lociala an Bulgana,
qui antraiant an coniradictKxi

dttimtfrn WMc maa iltaa d'una
aociStS locialina at avac laa

daacftpbona da c«tta ioci4t4

prSain i tii dans laa kvras da
noa madraa. A chacun qui

affWma qua la via ^onom*qua
•I laa raMkma inrialii an UflSS
at dans laa pay* da I'Est ra-

prsaantant la rSalaation daa
kMsa da Mare, ja dia : f Voua
n'avai paa ki Mara >. Et la da
au ravoir.

Wan aOr. a comprta at ana-
ly*< aaa«i Man la atruclura
Sconomlqua at o<Ual« da la

aodStS capttaHrta qu'H a o<>-

aarvSa ; mala d'aprSa toi
cofnnM propMu H n'auraH
pas au la c<iano* de noua
db«la<>«>ll«?

Man ast auaii iiirilinl

convna futurologua. La lan-

danca hiatoriqua t raxprapria
lion da la richini bourgaolas
qu'a a pronoatiqu4a aat dav«-
nua rSalltS au XXSma aiScla.

Mais Man a auaal conaidSrS
laa pannniona qui pauvant
aa produn dana laa futuis

Etsts < coHactMalaa i. Una
auaal granda tSta na paut Strs

nalva. Man a conascr* daa
cantainaa da pagaa au« rS-

volutionnairaa • qui pauvant
davanir un plus grand malhaur
aodal qua laa I rSactkxmana •

• Ta consldaraa-tu ancora
communlats malgrS tout ?

Cartainamant El |a panaa
qua Mula laa gana qui com-
battant scovamani lea parvat.

sioria Kicialaa dans noa pays
pauvant Stra oonadSfSs convna
convnunstaa. Oira qua laa gana
du KGB at caui qui coilabo-

rant avac au< loni daa conv
mur^otaa, c'aat la mSma choaa
qua dira qua laa |4auiiu qui
txOlaiant daa Stna vivants

Staiant chrStiana. 00 JSaus
Christ a-til dit da latar daa
gana dana U tau parca qua la

diabia Mrait antrS dans laur

Sma } 00 Man a-tn dit da
jatar laa gana an priion at an
aaila paychiatriqua pout laurs

• V a-t'H an Bulgaria daa caa
da contaataHon ouvrtSra,

comma an Pologna ou an
Roumania, ou blan la con-
taatatlon raata-lalla unlqua-
mant I'apansga daa IntaUac-

Chai noua, on na aait paa
ca qui aa paaaa dana la paya.
La pcaaaa offxJaSa n'Scni nan
•ut laa SvSnaoiants i dSsagrSa-
t>faa >. L'information qui viant

da rstrangar Ipar la radio ou
pat la praaaal ast iraaarsbla.

Akvs. ca qui raata. ca lonl laa

njrriMjrs. Ma* laa rumaurs. fa

na laa aima paa. TrSa aouvant.
M y a daa axagSrationa iantaa-

tiquaa.

Salon moi. daa contaata-
dons ouvrttfsa. cast S dira daa

grSvaa ou daa manifaautions.
il n'y an a pas au. Ma« il n'y

a pas au non pKia da cootaa-
tation daa intellactuals Ipar

contaatation. I'entanda una pro-

taatation Scnta ou dita an pu-
bkcl. La plus graoda conlaa-
tation chai laa Scrivana, c'aat

d*Series daa fablaa mjr la via at

laa mcaura daa Snaa. daa un-
gaa. daa loupa at daa brsba.
oubliant qu'Eiopa Start un aa-

clava at qua lanva un Sopho-
da ou un Eunpida n'aurail fart

la dStour da partar daa Smaa
dassnimaux.

11 y an a d'autraa, plus cou-
ragaux, qui Scnvani daa Sp<-

grammaa. A ca pfopoa, )a ma
rappalla ca qu'Scrivait un VSro-
nlan au XVISma uScIa :

Ecrrv Oma 4flt^nmmm
contn tn ryrmnt,

c'9st *sau vnuasnL
MaiM dt nrnpi tn tmtp^
on don dtrm mux tyrmna

ouvmrrm/ngftt :

€ Fichu It G*mp I »

•As-tu daa liana avff das
eontsstasslrals d'autifas pays
dal-Est?

Mon uniqua Ban aat Sakha-
rov. Ja na la connaia paa par-

aonniSamani. La contact Start

Stabll par lattraa lanvoySaa via

Londfsal at par una aun vow.
Si ia pouvaia ma payar un
voysga t Moacou. I'irsia tout

da iuita la voir. J'ai baaucoup
da choaaa S diacutar avac kii.

• Qual typa d'actlon contaa-
tatska crota-bi poaalbia ac-

tuaMamant an Bulgaria 7

La contaataiion an Bulgaria

at dana tout notra camp tars

isulanrwil non violanlB. Juat^u'S

prSaanl. dans tout laa pav> da
I'EsI alia a SiS non violenta.

Pourqua ? La machma pok-
ciSrs ast tallamani omnipotan-
la qua n'importa quaNa oppo-
sition violanta tars SlrsngtSs

avant da lurgir. On na paut
•'imaginar qu'an Bulgana ou
an URSS on puiaaa anl»rsr un
Schleysr at la tanir cachS pan-
dant daa tamainaa. Tu voia

bian commam la polica a pu
• Spurar > dStS noos contaa-
tation.

O'sorSs nnoi, laula la rSvo-

kjtKMTwSanta, dana n'importa
qual pays, paut Stra sffacnva.

Ciiaqua action violanta lua

I'Sma da la rSvolta Ja panaa
qua I'axampla rSvolutionnarra

qu'on doft aurvra. c'aat Jaaus
Christ, at paa Cha Guavars
(pour qui. naturaSamant. j'ai

una trSa hauta aatxna II Ja
na connaa pas trSs bian la si-

tuation v\ AmSrqua du Sud,
maia pour noa pays, ja t'assu-

ra qua Ton va taulamant voir

una coniaatatlon par la parola.

• Qu'y a-f-H A changar pour
ratoumar S la d4mocraiia ao-
dallata pour laquaWa tu ts
bats?

Baaucoup, at an mama
lampa tiSa pau. La paupla
dort aa lantir litira. Noa lois

ont parfaitaa. La problSma
da I'axpropnation da la nchaaaa
bourgaoaa n'txiata paa Laa
nouvaauK ctiafa ont corvtruit

daa palsM pour aux, ma« ad-

minittratrvamani, ila sppartian , p, u n..it,
nani S I'Etsi Si las Bulgaraa

="sp<mk»

datnain, an ouvrant la fanStra

pour qu antra la aoM, daant :

c Et voilS. nous sommaa k-

brsa >, b Bulagana sars la plua
hauraux pays du monds.

Ou'aat ca qu'aSa paut Isits 1

Ells va dingar la tnfic at s'oc-

Cupar daa ivrognaa. .

.

qui est

stephan marinov 7

Staphan Marinov aat un
physidsn iMjIgara qui a M»
lK>rS una thSoHa Eapaca-
Tafnpa qui contaata la thSo-
rla da la ralatlvlts d EInataIn
II aat auaaJ un contaatatalra.

un non violant at aa pr«,

aanta comma un vSrltatila

communlata.
Oaa la dSbut daa annSas

60. H diatrlbua daa tracts

paciflstaa at antlmllltariataa

pandant la congrSa mondial
daa Studianta S Sophia. II

aat Intarroga par la poUca.
En 19M, S la auha d'una
aSrIa da lattraa adraaaSaa
au mMaira da I'lntSrlaur,

H sat amprlaonna pandant
10 Jours, puis anfannS darta

un aalla paychiatriqua. O*.
clarS paranoaaqua, laa m*,
daclna aaaayant da la a gu*-
rlr a par da lortaa doaaa da
rT>Sdlcamants : aprto un al-

mulacra da procSa, H aal
rsmla an llbartS, mala H
aat contummant contrAM
par la pollca.

En saptambra 1173, lors-

qua Brajnav vlalta Sophia.
Staphan Marinov ast arrStS

durant tout la aSjour du aa-

crSlaira gSnSral du PCUS
Marinov publla anauita daa
poSmaa at daa aallraa. Re-
action da la buraaucrsUa
bulgara : on dacholt la phy.

•Idan da aon tttrs si on
I'appolnta comma aaduo-
taur IH paria • lai>gua«i En
mars 74. II aat

I'lnaHtut at on I

una psnslon da malaila
mantal.

Apr*a avoir praaa* laa

diplomataa frsn^aia da laira

parvank aaa Solta S rOuast,
II aat arrStS at Schoua da
nouvaau an asila paychia-
triqua II I'Svada at aa rand
na<varT>ant S famhaaaada
an>Srlcak<a, oO a aat rttuS

da ctM4>a par daa pollclars
bulgaraa appal«a par laa

diplomataa. II axpilquara
plua tsrri qua laa taula ooupa
qu'll a racua. ca tut aw ca
tsrrltoira amSrIcaln.

EnfarmS. droguS. pula V-

bSrS aprSa 3 nrtoia. II tanta
d'organlsar S Vama. du 6 au
16 mal 1(77. una confSran-
ca sclantlflqua Intamatlo-
rvala. prSaldSa par Andrai
Sakharov. Mala II aat S nou-
vaau arrStS la 16 avrM at la

confSranca aat dScommarv
dSa parca qua I'on craint

un tramblamant da tarra.

AprSa 20 iOMr% da priaon
at dau< lattraa adtasaSaa au
miniitra da llntSriaur, St».

phsn Marinov a obtanu un
vlaa da aortla.

EllaOraaa
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SCIENCE ADRIAN BERRY

THE REPUTATIONS of graat

scientists can often be im-

perilled as much by the

actions of their own support-

ers as by the attacks of their

opponents. A case in point is

Dp Andrei Sakharov, the dis-

tinguished Soviet dissident

whose name is frequently

taken in vain by a Bulgarian
fringe scientist named Stefan

Marinov.
Ihis bizarre story has been

largely unearthed by Vera
Uich, who writes about Iron

Cuilain dissident alToirs lor

Nature. Last week she pub-

lished evidence that Marinov
had signed Sakharov's name,
without his permission, to the

preface of a pamphlet he had
written attempting to debunk
Einstein's theories of rela-

tivity.

Now, Sakharov, between his

heroic attempts to alleviate

suffering in Russia, is well

known as a specialist in the

general theory of relativity; so

any book or pamphlet which

he appeared to liave recom-

mended, no matter how third-

rate it was, would at once seem
to have scientific distinction.

As far as science is con-

cerned, Marinov cannot be

taken seriously. In 1976, he

took a whole page advertise-

ment in the New Scientist to

announce an international

scientific conference on " space-

time absoluteness." The idea

behind this conference, whidh

was never in fact held, was to

publicise his 1974 "coupled

mirrors experiment," which

purported to •?how that the

speed of iiffht difTored accord-

ing to the time of day at which

it was measured.

If this were true, it would
destroy the main postulate of

the special thcoi-y of relativity,

namely that the speed of light

is the snme for all observers.

But the English-language
Czechoslovakian Journal of

With a

friend like

this . .

.

P/iv-sics. in which Marinov des-

cribed his experiment, carried

an extraordinary footnote, al-

most unknown in a scientific

journal, saying that his results

were " too crude to be con-

vincing."

From the start, Marinov in-

voked Sakharov's name in his

support. The New Scientist ad-

vertisement declared that

Sakharov himself was to be pat-

ron of the conference, although
Sakharov himself had not been
consulted. Marinov had written

to him in Moscow in the best

tradition of inertia salesmen,
sajHng that, unless he heard to

the contrary, it would be
assumed that Sakharov had no
objection to being named as

patron of the conference.

After this non-conference, and
after Marinov had spent three

spells in a Bulgarian mental
hospital, he was allowed to emi-

grate to Belgium, where he is

now living.

This part of Marinov's life is

obscure. It is not clear whether
he was a political dissident, as

well as a scientific one. or

whether the Bulgarian Commun-
ists wished to destroy or dis-

credit him because he appeared

to be an associate of Sakharov's.

Last October, the news mag-
azine Pourqiiot Pas carrird a

long and praising aHicle about
Marinov, calling him " the

scientist who came in from the

cold." and quoting his anti-

relativity tract and the laudatory

I CANNOT too slrongly

reconiniend a particularly

beautiful book lifting pub-

lished today, The New Chal-

lenge of tiie Star.s." written

h\ Patrick Mooie apd illus-

trated bv David Hardy (Mit-

chell Bea.dcy, £4-9:)).

It updates their earlier

book. "Ohallcnge of the

Stars," with illustrations

based on the film "Star

Wars." and other paintings

depicting future journeys to

the stars. Describing itself

as a
' science fact look at

science fiction." the book ha;

a foreword by Arthur C.

Clarke.

preface allegedly signed by

Sakharov.

But had Sakharov really

signed it? Vera Rich made
energetic efforts to find out,

and through an intermediarj'

received two separate messages

in reply. The first said: "Aca-
demician Sakharov knows of

the book, but did not wish to

be associated with it, as he does

not agree with the theory."

The second was much blun-

ter in its comments on Meri-

nov. although adding: "But I

wouldn't want to c/)ndemn any-

one to a mental hospital."

This whole saga could, none-

theless, have highly dangerous
implications for Sakharov. The
KGB has often accused him

of having '' abandoned betrayed

science for so-called dissi-

dcnce."
The manoeuvrings of a man

like Marinov. intent on publi-

cising his own pseudo-science,

could be seen to bring sub-

stance to these infamous

charges.

As Vera Rich remarks, the

.story is yet anolh-^r illustra-

tion of the falsehoods and mis-

understandings which can grow
when Governments restrict the

freedom of scientific cantact

and correspondence.

Editorial mote . In an article published in THE DAILY TELEGRAPH in the spring of

1977 Mr. Adrian Berry appeared with the allegation that Marinov is

special type KGB-agent.
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Revolutionare
Physik?

Bulgarischer Physiker
wartet mit

schwer deutbaren
MeBwerten auf

In seinem Studierzimmer in

Genua glaubt der bulgarische

Physiker Stefan Marinov mit

Hilfe einer von ihm selbst ge-

stalteten Laser-Apparatur (im

Foto Marinov neben dem Ge-
r&t) einen revolutionaren physi-

kalischen Sachverhalt entdeckt

zu haben. Die Werte, die er in

seiner experimentellen Anord-

nung gemessen hat, deutet er

so, daB er aus abweichenden
Werten fur die Lichtgeschwin-

digkeit in der einen bzw. entge-

gengesetzten Richlung die „ab-

solule Geschwindlgkeit" seines

Studierzimmers bzw. der Son-

ne errechnet habe. Stimmen
diese Messungen, dann stellen

sie einerseits Inhalte der Ein-

steinschen Relativitatstheorie

in Frage und erfiillen anderer-

seits einen an sich langst ausge-

traumten Traum der Physik, er-

orfnen aber zugleich mdgliche

Perspektiven zum Verstandnis

paraphysikalischer Phanome-
ne.

Nachdem urn 1800 die Wellen-

eigenschaften des Lichtes und
spater allgemein der elektro-

magneiischen Strahlen ent-

deckt worden waren, suchte

man nach dem hypothetischen

StofT „Ather", in dem sich diese

Wellen - im lurtleeren RaumI -

ausbreiten sollten. Bin direkter

Nachweis gelang nicht. Auch
der indirekte ist bis heute nicht

gefiihrt: Er miiBte so verlaufen.

daO sich durch genaue Messun-

gen uber die Ausbreitungsge-

schwindigkeit des Lichtes im
Vergleich mit dem - auf irgend-

einen Stem bezogen - ruhen-

den Ather eine relative Ge-
schwindlgkeit z. B. der Erde

feststellen lassen kOnnte. Und
genau das will Marinov gelun-

gen sein. Doch seit Einstein gilt

die dem widersprechende Deu-

tung, daO die Lichtgeschwin-

digkeit eine unuberschreitbare

Grenzgeschwindigkeit ist und
von jedem Beobachter, wie

schnell er sich auch immer be-

wegt, in jedem Fall gleich groD

gemessen wird.

Wenn Marinov richtig gemes-

sen hat, waren die Folgen fur

das herrschende physikalische

Weltbild kaum abzuschatzen.

U. a. ware dann auch ein Perpe-

tuum mobile denkbar, da er

den Energieerhaltungssatz in

Frage stellt. Spekulative Deu-
tungen seiner MResultate" als

nparanormar bieten sich in

zweifacher Weise an : Entweder
er hat seine Aniage paranormal

beeinfluBt und so die Werte er-

halten; oder sie weichen tat-

sachlich vom Normalwissen
der derzeitigen Physik ab. Ma-
rinov will seine Experimente

aur einer Konferenz zur Dis-

kussion stellen, zu der er auch

Nobelpreistrager einzuladen

gedenkt. Organisiert wird diese

.Internationale Konferenz.

uber die Absolutheit von Raum

'

und Zeit" vom 8.-I I . Juli in Ge-
nua von der „Organizzazione

:

Intemazionale Congressi, Via

Puggia 47, I-I6I3I Genova.'

Themenbezogen soil unmittel-!

bar davor, vom 2.-7. Juli, eine

'

weitere Konferenz „Parapsy-

chologie und Wissenschaft im
Vergleich" stattnnden. Sollten

sich Marinovs Feststellungen

wirklich als revolutionar erwei-

sen, wird Esotera nach den Ver-

anstaltungen wieder berichten.
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Unorthodox assessments
A recently published book provides an intriguing

glimpse of peer-review in action.

Like restaurant proprietors, journal editors have the right to

refuse admission to anyone, the obligation to explain their

attitude being merely moral. Dr Stefan Marinov has therefore

performed a useful and courageous service by revealing in print*

the manner in which journals (including this one) and funding

organizations around the world respond to this obligation. For

some years, Dr Marinov has submitted papers and proposals

concerning "absolute space-time" to such bodies, with — by his

own account — a rather small degree of success. Literal copies of

this correspondence make up the bulk of his book and are

absorbing reading.

It is an inevitable part of the duties of every editor to assess

papers that lie near what may be called the fringe of science.

Physics journals and "general" journals receive many attempts

to "correct" the theory of relativity or to propose new laws

underlying the structure and evolution of the Universe. Some
papers are based on numeralogical mysticism or are in some other

way so speculative and unpredictive as to justify immediate

dismissal. Others contain mathematical errors. Some (as in Dr

Marinov's case) contain detailed arguments, often including

descriptions of experiments, which require more lengthy

assessment.

Dr Marinov's book reveals some of his arguments and the

reception they received. As a result, it is something of a handbook

for editors faced with the need for an appropriate choice of words

if the assessment process has revealed that rejection is the

appropriate course of action. Does one follow, at one extreme,

the rather curt approach of Science ("We decline to publish your

paper on 'Measurement of the one-way velocity of light and the

Earth's absolute velocity'. The manuscript is enclosed.") or, at

the other, does one follow the editor of Zeitschrift filr

Naturforschung and (as Dr Marinov relates) exchange more than

twenty letters and give the author an explanatory conversation

over a pizza? Between these two lie the responses of some 35 other

journals and the National Science Foundation (four referee

reports followed by formal appeals up successive rungs of the

hierarchy).

What can or should be learned from such a book? Those as

tenacious and as radical in their scientific approach as Dr Marinov

will learn what to expect m tone and quality from the variety of

journals available to them. Those responsible for journals or

funding bodies will gain a glimpse normally denied them of their

colleagues in action. They may be drawn to conclude that to

refuse publication without providing justification is to do less

than justice to any author and plays into the hands of conspiracy

theorists. They will note with disquiet that the more conscientious

they are in this respect, the more conscientious a reply they will

probably receive.

Publishers might conclude that there is a market for an unrcf-

creed journal of unorthodox science. All readers should note

how, in this case at least, the system seems to have ensured that

orthodoxy prevails — deciding for themselves whether by male-

volent conspiracy, inertia or good sense.

'The Thorny Way of Truth. Csi-()vi-si Inlornacional Piihlishors. Via

Pug^ia 47/1, IM3I Geneva. Italy.
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Un artista dipinge
contro la guerra
Un ampio ciclo di opere del pittore Renato Cenni, scompar-
so qualche anno ta. e stato esposto al pubblico a Genova.

nelle sale di Villa Grimaldi

dl MICHELANGELO DOLCINO

A VUla Ortmaldl. In via Capolungo. marte-
dl 31 dlcembrc t suto esposto al pubblico II

•CaJvaiio- di Renato Cennl L'op«ra mag-
glore del pltcore da qualche anno scomparso.
lapia sofferta. la pIQ segreU — come si *
acntto — t stata presentata dalJ'assessore al-

ia Cultura Atullo Barton, presente U sindaco
CerofoUnl Un cldo dl tele, dodlcl per I'eaat-

teoa. che nell'lnaleme rappresentano -ima
ftrotcata e oello sleaao tempo iw omacflo al-

c vlttime dl lutte le fueiro.
Sono parole deU'Artlsta sWsso. che a tale

Impreaa lavord [>er lunghlsslmo tempo, a
partlre dal 1958. documentandosi puntlgUo-
aamente lul personaggl che intendeva rap-
preaentare. eseguendo centlnala a centlnala
dl achlsl preparatorl. rifacendo plu volte le
tele medeslme, le -stazloiU- della partlcola-
rlaalma Via CrucU ..

ainfolare, intanto. la flgura del Crlsto.
Dapprlma — splegava Cennl — questl appa-
ilva negll aspettl conauetl. ma la vislone dl
un fUm sugU orrorl della guerra suggerl come
doveva moatraral la flgura centrale. U prota-
gonlata: ftirono I mlllonl dl poveii scbclelrl
dl Oadiaa, dl Bachcawald. dl Maiithaioca. dl
Aaaebwita, dl BclacB. che ml disacro coaic
doveva eaaere II Crlsto del 'Calvario'-. E
nelle varle -stazlonl- Oesu cl appare appun-
to come larchetlpo del deportato. della vlttl-

ma dl goyeschi orrorl: macllento. col capo ra
so e U volto scavato dalla fame, dalle unUUa-
llonl. dalle torture Soltanto II rosso della ve-
ste rtspetta la tradlzlone -per rag ioni piuo-
lichc e per chlareaxa dl simbolo, rltenendo
dl rcadere coal macflormcnte I'ldea della
contlaoaaloae Del tempo del sacrlHcIo del-
l'Uoma>.
Intomo a lul. anche I personaggi che carat-

terlziano I succesalvl momentl hanno conno-
tailonl parllcolarl I lorturatorl. I cameflcl
del Cnsto sono gll sgherrl. I soldaUcci della
seconda guerra mondlale Aniltutto plumbel
tedeschl. ma altre unUorml sono rlconosclbl-
U. E neUa prima -stazlone- — inrlslvamenle
Intltolata •Condannato> — rUuno e rlrcon-
dato da tultl coloro che nell Imiimr.e ronflll-
to ebbero parte emlneiite -E at per noa aver
volute logHere dalle tele quealo o quel per-
aoaagglo — osservava ancora Cennl — alt«
peraoaallu pollUehe. reipoiuablll dl partlU
e dl aaaoclaaloBl. runilooarl dl gallerle,
agenile dl stanpa, glomall e rivlstc ml haB-
no IgBorata c llliiao e amarcggiaio coo pra-

mcaac bod maaleButc e moetrc bob orgaals-
aate, bob ha plil Importanxa. Le tele sono It-

Bite ed II risuluto e quello che e. Ormal ooo
aooo plu Ib condliloni dl gludlcarle. D'al-
IroBde BOB le ho diplate per me. Questo
'Calvarlo' t stato fatto per tultl quelll che
come e pia dl me le guerre le hanao sofTertc
ed e II lore gludliio che conta>...

Ancora In vita. U pttlore voUe donare a Oe-
nova. sua citta adotuva. la seric di dlplntl
La burocrazla snodO a sua volta una sequela
di prevedlblll e ImprevedibUI -stazlonl-. ma
Onalmente oggl — quindl ad anni dl dlstanza— la donazlone * stau perfezlonata, con I'ac-

qulsizlone da parte del Comune U •Calva-
rlo- — come si diceva In prlnclplo — e espo-
sto a Villa Orlmaldl e lo rlmarra sino al gtu-
gno del 1083 Oopodiche verra trasferlto a
Palazzo Ducale. dove gia fu presentanto nel
78.
Le suggestive tele. Intanto. sono stat<- per-

fettamente riprodotte dall'edltorc Franco Pl-
rella In un bel volume. Dl arlosa roncezione.
dl grande formalo. con scrltu dl FulvIo Cero-
foUnl e Mano Bottaro. e le note dl Cenni da
cul abblamo atUnto. la pubbllcazloiie non ha
certo U pigllo dun sempllce caulogo. anche
per I'abblnamento con poesle d un autore
d'eccezlone Stefan Marlnov, (Islco afferma-
U> Un buJgaro. flgllo quindl dun paese oggt
declsamente chlacchlerato. ma -al dl sopra
d'ognl sospetto- dlssidenle sotto I'aspetto
politico e anche sclenuflco. pati In patria vlo-
lenze e Intemamentl protratu In ospedall
pslchlatrlcl. flnche gll fu posslblie riparai*
nel 77 ail'estero Tra varl soggloml tu anche
a Oenova. recenlemente, e nel suo passagglo
cl lascIO questo omagglo Porrsie Isplrate alia
pace. alllnsolTerenra d ognl tlrannlde Versl
— come I seguenti - che sarebbero placlutl
al partlglano ailariiifHsi'lsia Renalu Cennl

•SoBo dl nuovn itii-lru ta rele. come segll
anal aessanla. ' Miuendii nel rirlo II calmu
aadare delle nuvule. ' r dl iiuovu ognl sera
soma da fuorl un v rnio Irggeru, / e un nimo-
rc smorsalo arrlva allc case viclne. 1 1« sles-
se camere blanche, come a quel tempi. / gll
slessi Infermlerl. dottori, guardlanl ... i SoBO
perO pl6 nervoal, oel capclll appare la vec-
chlaia. e 1 l(iro ocrhl aoBO pesaotl e IrlsllJ/
E ognuno dl loro ui riprtr le stcaae parole: /

'Da anal non rleacl a capir> il moada, Mar-
ceau. / rimaal lo stupldo iBgeauo dl acaipra/
the Innia la maao noda sella mota-. / Ed lo,

aaanutollta, II guardo deniro gll occhi / e
vedo ebc aooo eaal I raggl della raota*.
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KOMMUNISMUS

Mit rotem Siegellack

Wie kann man Moskau In die Pleile

sturzen? Per EInschrelbebrief.

Seit dem Sieg der neuen Klasse in

RuQIand, seit 1917 also, suchen Au-
Benstehende und AuBenseiler nach Stra-

tegien, das Sowjetsystem wieder loszu-

werden - die bisher rafrmienesie erfand

der bulgarische Wissenschaftler Dr. Ste-

fan Marinoff, ansassig in Italien. Er will

die Sowjet-Union in den Konkurs trei-

ben und dabei selbst noch Geld verdie-

nen.

ifr.M
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Stefan Marinov DER SPIEGEL
Niederschbcklstr. 62 Redaktion
A-8044 Graz "Leserbriefe"

5 Februar 1983 ^°^J^^'!l
^1°

"^^J,D-2000 Hamburg 11

Sehr geehrte Herren,

Ich werde Ihnen sehr dankbar sein, wenn Sie den folgenden Brief, wenn mbglich
ohne Kurzungen, im SPIEGEL verbffentl ichen wUrden:

Ihr Artikel (DER SPIEGEL, 31.1.83, S. 128) uber eine sehr effektive Methode die

gesetzlichen Mbglichkeiten auszunlitzen urn mit ganz einfachen und friedlichen Mitteln

den Total i tar ismus zu beseitigen, bringt eine Desinformation, die viele Leute in

Deutschland einschUchtern wUrde. In Ihrem Artikel wird nahmlich behauptet, daB die

deutsche Bundespost, im Unterschied zu der ital ienischen, die Versicherungen flir

die in die Ost-Staaten nicht ausgel ieferten Briefe nicht bezahlt. Eine so gut infor-

mierte Zeitschrift wie Ihre dlirfte wohl wissen, daB die Versicherung eines Briefes

(Paketes, Warensendung) einen gesetzlichen Kontrakt zwischen dem Absender und der

Einnahmepost darstellt. Im Falle, daB der Brief dem Adressaten nicht ubergeben wird,

also im Falle, daB die Einnahmepost ein Dokument mit der Unterschrift des Adressaten

dem Absender nicht vorzeigen kann, muB die Post die Versicherung bezahlen. Der Natio-

naldkonom K. Marx schrieb in seinem Buch "Das Kapital" vor mehr als hundert Jahren

das folgende: "Wenn eine Transportgesellschaft die Versicherungen fUr nicht ausge-

lieferte Waren nicht bezahlt, wird sie vom Gericht mit derselben Strenge wie ein

Geldfalscher bestraft."

Ich habe 3000 DM der englischen Zeitschrift NATURE bezahlt, um meine Methode be-

kannt zu machen. Warum verhindert PFH SPIEGEL mit so einer Desinformation die Verbrei-

tung dieser Methode zwischen Millionen von Deutschen, die: 1) keine Beschaftigung

haben, doch dringend Geld brauchen und 2) einen friedlichen Weg suchen, um die

blbde und absurde kriegerische Ost-1'est Konfrontation zu beseitigen.

Stefan Marinov
Graz, Dsterreich

•). JJo^ymj

Editorial note : This "readers letter" was rejected by "DER SPIEGEL" and one can ask

oneself whether this authoritative journal serves to seminate truth

or refined desinformation.



BUNDESKANZLERAMT
Kabinett des Bundeskanzlers

Legationsrat
Dr. Gabriele HOLZER

189 .

A-1014 WIen, Baltwuspiatz 2

Tel. (0 22 2)66 ISO 2 3o9 DW
OVR: 0000019

Wien, am 8. April 1983

Sehr geehrter Herr Marinov!

Ihren an den Herrn Bundeskanzler gerichteten Brief

hat dieser zum AnlaB genonunen, eine Uberprufung dieser

Angelegenheit zu veranlassen. Danach wurden Sie 1979 in

Belgien als Fluchtling im Sinne der Genfer Konvention

anerkannt. Die Giiltigkeit Ihres belgischen Konventions-

reisedokumentes wurde zweimal verlangert und hatte

zuletzt eine Giiltigkeit bis 6.4.1982. Da Sie sich jedoch

zwischenzeitlich mit diesem Reisedokument wieder in Ihre

Heimat begeben hatten, wurde von den belgischen Beh5rden

die Verlangerung der Giiltiglceit des Konventionsreise-

dokumentes abgelehnt, insbesondere auch deshalb, well

Ihnen ein bulgarischer NationalpaS ausgestellt worden war,

mit dem Sie im April 1978 in die CSSR reisten. Dort wurde

Ihnen der bulgarische NationalpaB wegen Teilnahme an einer

Demonstration abgenommen und Sie in die Bundesrepublik

Deutschland ausgewiesen. Nach weiteren Aufenthalt in den

USA, Frankreich und Italien sind Sie auf bisher nicht

geklarte Weise nach Osterreich gekommen.

Laut Ihren eigenen Angaben bestehen gegen Sie Auf-

enthaltsverbote in den Landern USA, Frankreich, Italien

und der CSSR. Von der Bezirkshauptmannschaft Graz-Umgebung

wurde gegen Sie am 29.9.1982 ein unbefristetes Aufenthalts-

verbot fiir Osterreich erlassen. Gegen diesen Bescheid brachten

Sie Berufung ein, welche jedoch von der Sicherheitsdirektion

fur das Bundesland Steiermark wegen formaler Mangel zuriick-

gewiesen wurde. Es wurde Ihnen aber ein Vollstreckungs-

aufschub bis 31.12.1982 erteilt.

Am 29.12.1982 wurden Sie von der deutschen Grenzpolizei

Walserberg festgenommen. Sie versuchten unter Verwendung

Ihres durch Zeitablauf ungiiltig gewordenen belgischen

Konventionsreisedokumentes in die Bundesrepublik Deutschland

einzureisen. Sie wurden im Schubwege der Bundespolizei-

direktion Salzburg uberstellt und nach Abstrafung nach

dem PaSgesetz wiederum auf freien FuB gesetzt.

Mit freundlichen GriiBen
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Stefan Marinov An Dr. Erwin Lane
'!:'^^^?!:^'^'^°'^'^^5*^'"- ^2 Innenminister
A-8044 Graz

J. mno/ocriQ '' Innenmini steriuiTi
Tel . 03132/2609

^j^gp
9 April 1983

Sehr geehrter Dr. Lane!

Seit einem halben Jahr befinde ich mich unter dem standigen Pol izeidruck, der, wie
ich begreife, von Ihrem Ministerium geleitet ist (wahrscheinl ich vom Reqierunqsrat
Dr. Peter, Abt. 11/14).

Ich bin politischer Fluchtling aus Bulgarien. Meine bulgarische Burgerschaft wurde
mir am 28. XI 1. 1981 entzogen und mein Haus in Sofia konfisziert. Seit Januar 1979 habe
ich einen belgischen Konventionspass (vorher lebte ich in den USA). Aber im Sommer
1981 als ich bereits in Dsterreich lebte, informierte mich das Fluchtl igskomissariat
in Brlissel , daB mein Asylrecht aberkannt wurde, weil ich im August 1979 Bulgarien be-
sucht hatte. Damals ging ich zu Herrn Priller von der BH-Graz-Umgebung, urn in Dster-
reich Asyl anzusuchen. Herr Priller sagte mir, daB ohne eine politische UnterstUtzung
mein Ansuchen hoffnungslos wurde. Darum habe ich nicht meinen Reisepass nach BrUssel
geschickt (wie schriftlich von mir verlangt wurde) und lebte mit diesem Dokument bis
zum Ablauf seiner Gliltigkeit (April 1982), schreibend viele Briefe an verschiedene
belgische Instanzen, mit der Hoffnung mein Asylrecht wieder zu bekommen. Das konnte
ich aber nicht erzielen und darum habe ich um Asyl in Osterreich angesucht. Mein An-
suchen, wie mir Herr Priller mehrmals mundlich prophezeit hatte, wurde negativ bean-
twortet. Gleich nach dieser negativen Antwort gab mir die BH-Graz-Umgebung eine Wo-
che um das Land freiwillig zu verlassen, ansonst werde ich mit Gewalt nach Belgien
ausgewiesen werden. Ich sagte Herrn Priller, daB ich mich gern in dieses Land auswei-
sen lasse (dort lebt meine Frau, die ich seit zwei Jahren nicht gesehen habe), doch
die belgische Regierung wird das nicht erlauben und ich zeigte Herrn Priller, daB
nicht nur er ein Prophet ist. Darum legte ich eine schriftliche Deklaration vor, daB
ich nach Bulgarien ausgewiesen zu werden wunsche. (Bemerkung: Als die bulgarische Re-
gierung mir die Burgerschaft entzogen und mein Haus konfisziert hatte, schrieb ich
dem Prasidenten der VRB, daB ich gleich vor einem Gericht in Sofia erscheinen mbchte,
um flir meine burgerl ichen Rechte zu kampfen. Denn gegen die Gesetze Bulgariens habe ich
nicht verstoBen. Im Gegenteil ich kampfe fUr die Erhaltung der bulgarischen Gesetze,
die von der Regierung besudelt werden. Herr Jivkov hat mir nicht geantwortet, obwohl
ich meinen Brief in der Presse veroffentl ichte. ) Die ganze Geschichte mit meiner Aus-
weisung von Dsterreich wurde zu einem Skandal , als DIE KLEINE ZEITUNG einen Artikel
von meinem Fall veroffentl ichte. In einem der Leserbriefe hat einer der Leser gefragt:
Wer ist der Drahtzieher dieser schamlosen Kombdie mit einem bulgarischen Dissidenten,
aber keiner gab eine Antwort. Anstatt von diesem Skandal was zu lernen, began BH-Graz-
Umgebung und Fremdenpol izei-Salzburg mich mit Geldstrafen und Zuchthaus zu marterysie-
ren mit dem Vorwurf, daB ich keine gliltigen Reisedokumente habe. Die Summen sind schon
3200 bS., in dem Salzburger Pol izeigefangnis saB ich eine Woche und jetzt muB ich flir

vier Tage in das Grazer Gefangnis gehen. — Nach der negativen Antwort um Asyl, such-
te ich um bsterreichische Burgerschaft in der Steiermarkische Landesregierung an. Mein
Ansuchen, persbnlich von Dr. Krainer unterstutzt, hat einen positiven Empfang gefunden.
Doch, wie mir schriftlich am 25. III. 83 mitgeteilt wurde, kann ich die Burgerschaft
nicht bekommen, bevor mein Aufenthal tsverbot von der BH nicht aufgehoben ist. Ande-
rerseits kann mir das Wissenschaftsministerium nicht die bewilligten 100,000 bS geben,
bevor ich nicht Asyl oder Burgerschaft habe. Dr. Bruno Kreisky hat sich persbnlich
eingesetzt, um meinen "POLIZEIFALL" zu Ibsen, aber auch er hatte keinen Erfolg.

Herr Minister, ich wende mich persbnlich an Sie mit den folgenden Fragen: 1. Sind

Sie einverstanden, daB ein bulgarischer Dissident, der Jahre in bulgarischen Kerkern

und Irrenanstal ten gesessen hat, hier in Dsterreich weiter sitzt? 2. Erkennen Sie

alle meine Geld- und Haftstrafen als gesetzlich? 3. Werden Sie mein Aufenthal tsverbot

aufheben? — Wenn bis zum 15. IV. 83 von Ihnen keine Antwort komnt (auch nicht liber

die BH), werde ich am 15. IV ins Gefangnis gehen, weil das der letzte Tag meiner Auf-

forderung ist. Ich werde den Fall der Presse Ubergeben und die ganze Verantwortung
liber meine bisherigen Verspottungen werden Sie persbnlich tragen. Bitte, verstehen

Sie, daB ich keinen Skandal vor den Wahlen machen will; es sind andere Leute, die

diesen Skandal anzetteln. ^
Ihr: Stefan Marinov / / //^, i
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VON WERNER KRAUSE

Er helBt Stefan Marinov und ist ein bulgarischer

Reinhold Messner der Aktenberge. Mil einem
genialen Brieftrick verhohnte und schropfle er

den machtigen Sowjelslaat. Seit funf Jahrpn
versucht der Physiker und Dissident vergebens,
in Westeuropa Fu6 zu fassen. Zuletzt strauchelte

er dabei direkt ins Grazer
Potizeigefangenenhaus. Wir haben die

abenteuerliche Lebensgeschichte eines Mannes
recherchiert. der weit nnehr als ein

BurgerrechtskSmpfer und weit weniger als ein

Staalsburger ist. Er lebt Im Niemandsiand.

DaO cr hicr ist. Itcgt aicht

zulcizt daran, duD cr gar

nkhl wcg kann. Bis zum Freilig

dicscr Wochc haile der 52jahngc

Stcran Marinov aufancm Baucm*
hofin WciniizcnbciGrazGcicgcn-

hci(. ubcrjcncs Los nachzudcnkcn,

das ihm cine Fulic kaum noch
bcwaliigbarcr Problcmc cinbrach*

ic. Der Physiker aus Bulgaricn.

rund 14 Jahrc lang angcschcncs

Miiglicd in der Akadcmic der

Wisscnschaficn. isl staalcnios.

Mchr noch: Er isl in viclcn Staaten

absolul unerwunschl und wurde
nach seiner Auswcisung atu dcm
Ostblockslaat im Jahr 1978 zum
Spiclball der Naiioncn.

AurenihaUen in Bclgicn, Frank-

rcich und tiahcn fotgtc oimikh
nach poliiischcn Agiiaiioncn als-

bald ein Aufcnthalisvcrbot. Und
Kil seiner Einreisc nach Oslerrcich

im Sommcr 1982 ist Marinov auch

in der Alpcnrcpubhk wcdcr gcdul-

dei noch gcrn gcschcn.

Alle InkompAtsnt?

So wurdc cr hicrzulandc zum
Haupiaktcur ciner iragikomischcn

Auscinandcrsetzung amtUchcr Art.

die andercn cinige grauc Haarc
und ihm sclbsl auOcr einer Gtatze

to gut wic gar nichis cinbrachtc.

Lclzicr(f tragi cr seit Freilag aus

Protest ..gcgen die Bchordcnmll-

kiir". und er bekrafiigt scincn

Unmut auch durch cine auDcrge*

wdhnlichc anderc Tat: Marschicric

cr doch freiwilhg ins Pohzcigcran*

gencnhaus. um dort einc Ersatz-

arrcsisirafc wegen Fchlcns der

Aurcnihaltsbcrcchtigung abzubu-

Dcn.

Aurmcrkum roachie er damil

abcr auch auf cine groicskc Situa-

tion, dcrcn tatsacniiche Hinler*

grundc kaum leichler auszuma-
chcn sind als das Gchcimarchiv dcs

KGB in Moskau.

Was Marinov will. Ut noch rclaiiv

dnfach auizudruckcn: Er m5chle
in Oslerrcich bleiben und Trflhcr

Oder spaicr auch dsterrcichtschcr

Slaat^burger werden.

Wjs ihn daran hindcri, ist die

Tatsache, daO scin^ Ansuchco um
Aufcnthalt In der Alpcnrepubhk
von Anbcginn an .ohne prjzise

Angabc von Grfiiidea abgclchnt

wurde.

Was ciner von den Bchordcn
gefordencn Ausrcisc }cdoch vor

allcm im Wegc sicht, ist wtcdcrum
der Umstand. daO Marinov dafur
— sicht man von eincm Frcmdcn-
paO ab— keinc Papierc bcsilzl.

Dies allcs loste cine zicmlich

cinziganige Slraf- und Protcstwcllc

aus, die Tag lur Tag neue Akten
und Eingaben ia die Amier
schwemmt.

Einige markanie Bcuiestucke

aus der gewalltgcn Papierflut mo-
gcn dies vcranschaulichcn: Die

Bczirkshaupmannscbart Graz-

Umgebung crachict Marinov als

Frcindkorpcr und bc3lraf\c ihn

icbon mchrmaU wegCQ Vcrs^90€S

fcgco das FrcmdenpoUzeifetctt-

Marinov prolcsticrtc uad wurde
mil dcm Hinweis ,.Tut uru kid.

Wir sind weisungsgebundcn" an

die Sichcrhcitsdireklion verwicscn.

Dort zcigle man vici Vcrstandnis

fur Marinovs Miscre, bcieucrie

abcr cbcnTalls, weisungsgebundcn

zu scin. Dlicb als nachstc Station

das Inncnminisicrium, wo man
•Ilcrdings — der Lcter ahnt cs

wahrKhcinIkh schon — wicdcr

auf cine Weisungsgebundcn hcit

vcrwics. Also wandtc sich Marinov
an das DundcskanzJcramt: Auch
dort rcagicrtc man einigermaQcn

wohlwollcnd, wojlic sich abcr in

die Angckgenheit nichl einschal-

Icn. Dcnn das . sci Sache dcs

Innenminislcriums. Und so weiier

und so Tort.

Wir haben versucht, zumindcst

cinige Elappcn dieses schier cndlo-

sen Amisweges zu absolviercn.

Einzigcs konkrctcs Ergcbnis: Ir-

gcndwo auf der Bchordcrutrccke

sickerte durch, daO allfalligc politi-

schc Aktiviialcn Mannovs und
sogar ein $pionagcMcrdacht scirKn

Aurenlhalt urKrwOnscbt erschci*

ncn Usscn.

Den KrsmI vertidhni

Womil es Zcit ist. die bcwcgte

und abcntcucrlkhc Vcrgangenhcit

unsercs Protagonislen zu durch-

leuchien. der in seiner undurch-

schaubarcn Rollc wk ein Marty-
rer, Don Quichole und Haupt-
mann von Kopcnick in Personal-

union agkrt.

Der Name Marinov losic ichon
mchrmals wcliweiia Presseecho

I ^ ^ Kl*ln« Z«Hi

I I 17. April 1»>

DER
01* Httrt ilnd wtg, dl»

Problem* Bind g»btl*b0n:

BOrg*rr»chtltr Utrlnor 1*1

*ln A4*nn mil vl*l*n

<f*»lcht*m (man v*rgl*lch*

bloB dl* b*ld*n Blldtr *ut
dl***rS*U*)

GRENZGKNGER

95
Sechzig Sekunden In Jeder

Minute melnet Lebens sind

mil burokrallschem Unsinn

und Schikanen getOIII

((

•ui. So ctwi im Jihr 1977, tit cr

noch in uiner Hcimal Bulgaricn

weilte und dorl venuchte. nich

jahrclinicr wiucnKhiriliclKr Ar-

beit Eindcini Rclalivitiuihcoric

zu widerlegen,

AU Dank fur Kincn For.

Khunpdrani durfte cr, vom Sual
bcauriragt. in SoHa cine wiucn-
Khaniiche Konrereu organiM-
rcn. Die allerdings dncn argcn

Schdnhciisrchlcr halle: Dcnn ab
Dclcgicrien Motkaiu lud Marinov
Kin groOca Vorbik), den Atom-
phyiikcr Sacharow, ein. Em kurz

vor Erdltnung dimmene c$ den

Bchordcn, daO n tich dabd um
den fuhrenden Diuidentcn der

UdSSR handcllC; aie ugtcn die

Konfercni vregen „Erdbcbenge-

fahr" ab. In der Tal: Poliiiiche

Beben hallc n Icicht gcbcn kon-

ncn.

Marinov wurde in ciner Psycho-

klinik internicn und ciner Tier-

schlafkur untcrzogcn. Nuch icincr

Enllassung bcschloO cr, hcllwach

und voll WidcrstandsgcisI, nach

llalicn auszurciscn. Im April 1978

fuhr cr in die CSSR und initiicrte

don cine waghalsige Demonstra-

tion: Er marxhicrte alkin auf dcm
Wenzclplalz umhcr und vcrkiindc-

tc Parolcn gcgcn das Sowjctrcgimc.

Er wurde fcsigcnommcn; icin

bulgarischer PaO wurde bcschlag-

nahmt, Marinov wurde in die

BRD abgeschobcn. BakJ darauf

bombardicrtc cr von Frankrcich

aus das WeiOe Haus mil Prolest-

bricfen und fordcrle cine sofortige

Abrtisiung; in Italicn trat cr mil

eincm genialen Trick in ErKhei-

nung. Er erfand cine rarfmicrtc

Methode, ,.um das Sowjclsyslcm

in den Konkurs zu treiben" —
namlich per Einschrcibebrien

Wochc fur Wochc schrieb er von

llalicn aus an den vcrhaflctcn

Physiker Sacharow Bricfc, vctiic-

gelte diet*, licO sic cinschrcibcn

und fur cine Pramic von umgerech-

net rund 70 Schilling bei der

italicnischcn Post versichcm. Gc-

gcn Vcrlust, gcgcn Nichlzusiellung

und ahnlichcs rrKhr.

Klircrwciac handigten die So-

wjeu dcm Empfanger Sacharow

keincn ciruigcn dieser Bricfc aus;

weshalb der cicvcrc Bulgare bei der

Post rcklamicne und SchadcfKr-

utz kasstcrte. Pro Brief immcrhin

rund 500 S. Nach den Besiimmun-

gen dcs Weltpostvcrcins mussen
die Russen fur dicse Bcirage

•ufkommen, wollcn sic nichl aus

dcm intcmalionalen Posivcrbund

ausgeschlossen werden. „ln rclaiiv

kurzer Zcii", so Marinovs Kois-

zcpl damals, ,,kann so die freie

Wch RuDland in den Status cina
bcllclarmcn Salellilen Kubas Oder

der DDR vcrseizcn. Ohne cine

cinzige Pershing 1 1..."

Zur Vcrdeuilichung: Der jihrli-

che sowjelische Siaatsetat bcirigl

rund 354 MilHarden Rubel. Er

wire aufgcbrauchi, wurden rund

zchn Millionen lialiener die Vonei-

Ic dicier subvenlionicrten Brief-

freundschaft nilizcn.

Seine durch LicbcsgruDc nach

Moskau erschlosscne Ccldquellc

sprudellc nichl lange: Marinov
erhicit cinige Monale spiter Auf-

cnthalisverbot in llalicn — und
kam bei Nachi und Ncbel und mil

eincm bclgischcn KonvcnIionspaD,

der milllcrwcilc abgclaufcn isl,

nach Oslerrcich.

VIel Galganhumor
Die Ansichlcn iibcr ihn rcichca

hicrzulandc vom „arTncn Irrca"

(so ein Sichcrhciisbcamtcr) bis

zum ,,gclahrii<hcn Unruhcsiif^cr

und Polii-Chaotcn", Marinov scl-

ber fuhli sich indes als Opfer dcs

bulgarischcn Siaalcs, „dcnn der

hat scinc Handc im Spiel".

,.Orrcnbar kann sich hall kaner

fur ihn verwcnden", erktirt man io

der Grazer Sichcrhntsdirckiioa

Khon kichl rcsignaliv. Marinov

•clbsl zeigt vorersl wcnig Spurtn

von Resignation; cinzig sichibare

Zcichen seiner Verindcrung ill die

cingangs erwahnie Glaizc. Uisd

auch dafur gibl es seirKrscits eilie

durchaus kampferische Bcgrilis-

dung: „ln Bulgaricn isl es PHicbl.

geschoren ins Gcfangnis zu gchen.

Ich war dort unicn so ofl in Halt,

also schncide ich mir die Haarc

)clzt aus Proiesl", mcini cr mil

Anfliigcn von Galgcnhumor, der

in seiner Siiualion schon ab
Lcbensclixicr diem. Dies bewcisi

auch ein anderer Ausspruch von
ihm: ,.Mii der Mondrcgicrung
komme ich am besicn bus. Abcr
die Fahri donhin isl zu leuer."
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THK PHYSICAL REVIEW
AND

PHYSICAL REVn:VV LETTERS
EDironiAL OFFICES I HESEAHCH HOAD

BOX 1000 - RIDGE. NEW YORK 11961

Telephone (516) 924-5533

5 May 1983

Dr. Stefan Marinov
Niederschocklstr. 62
A-8044 Graz, Austria

Dear Dr. Marinov:

Your manuscripts entitled "Elastic collisions of particles
in absolute space" and "The laboratory motion of a charge in a
uniform magnetic field" have been received in our office.

We have examined these manuscripts, their supporting docu-
ments accompanying their submittal, and the files on recent
earlier submittals of yours concerned with your theory and
experiments on absolute space-time. We have also discussed
these papers and your earlier papers and their evaluations with
colleagues and advisors.

We regret to inform you that as a result of our deliberations
we conclude that your manuscripts are not considered suitable
material for publication in Physical Review D.

We regret the delay in coming to our decision. We are
returning your manuscripts and wish you well in seeking pub-
lication of your work elsewhere.

Yours sincerely,

D. Nordstrom
Editor
Physical Review D

DN:em
Enc.
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Stefan Marinov Mr. James Glann
Niederschbcklstr, 62 The Bulgarian Desk
A-8044 Graz Department of State

9 n^3y 1983
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Glann,

About two months ago I sent you my book IBbim, CATAHA! (VADE RETRO, SATANAS!). Un-
til now I have not received an acknowledgement for the reception of the book. I beg
you very much to send me this acknowledgement, as I must be sure that the book is with
the Department of State and that the American government is informed about my action
in January 1984 a year before.

I insist once more that the American government pays me the recompensation of

% 10,000 for the beating to which I was exposed in the American Embassy in Sofia
on the 3 April 1974 when I succeeded to escape from the Sofia Psychiatric clinic.
I repeat, the money is to be invested into the preparation of my action to free
Orlov in January 1984. The money can be sent to the following bank account:

Creditanstalt, Graz, Austria
c/a 0082-17077/00, Stefan Marinov.

Hoping to receive your answer as soon as possible.

Sincerely yours.

y-cjat
Stefan Marinov

Editorial note . The US Department of State did not acknowledge the reception of the

book VADE RETRO, SATANAS!, which Marinov granted to the Department
of State (and consequently to the CIA), neither answered f-larinov's

letter of the 9 May 1983. When the totalitarian Eastern countries
enter into economic difficulties, the US grant them milliards of
dollars to save those corrupted systems from an economic and conse-
quently political collapse. However, when the US have to pay the re-
vendication for inju)y to a Bulgarian fighter for freedom because of his

barbarian beating in an American Embassy (see THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH,
Part I, p. 47), which sum is to be invested in an action for the libe-

ration of another Russian fighter for freedom, the bastards in the

State Department make the fool

.

Marinov's note . The word BASTARDS is used by the editor of this book and I have no

responsibility for it. I am a non-violent fighter and my moral codex
does not permit me to use invectives to the address of persons who
beat me and then spit over me.
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ERWIN LANC
BUNOESMINISTER FOR INNERES

Zl.: 65.840/1-BM/83

Wien, am 9. Mai 1983

Sehr geehrter Herr Marinov!
«

Ich beziehe mich auf Ihr Schreiben vom 9. April 1983.

Ihre Annahme, dafl das Innenministerium auf Sie "Poli-
zeidruck" ausUbt, ist unverstandlich. Herr Regierungs-
rat Peter war einer jener Beamten, der Ihnen den Auf-
enthalt in Osterreich ermoglicht hat. Anschuldigungen
gegen ihn muB ich daher mit Entschiedenbeit zuruck-
weisen.

Mit vorzuglich^fv Hochachtung
•

/

Harm
Stefan MARINOV

NiederschocklstraBe 62
8044 G r a z

Editorial note. This is the answer of Dr. Lane to Marinov's letter from p. 190.



Stefan Marinov - 19 5 - An -r- Dr. Josef Krainer
Niederschbcklstr. 62 Landeshauptmann
A-8044 Graz Die Burg

1 Juni 1983
^^^^

Sehr geehrter Dr. Krainer,

Wie Sie wohl wissen werden, suche ich seit Herbst 1982 bei der Steiermarkischen Lan-
desregierung un osterreichische Blirgerschaft an. Oberall bei den Beamten der Lan-
desregierung, die mit dieser Sache in Kontakt sind, habe ich einen recht guten
Empfang gefunden, besonders bei dem Herrn Dr. Gspandl , mit dem wir uns mehrere
Stunden unterhalten haben.

Mit diesem Brief will ich ganz kurz die wichtigsten Grlinde meines Ansuchen er-
brtern mit der Hoffnung, da(3 Ihre person! iche Stellungnahme zu einer positiven und

schnelleren Entscheidung fUhren wlirde:

1) Ich bin Vertreter dieser bstlichen "Dissidenten", die die Demokratisierung
der Ostblockstaaten in einem Dialog mit den heutigen Regierungen sucht. Fiir uns

ist es von enormer Bedeutung nach Osten zu fahren. Als bsterreichischer Staats-
bUrger werde ich die Mbglichkeit haben zu jeder Zeit (es besteht visafreies Abkom-
men zwischen Bulgarien und Osterreich) nach Sofia zu fahren.

2) Flir meine Errungenschaften in der Physik (Messung der absoluten Erdgeschwin-
digkeit, Widerlegung der Einsteinschen Relativitatstheorie, Uiederherstellung
der absoluten Newtonischen Auffassungen) hoffe ich bald eine breite internationale
Anerkennung zu bekommen. Es ist auch nicht ausgeschlossen, daB der Nobelpreis fur

Physik mir verliehen wird . Mit dieser internationeJen Reputation werden meine
Bemlihungen Bulgarien zu demokratisieren, demil itarisieren und neutral i si eren

(Austritt aus dem Warschauer Pakt) einen sehr festen Boden finden. Denn um die

Rettung des Friedens in Europa zu kampfen wird es viel effektiver sein, wenn ich

als Blirger eines neutralen Landes auftrete.

3) Ich weiB, dal3 bestimmte Kreise in Dsterreich (wie das Innenministerium unter

Dr. Lane und ietzt, wahrscheinl ich, das AuBenministerium) Angst haben, daB meine
Tatigkeit iff^Verteidigung der Menschenrechte im Osten Schwierigkeiten fur die
offizielai bsterreichisch-bulgarischen Beziehungen schaffen kbnnte. Ich glaube,

daB die Demokratie nur dann sich durchsetzen kann, wenn sie sich nicht dem Druck

der total itaren Machte unterjocht. Entweder wir miissen heute mit friedlichen und

gesetzlichen Mitteln die Freiheit in Europa verteidigen, oder wir miissen morgen das

mit Waffen tun - was keine Alternative ist, sondern ein vollkommen absurder Unsinn.

Ich habe von mehreren Quellen gehbrt, meine Einblirgerung sei nur eine Ehrensache
als Annerkennung meines langjahrigem Kampfes flir die Menschenrechte im Osten, die

aber die gutaifriedl ichen Bezehungen zwischen Dsterreich und Bulgarien stbren

kbnnte. Hier will ich eine Aussage Churchills nach dem Mlinchner Abkommen (1938)
zitieren: "Wer den Frieden der Ehre vorzieht, erntet zuerst die Unehre und dann

den Krieg".

Bis jetzt habe ich meine ganze experimentelle, theoretische, organisatorische,
verlegerische und politische Tatigkeit selbst finanziert. Auch wenn die Schwierig-
keiten enorm waren, konnte ich sehr vieles in relativ kurzer Zeit erreichen. Ich

werde auch weiter alles selbst schaffen, doch mbgen Sie wohl verstehen, daB jede,

auch ganz winzige Hilfe, von einer enormen Bedeutung fiJr mich ist (in materieller,
aber auch in moral ischer Hinsicht). Jetzt warte ich auf eine UnterstUtzung fUr

die Verlagskosten zweier neiner zuletzt erschienenen Blicher (THE THORNY WAY OF

TRUTH and PROCEEDINGS OF ICSTA - International Conference on Space-Time Absoluteness,

Genoa, July 1982). Wenn Sie auch hier (wissenschaftl iche Abteilung, Dr. W. Blanc)

behilflich sein kbnnten, werde ich Ihnen sehr dankbar sein.

Ich lege bei den KREUZWEG - 12 Tafel von dem berlihmten Maler R. Cenni . Bei un-

serer Unterhaltung nach der "Johannes Passion" im Grazer Dom habe ich Ihnen ver-

sprochen dieses hervorragende Werk des toskanischen Meisters zu schenken.

Mit meinen allerbesten GrUBen:

Stefan Marinov



The Institution of Electrical Engineers

Station House Nightingale Road
Hitchin Hertfordshire SG5 1 RJ
Tel: 0462-53331 - Telex 825962

Ac 12/01
6tli June 19P3

Stevan Marinov
Niederschockls trasse 62
A-80'i'(

Austria

Dear Sirs

Classical Physics (5 volumes), 1981 edition

Thank you for sending us the above book for review.

We very much regret that we will not be able to publish
a review and therefore return the book to you with many
thanks

.

Yours faithfully

M G Merton (Mrs)
Acquisition Section
Current Services

Editorial note . With two other letters of the same date INSPEC refused to pub-

lish reviews on three other Marinov 's books:

1. Eppur si muove,
2. Proceedings of ICSTA,

3. The thorny way of truth.

INSPEC Information Service! for the Physici and Engineering Communities compriaa Fhyiiet Abttrtca • Electrical A Eltctronia

Abstrtea • Compuur S Control Abstrtca • Currant Papan in Pttytics • Current Papen in Electrical S Electronics Engineering •

Currant papert on Computan i Control • Kay Atutractt • SOI sarvicei • Magnetic tape dau bases • Cumulative index sets
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DER BUNDESMINISTER
FCR WISSENSCHAPT UND FORSCnUNG

witn, .m 13.Juni 1983

1014 Wicn, MinoriunpUtz 5

TclefoD 66 21/44 40

Dr.F./We. Zl. 2484/83

Sehr geehrter Herr Professor!

Ich bestatige dankend den Erhalt Ihres Schreibens voiii

19 .Mai 1983 und darf Ihnen sagen, daB ich grundsatzlich

sehr gerne bereit bin, Ihr Anliegen urn Forderung Ihres

fiinfbandigen Werkes CLASSICAL PHYSICS zu unterstutzen.

Es muB bei dieser Gelegenheit aber doch darauf hingewiesen

werden, daB die Lage auf dem Sektor der Subventionsmittel

im Bundesifiinisterium fiir Wissenschaft und Forschung

derzeit sehr angespannt ist und bei der groBen Zahl an

Bewerbern jedes Ansuchen sehr genau gepriift werden muB.

Ich darf Sie daher zunachst ersuchen, dem Bundesministerium

fiir Wissenschaft und Forschung detaillierte Unterlagen iiber

Ihre Forschungsarbeiten, insbesondere die Forschungsinhalte

des gegenstandlichen Werkes bzw. eine genaue Kostenkalkulation

vorzulegen, um eine rasche Behandlung Ihres Ansuchens zu

ermoglichen.

Mit besten GrQBen

^ii6-

Herrn
Professor Stefan MARINOV

NiederschocklstraBe 62
8o44 G r a z
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BUNDESMINISTERHJM Bachbearbeiter: AS SDHIM

FUR WISSENSCHAFT UND FORSCHUNG ^ ^^^ •
^^^l/fi^ZQ DUJ

GZ 60 762/23B-U/B3

Herrn
Stefan MARIIMQU

(\liedErschocklstral3e 62
8Dt»'4 GRAZ

Unter Bezugnahme auF Ihr an den Herrn Bundesminister gerichtetes

Ansuchen vom 2U. 3uni 1983 um die GeuShrung einer Forderung fur die

Uervielfaltigung Ihres fiJnfbandigen Uerkes "Classical Physics" be-

dauert das Bundesministerium fur Uissenschaft und Forschung, mitteilen

zu mussen, daB es sich aufgrund der groBen Zahl anderer forderungsbe-

durftiger und forderungsLJurdiger wissenschaftlicher Publikationsuor-

haben leider nicht in der Lage sieht, hiefur einen Druckkostenbeitrag

zu gewahren.

Gleichzeitig uird in der Beilage das uon Ihnen an den Herrn Bundes-

minister iJbemiittelte Buch "Der Kreuzweg" mit Dank zuruckgesandt.

Bie uierden um V/erstandnis gebeten, daB der Herr Bundesminister aus

prinzipiellen Grunden nicht in der Lage ist, dieses Geschenk anzu-

nehmen.

Beilage Wien, am 7. Juli 1983

Fur den Bundesminister:

i.U.Dr.RDSENBERGER

F.d.R.d.A.:
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Stefan Marinov
Niederschbcklstr. 62

A-8044 Graz

Tel. 03132/2609

12 July 1983

Dr. John Maddox
NATURE
4 Little Essex Street
London WC2R 3LF

Dear Dr. Maddox,

I send you my CORRESPONDENCE to which you may give the title REMINISCENCE ON GRIG.

I should be enormously thankful to you if you will publish this letter as soon as

possible. I wish to mention that the publication of your article on my book THE

THORNY WAY OF TRUTH brought me about 250 orders. The publication of this note will

bring other orders on my books and with the accumulated money I will be able

to carry out the differential "coupled shutters" experiment and to demonstrate the

effect of absolute motion to everybody who wishes to see it. Thus the simple pub-

lication of this note will be decisive in my fight for a scientific truth. I wish

to hope that you will not decline the note. If you would like to introduce certain

changes in the text, please, do what you think for relevant, even without asking

for my approval. The publication of this note is very very important for me. If

you think that NATURE owes me a friendly gesture, please, publish the note.

I use the occasion to thank Dr. David Millar for his letter to me of the 7 June.

nature
Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

JM/MS
20 July 1983

Dr Stefan Marinov
Niederschocklstr . 62

A-804 4 Graz
AUSTRIA

Dear Dr Marinov:

It was good to hear from you. I'm glad that our note has
helped you to sell some copies of your book. But I can't,
I'm afraid, publish your letter.

I am returning the photograph as you requested.

Yours sincerely,

John Maddox
Editor

/L-'Xjitr^-.cyC-^eyC^'V
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^ LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Dear Sir,

I should like to comtnent on certain aspects of GRIO, the Tenth International Con-

ference on General Relativity and Gravitation (Padua, 4-9 July 1983).

Despite my efforts during the three years following GR9 (Jena, July 1980), the

overwhelming majority of the space-time specialists are still unwilling to accept

that space and time are absolute categories in the most clear and unpretentious New-

tonian sense. To prepare the restoration of absolute space and time on GRIO, I pub-

lished in 1981 my encyclopaedic work CLASSICAL PHYSICS. Then in 1982 I issued the

collection of documents THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH which patently shows the mechanism

by which the "establishment" tries to "save" the obsolete and unadequate to physical

reality relativistic coceptions (see a review article in NATURE, 300, 566 (1982)).

Finally in July 1982 I organized in Genoa the International Conference on Space-Time

Absoluteness (ICSTA) and published the PROCEEDINGS OF ICSTA.

However, a discussion on the crucial topics whether the principles of relativity

and equivalence are experimentally wrong (as I assert) has not taken place on GRIO.

I was not allowed to speak at the conference and only after the tormenting efforts

of Dr. A. van Rede (Holland) a room was given at our disposition where I presented

a three-hours lecture.

It is worth to mention the following interesting fact: On the same day when I

exposed my books in the conference lobby, all five volumes of CLASSICAL PHYSICS dis-

appeared. Then disappeared also my EPPUR SI MUOVE. First I thought that certain poor

scientists have acquired the books in a non-traditional for a capitalist society way,

but it was confidentially said to me that the books have been stolen not by somebody

who wished to see what is written there but by somebody who wished that no other per-

sons could see what is written there. Indicators on the existence of a "conspiracy"

were the big posters which appeared ewery day on the lobby's walls announcing a non-

existing "round-table on the Marinov effect". Obviously the writers of those posters

intended to ridiculize the effect of absolute motion observed by me, forgetting that

one cannot ridiculize effects. When the experiments speak even the gods keep silent.

Instead to proceed in this disgusting and obscurantist way, those"who are afraid of

the existence of the Marinov effect have simply to show experimentally that such an

effect does not exist.

However, I wish to inform the readers of this journal that a vivid interest to my

experiments and theory showed the International Space-Time Center A. Beltrame. This

is a private organization whose noble aim is the establishment of the scientific (and

historic) truth about our space and time. The Center invited all interested partici-

pants of GRIO for a meeting in villa Roberti , one of the famous Paduan villas with

frescoes of Veronese, Zelotti, Fasolo (see the picture), where all of us who have

been interested in a contact with a group outside of the "establishment" have enjoyed

the heartly hospitality of Loretta and Giampiero Bozzolate. The meeting ended with a
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splendid banquet and when returning home with a Swedish scientist, he said to me:

"Only Italians can open the doors of their houses and their hearts in such a manner."

With this note I wish to express once more the gratitude of the participants of

GRIO who enjoyed the meeting in villa Roberti to the hosts and to the other presented

there noble citizens of Padua, the marvelous town where Galileo motXa. via. noA. dleLi

4ye£o. Stefan Marinov

Villa
Roberti

Editorial note .

When Marinov saw that his books exposed in the Conference lobby have been stolen,

he put on the wall the following poster written in big red letters:

FAZIONI E VENDETTE

QUI TRASSERO MARINOV
1983

DAI GIARA X. DI DANTE E GIOTTO

EBBE PIU DURO ESILIO.

My books have been stolen. Surely I shall not find the robber.

However, if I shall see that the robber will steel also my

formulas and publish them under his name,

TO THK 6yHy ero, HexoflHH, 6HTb,

MTO MCThpe flHH noflpjw

CHH raflHHa - paara^HHa

KpoBb Gyfler cpaTb.

Ask your Russian colleagues to translate for you

the Russian text and think and rethink about it.

Marinov

The next day at the officail banquet in villa Gio^/anelli, D D. Jvanenko said

to Marinov: "MapHHOB, ro:iy6MHK, mto ™ oiwrb flafl3H6aoiiiHHMaeiub? (a hint to tne ^ig

Marinov's poster at the GR9 Conference in Jena in 1980). Tan Nibi )Ke xenepb b IframH.

3tvi MOJioflMHKH H3 cncujinnancKOH Ma4nH Moryr Te6H npHMO na yjmue h aapeaaxb.
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Stefan Marinov Dr. John Maddox
Niederschbcklstr. 62 NATURE
A-8044 Graz 4 Little Essex Street

20 July 1983
'-°"^°" ''^'^^ ^"-^

Dear Dr. Maddox,

I send you the Russian original and the English translation of my open letter to

Yuri Andropov, which I should like to publish [in toto) in NATURE on a WHOLE PAGE
with Orlov's photograph in the middle, the Russian text in the left column and the
English text in the right column. I shall be very thankful to you if you will pub-
lish all this without charge (taking into account etc.). However if it is necessary,
I shall pay a reduced price (again taking into account etc.) or THE WHOLE PAGE
CHARGE.

You surely realize the importance for the publication of the whole text of this

letter. If the Nobel prize for physics will be awarded to me this year, my action
for the liberation of Orlov may become a turning point in the process of liberation

of the Eastern countries. Now I am working on the repetition of my differential
"coupled shutters" experiment, so that I can demonstrate the effect of the absolute
Earth's motion on a scientific "press-conference". Then (after obtaining Austrian
citizenship, as it is promised from a high level to me) I shall make a trip to Bul-

garia, where the Austrian citizens enter without visa. You see that my program is

"very dense" and I beg you for an effective cooperation. If corrections are to be

introduced in the English text, always the Russian original must be taken into ac-

count (I suggest that you ask Mrs. Vera Rich to make the corrections). Attention is

to be paid at the bottom of the letter where an allusion is made to Pushkin's poem

"Ha Bomo rTnmKy BbmycKaio npH caeTJioM npa3flHHKe Becubi". I beg you also to ask Mrs.

Rich to translate for you my letter to the Nobel committee of the 20. XI 1. 1982 (pub-

lished on p. 197 of my book "VADE RETRO, SATANAS!", sent to Mrs. Rich in February),

in which I present my demand for a Nobel prize in this year.

I beg you to send me the proofs for correction and to print only after my appro-

val .

I gave my letter to two Graz journals which published today short information

(clippings are enclosed). Also the Austrian press agency promised me to distribute

the information to the world agencies.

I hope that my express letter to you of the 12 July has reached you and my cor-

respondence about some events on GRIO will be published.

I beg you to answer by an express letter. I shall appreciate very much your

phone call to the Austrian number 03132/2609 with the information: "Marinov's letter

will be (will be not) published according to his request without (with) payment"

to the person who will answer the call. The phone tax will be then sent to you with

my cheque for the page charge. If your decision will be negative, I have to search

for another journal to publish the integral text of the letter.

Looking forward for your answer,
Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov



Stefan Man" no
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lOp,^ BnawiMHpoBHMy AHflponoey

Niederschbcklstr. 62 rt>eflceflaTejiK) BC CCCP

A-8044 Graz Mcx:KBa - KpeMjib

Tel. 03132/2609

20 mora 1983 r.

lOpHH BnaflHMHpOBHM ,

B MoeH KHHre "HsbioH, CaxaHa!", KoropaH Bbiuna b HHBape, h o6paTHncH k MoeMy flpyry,

nonKOBHHKy ForoBy h3 6anrapcKoro MHHHCTepcTsa BHyrpeHHHX Ren, c npocb6oH cooSutHTb Baw
Moe peiueHHe nepeflaxb ce5ji orHK) nepefl SAaHHCM coBcrcKoro nocojibCTBa b FlapvcKe 16-ro
HHBapH 1984 r. , ecjiH moh coBexcKHH Konnera, lOpHH OpjioB, He 6yaeT ocBo6o5weH, h6o fl-p

OpjiOB HHqeM npaBOBbie hopmjI coBCTCKoro rocyaapcTBa He Hapyman h ero ocywieHHe HeaaKOHHo
/KHHra 6bina nocnaHa ToroBy saKasHbM nwcbMOM 14-ro Mapxa/. f\ nocoBeTOBan Bac ocBo6oflHTb
OpjioBa Ao Toro KaK o6paTHTbCH K BaM ny6jTHMHbw riMCbMOM BO HsSewaHHH MHpoBoro CKaHflaxia.

Bbi B MOH coBCT HC BcnyuiajiHCb H H o&bHBJuno MOM yjTbTHMaTyM B MHpoBOH npeccc

.

^ npo6oBaji ocBo6oflHTb IOphh OpjioBa Merbpe roAa xowy naaaa. Toraa yjibTHMaTyM 6bui noc-
jiaH npesHAeHTy Kapxepy b mobm nHCbMe or 9-ro ceHTH6pH 1979 r. : Ecrm Kapxep He aacxynHXCH
nepefl cobcxckhm npaBuxejibcxBOM o6 ocBo6o)i«eHHH OpjioBa'^'^ecJiH b cjiynae ero CBeHxyanbHoro
Heycnexa ne npoHH4)opMHpyex mchh b jdwhom rmcbMe o nonoHceHMbix c ero cxopoHbi ycHnnax, xo
B AeHb roaoBmHHbi caMocoioKeHHH ^Ha riaxiaxa nepeflaM ceSa ornio nepea sflaHHOM coBexcKoro
nocojibcxBa b riapHwe. Kapxep ne nanHcan MHe hh cxpomkh. ^ nonyMHn xanbKo rmcbMo ox ero
HMeHH /6e3 flaxbi/ h3 rocflenapxaineHxa , noAnHcaHHoe CxettencM KoeHOM h ox komhcchh no 6e-
3onacHocxH h coxpyAHHMecxBy b EBpone npH Konrpecce QUA, noAHHcaHHoe MapxHHOM Cne3HHA)Ke-

POM /or 26-ro ceHxaSpn 1979 r./. TaK KaK moh yjibXHMaxyM Kapxepy ne 6bin yAOBjiexBopen, h

o6bflBRn nocpeACXBOM rasexHbix cxaxeft, jihcxobok, Ha nyexowHOM co6paHHH b riane Abo KoHrpe
B ITaptcKe H JTHHHbMH BH3HxaMH B aMepHKaHCKHX nocooTbcxBax B Bpraccene H B riapHwe o mocm
pemeHHH npHCxynHXb k cawocoioKeHHK). OAHaKO HeAemo nepcA Ha3HaHeHHbw AHeM (ijpaHAy3CKaH

nojTHAHH MeHH apecxoBajia /omcbhaho noA Ha»HMOM aMepHKancKoro npasHxejibcxBa/ h saKrocMUJia

B ncHXHaxpwo. riocjie xoro KaK moh APysba nycxHUH coo6iueHne no ipamSKOMy xejieBHACHHW o6
3XOM cpaMHOM aKxe , AocxoHHoro xoJibKO xoxajiHxapHoro rocyAapcxBa, h 6bin ocBoCoaqieH H3
ncHXHaxpHH, HO 6bin nocxaBjien norf^RyrnocyicwHbivtiojTHAeHCKHM 3CKopxoM h noxoM SKCpaAHpoBaH
H3 OpanuHH. normaH AOKyMenxauHJi o6 sxoh aKiiHH c BbipesKaMH h3 rasexHbK cxaxeft onySjiH-

KOBana b Moefl KHHre "TEPHOBblPl nVTb MCTMHbJ " /onyBjiHKOBaHHaH b 1982 r./.

f{ nocBHXHJi opraHHsauHH moch xenepeuiHen aKunn qexbipe rcwa. OpraHHsamiH cocxoHJiacb b

AOBeACHHH K CBeAeHHK) MHpoBOH HayMHOH ayAHXopHH pe3ynbxaxoB mohx HSMepeHHH aecoiBOXHOH

CKopocxH 3eMnH , SKcnepHMenxanbHoro onpoBepjKCHHJi npHHimnoB oxnocnxejibHocxH h sKBHsa-
ACHXHocxH H MocH moSajibHOH xeopHH a6cojiKTrHoro npocxpaHcxBa-BpeMeHH. 51 CAenan 3xo b

SoJiee MeM copoKa Hay^iHbix cxaxefi, b rorra-xoMHOM SHAHKnoneAHMecKOM xpyAe "KJ1ACCH4ECKA5I

0H3MKA" /onySjiHKOBaHHbiH b 1981 r./, na opraHHSoBaHHoft mhoh HnxepHaAHOHajibHOH KoH^epcH-
AHH AecojiHTTHoro I^ocxpaHCXBa-BpcMeHH /renyfl, Hionb 1982 r./ h Ha Bcex BaacHeHiiiHX HHxep-
HaAHOHajTbHbDc KOH(})epeHUHHX npocxpaHcxBa-BpcMeHM nocneAHHx nex, BKJiKwafl KOH(})epeHUHH b

riaAye B Hione c.r. Bch Hay^naH AOKyMenxaAHH nocnana CBoeBpeMOHHO b CxoKronbM Ho6eAeBCKO-

My KoMHxexy h xony HaAenxbcn, qxo Ho6ejieBCKa5i npeMHa no insHKe 3a 1983 r. Syaex npH-
cyayieHa MHe. Ho name ecsm npeMHH ne 6yAex npncyawena, AyMaio, hxo ceft pa3 moh MopanbHo-
HayMHbtfi aBxopHxex ne noBBormx (JpaHuy3CK0My npaBHXCAbcxBy 3aAyiiiHXb aKUHW. IloAroxoBKa

cocxoHJiacb HMeHHO B o6ecneMeHHH CBo6oAbi mohx achcxehh b napH)Ke.

Ycnex Moeft aKAHH hmccx KannxajibHoe 3HaMeHHe Ana SyAymero nenoBeMecxBa. Ecjth ee pe-
3yjTbxax 6yAex noiio)KHxejibHbM /a a a6cojTiorHO yBepen b sxom, Aa«e ecjiH cbohmh rjiasaMH

CBo6oAHoro OpjioBa ho ysnacy/, npocxbie hkiah noHMyx, mxo ohh ne HrpyiiiKa b pyKax cnenbix

CHn, MXO OHH Moryr BUHJixb Ha xoa mhpoboh HCXopHH. TorAa nocbnurrca yjibXHMaxyMbi o pa30-
pyTKeHHH H 6paxaHHH. To mxo bh, npasHxenH MHpa, cxoJibKO Jiex ne ycnejm CAejiaxb 3a Kpyr- •

JTblMH CXOAaMH, CAGJiaCM Mbl HaillHMH yJIbXHMaXyMaMH

.

lOpHH BjiaAHM>w, lOpHH OpAOB SyAcx ocBoSowAen! ByAbxe pasyMHbi, ocBoSoAHxe ero ao Moero
coaoKeHHH. — MHoro HeBHHHOH KpoBH npojiHna coBexcKaji BJiacxb. ITopa 3a sxy iqJOBb mcm-xo
nnaxHXb. XpyuwoB xoxeji B03ABHrHyxb naMHXHHK )KepxBaM cxajiHHH3Ma. Ha 3eMne AOBOJibHo na-
MJIXHHKOB H3 KaWHH H 6eX0Ha. Hy^IlJHH naMHXHHK MepXBbM - CBOSoAa aCHBblX.

HaM c BaMH Majio ocxanocb «HXb, IOphh BnaAHNfcw. nprnacnrrecb nepeA AcporoH b HeBeACMoe!
&>inycxHxe nxHMKy aa bojih) h c H3yMneHHeM 3aMexHxe KaK cnoKOHHo h paAocxHo cxanex na cepA-
ue. H CBexjTbiH BecennnH npasAHHK MHpa, 6paxcxBa h npomennji cnycxHxca hba naiiieH o6e3y-

Bam: G K/i^Ohl^it^ CxerJaH MapHHOB
' /nponexapcKHH AHicraxop/



Stefan Marinov - 204 - To Yuri Vladimirovitsh Andropov
Niederschbcklstr. 62 President of the Supreme Soviet
A-8044 Graz, Austria of the USSR
Tel. 03132/2609 ^Moscow - Gremlin

20 July 1983

Yuri Vladimirovitch,

In my book "Go away, Satan!", which was issued in January, I addressed my friend coloni
Gogov from the Bulgarian Ministery of Internal Affairs with the request to transmit to yoi
my decision to immolate myself in front of the Soviet Embassy in Paris on the 16th January?
1984 if my Soviet colleague Yuri Orlov will be not set free, as Dr. Orlov has not infrin-
ged the Soviet laws and his condemnation is unlawful (the book was sent to Gogov by regiS'
tered mail on the 14-th March). Aiming to avoid a world scandal, I gave you the council
to free Orlov before addressing you with an open letter. You did not follow my advice and
thus I announce my ultimatum in the world press.

I tried to liberate Yuri Orlov four years ago. At that time the ultimatum was addressed
to President Carter in my letter of the 9th September 1979: If Carter will not intervene
before the Soviet government for the liberation of Orlov or if in the case of an eventual
unsuccess he will not inform me in a personal letter about the efforts undertaken for
Orlov's release, then at the anniversary of Jan Palach's self^mmolation I shall commit
myself to the flames in front of the Soviet Embassy in Paris. Carter did not write me a

single line. I only received a letter in his name (without date) from the Department of
State, signed by Stephen Cohen, and from the Commission on Security and Cooperation in
Europe at the Congress of United States, signed by Martin Sletzinger (of the 26th September
1979). As my ultimatum to Carter remained unsatisfied, I announced in newspaper articles,
in leaflets, on a public meeting at the Palais des Congres in Paris and during personal
visits in the American Embassies in Brussels and Paris about my decision to commit the
self-immolation. However, a week before the settled day, the French police arrested me
(obviously under the pressure of the American government) and imprisoned me in a psychiatric
clinic. After my friends announced through the FreBh TV about this shameful act, worthy
only of a totalitarian state, I was liberated from the psychiatry clinic, but was subjugatec
to a day-and-night police escort and then expelled from France. A full documentation on
this action with clippings is presented in my book THE THRONY WAY OF TRUTH (published in
1982).

I dedicated to the organization of my present action four years. The organization con-
sisted in bringing the results of my measurements of the Earth's absolute velocity, my ex-
perimental rejections of the principles of relativity and equivalence and my global abso-
lute space-time theory to the world scientific audience. I did this in more than fourty
scientific papers, in the five-volumes encyclopaedic work CLASSICAL PHYSICS (published in

1981), on the organized by me International Conference on Space-Time Absoluteness (Genoa,
July 1982), and on all important international space-time conferences, including the con-
ference in Padua in July this year. The whole scientific documentation is sent in a due
time to the Nobel Committee in Stockholm and I wish to believe that the Nobel prize for
physics for the year 1983 will be awarded to me. But even if the prize will be not awarded,
I think, that this time my moral-scientific authority will not permit to the French govern-
merii to suffocate the action. The preparation consisted namely in ensuring a free-
dDm for my actions in Paris.

The success of my action has a capital significance for the future of mankind. If its

result will be positive (I am absolutely sure in this, even if I should not be able to see
the liberated Orlov with my own eyes), the simple people will understand that they are
not a toy in the hands of blind forces, and that they can change the pace of the world
history. Then ultimata for disarmement and fraternization will begin to flow. That what
you, the rulers of the world, could not achieve during so many years on the round-tables,
we shall do with our ultimata.

Yuri Vladimirovitch, Yuri Orlov will be free! Be wise, liberate him before my immolation.
--- Too much unguilty blood was shed by the Soviet power. It is time to pay something for

this blood. Krushtshov intended to errect a monument to the victims of Stalinism. On this

earth there are too many monuments of stone and concrete. The best monument to the dead is

the freedom of the living.

We with you, we have no much time to live, Yuri VladimiroA^itch. Take the communion before

setting out the way to the unknown! Give freedom to the birdpnd you will with astonishment I

feel how calm and cheerful will be on your heart. And the bright spring feast of peace,

brotherhood and reconciliation will come down to our possessed earth.

Yours: OJfO^^i^ S. Marinov (proletarian dictator)
j
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Selte Klelne Zeltung
MiNwoch

'20. Jull 1983

Appell an
Andropow:
Orlowfreilassen!
Graz. — Der zur Zcit in Graz
lebcnde bulgarischc Physikcr Ste-

fan Marinov hat in cincm dcr

„Kleincn Zeitung" iibergebcnen

offenen Brief an den sowjctischen

ParteifiJhrer Andropow diesen

aufgefordert, den sowjctischen

Mcnschenrechtskampfcr Juri Or-
low freizulassen. Orlow, cin 58jah-

riger Physiker, griindete Mitte der

siebziger Jahre eine Helsinki-

Gruppe in Moskau. Er bcfindet

sich zur Zeit in einem Arbcitslager

in Haft und ist am 10. Juli in einen

Hungerstrcik gctretcn, urn damil

seiner Forderung nach cincr Am-
nestic fur politische Gefangene
Nachdruck zu verleihen. Der bul-

garischc Physiker Marinov kiin-

digt nunmehr in seinem offenen

Brief an, cr wcrdc sich vor dcm
Gcbaude der Sowjctbotschaft in

Paris am 16. Janner 1984 sclbst

verbrenncn, falls Orlow nicht bc-

freit wiirde. Marinov halte bercits

im Marz 1979 einc ahnlichc Aktion
in Paris versucht und war dabci

von der franzosischen Polizci vcr-

haftet wordcn.

Die Tagespost
Graz, 21 Juli 1983

- Kurz gemeldet -
Seine Selbstverbrennung

vor der Sowjet-Botschaft in Pa-

ris am 1 6. Janner 1 984 kiindigle

dcr zur Zcit in Graz lebende bul-

garischc Dissident Stefan Mari-
nov an, falls Kreml-Chef Andro-
pow bis dahin seinen inhaflierten

Kollcgcn Juri Orlow nicht frei-

lassc. (TP)
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Miami, July 22, 1983

EAST-WEST
International Publishers
Niederschocklstr . 62, A-8044 Graz
AUSTRIA

Sirs:

It is with great excitement that I have seen the
titles of physicist STEFAN MARINOV published by your editorial. I am
Including a $25.00 (US) check to purchase his:

PROCEEDINGS OF ICTSA (International Conference on Space-
Time Absoluteness), Genoa, Italy 8-11 July 1982.

I will appreciate if you send me a copy to:

Francisco J. Muller
8025 S.W. 15 St.

Miami, FLORIDA. U.S. A 33144

(Tel: l-(305)-266-1595)

At the same time I will appreciate if you could give me the following
information:

1) HOW COULD I PUBLISH SOME BOOKS THROUGH YOUR SERVICES?

I consider myself one of those "suffocated" voices that in vain have
tried, (for 10 years!) to publish a few articles containing electromagnetic
Induction experiments that seem to contradict some aspects of Einstein's
infamous relativity theory.

2) HOW COULD I MAKE A PERSONAL CONTACT WITH DR. STEFAN MARINOV?

I already have a copy of his CLASSICAL PHYSICS and the book seems so

sensational that it is almost hard to believe that it is real. I wish I

could join forces with him in this unequal struggle against the established

relativistic dogmas. Could you please tell me something concerning him or

perhaps forward him some notification about my name, address and intentions?

If possible, could you send him the little note enclosed here?

3) COULD YOU SEND ME MORE INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR PUBLICATIONS?

Perhaps a catalog, especially in the scientific arena.

Thinks very much for all your services.

Respectfully yours: .

Francisco J. Muller
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Dear Dr. Marinov:

It is only with admiration that I have taken a glance
at your book "Classical Physics". I am not capable of under-
standing most of its theoretical contents since I am more an
experimental physicist. But I will like to mention to you
some aspects of my work that somehow harmonize with yours.

1-Ever since 1970 I have been studying the problem of electro-
magnetic induction, in its form called by Weber, the
Unipolar Inductor. I know that Einstein dismissed the pro-
blems connected with this intriguing phenomenon (discovered
by Faraday in 1831) in which Induction seems to occur WITHOUT
RELATIVE MOTION between the conductor and magnet.
A problem has been to locate the true "seat" of EMF by

means of experiment. Kennard, in 1917 (Phil .^Magaz ine) made
an important advance towards absolute physics by demonstrating
that electromagnetic Induction does not require relative motion

I myself have done some experiments where I have been able
to locate the "seat" of induction, (against Einstein's asser-
tion in 1905, section 6, that this problem "has no point")

.

I have been able even to design a new type of electromagnetic
generator using my ideas.

In spite of this I have never been able to publish any
article, (8 failures already), due to resistance of the
"establishment" in its irrational acceptance of relativlstlc
dogmas

.

I wish I could have some exchange with you concerning your
experiments and my experiments. Maybe we could help each other.

2-On a more theoretical level I think I can defend the thesis,

supported with experiments, that there exists FAR FIELD INTER-
ACTIONS, for example, that an electric charge can be affected
by a changing magnetic field far removed from the particle's
location. And indeed, even removed from any effective gradient

of the magnetic vector potential A. (This is a more drastic
claim than the one done for the Aharonov-Bohm effect)

.

3-On a more philosophical level I feel the need to subject
most of 20th century physics to a scrupulous critique and re-
evaluation from the viewpoint of a REALISTIC philosophy of

Nature. I think you are also on this track.

Thanks very much for your attention.
Respectfully yours trr , t,i r/f,

Francisco J. Muller .'

8025 S.W. 15 St. MIAMI, FLORIDA, U.S.A. 33144

Marinov 's note . I sent 3C0 copies of my book CLASSICAL PHYSICS to the physics lib-
raries of the world. No single book was bought. About 10% of the libraries returned
the books. Certain libraries wrote that if I shall not send money for the back pos-
tage, the books will be burnt, other libraries did the holocaust without having any
scruples (see p. 233). However OriE of my books found a blessed soil: the hands of
Francisco flUller. And what a harvest brought this single book: the discovery of the
perpetuum mobile. — Thus I address those who will come to this earth when we shall

disappear: Don't become desperate when the seeds which you try to seminate fall on
stones, flay be only one of all thrown seeds will find a propitious soil, but the har-
vest brought by a single seed may be big.
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Stefan f^arinov Herrn Dr. Heinz Fischer
Niederschbcklstr. 62 Bundesminister flir

A-8044 Graz V.'issenschaft und Forschung

12 August 1983 imn'ir^"''^'^'
^

^ 1010 Wien

Ihre Ref. GZ 60 762/238-14/83

Sehr geehrter Dr. Fischer,

Ich bestattqe mit Dank das Erhalten des Briefes des Herrn Dr. Rosenberger vom
7 Juli 1983, der erst heute (am 12 August) angekommen ist.

Der Brief ist in Ihrem tlamen geschrieben, aber ich mbchte hoffen, da(3 er ohne
Ihr Hissen geschrieben wurce. Mit diesem Brief njimlich schickt mir Dr. Rosen-
berger das Buch "Der Kreuzweg", das ich Ihnen geschenkt hatte, mit fol gender
Motivierung zurlick:

Sie werden um Verstandnis gebeten, da|3 der Herr Bundesminister aus prinzi-
pielen Grlinden nicht in der Lage ist, dieses Geschenk anzunehmen.

Lesend diese Zeilen, bin ich sprachlos geblieben. Das Wort "sprachlos" sagt alles,
man braucht keines mehr hinzStUgen. Aber weil ich Angst habe, daC Dr. Rosenberger
diesen Brief Ihnen nicht zeiqen wird, will ich das folgende sagen:

"Der Kreuzweg" ist ein ciemeinsames llerk von 12 Tafel des groBen ital ienischen
Malers Renato Cenni und 12 von meinen "Slawischen Sonetten" ins Ital ienisOTB ubertra-
gen. Cenni, verjagt von Mussolini, hat lange Jahre das schwere Los des Emigranten
erlebt und im Kriege als Partisan fur die Freiheit in Norditalien qekampft. Sein

"Calvario" zeigt mit einer erschutternden Kraft die Tragodie des einfachen Menschen
in der Welt der Tyrannen und der Tyrannenhelfer . Meine Sonette sind hauptsachl ich

iiTi Kerker und in den psychiatrischen Kliniken Bulgariens geschrieben. Dieses

Buch ist der Schrei von zwei Menschen, die sich nicht kannten, die, aber, die Welt

mit denselben Augen sehen und mit denselben Tranen beweinen.

Ein solches Buch mit einer solchen Formulierung zuruckzuschicken spricht von

einer Taktlosigkeit und geistigen Leere, die man einem bsterreichischen Minister
nie erlauben kbnnte. Ich wiederhole, ich mbchte hoffen, daS der Brief ohne Ihr

Wissen geschrieben wurde, und ich werde mit frbhlichen Augen die Welt wieder seh-

en, wen Sie mich bitten wUrden, den "Kreuzweg" Ihnen wieder zu sch.icken. Wir malen

und schreiben flir die Leute und wir sind sehr traurig, wenn die Leute unsere Kunst

nicht sehen, sondern nur die Oualitat und den Preis des Papiers auf dem wir unsere
Werke vorzeigen.

Mit der uberzeugung, daB Sie mich verstehen werden,

Ihr ergebener:

J. , l/mM\/
Stefan Marinov

PS. Ich hoffe auch Ihre Antwort airf mein Schreiben
vom 16 Juli zu bekommen.

Editorial note . All Marirov's letters to the Minister of science and research, inclu-
ding the letter of the 10 July 1984 (see p. 271) with which Marinov informed the
Minister of having constructed a perpetuum mobile, remained without answer. A couple
of days after the 12. VIII. 83 Prof. W. Papousek (Physical Institute of the Technical
University, Graz) said to Marinov: " Recently I met Minister Fischer and spoke with
him about you. The Minister begged me to transmit to you that he is not feeling of-
fended by your last letter. Unfortunately he can not accept your "Calvario" because
the christ-democrates may accuse him of receiving bribes and he once more begs for
your understanding. The Minister wishes you any success in poetry and research work.'
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Stefan Marinov Herrn Siegfried Kogelfranz
Niederschbcklstr. 62 Redaktion: Kommunismus
A-8044 Graz DER SPIEGEL

19 c^r^i-^h^v 1QQ-5 Postfach 110420
12 September 1983

P_2ooo Hamburg 11

Sehr geehrter Herr Kogelfranz,
sehr geehrte Herren von der Redaktion "Kommunismus"!

Am 21 Juli 1983 hab ich Ihnen mein ULTIMATUM an Andropov geschickt mit der Bitte
es im SPIEGEL zu verbffentl ichen. Leider, bis jetzt ist von Ihnen keine Antwort ge-
kommen. Ich hatte sehr groBe Hoffnung den Wortlaut dieses Ultimatums Liber den SPIE-
GEL zu verbffentl ichen. Bis jetzt sind nur kurze Zei tungsinformationen (durch die
APA und ASSOCIATED PRESS verbreitet) erschienen. FUr den Erfolq meiner Orlov-Aktion
ist es sehr wichtig den integralen Text in so einer Zeitschrift wie DER SPIEGEL zu

publizieren. Darum bitte ich Sie sehr neinen Brief vom 21 Juli zu beantworten. Auf
jeden Fall schicke ich Ihnen eine Kopie dieses Briefes und den Text des Ultimatums.

Gemeinsam mit dem Brief vom 21 Juli habe ich Ihnen einige von meinen BUchern ge-
schickt. Im Falle, da(j DER SPIEGEL kein Interesse an meiner wissenschaftl ichen und
politischen Tatigkeit hat (und haben wird), bitte ich Sie sehr mir die BUcher zurlick

zu schicken. Wenn es nbtig ist, werde ich Ihnen das erforderl iche Postgeblihr Uber-
weisen.

Mit der groBen Hoffnung, daB Sie meinen Kampf unterstUtzen werden,

Ihr ergebener:

Stefan Marinov

PS. Wenn ich nicht eine groBe Zeituna finden werde urn den integralen Text meines UL-

TIMATUMS zu verbffentl ichen, dann werde ich einen Hungerstreik vor einer solchen
Zeitung oder Zeitschrift durchflihren. Wenn man den Text nicht kostenlos publiziert,
bin ich bereit das Ultimatum als bezahltes Inserat zu verbffentl ichen. Also, ich

bitte Sie mir zu schreiben, wieviel mir eine Seite im SPIEGEL kosten wird. Ich warte
auf Ihre baldige Antwort.

10 Dezember 1983

Schickend Ihnen die Kopie des obigen Briefes, bitte ich drinqend diesen Brief zu
beantworten! Ich frage nochmals: Kann ich mein ULTIMATUM (nicht Brief!) an Andropov
als Inserat im SPEIGEL verbffentl ichen? Bitte, haben Sie MITLEID und beantworten Sie
meine Frage. Ich habe zu wenig Zeit.

Ihr ergebener:

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note. The answer to these letters is given on p. 225.
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. >^ Macmillan Journals Ltd

* / ^ C 4 Little Essex Street

London WC2R 3LF
Telephone 01-836 6633
Telex 262024

JM/MS
13 September 1983

Dr Stefan Marinov
Niederschlockstr . 62
A-8044 Graz
Austria

Dear Dr Marinov:

I have only just read your shocking letter of 20 July.
Naturally I sympathise with your objective, but on past
experience there is no reason to suppose that your letter
to Mr Andropov will have any effect. I fear that your
threat to commit suicide in Paris on 16 January 1984 will
leave Mr Andropov and his colleagues entirely unmoved.
My own belief is that your immolation would be a tragic
and foolish waste and I am afraid that I cannot agree that
Nature should assist you in this enterprise either by
publishing your letter in our editorial columns or even as
an advertisement.

I tried to reach you on the telephone this morning. By
the time you get this letter, I shall be in the United
States, but when I get back I shall make a point of
calling you again.

With all good wishes.
Yours sincerely.

4i_ ///C)~2
,

t ^-"^-C^ciJi j^-^^^-^

John' Maddox
Editor
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Dear Stefan Marinov: Miami, Sept.li*. 1983

Excuse me for not writing to you sooner but I am having so many things to do

concerning my wedding, the new house, the party, the airline tickets, and especially

I am having problems in getting my visas. We are passing by Spain, France, Germany
and finally Austria and since I am an exiled from a communist dominated country,

(Cuba), all sorts of obstacles arise. Our plans are to arrive to Madrid on October
3rd. Then we will pass to Paris, then Lisieux, then to some German city and finally

Graz. We want to make a quick trip going forward. In our return through the same

places then we would like to "enjoy" longer times in the different places.

Meanwhile, I have been reading as much as I can of the ICSTA Proceedings. I am
impressed with your articles but I would have to have a much more complete knowledge
of your entire approach to Classical Physics in order to really understand everything.

My electromagnetic induction experiments are not as revolutionary as your optical or
mechanical ones. In that sense it should be easier for me to convince the scientific
community that Relativity Theory is wrong because it is wrong at the very heart of
electrodynamical principles. So perhaps my contribution to the Non-Relativistic
movement might be to prepare the way to your more radically anti-relativistic exper-
iments. And yet, I have been able to publish not even half a word of my work.

Concerning my electromagnetic generator without sliding contacts I wish I could

obtain some kind of a patent for it. This was a by-product of my experiments. It came

out as a surprise for me. It is essentially a D.C. generator without brushes, (something
which, like the moto perpetuo , was supposed to be impossible). Yet, the D.C. voltage
cannot be obtained through a complete revolution. So it is a sort of "interrupted"
DC generator. For a while I thought that the voltage was generated without a"back EMF ".

But then I demonstrated, experimentally, that it has, indeed, a back EMF, so it can

be used also as a motor. The way this back EMF is developed is still intriguing for
me, and it lead me to my last article entitled: "Motional Induction at a Distance".
Again, there is nothing too revolutionary here. It is almost as what you say concerning
your perpetual motion machine, that you see it everywhere in everyday phenomena.
Likewise, this "motional -induction-at-a-di stance". , can be proven to exist in ANY
COMMON generator or motor used today.

Consider, for example, a motor in which the conductors, as is the usual case,

are embedded into slots in the ft4cm*ly»^'. Tradltioneilly, students are told that Induction
occurs because the conductors "cut" the B lines as they rotate
(see Fig. l). But in reality, the conductors are practically
shielded from the magnetic field inside the slots. (Fig. 2).
In other words, the field concentrates in the teeth around the
conductors euid as these move they NEVER CUT a magnetic line.
Yet, the voltage can be calculated AS IF the conductors cut
the flux per unit time d^/dt. I have found only two references
concerning this problem. One is Bewley's monography "Flux
Linkages auid Electromagnetic Induction" published by Dover, 1962.
The other by Williams and Mamak, "Electromagnetic forces in
Slotted Structures" (Ploc. Inst. Elect. Eng. .GreatBrlt. Monograph k^S,
July 1961). The latter I have been unable to find it. In the
first one Bewley says that here we have a case of "quasi-motion«d
emr' and that "one of the oldest and most cherished exsunples of
(line) cutting action goes into the discard"... I am enclosing

p^ 2 * *^Py °^ P^® 32 of his book. As you can see his experi ment

V\(, \
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Involves not a rotation but a linear translation and la not quite like the case
of the rotatlnf motor or penerator. Yet It shows a practical detail of extreme
theoretical Importance. I caui show to the last evidence that there Is a whole
world of a difference between: A)movlnp a magnetic source or ferromaf;netlc material
which Is continuous, has no edges cind creates no dB/dt anywhere In the Universe,
and (B)movlnp: one that, because It Is finite, or Its symmetrjr or asymmetry respect
the motion, creates some dB/dt somewhere In the Universe. In case (b), IF THERE
T? FOME CO.DI'COR '! HAT CAN REACr ELEGTROMAC.'.ETICALLY AS '10 OPPOSE 1 HE dB/dt, A
VCLTACE A;.d/0R CURRENT WILL RE INDUCET) IN SUCH A GOKDUCTOR , EVEN IF THE COiiDUCTOR
TS 'jg" LOCA-^En A'^ '"HE SITE WHERE THE dB/dt EXIS'T'S . In other woitis, this is a
NO'I LOCAL field action. This will go against Relativity theory which can only
function with LOCAL field actions, and even against current Quantum Mechanics which
depends on the potential A, also in a local fashion.

Let us look at this problem more in detail. For simplicity, suppose that there
is only one slot in the rotor and one conductor. If the
conductor is moved or slightly oscillated as indicated
by the arrow in the Figure while keeping the rotor at
rest, NO VOLTAGE is induced at all. Yet, if the rotor
is similarly oscillated, while keeping the conductor
at rest, A POSITIVE VOLTAGE will be induced (of course,
an alternating voltage) From this you can deduce that
if the rotor is moved together with the conductor, a
positive voltage will be adso induced. But the relevant
thing is to move the rotor. Motion of the conductor is

entirely irrelevant. I have performed this experiment in a slightly different way, but
the results are equivalent. In an enclosed page you can see the oscilloscopic tracings
of the three cases. A number of conclusions that can be derived from here are the
following:

1 -First of all we see that the induction DOES NOT REQUIRE relative motion between
the conductor and the magnetized material. When the conductor moves alone, nothing
happens; movement of the iron rotor is required. We do not have, therefore, that
RECIPROCITY upon which Einstein insists so much from the very beginning of his 1905
paper.

2.-" he fact that no induction occurs when the conductor moves freely inside the slot
Indicates: a) that B= inside the slot, (and this of course is trivial to say)

but also:(B), that even if a finite vaJ.ue of the vector potential A exists inside
the slot, the gradient of A, is not adequate to produce induction by motion of the

conductor. Therefore, "7. A does not explain the origin of the induction inside the slot.

If T.A had an adequate configuration then we should obtain induction by moving the
iron alone, as well as by moving the conductor alone, because in both cases dA/dt pro-
duced by convection, ^v.V)a, would be identical. Rut ortly when the iron moves we have
Induction. So we ask: what is the explanation for the induced voltage when only
the iron moves and the conductor stays at rest?

3-Engineers will ansHer: the flux rule, d^/dt, when applied to the WHOLE loop,
is the answer. And this Is true. But the flujc rule is a CALCULATION, IS NOT AN

J
EXPLANA'^ION. In fact, if we use the flux rule, l)we have to introduce those breuiches 1

that have nothing to do with the induction SITE. T'his site is at the conductor INSIDE '

the slot, (and T have other type of experiments where I can proof this). 2)we also
have to speak like Bewley, that the lines are "trauisferred" from one tooth to the

neMt one across the slot or gap. But this is a most irritating way of talking.

The lines, we know, are fictitious concepts. How can we admit that "lines" axe

transferred acrtDss a region of space where B=0 ALL THE "IME? No. Resort to the

flux rule Is to ESCAPE from an explanation, not to give a true physical EXPLANATION.
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In search for a better explauiatlon one could: l) resort to the Amperian -German
type of electrodynamics, dlsre^ardinf^ the concept of magnetic field auid lines, or
2)one could still use the field concepts and Introduce NON-LOCAL field interactions.

T have tried the first direction, by equating the magnetized material to a system
of equivalent (amperlan) currents and then analyzinf^ the direct interaction between
currents and movinfr charges in the conductor. But I do not know how to handle, then,
the simple case of " tr3.n3former induction". So, at least temporarily, I choose a
hybrid theory, usln/' the dB/dt concept, the non-local interaction, and, fundamentally,
the principle enunciated by Lenz's law. In this fashion, then, goin^ back to the
slotted conductor I would say:

Suppose that the rotor is moving as Indicated
by the arrow, ''hen at point (a) , considered
to be fixed in absolute space, there is a
sudden increase of B field, (This point had B=0
Inside the gap, but gets a sudden finite B value
when the edge of the maignet reaches it) , At point
(b) the opposite is true, (it was at the edge
inside the magnet and now it is where B=0).
Now, Lenz's law establishes that the slotted
conductor, (green circle) , should react in such
a way as to creatpa B field that opposes the
previous changes- So a current should flow out

of the paper, (not shown), so that the B field, (red dotted line) due to this current
opposes the B increasing at (a) and reinforces the B collppsing at (b),

T do not know if my explanation is clear to you, but I have applied it to
all possible induction experiments and it never fails. It has the advantage of
permitting analysis in terms of isolated portions of conductor, without having to
consider "integral" circuits. But it has a tremendous non-classical novelty: I am
assuming that the conductor can react to the B changes occuring at a distant point
(a) or (b), not where the conductor is located. Where the conductor is located
nothing happens, (B=§ always), so dB/dt=0; yet the conductor "feels" at a distance,
the dB/dt changes occurring at far points, and indeed, occurring everywhere in
the Universe.

I have described this theory in a rather lengthy article(enclosed here):
"'''he Amazing Problem of the Electromagnetic Unipolar Inductor", (The figures are
collected at the end,) The article was written in 1979, coinciding with Einstein's
centennial celebration and I tried to be rather moderate in my discrepancy with
relativity theory. (This was only for strategic reasons) , In pages 2-6 I give a
historical review of the problem. Then in pages 6 to 9 I describe my own original
experiments, called A,B,G and D, (The experiments are described also in the
accompanying publication for the "Amateur Scientist" aind+here I give all the
details), Continuing with the main publication I become a little bit sarcastic
towards Qeneral Relativity at the bottom of page 9. T'hen I proceed to describe ^^*-

three crucial Tests of page 10, Finally on pages 12 and 13 I Rive the theory
previously outlined,

T hope this material might be of interest to you and that we can discuss
it if we finally meet next month,

I am also enclosing a complete set of "answers" for the experimental sketches
I had send you before. The difference between F2- F3 and G2-G3 Is the crucial
point of interest. Again let me clarify that I have not performed experiment F3.

Using arguments^ from relativists like Panofsky $ Phillips I can demonstrate that
But it would be crucial to perform this

particular experiment, I have ideas of how could it be done which I would like
to discuss with you personally. „^

Thanks very much for your attention.
Truly yours,
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A SURVEY TEST IN EXPERIMENTAL ELECTROMAGNETISM (S.T.E.E.M.)

Instructions

;

Read caorefully each experiment. All motions are measured respect the

Laboratory frame of reference. All magnets are permanent and also good conductors .

(unless otherwise stated). Except In the two last problems you are required only a
(jualltatlve answer, (+) for positive results and (o) for null results. If you need,

however, to qualify your answer with conditional specifications you Cein use the

space for "Comments" in the answer sheet. If you consulted any reference, please

indicate so. If you worked in combination with someone else, use a single answer

sheet, indicating the nimber of people Involved. No personal identifications are re-
quired. The correct answers will be provided after Sept. 1, only to those institu-

tions where at least one test has been completed and returned. No experiment is tri-

vial. Four of them, however, are classical and should be answered_correctly by_a11_^

Experiments involving
Exp. A ; Copper disk above a cylindrical magnet .- (Faraday's

abcGde is a wire circuit bearing on a rotatable copper
disk through sliding contacts at a and e . The B field is

symmetric about the axis of rotation.
Answer if galvanometer G will read (+) , or not read,(o),

a current intensity for the following cases:

1) Disk rotating; circuit and magnet at rest
2) Magnet rotating; disk and circuit at rest

3) Circuit rotating; disk and magnet at rest
k) Circuit and magnet rotating; disk at rest

5 J Circuit and disk rotating; magnet at rest
6; Magnet and disk rotating; circuit at rest A-^v,<^^

Exp. B; Similar to Experiment A but without the disk .- J

(Recall that the magnet is also a conductor.)
Answer if G will read, or not, a current for

the following cases

s

1) Magnet rotating; circuit at rest
2 J Circuit rotating; magnet at rest
3) Magnet and circuit rotating together

Exp. C ; Cylindrical capacitor in a longitxidinal B field. -

CC is a cylindrical capacitor connected to an electro-
meter E through sliding contacts at a. and h. . The external
shell C is closed as shown. SS' is a coajcial solenoid pro-
viding a uniform and constant magnetic field B in the space
within the capacitor. The solenoid caji be rotated independ-
ently of the capacitor. Wires aE and bE are essentially co-

axial and colinear.
Considering rotations about axis EE* , ajiswer if ajiy

charge difference, AQ, between C and G' ,wlll develop and
will be measured (+) , or not (o),by Electrometer E, when:

1) The capacitor rotates; solenoid and E are at rest
2) The solenoid rotates; capacitor ajid E are at rest
3) The capacitor and solenoid rotate together; E at rest
^) E rotates alone; capacitor and solenoid are at rest
5) All three components rotate together

rotation .

disk)

.

Sc^ i~^o^^ -V G" ^-trW-v

V

<^ -1 r ^>>>-'

^n C^Cv.>W^ -^ (:: rv')^W^ S" cj^ <X.O^
1
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Experiments Involving rectilinear translatli
Exp. D ; Circuit sliding over a magnetized and Infinitely long conducting slab.-

^V(,|^'"
p'j

The galvanometer link, aGb,ls such a circuit. The slab

Is magnetized across Its thickness and It Is Infinite In

both directions. (In practice It might be the straight sec

tlon of aji endless magnetized conducting belt.)

Answer If G will read, or not, a current when:

1) aGb moves; the belt Is at rest

2) The belt moves; aGb Is at rest

3) The belt and aCb move together

Exp. E; Same as Experiment D but with a FINITE slab. -

If the slab In the previous flgixre Is finite, field Inhomogeneltles will appear at

both ends. Suppose, however, that the link circuit Is restrained to move only within

the region where the ^ field is strictly homogeneous (parallel and constant).

In such a Ccise, G will read (+), or not (o), a current, when:

1) aGb moves; the slab Is at rest

2) The slab moves; aGb Is at rest 3) The slab and aGb move together

tit.1 4,

T|,C t-»<.l-|A(_.
Exp. F ; Same as Experiment D but with a capacltlve. (open), system .

~'

C ajid C are two conducting spheres joined by a rigid
conducting rod. The system can move over the magnetized
and infinitely long slab, (or endless belt), without
touching it. (You can think of an airplane flying over
the Earth's magnetic field). The slab or belt need not

be a conductor this time, (a ceramic magnet would do).

If induction occurs along the rod, the spheres will
become oppositely chaxged, according to their capaci-
ties. Such charge separation will occur, (+) or not oc-
cur, (0) , when:

1) The rod moves auid the belt is at rest
2) The belt moves and the rod is at rest

3) The belt and rod move together

Exp. G; Same as experiment F but with a EiNTTE magnetized slab.-

Now field Inhomogeneltles reappear at each end. Restricting, again, the motion of

the rod to the region where B is homogeneous, answer if charge separation will occur (+),

or not occur (O) , when:

l)The rod moves; slab at rest. 2)The slab moves; rod at rest. 3)Both move together.
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ANSWER SHEET (detach)

EXP. (+ or 0) G o m m e n t 3 ^^ "^5!"^^°°
^ -------- consulted?

Al— ffl "Poroe V-/ F/^Mmy
A2— a '' " "

A3 BB i.Bv
Ae^JcAjCN/

j

B2 5 R<«.lfMC«.^ orf Bl

CI— E& '^•'* ^1 ^^'^'^'^"^ (nnj

C2~ g "

C3— E "

D2

D3 a^ -...^- -,^^ -^ ^. >,,,,

El— |iK+) ^AH« aj ^\

E3— [fl]S*Ji;fi|i>^ xUiuifU -f^c-tj. .

Fl— [5 e>.\((. b>j A\MKt«nt(^ M JM ^1 <^A ei .

'R«<h.MNfA|;|*>-<\{>W,;-f iKt ttH vwfBt ii«fl*'i t» e((p, m u ,. ^r Pi Recti*.!"?"!; Mk-tlCIU^ (t >^t "»'• v«"t llin"il» «R

G2 E IK "»«iu/T iNii^ <»{ C4/I? F2, xiKe o^*/ ^^4ti«^o ^" f *""^ I'iWns J(^« , -i

Circle correct answer: Prob.I 12 3^ Other: emf

Prob.H 1 2 3 'l' Other: emf »

(information)
Your institution: (This has to be identified to send you the

Pseudonym or arbitrary identification if desired: .-
results)

Number of people answering this sheet: .

Academic standing of each: . Major(3)

At completion, save your questionnaire, Xerox this sheet and send original to:

S.T.E.E.M. (F.J.Muller, director)
8025 S.W. 15 St.

DEADLINE is Sept. 1, 76. Miami, FLORIDA, 331'*^

(self addressed envelooes are enclosed)
No stamp needed.

THANKS VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COOPERATION
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Stefan Marinov Dr. John Maddox
Niederschbcklstr. 62 NATURE
A-8044 Graz 4 Little Essex Street

London WC2R 3LF
19 September 1983

Ref.: Your letter of the
13 September 1983, JM/MS

Dear Dr. Maddox,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 13 September. I think that any person
decides for himself the problem of sacrifice, suicide, assassination, etc. We can, of
course, discuss with you this problem, however, I think, here one has to dedicate too
much time, which neither you nor I have at our disposal. I am 52 and in my life I

have many times taken decisions which with a great probability had to lead to a

death, mutilation, or long years imprisonment. However, as you see, I am save, sane
and "free". If my 1984-Paris-action will pass on the same level as in 1980, I shall
not immolate myself, as the impact of this death will be too feeble. However, if I

shall see that the impact will be enough big, I am decided to immolate myself. On
the other hand, if the noise suscitated by my ultimatum will be enough big, Orlov
will be liberated. Thus, if you think logically, you will come to the conclusion,
that I shall not die. Take into account that in February 1984 Orlov must be released
from the camp, as he was condemned in February 1978 to 7 years. Thus there is the
life of a man for one month imprisonment. Andropov cannot be a MONSTER if he will
hear my ultimatum.

I intended to perform a repetition of my 1980 action in 1982, then in 1983, but
at that time still my scientific reputation was too feeble. I had the hope that the
1983 Nobel prize for physics will be awarded to me, and thus the action can be suc-
cessfully carried out in January 1984. I did all what was needed from my part, how-
ever, although expecting (and being prepared) for a hard resistance of the scienti-
fic community and of the political forces in the West, this resistance surpassed
my expectations. Thus, as I see, the Nobel prize for 1983 will be not awarded to me.
Nevertheless, I have decided to prepare the action in Paris. Thus, I beg you to
publish in toto my letter to Andropov (in Russian and in English) on the same page.
All journals to which I sent it (DER SPIEGEL, LE MONDE, TIME, THE ECONOMIST, etc.
etc. - about twenty) not only have not published it but only 20% answered my letter
presenting (or not) motivations for the rejection. If you will also reject to pub-
lish it, I shall do some other efforts in trying to publish it in a big journal.
I beg you, however, to take into account that almost whole my time is dedicated to
scientific activity and few time remains for writing letters, phoning, and searching
contacts with journalists. Humanity firmly rejects to resist to the preparation of
the war and it will, of course, have it soon. If you wish to SAVE YOURSELF, publish
my letter! If you wish to condemn you to the nuclear death, reject it.

I submit now to NATURE my new article

MATHEMATICAL NONSENSES SLIPPED INTO THE FUNDAMENTALS OF
CONVENTIONAL ELECTROMAGNETISM MUST FINALLY BE CORRECTED.

It is obvious for ANY STUDENT that this article CANNOT BE REJECTED. No referee in

no country of the world can find a single objection to this lucid paper. If you will

reject it, dear Dr. Maddox, excuse me, but, I think, there is no more sense to submit
papers to NATURE. The beauty of a really beautuful woman cannot be denied. THIS AR-
TICLE IS UNREJECTABLE!

I beg you once more to publish my letter to Andropov, if necessary as advertisement

Hoping to receive your answer soon.
Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov
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London WC2R 3LF
Telephone 01-836 6633
Telex 262024

In reply please quote;
JM/MS/JAC

3 October 1983

Dr Stefan Marinov
NiederschOcklstr. 62
A- 804 4 Graz
AUSTRIA

Dear Dr Marinov

Thank you for your letter, but I am afraid that I cannot
modify my earlier decision not to publish your advertisement.
You may say that it's moreimportant than many of the other
advertisements that we publish, and I allow that it is a
good deal more interesting; but it is entirely irrelevant to
Nature ' s purpose

.

As to your paper, I shall see that it is sympathetically
reviewed and will write again soon.

Yours sincerely

John Maddox
Editor
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Teleptione 01-836 6633
Telex 262024

In reply please quote
Mil 14 2 JM/MS
25 November 1983

Dr Stefan Marinov
Niederschockstr . 62

A-8044 Graz
AUSTRIA

Dear Dr Marinov:

My colleagues and I have now read your paper but I am afraid

there is no possibility that we could publish it. The

explanation is quite straightforward - the theoretical part

of your paper is entirely based on the assumption that your

theory of absolute space-time is correct - an assumption with

which none of us and no referee whom I trust agrees - while

your account of how your brushless electromagnetic devices

function is too obscure for us to follow.

I am naturally sorry once again to have to send you
disappointing news like this.

With all good wishes.
Yours sincerely,

'^^tA£3'C^<V^^

John Maddox
Editor

Editorial note. This is the rejection letter for the paper "Coup de grace to relati
"

vity", an earlier variation of the paper given on p. 112.
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Stefan Marinov YBajKaeMOM i>DAaKmiH
Niederschbcklstr. 62 "PYCKai ^'l)ICJli"

A-8044 Graz Ha BiinManHe B. Pbi6aK0Ba,

Tel . 03132/2609 ^^'" °" "" PWWkhhh
217, pio Ae <l>o6yp Ceti-T-Onope

9 Decembre 1983 75(X18 riapicK

ljiy6oKoyBa5KaeMbiH r-ii Pi.i6aKou,

ilooie iiciijipcx Jiea noAicrioBKii , ciioBa iibrrajocb ripoBCCTM b Hcnoniienne aKumo no ocbo-
6o)KaeiiHK) OpjioBa, Koropyio b 1980 r. aawyuiKna HoiCKapoBCKaji nanHUiui, Kan Bbi, HaacKKb,
ce6e BcnoMniiaere.

riocbDiaio Moii yjibTHMaryM AiiAponoBy, c ripocbOoH ony6jiHKOBaTb ero b cneflyioueM
iioMcpc PyCCKOn MIjICJUI. npoiuy Bac oiiy6jiHKOBaTb tgkct nojiHocTbio. Ecjih M3-3a Kaxioc-TO
cooSpajKeiiiiu pcaukhhh iie xoxejia 6bi oriy6AHKOBaTb tckct yjibTHMaryMa , npomy neMCAneHHo
coo&mrrb Miie ecjui h Mory OTneMaraib ero b BHfle "aABcpTHCMenT" , x.e., onnaTMB coor-
BCTnyio KBa/o^axypy crpaHHUbi cornaciio BaiUMM cxaBKaM.

51 iiocbinan tgkct yjibTHMaTyMa B;t. MaKCHMoay e KOHTIIHEHT, c npocb5oH nepeaaTb Konmo
TaKKG PyCCKOll MblCTDI , no 4 NiecHua y^Ke ittiKaxoro oTBCTa ot MaxcHMOBa He noAyMaw, xoth
msmM cripauinBaji flonanHHTenbHbw raicbMOM. Tenepb a Haiue^ aflpec PYCOCOH MblCJll h nocbi-
naio yjibTHMaxyM iienocpeACTBeHiio.

3a 3TH MCTbipe MecHua a nonpoSoBaji orneMaTaTb tgrct yjibXHMaTyMa b paae cBponeHCKHX
H aMcpHKaiiCKHX raseTax h )Kypnajiax, no OTOBoqoy oTBeT 6bin tot KaK h neGesHCBecTHOH Ma-
pycn: FIUBO, T.e., "rionpoSoBaji khribiMaTaTb Bee QrKasanu" /ecJiH BaM aHciozoT c MapycHHbM
miBO iieHSBecTeii, paA 6yfly paccKaaaTb b cjieayiaueM iiHCbMe/. Bee 3th raaeTbi KaK /lEP

UOIPEIIb, m UAlTr, m\ BETIT, ZJI IIKOIIOMICT, TATIM, h t.a. OTKaaanH aawe OTnewaTaTb yjib-

iniMaxyM Kax "aABepTHCMeHT" . )KypHajTy IIEfNEP a npeflno)KHJi TpoHiiyio CTasKy sa CTpaHHuy,
MTo6bi orneMaTaTb pyccKHU h aHriiHMCKHH nepeBOflbi phamukom. Flocne necKOAbKHX pa3roBopoB
no TeAe(}»ny, peAaKTop A-p Mbaaokc oSeman cooSiuHTb Niiie CBoe peiueHne TCAerpaMvioH , ho
HCAeAH npoiuna, a TeAeipawNti neT. 9i yrposnn HeKOTopbw peAaKUHJiM, mto ecAH ne xotht
OTncMaTaTb tckct Kax "aABepTHCMeHT", to nposcAy roAOAOBKy nepeA bxoaom b peAaKumo.

Xowy uaAeHTbCH, mto PyCCKAfl MblCJlb He nocTynHT KaK ace peAaiamn Aesbcx h npasbix
3anaAHbix raacT h KypnajiOB. H npouiy nocnaTb MHe Baiiie peiucHHe O'ASy 51(E flO HOJiyMEHHO
3T0r0 mCbMA, TaK KaK BpeMeim neT, ecrm AonaceH npoBOAHTb foaoaobkh nepeA peAaKUHHMH.

riojibsyKCb cjiynaeM nocAaTb BaM Mao KHnry HSbl/Ji, CATAHA!. ByAy OMenb paA, ecrw kph-
nmecKaH ouenKa 3toh khh™ BboiAeT Ha CTpaHHuax PyCCKQ"! MblCTD!.

ByAy TaKwe MpesBbwafuio BaM eAaroaapen, ecnn ompaBirre kotodo yAbTHMaTyMa AHAPonosy
pcAaKUHH HOBOID PyCCKOrO CnOBA, MbeH aApec Mne nensBecTeH, c npocbOoH, c Moen cto-
poHbi, omeqaTarb ynbTHMaTyM.

51 oAHH h3 HOMHornx BoCTOMHO-eBponencKHX MoniKaH-pycco(}»inoB . flpomy 3Toro He 3a6bi-

BaTb.

C HCKpeHHiiM yaaweHHeM:

CrecJaH MapHHos

Editorial note. This letter remained without answer.
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Stefan Marinov Mr. P. Kinard

Niederschbcklstr. 62 Belgische Botschaft

A-8044 Graz Opernqasse 20 b

1040 WIEN
12 December 1983

Dear Mr. Kinard,

During our phone conversation about a month ago, you promised to send me written-

ly the statement that the Belgian government does not give me a visa to my FREKDEN-

PASS (valid for Belgium) to visit my wife, whom I have not seen since three years,

as the Belgian government does not allow me to enter the country, after having de-

prived me of political asylum and of my Belgian conventional pass.

I explained you that I need this declaration of the Belgian Embassy to address

the Madrid Conference for Security and Cooperation in which the European governments

have taken the obligation to not hamper the unification of families. Of course, I

shall bring this decision of the Belgian government also to the press.

I wish to visit my wife for Christmas.

I have done nothing against the laws of Belgium. This attitude of the Belgian

governemt is shameful and I do not find words to express my indignation. If in our

totalitarian countries one asks for a permission to join his wife, at least the au-

thorities give one WRITTENLY the negative answer. In my case the Belgian governement

(and you personally) have overpassed the inhumanity and brutality even of the tota-

litarian countries. I am perplexed WHY.
Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

PS. You said me on the phone that you have not received my book THE THORNY WAY OF

TRUTH. I maintain a very active correspondence since three years that I live in Aus-

tria. No sinale letter of me was lost. This parcel to the Belgian Embassy is the

first one. As in three years I sent about 1000 letters that were not lost, then I

can affirm with a probability 999 to 1000 that you LIE that the book was not received.

If you have this book indeed, please, be so kind to send it back to me.

I excuse me for the hard tone of my letter, but I fight since 20 years against the

totalitarian monster in the East and the bureaucratic monster in the West. Never-

theless, I think, I keep my nerves cold. Understand, dear Mr. Kinard, you are paid

to serve the people, not to torment the people .

Ha-ha-ha! I found a documentary proof for yourlie. See enclosed my letter of the

20.1.83 with which I sent you my book and your answer of the 8. II. 83. The book is

in your hands, you simply LIE, LIE, LIE.

Editorial note . This letter remained without answer, however Dr Jaberl from the—
Sicherheitsdirektion , Graz, said to Mannov that the Belgian Embas

cy hAc ac;kPH the Sicherheitsdirektion whether indeed Marinov has a

Fremdenpass valid for Belgium.
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Stefan Marinov Dr. John fladdox

Niederschbcklstr. 62 NATURE
A-8044 Graz 4 Little Essex Street

12 December 1983
"-ondon WC2R 3LF

Dear Dr. Maddox,

During our phone conversation on the 2 December you promised to send me by a cable
your decision concerning the publication of my ULTIMATUM to Andropov. A fortnight is

over and still I have not your decision. I am very anxious about because my all hopes
are with NATURE, as in no other journal I found understanding. I repeat, I am ready
to pay you the tripple price for one page of NATURE where the RUSSIAN and English
texts of the ultimatum are to be published, possibly with a picture of Orlov in

the middle. But the ultimatum is to be published THIS YEAR and I wish to see the

PROOFS. If I have no objections, I shall send you my consent for print on the phone.
I beg you to act quickly .

I hope you have received my letter of the 5 December and you have finally ela-
borated your decision on my paper MATHEMATICAL NONSENSES... I repeat, this paper
is UNREFUTABLE. I point in this paper to obvious MATHEMATICAL nonsenses in conven-
tional electromagnetism. Now one has not to discuss whether my absolute conep-
tions are right and whether Einstein is wrong (I am sure that you are sure that he
is wrong). In this paper the problem is to correct MATHEMATICAL NONSENSES. You

cannot find objection for the rejection of this paper (especially in its final

version of the 5 December). If this will succeed, then you will demonstrate that

NATURE is afraid to have my papers on its pages. The question is WHY. Why so many
journals all over the world have such a fear from an Austrian groom? If you think

that relativity is right, why this fear?

As I promised you in my letter of the 7 November, I send you now the review on

my book CLASSICAL PHYSICS appeared in the BULL. TYCH. SOC. Nature could appear
with a similar review two years ago. Now it would be more easy for NATURE to ac-
cept the failure of relativity. With any day this acceptance becomes more diffi-
cult. It is good that NATURE has not taken a negative attitude (good for NATURE,
not for me). So I repeat once more: I AM READY TO PAY $ 10,000 FOR A NEGATIVE
REVIEW OF MY BOOK. Of course, one can continue to cover my work by silence. But

until when? We live in an open society, silence cannot be maintained eternally,
can it?

I insist for an answer for the Andropov-ultimatum, so that I can take a deci-
sion what to do.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note . The review of the BULL. TYCH. SOC. on Marinov 's CLASSICAL PHYSICS

is given on p. 1S6.
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DER SPIEGEL
DAS DEUTSCHE NACHHICHTEN MAGAZIN

DERSPIEGbL POSTFACH 1104 20 2000HAMBUHG 11

Herrn
Stefan Marinov
NiederschlocklstraRe 62

A-8o44 Graz/Osterreich

SITZ UND REGISTERGEHICHT HAMBURG HRA 61 755

BRANDSTWIEIE 19/OST-WEST.STRASSE

2000 HAMBURG 11

BLZ 20040000
COMMERZBANK AG. HAMBURG. KONTO-NR 618 1986

BLZ200304 00

BANKHAUS MARCARD S CO., HAMBURG. KONTO-NR 1413004

DURCHWAHLNUMMER
(040)3007

HAMBURG.

21. De^emljer 1983 A/Gi3/B

Ihr Schreiben vom 1o. Dezember 1983

Sehr geehrter Herr Marinov,

leider kann die von Ihnen geplante Anzeige im SPIEGEL nicht
erscheinen.

Der SPIEGEL veroffentlicht - im Gegensatz zu Tages- Oder Wochen-
zeitungen - grundsatzlich keine privaten 'Gelegenheitsanzeigen'

.

Dies ist eine Entscheidung, die nicht fijr den Einzelfall, son-
dern generell getroffen wurde.

Mit freundlichen GruRen

spiegel-veriJag
Anzeigenleitpng

^^-
^'(Horst GornfepT

Editorial note . This is the answer of DER SPIEGEL to Marinov 's letter of the 21

September 1983, a copy of which was sent also on the 10 December
1983 (see p. 209).

KOMPLEMENTARIN RUDOLF AUGSTEIN GMBH SITZ UND REGISTERGERICHT HAMBURG HRB 13105 GESCHARSFUHRER RUDOCF AUGSTEIN HANS DETLEV BECKER
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PHYSICS BULLETIN. Decenber 1983

Nev^s and comment 494

In brief
Appeal for freedom
In July 1983 an open letter was sent to

the President of the USSR Suoreme
Soviet, Yuri Andropov, by Bulgarian
dissident scientist Stefan N'.arinov, now
living in Austria. The letter threatened
that Dr Marinov wodld commit suicide

on the steps of the Soviet Embassy in

Paris on 16 January 1984 if Dr Yuri

Orlov, the Soviet physicist, had not
been freed by then from his imprison-
ment. Four years ago Dr Marinov had
requested the intervention of President

Carter on the same subject, but he
received no satisfactory response; this

act resulted in his removal to a
psychiatric hospital and eventual
expulsion from France, where he was
living at that time.

Since then Dr Marinov has been
working on the measurement of the
earth's absolute velocity, as well as
experiments on the principles of

relativity and equivalence and his own
absolute space-time theory. His five-

volume encyclopaedia Classical Phys-
ics was published in 1981, and he has
been involved in the organisation of

international conferences on
space-time absoluteness.

PHYSICS BULLETIN, Septenber 1983

Book reviews 398

Classical Physics Vols 1-6 Stefan Marinov 1981
Austria: International PuDiishers East-West' Vol
?60 pp; Vol 2 195 pp; Vol 3 278 pp; Vol 4 236 pp;
Vol 5 219 pp price Austrian Schilling 504 each
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Stefan Marinov Dr. John Maddox

Niederschbcklstr. 62 NATURE

A-8044 Graz 4 Little Essex Street

. r- u mo/, London WC2R 3LF
2 February 1984

Dear Dr. Maddox,

I am perplexed. Why have you played this unfair joke with me? During our phone

conversation after the New Year, you promised me to print in toto the Russian and

English texts of my ultimatum to Andropov for a tripple page charge and to send

me^a cable for the day of issue. Thus I went to Paris to carry out my action for

Orlov's liberation in front of the Soviet Embassy. But the ultimatum did not ap-

pear. WHY? Why give a promise knowing well that the promise will be not maintained?

I understand (and explain in a perfect historic-dialectical manner) the whole Kaf-

kian nightmare in which the editors of the scientific journals in the world ent-

wine me. But the proceeding in such a cruel manner is outside my comprehension .

I have only one consolation: This cold shower on my head was not for the first

time and will be not for the last one... And the only wish which I have is to

forget, to forget the whole pitiable joke, because otherwise I become too sad and

lose any esteem for my fellow-creature, whom, as Jesus taught, one must love.

Permit me to give you a short information on my Paris action. On the 16 January

at 12.00 I was received by the First Secretary of the Soviet Embassy, Mr. Mordvin-

cev. We had an one-hour conversation, the last part of which was in Bulgarian, as

Mr. Mordvincev spoke my mother language perfectly. I said him that since the West-

ern press and public opinion have not given a support to my action, my immolation

is senseless, as it will be used only by the cold- and hot-war politicians and

generals. Mr. Mordvincev expressed the satisfaction of the Soviet government that

my action has not taken a tragic issue. I begged Mr. Mordvincev to present to Mr.

Andropov my plea for mercy, giving freedom to Orlov, who has not infringed the

Soviet laws. fir. Mordvincev promised me that my plea will be transmitted personally

to Andropov. Then Mr. Mordvincev said that the Soviet government may become in-

clined to invite me for delivering speeches on my physical theories in a couple

of Soviet unuversities. I answered that I will accept such an invitation.

Now let us return to science.

On the 28 December 1933 I sent you the five volumes of my CLASSICAL PHYSICS,

granting them to NATURE. Until now I have not received an acknowledgement for the

reception. I do not know which are the customs on the Island, but here, on the

Continent, one uses to acknowledge the reception of presents. With my 28-December-

letter I promised to pay to NATURE $ 10,000 if a negative review will appear be-

fore the end of January. Such a review has not appeared (today I consulted the

issue for 26 January - 1 February) , For a negative review published before the

end of February I shall pay you only % 5,000, before the end of March $ 2,500,

and then nothing. You still do not send me your decision on the acceptance

or rejection of my paper "Mathematical nonsenses...". As it is to be seen from the

acknowledaementof the J. PHYS. A, whirh i<; enclosed, not only I but also the In-

stitute of Physics is awaiting for your decision. The paper was submitted to you on

the 19 Sept. 1983. Thus you examine this paper almost half a year. Meanwhile the

time of examination of this paper must be only 10 minutes. I beg you to send

me your decision on the mentioned paper immediately after the reception of this

letter, sending (in the case of a neqative decision) a copy of the rejection letter

also to the J. PHYS. A. However, let me declare that if the decision will be negative,

this will be a shame for NATURE. Be responsible for the good fame of this torch of

truth.

I wish to inform you that I found finally a laboratory for the execution of my

Graz' "coupled shutters" experiment. I received very good accuracy working in va-

cuum with a powerful laser. Now I perform precise measurements and in a couple of

days I shall send you the report on this experiment. With this letter, with antici-

pation, I beg you for an expedient examination. I beg you to appoint a referee for

this paper after the reception of this letter, who has to study §50 of vol. Ill of

CLASSICAL PHYSICS, as my Graz' experiment is a repetition of my Brussels' experiment.

Sincerely yours, /I ^^coifHi/
^^®^^" Marinov
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Stefan Marinov Dr. D. Nordstrom
Niederschbcklstr. 62 THE PHYSICAL REVIEW
A-8044 Graz 1 Research Road

2 February 1984 ^°^ 1°°° '^^^9^

U. S. A.

Dear Dr. Nordstrom,

On the 2 Decmeber 1983 I submitted to PHYS. REV. D my paper

COUP DE GRACE TO RELATIVITY.

As no acknowledgement for reception reached me, with a letter of the 5 January
1984 I asked you whether the paper has arrived in New York. Again silence. What
is the matter. Dr. Nordstrom? I beg you to acknowledge the reception of this pa-
per either by phone (to the Austrian number 03132/2609, saying to the person who
will receive the call whether the paper has arrived), or by cable or by an express
letter.

I wish once more to emphasize that I am fighting for the 1984-Nobel -prize. I have
no time. We were 15 years in a honest and gentleman correspondence. If you are
afraid of my papers and you cannot find more scientific reasons for their rejec-
tion, please, be so kind to say me this clearly (as did IL NUOVO CIMENTO - see

pp. 164 and 250 of THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH). However, if you wish to maintian with me
relations based on the widely accepted scientific ethics, please, answer my letters,
acknowledge the reception of my papers and examine them in a due time.

The paper COUP DE GRACE TO RELATIVITY is decisive in my fight for restoration of
absolute space-time. The reason is that in this paper I give the description of the
bul-cub generators and motors which will tomorrow replace the existing collector
dc machines because of their technical advantages. Thus, I will have money and
people will speak about me. This signifies that the discussion on the space-time
problems will begin and in a couple of months we will clean the Augean stables of
"relativity".

I am looking forward for your answer with a deep belief in your scientific ho-
nesty.

Sincerely yours,

J. ,,fely7HH/

Stefan Marinov
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PHYSICAL RLVILW LtlTKRS
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BOX lUOO HIDLib NKW YUMK llitbl

leiephoi.i- ib1oi a<;4 bbJJ

Tule< Number 971b99

Cable Address PHYSRfcV RIDOENY

7 February 1984

Dr. Stefan Marinov
NiederschBcklstr . 62
A-8.044 Graz, Austria

Dear Dr. Marinov:

Your manuscript entitled "Coup de grace t(

relativity" based on your absolute space-time
theory, which earlier work was judged to be
unacceptable for the Physical Review, is not
considered suitable for publication in the
Physical Review. We are therefore returning
your manuscript.

Yours sincerely,

D . Nordstrom *-

Editor
Physical Review D

^."i^h.

DN: cp
enc .

(PUBLICATIONS OF THE AMERICAN PHYSICAL SOCIETY)
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Newman's Impossible Motor
The patent office does not believe that Joseph Newman has built a

generator that is more than 100 percent efficient, but New Orleans does

At least one physicist in Louisiana

swears that CBS News anchorman Dan
Rather was smiling on 9 January when he

reported that an inventor near New Or-

leans has built a generator that defies the

second law of thermodynamics. Others

did not sec any smile. What they did see,

to their surprise, was an earnest but

fantastic news story that has been run-

ning on New Orleans' biggest television

channel being repeated on the network

news.

The story is about an inventor, a self-

educated Mississippian named Joseph

Westley Newman. He was pleased with

the CBS broadcast because it may help

him in a fight with the U.S. Patent and

Trademark Office, which has denied him

a patent on the grounds that his latest

invention "smacks of a perpetual motion

machine," meaning that by definition it

cannot do what is claimed. On 25 June,

the U.S. District Court for the District of

Columbia will hear a suit Newman has

brought against the patent office arguing

that his device does not aim at perpetual

motion but converts mass to energy in a

finite but very efficient manner. He sim-

ply wants a patent.

Newman's invention is hard to de-

scribe, partly because its behavior seems

to be at odds with the laws of physics,

and partly because the details are being

kept secret while the litigation goes on.

Newman says his own theory of magnet-

ic fields that underlies the invention is

"10,000 times more important" than the

invention itself, which he built to demon-

strate the concept. He claims to have

discovered the mechanical principles of

a gyroscopic particle of matter that or-

bits in a magnetic field much as an elec-

tron orbits in an atomic shell. Several

readers of his theory say it is incompre-

hensible and would not get attention

were it not for the illustrative devices.

The patent Newman seeks is for an "En-

ergy Generation System Having Higher

Energy Output than Input." Those who
have seen it say it is a crude direct

current motor powered by a bank of

lantern batteries with a heavy, rotating

magnet at its center.

Readings of the machine's perform-

ance, like those of Dan Rather's expres-

sion, depend on the reader. As a result of

the TV coverage, the people of New
Orleans may be convinced that Newman
has invented a simple device that pro-

duces more energy than it consumes and

could end the world's energy squabbles

if only an arrogant scientific community

would pay attention. That is Newman's
message. It has been taken up and broad-

cast in a sort of crusade by Garland

Robinette, the evening news anchorman

at the CBS affiliate in New Orleans,

WWL-TV.
Last autumn Robinette aired an eight-

part series on Newman's device, charg-

ing that jealous academics and frightened

executives tried to stifle information

about it. Robinette concedes that his

intense coverage of Newman began on a

slow news day when he was looking for a

cute show-closer. He claims he was
skeptical at first and saw Newman's in-

vention as a curiosity. But the story soon

Joseph Newman

Inventor of the 100 percent efficient motor, as

he appeared on New Orleans television.

grew into a "monster that I couldn't let

go" when New Orleans viewers, facing a

200 percent increase in utility rates, de-

manded to know more. Furthermore, a

Mississippi state energy official and a

credible scientist had recently vouched

for Newman's claims. Robinette says

that since he began reporting on the

invention, no one has come forward to

rebut Newman. He challenges people to

come "get this story off' my back."

Newman has benefited from the televi-

sion coverage and from several weighty

endorsements. For example, the televi-

sion station engineers backed him. Last

year, Robinette dragged two reluctant

engineers on WWL-TV's staflT to New-
man's garage in Lucedale, Mississippi,

about 2'/; hours from New Orleans.

They were skeptics at first, but, after

looking at oscilloscope readings and

watching the machine recharge batteries,

they agreed with their anchorman that

the claims seemed valid.

Engineer Ralph Hartwell described

the tests he ran. When he arrived at

Newman's house, he connected some
weak penlight batteries he had brought

along to a small conventional motor in

Newman's back yard. It was allowed to

run until the batteries were drained of

power, taking about I minute. He then

moved the dead batteries over to the

smallest of Newman's three demonstra-

tion motors, connected them as a power
source, and started this motor spinning.

It ran until it was time for the camera

crew to leave, for something between I

and 2 hours. Finally, the batteries were

taken from Newman's machine back to

the conventional motor and reconnect-

ed. This time the motor ran for about

twice as long as before, around 3 min-

utes. Hartwell ran another experiment

on a large device and concluded that it

also appeared to generate more power
than it used. Other measurements were
taken with oscilloscopes and current me-

ters, but these readings have been ques-

tioned. After signing a confidentiality

pledge, Hartwell was allowed to examine

the machine's inner wiring. He is certain

that there is no hidden source of energy.

Although he still feels uncomfortable

about it. he says he could not disprove

Newman's claim and would like to see a

university run a controlled test.

Newman's key endorsement comes
from Roger Hastings, a solid-state physi-

cist for the Sperry Univac Company in

Minneapolis. A colleague who knew him
as a postdoc fellow at the University of

Virginia says Hastings was regarded as

an adventurous and excellent theorist.

Hastings' brother, a screener of new
ideas for Tonka Toys, met Newman
when he submitted an invention to Ton-

ka. Although skeptical, Hastings (the

physicist) was persuaded to make a trip

to Lucedale. "I used to teach physics at

North Dakota State University," says

Hastings, "and we would get three or

four people a year who had some kind of

device that was going to save the world.

I assumed that this was the same." New-
man talked Hastings into flying down for

a visit anyway. He returned five times,

testing and retesting the motors, until he

10 FEBRUARY IV84
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was satisfied ihat he hail made no mis-

lake. He eventually signed an affidavit

describing the invention in detail and

stating unequivocally that it runs at

greater than 100 percent efficiency, pro-

ducing more power than it consumes.

•Tm sticking my neck out." he says,

"because this is an important issue that

should be resolved."

Endorsements such as this are essen-

tial for the credibility of the patent appli-

cation. Although Newman has read the

works of the great electrical thinkers

Michael Faraday and James Clerk Max-

well, he is not proficient in math or

physics.

Newman is collecting several more

endorsements. He claims to have won
the backing recently of, a German aero-

space engineer and a liaison officer be-

tween the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration (NASA) and the

European space consortium. Gerald

Miller, a mechanical engineer, student of

advanced physics, and electrical indus-

try consultant in California, has inspect-

ed the devices and says, "I saw things

that I cannot explain in conventional

terms." He found that the device pro-

duced more energy than it used, adding,

"I am absolutely certain that there is no

hidden energy source." Milton Everett,

a mechanical engineer and director of the

biomass program for the Mississippi de-

partment of energy and transportation,

says, "I think Joe has discovered some-

thing the world is going to benefit from.

It's not a perpetual motion machine; it

converts mass to energy." Excluding

investors, Newman claims to have about

27 such endorsers.

But there have been and continue to

be prominent doubters. Oddly, TV an-

chorman Pobinetle has given little atten-

tion or credence to the only thorough

analysis ever performed on Newman's
device. It was arranged by Everett (be-

fore he became a full convert to New-
man's cause) and was paid for by the

Mississippi energy department. Two
electrical engineers from Mississippi

State University (MSU)—Karl Carlson

and Donald Fitzgerald—tested one of

Newman's devices last March. The con-

ditions were unfavorable, because the

motor kept breaking down every "cou-

ple of minutes," says Carlson, as a huge

spark from the induction coil shorted out

a switch on the commutator. Thus, while

it was fairly easy to measure the power
going in, it was not easy to tell what was
coming out. Newman has built a smaller,

less quirky motor since then.

The pattern on the oscilloscope at the

output end of a cycle was difficult to read

because as one observer says, the dis-

charge spark appeared as "a bright

flash" or "a mess" on the face of the

screen. Newman sweeps this point aside

as a quibble, saying it merely indicates

his machine's tremendous power. The
efficiency claimed for the device is any-

where from the impossible (slightly over

100 percent) to the fantastic (800 percent

and up). A normal electric motor may be

80 percent efficient, Carlson says, and

transformers are generally in the 90's.

Carlson and Fitzgerald found that New-
man's machine was between 55 and 76

percent efficient, based on their reading

of the most favorable oscillograms.

They wrote that they found "an output

which is definitely less than the input."

However, they hedged by saying that it

was impossible to measure the mechani-

cal energy lost in the machine, which

could affect the rating. They declined to

call Newman's invention a breakthrough

but reported that it was remarkably effi-

cient given its "obviously crude config-

uration." In a standard tag line, they

"I'm Sticking my neck

out," says one physicist

who has come out on

Newman's side,

"because this is an

important issue that

should be resolved."

wrote that "further investigation is in

order." Newman reads this qualified re-

jection as a qualified endorsement, ex-

plaining that when it comes to praising

new discoveries, academics are mean.

He speaks of Carison and Fitzgerald

with harsher adjectives.

The physics faculties of Loyola and

Tulane Universities, both in New Or-

leans, have protested Robinette's re-

ports. Daniel Purrington, Tulane's phys-

ics chairman, says; "We all dispute it. A
number of us have told him [Robinette]

we think what he's doing is irresponsi-

ble. I talked to him for about 2 hours

about the principles involved." Carl

Brans, a theorist at Loyola, wrote Rob-

inette a two-page letter of protest. "It"s

just sensational journalism. In our opin-

ion, it's not worth the cost" to try to take

the measurements that would end the

discussion.

David Keiffer, an experimental physi-

cist at Loyola, along with another faculty

member, offered to check Newman's de-

vice if he would bring it to the labora-

tory. (Newman's patent attorney is a

physics graduate of Loyola.) But in the

preliminary talks, Keiffer says, Newman
insisted that he be present during the

entire procedure. Then he and Keiffer

got into an argument. Newman packed

up and left, never to return. The Loyola

physicists also sought to advise WWL-
TV's engineers on testing the device, but

this proved to be a touchy proposition,

because WWL is owned by Loyola and

was originally founded by Loyola's

physics department. No one wanted the

advice to be interpreted as pressure.

"I have a fairly good reputation here,"

Robinette says of his science reporting,

"and this thing just has the potential to

make me look like an absolute ignora-

mus. So I've tried desperately to get

people to disprove this and all I've done

so far is get more and more people who
are convinced."

What about the negative conclusion

reached by the MSU engineers? Robin-

ette maintains (like Newman and Ever-

ett) that while the engineers were testing

the machine, they agreed that it was
producing more energy than it used. But

"when they went back, they wrote a

very ambiguous response that didn't say

it didn't work and didn't say it did."

Robinette mentions that the MSU engi-

neers are retired, as though to diminish

their reliability. He finds it "very sur-

prising" that they never called to chal-

lenge his report, which gave the New-
man-Everett version of events.

Some who might otherwise voice

skepticism seem (o sympathize with

Newman because of the way the patent

office rebuffed him. In court filings, the

patent office concedes that Newman is

correct that it rejected his claim without

fully reading the documents he submit-

ted; that his application was handled by

an examiner—Donovan Duggan—who
seems to specialize in rejecting perpetual

motion machines; that Duggan said he

would not allow a patent on Newman's
device, no matter how much supportive

evidence was submitted; that patent of-

fice officials never tested the Newman
device for efficacy and refused to ob-

serve oscilloscope readings of its input

and output; and, finally, that the office

issued a patent in 1979 to a man named
Howard Johnson for a perpetual motion

machine that Johnson has since agreed is

inoperable.

If there were an association of militant

patent rejectees, Newman's battle with

the patent office could be its rallying

cause. But there is no such association.

However, Newman has done reasonably

well attracting attention by himself, es-

pecially in New Orleans. In a few

months, he will get his day in C4>urt.

—Eliot Marshall

SCIENCE, vol.. 12i
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Editorial note . The American producer Dr. Lars Uahlin (Colutron Research, Boulder,

Colorado) visited Marinov in June and found him cleaning the hor-

ses. They made an agreement that when Marinov will receive the

patent for the "bul-cub" generators and motors Wahlin will re-

gister the patent in the USA and the income from the sale of the

patent in the USA will be divided "fifty-fifty".
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The Institute of Physics
KP/CH/

Physics Trust Publications
Techno House

16 March 1984 Redcliffe Way
Bristol BS1 6NX
England

Dr Stefan Marinov
Telex 449149

NiederschOcklstr
.
62 Telephone 0272 297481

A-8044 Graz
AUSTRIA

Dear Dr Marinov

I acknowled^ receipt of your letter dated 29 December and also
the new copy of Classical Physics volume 5-

Vflien books have been reviewed in our journals we send them on to
our Research Institute library as we have no space to store the
large quantity of new publications here in Bristol. I therefore
sent the original volumes of Classical Physics on. I have been in

contact with the library and I am afraid they have not retained
these volumes, I am therefore unable to exchange the new volume 5
with the old copy. I am thus returning this book to you as we
have no further use for it here.

Yours sincerely

Kurt Paulus
Executive Editor

Editorial note. From this letter it is clear that the Institute of Physics has

BURNT the five volumes of CLASSICAL PHYSICS which Marinov gran-

ted the the Institute.

Erwache, Adolf, erwache und jauchze,

es brennen wieder Biicher!

Institute Headquarters
47 Belgrave Square London SW1X 8QX



Stefan Marinov - 234 - r Macmillan Journals Ltd.
Niederschbcklstr. 62 To the owner of NATURE
A-8044 Graz

27 March 1984 ^ Little Essex Street
London WC2R 3LF

Dear Sir,

I am addressing you concerning certain basic problems of the editorial policy of
your journal NATURE. I shall point out only to certain facts and I shall try to evade
any discussion of the motivations leading to those facts.

In the last dozen of years I am involved in a very intensive contact with NATURE,
having submitted at least half a hundred of papers and exchanged hundreds of letters,
telexes and phone calls. I do not exagerate those figures, as you can always verify
them. Nevertheless I could not succeed to publish a single paper. Well. May be my pa-
pers are stupid. However, I proposed to Dr. Maddox, in the case of rejection of my
last three papers (the first of which was examined during half a year), to print them
as advertisements by paying the tripple sum of the usual page charge. Dr. Maddox did
not agree. Do you consider the decision of Dr. Maddox as a decision in favour of
your interests? May be someone has paid to Dr. Maddox a bigger sum, so that my papers
do not appear? If this is the case, tell me what was this sum; may be, I will be |
able to pay a bigger one.

"

The motivations of Dr. Maddox for the rejection of my papers are that they are
wrong. Well. I sent to Dr. Maddox my fundamental work CLASSICAL PHYSICS and declared
writtenly that if NATURE will appear with a negative review on that book, I shall pay
to NATURE 2 10,000. Dr. Maddox refused to appear with such a review. Do you consider
the decision of Dr. Maddox coinciding with your interests?

May be. Dr. Maddox will try to convince you that I am a poor man and I cannot pay
all those big sums. Here I wish only to inform you that once Dr. Maddox made a simi-
lar conclusion, agreeing to publish my announcement on the International Conference on
Space-Time Absoluteness (NATURE, 293, p. xxix, 24 Sept. 1981) and being convinced that
I will not find money to pay the'wR'ole page charge. However, in a couple of days af-
ter his agreement the requested sum arrived at the bank account of NATURE.

I wish to turn your attention to the fact that in a big paper dedicated to me
(MATURE, 271, 296, 1978) your writer on "Eastern science" Mrs. V. Rich announced to
the world~tfTat I am a mad man, putting this accusation in the mouth of Acad. Sakharov,
who remained shocked when, after a couple of days after the appearance of the accusa-
tion,! showed it to him, visiting him in Moscow. With my scientific discoveries I wish
to show to the world not only that I am not a mad man, but that I understand physics
much better than certain persons categorized as genii. Why NATURE accuses me in madness
but does not allow me to defend the integrity of my soul? It is true that I was "cured"
compulsorily during a dozen of years in the Bulgarian psychiatries, but even the Bul-
garian spiritual sadists are afraid to accuse me as a mad man IN THE PRESS, meanwhile
NATURE did it.

I enclose a copy of my letter sent to Dr. Maddox on the 22 March. If Dr. Maddox
will dare to write at least one scientifically motivated objection to one of my recent-
ly submitted three papers, I promise to pay to NATURE % 1000. The objection must be
of the kind: "Marinov asserts that... According to me this is not true because..."
Nothing more.

I think, dear Sir, that the intolerance against dissension must have certain limits.
Otherwise the progress in science is impossible.

I would be very happy to receive (AND I HOPE TO RECEIVE) your prompt answer. In
the case that NATURE will agree to publish my last three papers (as scientific commu-
nications or as advertisement) I (and science) will remain highly obliged to you.

I beg you to bring this letter to the attention of Dr. Maddox,

Sincerely yours, /

Stefan Marinov
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Stefan Marinov Dr. John Ringle
Niederschbcklstr. 62 Dr. Phil ip Abelson
A-8044 Graz SCIENCE
Austria 1515 Massachusetts Av., N.W.

Tel. 03132/2609 Washington, DC 20005

30 March 1984

Dear Dr. Ringle

dear Dr. Abelson,

My long years contacts with SCIENCE were unproductive and even my personal contacts
with Dr. Ringle during my sojourn in Washington in 1978 have not brought some fruits.

However, reading today the article in SCIENCE (223, 572, 10 Febr. 1984), I decided
to submit to your journal the following three papers:

1. NEW MEASUREMENT OF THE EARTH'S ABSOLUTE VELOCITY WITH THE HELP OF THE
"COUPLED SHUTTERS" EXPERIMENT.

2. MATHEMATICAL NONSENSES SLIPPED INTO THE FUNDAMENTALS OF CONVENTIONAL
ELECTROMAGNETISM MUST FINALLY BE CORRECTED.

3. COUP DE GRACE TO RELATIVITY.

Those papers, after long examination, have been rejected by Dr. Maddox (Nature)
on the 22 March 1984 during our phone conversation. For your information I send you
my letters to Dr. Maddox of the 22 March and 30 March and my letter to the owner of
Nature of the 27 March. I do not hope that NATURE will change its opinion and publish
my papers and for this reason I submit them to SCIENCE. My hopes with SCIENCE are also
feeble, but I wish to hope that if your journal is really dedicated to the revealing
of the scientific truth, you will change your long-years negative attitude to me and
publish all my three papers. The fact that you have published the paper on Newman's
motor gives me certain hopes, however I must once more give expression of my indigna-
tion against such a STUPIDLY written paper (see also my letter to Dr. Maddox of the
30 March). Why do not inform the scientific community about FACTS? When shall we begin
to speak and write openly and clearly?

I will be extremely thankful to you, if you will give me the information on the
acceptance (or rejection) of my papers on the phone (by a collect call). I would like
to fly to New Orleans and see what Newman has done. My flight depends on the speedy
appearance of my papers. I think the construction of a pwpzXjMm mobile, concerns you.

Publish then my papers (at least COUP DE GRACE TO RELATIVITY!).

Hoping to receive your VERY SPEEDY answer.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note . This letter remained without answer. Three months later Marinov
received the submitted papers, together with the above l etter,
shipped from Washington by sea mail .

Dr. Ringle Dr. Ringle, you spoke with Marinov at least 10 times
when he was in Washington. tempora, o mores!
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John S. Rigden, Editor

Philip B. James, Assistant Editor

Room 240 Benton Hall

Iniversity of Missouri - St. Louis

It. Louis, Missouri 63121 U.S.A.

A Journal of the American Association of Physics Teachers

April 6, 1984

Dr. Stefan Marinov
Niederschocklstr. 62
A-8044 Graz, AUSTRIA

I personally sympathize with your predicament inamuch as
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Freitag, 13. Apnl,
19 30 Prof A Keyserling (Wien): Das Wissen der Erde

Samstag, 14. April
10.00 10 30 Wolfgang Nailer Stirbt mil den Baumen der Wald'^

(Stuttgart)

10.30 1100 Ing. Albert Ortis: Baublologle In der Praxis

(Frohnleiten)

k 1 1 00 1 1 30 Prot Stefan Marlnov (Bulgarien): Bul-Cub Generatoren

J und Motoren ohne Kollektoren EIn Weg zur

unerschopflicfien Energle''

11.30 12 00 Dr Johann Thieurl Alternatlven und polltiscfie

Verantwortung

12 00 12 30 DIpl.-ing Fleischanderi Vegetarisch ist ..in"

12.30 14.00 MIttagspause

14.00 - 14.30 Max LoidI (Bruck/Mur): Millionen konnten besser sefien

- ohne Brille bis Ins hohe Alter

14.30- 15.00 Richard Mayr (Innsbruck) Hochfrequenzlotografle

(nach Kirllan) ein Bllck in die fantastische Welt der

Bloenergie (mit Lichtbildern)

15.00 15.30 Barbara Luetgebrune (Mijnchen): Erdstrahlen-

belastungen - einfache Tests an Ihrem Korper

15 30 16.00 Norbert Matko + Doris Dreier (St Andra) Sufi-Praxis und

-Tanz

16.00- 16.30 Martina Sorgner: Selbsthllfe durch die Coue-Methode

16.30-17.00 Bruno Bbhm (Wien): Die Schlussel zur Entwicklung

17 00 17 30 Ernst Sumpich (Wien): Lernen als Voraussetzung zur

Umwellgestaitung

Sonntag, 15. Apnl
10.00- 13.00 Forumsdiskussion mit den interessantesten

Ideenpionleren der Ausstellung

Einleitung . ,, .a A / "/^ /
Dr Claudius Kern (Volksblldungswerk) und / A' JI'.J/aij V>///W
Hansjorg Lenz (Osterr Hochschulerschaft) ooo M MMJiimli 'fWWl"
Moderation '

Prot Arnold Keyserling (Wien)
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Miami, April 15th., 19^+

My dears Marlnov, Wesley and Aspden:

nfredV/ere-i^^^^^^^^
polar i«iuctlon).ut actuany^tHt.^^^^^^^^^

^tTl^hr^ ^riitet'ltlo^u! thereffre. to see^JhTTTIstorlcally. I_was_le^

from that problem to Faraday's unipolar induction.

consider first the very simple situation of two isolated

charges moving side by side in parallel straight lines and with^ 'peeds I do not care now about the different electrody-

5Sc formulae that have been proposed and that Wesley has sum-

marized so magnificently in his latest article. All of them, to

^I^SlS^rwiU predict a positive attraction (if both charges

Save thel^; slgn)rsuperlmposed upon the common ^>o^o"\«l«^-

t^static repulsion. (Correct me in this if I

^^'^"f)
* ^ '"^t)

——
'^.IT.ZI L^i:u:tTf^thTfiv::s«-r;i;"rime^r^^^^ cb^^r^^
^,T In'otL??ois we thlnR that whatever ^^PPens between electrons^a and b

wUhln the Wires will al^ happen between
J^f^/

^ ^1^, .^^J/ ^^ elleS b^y

difference belnp the extra repulsion in the latter case wnicn i.a

the positive nuclei in the fo™«^-)
experiment^ between isolated moving

S thl o»»erv.r will show „othlrv.. but those •o"'"'
J"

'^^ "K^ttifloUtJ parallel

detrc^M ffr Ture. In a^ree.ent with ALL -'"tgayha^o f„r.ul.e
f„„^,Uo„

-i^ISL-r4u^^^^^^^^^^
rnrrineerln^, 6^. 35^19^5). So the ^o^^® ^^'^ . criticized by Helmholtz
exist. moving side by side. This fonnulatlon as "« 1^°^ "^ bv Clausius in l877 since
in 1373 (because It would violate energy --^^^^,°^^ ^^.f,^^tso^eth ng that has
It would yield a force between ^ -^^ ,-4,^,;^,' .^JS We;er's and Tripp's idea.

-'
T.t° ruf crnsS:l: ^.r^H^^rui: Se Ampe. -- appear,only when mov^.

?-d^-S^Cci^a?.SThiris^;h;t i^esf^y ie^s iHS il Ss ^hft^t^e ^ netl^fleld

''""''rreeTlTiT^i'i Z lleep thlnkln. In the Ampere experiment as seen by so^e-

body movln. with the charges. , this is a little bit like the ^phantasma^orlc^

type of thinking done by relativists. In fact, u tney c

comovln^ with the electrons then they say that the force detected Is not between
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the elactrona but betMeen the positive nuclei Mhlch that observer mUI see as
ovlng "backMaids*. Reaarkable change! So for a lab. observer the force exists
bettraen elections. But for a coaovlng observer It will occur between the protons.
Which la true? They don't care. They think that the net effect Is the aaae because,
obviously a push between electrons will produce the saae effect aa a push between
the protona of the wire. Yet In plasaa physics this la not true since electrons
and Ions are separated one from the other. In addition, aa far as the EXISTENCE
of the force Is concerned, to say that the SEAT of the force can change Just by
a Dare change of the observer's viewpoint Is to say that the very existence of
the force la only a phenomenon dependent upon the observer. This, obviously, cannot
be tolerated. If physics were pure nathematlcs, the Intensity of the force would
be the only thing that counts, and this, being the same In both cases, no relevance
would be attached to chajiglng the observer's viewpoint. But If physics Is something
ore than mathematics then IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO KNOW WHERE ARE THE FXDRCES

OPERATI.'iG: BETTWEEN ELECTRONS OR BErTWEEN PROTONS? In other words: the problem of
the SEAT of electrodynamlc Interactions Is a PHYSICAL problem, one that pure
mathematicians tend to Ignore.

So I kept thinking on these Ideaa axoiuid the year 1970-72. I tried to be a
realistic physicist. I started to dislike elnstenlan relativities. I decided to turn
to experiments and for inspiration I read a little bit of Fairaday. Then I hit upon
#217 of his researches of l832, (see enclosed copy). There I saw a marvelous thing
that nobody in school or college ever mentioned > that a rotating cylindrical magnet
could induce a potential difference upon a copper disk CO-RCTATING with the magnet.
At least, this was the conclusion of Faraday in. #220. I beg you to read this glorioua
page of research and savour it and analyze it for yourselves. The effect and ins-
piration it produced in me launched me In a ten years research which I would have
never even dreamed of otherwise. (See my figures t and 2 for an illustration of
Faraday's "unipolar Induction" experiment. ) .(S<« »\i« F***^'" <t3"»MJ 6«<*<^7)

Then what? What has this to do with the electrodynamlc basic forces?
Very much. On the one hand you can try to asiailate the unipolar inductor Into the

ajnperiansshool of thought. This is not too difficult since the electrons in the disk
can be thought of as forming parallel circular currents ifith the equivalent currents
arround the rim of the magnet. You will see that this agrees with the conventional
Lorentz force and the three fingers rule. The free electrons should move either to

, . the center or the rim of the disk depending on the polarity of the magnet closest
to the disk.

Rut on the other hand you can start designing experiments with comoving wires

a*d magnets, or comoving charges and magnets and see if, in the case of the earth

motion, an effect could be detected. A simple one could be my Fig. 3 • Put a charged

sphere in a torsion balance and between the poles of a strong magnet. If the direction
of absolute motion is v, and the field is 9 , a force F-qv x B should be expected.

The experiment however is still difficult because you would easily loose the charge
unless you connect it to an electrostatic mahhine. (A difficult task). But do not
take the trouble of doing this. It will produce no results, just like the Trouton
and Noble experiment. And yet, in Faraday's Inductor no relative motion is needed
between magnet and the copper's electrons. Again we might be tempted to think that

motion relative to the Lab, or to the observer is essential. But WHY?

Let's try another experiment, this time a more feasible one and certainly

closed to Faraday's Inductor. Suppose that you wind a rectangular loop around a^

bar magnet as shown in Fig .^ but instead of spinning the magnet around a longltudlnaj

axis you do it around a transversal one, YY'. Nobody would object if we use Lorentz's

_ to predict the outcome. In branch RI (nomenclature will be explained later) a downwar-

' force (and current) should result whereas in branch CE an upward one should exist.
Mice! *hl3 should result in a net circulation of charges around the close loop. And
since we can put many loops in series this might be a nice experiment to try. Why not?
So I mounted the magnet and about '+0 such loops in a centrifuge in the biochemistry
Lab where I work for a living. Spun it at about ^000 rpm arid... no current was produce*:
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ro measure the current I covered the^yjt- with asbestos cloth^ If

J.
-re?fe°ct

the o^ltude
--^^<^^f^\^^^,^T^^^^^

batteries

should result. T c^lbrated this ^^^atin^ oy f* ^
calorljneter. The temperature rise

as Cmf and throwing the whole magnet and 1°°P« ^ *
*^i°!i"®''^he same In the calorimeter

^ as expect«i. Then 1 ^^^^IJ:^Xl^T^or^f'- ^Tof Z effect, due. odiously

tfhratSTmctlorwlth rruS^uid^rSr). ^ou «l«ht want to repeat this experi-

ment. Is a nice one; but a negative one
"J^^;;"*^^^^' ,^^„ ^^^ CE would also

on branch Rl. and not being opposed by ^^^^ °*.,^J °?J®^ .^^ to Mcaragua. Central

t« expected. So I took the ^PP^^^^J^J^"*^"" f^J^^l^ the pllL cS yoi Imagine?

America, with a ballet company for *'»^^=^.
J. ^'f ^^^^P^^j! Jo^ a«i a voltmeter.

I took my l^t^l«
^\^"ft:ek1n?o"h; tox o^Ho s-Thlt n^thl^ happened. Again

When high upon the air I peek Into
^^®J°^^°"t', .

k_ . nightmare. But by then I was

and again the image of Ji-^tein appear^^ me like a n ghuare.^^^
(pLtunately since

well fortified philosophically not bo
^«^X!t philosophers like Aristotle. Plato.

„y adolescence I have been
f-^^f^

f
« ^^^f ifeas itout'ti^e and space sounded much

^„:rrsrn:;ir;rtheTii:t:;irhX-^S)^"et the appearances see^ito favor

^^""^o T^^k^pt tifnTJig'^'Warad^ Inductor,
( ...^ ) „ ,,

90 -^0 jpwK . C.^ w.. Af^c's Ais\( (l^<3(i ) • Tn^^cY, 1Ki; v^t 1^t t^fr^\'.*^'\ K> (ms^i^

M<t4U, M«(Miit.Kja aU>it ^ c€^lR«i P(v«t, wo««4 <»\w)ji j1«r l»"**^««"Yr^y ^^'Vfrw a, coft*K <^''^'*\

>^w«^iC b*AKt, (»»t«^\tj'\ot|j|ja] «^ 1kt l»*iwt>iOW M»'+«R-. ( i-f Ikt Iwt^llt'V I'J -f»«C»J f • (kt'ta'^t

KtN "VKt diijK w««»?c\ itijdl "^f fsl^a*' '^J • -^"^ ^^^ <'*rw '^^^B* **''^i" >^/rt j«Mt gEwmivc ^><5Trov

TKt;6c.i.,„^j ^.,^4 t, ^.;v«W.tlo ^^«.).-c pale. /.H* JitsK wV.ck /Ntoa, ^,11 fc^ J,^y .

:::::;"r '
'^
r"? ^"^

'^

"
-' -^ ^^ '^- ^••' ^^^^ '"'- - ^^^^-^
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W« c4»jl«Hfn coH^a* Fig I KiiU R3 tf if we Re4>i,* He l>,« i^^wet jojt lo ^sU\,

4S aoM,lMF;g.7.TV*MFi5.7 will UUf ^|K< F;j.6: lU+.tiMj n*:.|,l w>LVco.,He

s\al. (,-.,. wilH ik^ e^u.u^Wvt .,.,„.,„ coMf^.+J
o-f lU face;, fii^^i^ , if k.iK xUk ^ hk

CONliVvit, H« Aiz\( a-f Inj.I p.«agc«j ^„ ^„P ^,t^ ^VeM c«»Ro1«t)Wj ^,1k tV, (y^,«jj,t,^

ir»va<3 N «T •

Anotjjer way of looking at the difference between the two situations Is by noting
that In Fig. 7, eddies are Induced whe^erthe disk rotates above the slab at rest or
whether the slab rotates under the disk at rest, but In Flg.l Induction occurs when
the disk rotates aiid ONLY when the disk rotates. Rotation of the magnet alone or with
the disk" I3 Irrelevant. Rotating the magnet alone produces nothing.

WHY? I think you don't have to be to smart ta . realize that the BIG DIFFERENCE
between the two cases lies In the fact that rotation of the cylindrical magnet produces

no magnetic changes anywhere in the Universe, whereas rotation of the slab does. Indeed,

produce such magnetic chaiiges. Put more technically: in Fig. 1 the motion is symmetric

respect the magnetic field configuration (i.e., axisymmetrlc) whereas in Fig. 7 it Is

not. I am not the first one to call the attention to such a distlnctlqn between homo-

geneous and heterogeneous magnetic fields in motion, J.Vf. Then in A.J. P. 30, '+•11 .1962

has also compared the two cases experimentally.
£"o what? Well, a similar difference exists in the sketch of page 1 of this letter.

When the two "charges", a and b, travel as part of the parallel wires currents, ( 1. e.

,

of a continuous stream of current) no magnetic field chaiiges occur in the universe

whereas the two i solated chaxges, A ,B , DO produce such chajigea. (Or not? Don't you

agree with me that a singly moving charge produces some sort of "magnetic" Intensity

variations in the neighborhoods it traverses? If A, for example is moving and B la at

rest, wouldn't B "feel" some sort of "Induction" as a response and reaction to the

perturbations produced by the motion of A? ) Roughly, therefore, we can imagine that
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the isolated A and B behave similarly to Arago's disk, Fig. 7, whereas the "continuous"

a and b behave more like the unipolar inductor. If this is true then between A and B

there should be NO FORCE (•) when comoving together (just like in Fig. 7 without relative

motion) , whereas between a and b there will always be an electromagnetic force even

in the absence of relative motion, (just like in Fig. l). This might sound too crude

and simplistic but I think I have enough arguments with some additional experiments to

prove the hypothesis. Vaguely you can visualize, also,, the relevance of this hypothesis

for example, for plasma research. Both Wesley (in the ICSTA report) and Aspden (Space,

Energy and Creation, p. 7) have noted that ignorance of the real electrodynamic forces

might be the cause that paxalyzes the progress in nuclear fusion, due to the unexpected

"pinch" Instabilities. They have, however, emphasized the problem of longitudinal forces.

I don't think they have questioned the existence of the force between A and B. (Am I right'

What I say now is that ONLY WHEN thecharged stream is a perfectly continuous current,

would a plasma ring condense itself due to the electromagnetic ajnperlan attraction between

parallel currents. IF THERE ARE DISCONTINUITIES, (i.e., gaps between the charges) then

the force diminishes, (being zero in the limiting case of two charges totally isolated

from the stream) . This decrease is due to the local ds/dt variations that occur in the

"gaps".' ?uch dB/dt "evokes" mutual reactions between the parallel moving charges in such

a way that the induced "eddy potentials" exactly cancel the amperlan or lorentzian

forces, F= q.vxB. (Some mathematics will help to defend this point).

Again if this is true we would have to imagine that electronic magnetic interac-

tions in the atom can take place if the electron is conceived somehow as a continuous

ring of current. An absolutely isolated electron, like the little ball we use to imagine,

would produce no net interaction with a neighboring co-revolving electron. This seems. to

agree with current quantum mechanical concepts about the structure of matter. (Wesley can

be a better authority in this field)

.

But I am getting too far ahead of my own story.

Let us go back to the comparison between Faraday's disk and Arago's disk. Are we

here in the presence of two irreducibly different physical phenomena or both disks show

the same basic phenomenon? From an experimental viewpoint what is needed is to start

with Faraday's Inductor and little by little transform it into Fig. 7. for example,

by cutting slices from the cylindrical magnet and reduce it to a slab. Another difficulty

exists however when doing this comparison. In Fig. 1 there is a part of the conducting

circuit that slides relatively to the disk, whereas in Fig. 6 or 7 there does not seem

to exist the need for closing the current path with an external connector. Faraday

was aware that the "eddies" are possible, in Arago's disk, because the" collateral" mass

of the m^tal served as a return path. This implies his conviction that the "induction"

occurs mainly in the zones of the disk in Fig. 7 directly above the magnetic pole,

i.e. along a radius. Likewise, in Fig. 1 the same effect would be obtained if we reduced

the disk to a single radius and perhaps leave only an inmovable ring (the rim) to act

as sliding collector of whatever current is generated along that radius. These ideas axe

integrated into the experimental design of Fig. 8 Here the disk is reduced to a radius,

IR (meaning "Internal Radius") and to a ring wire RB that never moves. At R a sliding

contact allows connection between the two as RI revolves (or oscillates) about point C-

To close the circuit an External Connector, EC is connected as shown and also remains

always at rest. The dashed line indicates the cylindrical magnet underneath or of a

slab extending only from R to C . By adding many similar slabs one can reconstruct the

whole cylindrical magnet. Thus, the experimenter can observe what happens starting

with a single slab aind ending with the whole cylinder and he can in either case move

the wire RI alone, or together with the magnet, or just the magnet alone. Unfortunately

I have not done the experiment in exactly the manner described since at least here in

Miami no such slabs can be found, (actually the slabs would have to be sectoriail in

cross section, like a wedge, if they are going to fit into the cylinder). What there

exists in commerce are rectangular ceramic magnets that are magnetized across their
thickness, (Fig. 9). ?o the poles axe not at the ends but rather on the large surfaces.
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Uhat I did then waa to aaaemhla around 80 such magnets In the form of a ring (Flg.lO)
and fastened thea to a wooden disk of 0.31 radius (not shown). To one of the magnets

I attached a vertical wire HI and then completed the circuit with two collector rings

and an External Connector, EG, aa shown In Fig. 11. (l did not put the two figures to-

gether, for clarity's sake). In this way HI can slide around the rings while rotating

with or without the magnets. Note that with such an arrangement what we have created la

essentially a magnetic monopole at the equatorial level of the array, le. wherever you

look at It from the outside It will present to you, say, a North face. Of course the

magnetic lines have to return to the Inner faces (south poles) aa Indlcatai partially
by the dashed lines In Flg.lO; but at the very "equatorial" level, the B lines extend
to Infinity, like spokes from a wheal, (aiiTows In the saune figure).

Now the experimenter can see what happens when the magnets are withdrawn one by

one starting, for example, at the point diametrically opposed to HI.

(Soma other details

j

The magnets are held In position against the wooden disk by means of brass screws

and washers. (Fig. 12) . The strentgh of the B field was abouTzSO gauss at the equatorial

level. This strength did not vary significantly by the mere addition or withdrawal of
tha magnets. Rotation of the disk was made with a small motor at about 2 mln.per rev.

or a tangential speed of 1 m/sac. In reality^I put a double ring of magnets, one on

top of the other, making for a total length L= RI of 5 cm. The expect^ potential

difference across RI Is: Av =» v.B.L =(1) (0.0280) (0. 05)= 0.001'* volts, or 1.^ ^volts.

This requires some electronic aunpllflcatlon. Using the popular 7*KJ operational amplifiers

with a gain of 100 to 500 times you can read these voltages with any ordinary voltmeter.

The first test Is, of course, to rotate the system as mentioned above and. In

fact, verify: l) that whan RI moves alone a voltage of the expected magnitude Is obtained.

(This Is obvious and In agreement with all theories) .

2) that the same voltage Is generated when RI rotates WITH the whole ring

of magnets. This. Indeed, Is a replica of Faraday's ™l-Poi^n^?^e*^magftl?l^move"flon§?®"^

Now you start withdrawing the msignets. I started by taking away 10 magnata

from the point diametrically opposed to RI; then 10 more, and 10 more auid so on till

I withdrew tha 84 magnets used. In this way you create an Increasing gap of magnets

in the form of aai arc subtended by a certain angle 9, (see Fig. 13). The angle will

Increase from 0, (full magnet load) to 36O, (no magnets present). As the lack of magnets

increases what you observe is a significant decrease In the voltage generated at the

moment the gap passes by the external connector, EC, (?ee position I In Flg.l'*')Otherwlse

the voltage remains constant at almost tha same level as when adl the magnets were pre-

sent, (positions II, III and IV).

In particular you can observe what happens when 9 =-l80,(half of the magnets present

Fig. 15 Illustrates the four positions I, II, III, IV. and the generated voltage. If some-

body looks at this diagram Isolated from the rest of this investigation ha will get the

(3uperficJ.al) Impression that the source of voltage occurs at CE, not at RI comoving

with tha magnets. He will think that no voltage occurs at I because CE "cuts" no magnetic

lines, whereas in position III the lines, moving with the magnets, are "cut" by CE. Thus,

such a physicist will advocate the following conclusions: a) induction occurs because a

certain wire (CE) cuts magnetic lines: b) the lines move together with their magnetic

sources! c)it is absolutely impossible that an induction occurs at RI, corotating with

the magnets. Indeed, as Einstein says, motional unipolar induction requires relative

motion between a magnet and a conductor.

Thus, we are led into one of the most perplexing problems of 19th century electro-

dynamics: TO DETERMINE. vmEN ALL MAGNETS ARE PRESENT, IF THE SEAT OF INDUCTION IS LOCATED

AT RI. COMOVING WITH THE MAGNETS, OR AT CE . RELATIVE TO WHICH THE MAGNETS ARE MOVING.

I have made all possible efforts to experimentally prove that the seat. Indeed,
is located at RI and not at CE. After seven years I think I finally succeeded by adding

a capacitlve branch into the circuit. I sent my results to A.J.P In 1979. rewrote it

in 1980, but it was rejected In both occasions. Recently I sent it to Marlnov and to

Wesley. Tha latter has taken the pain of rewriting it, since he thinks It should be

published, (a favor which I appreciate Immensely).
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But before I refer to the 1979 result I have to fill in the gaps that led me to it.

In this way you might be able to have a better judgement of these problems.

When you look again at Fig. 15 one is tempted to believe what the relativist says

and go all the way along with the so-called "moving line theory" and with the "cutting

line" type of induction. (By the way, the little peaks that you see in the diagram

are somehow idealized. They represent some discontinuities I observed at the moment

the gap "edges" passed by CE , whatever the reason might be.) But these little peaks,

which of course are not a function of the constant tangential speed of rotation, . «^e

telling us that superimposed to the so-called "line cutting induction" there is some

induction by dB/dt effects, which are more prominent at the magnetic edges.

We can still think, therefore, that we are in the presence of two different physical

phenomena. In fact, the moving wire, RI , might still be thought of as "cutting" the

magnetic lines of the magnets, (even when there is no relative motion). Remember: from

an amperian point of view (Fig. l6) what is happening here is that a charge Q inside

wire RI forms a current, when moving along v, which is parallel to the equivalent current,

X, and antiparallel to that at z. Thus Q should be attracted by x and repelled by z.

"his coincides with the three fingers rule and with Lorentz' s(vxB) force.

But the stationary connector EG forms no interaction with the equivalent magnetic

currents of Ampere. Yet, EG "feels", indeed, ANOTHER phenomenon: the variations of

magnetic intensities when the gap, the magnets and their edges pass by the neighborhood.

To isolate this effect from the "amperian induction", (cutting line induction, to please

the maxwellians) , let us, for the moment get rid of RI and simply use another stationary

connector,G'E' , diametrically .opposed to GE. ?o now the conductors look as in Fig. 17.

None of them move. Only the magnets move. Suppose again a gap of 9 = l80.

Fig. 13 gives you an idea of the results. Still the potential difference is the

same as inf Fig. 15. But now we see that there is a "negative" potential when the

lines pass by G'E' and a positive one when they "pass" by CE. A relativist and a partisan

of the moving line theory will still be happy with these results. In each case they

will attribute the induction to that wire which receives the "cutting" of the magnetic

lines as the magnets pass by them. _Obviously, the current direction fes to change

tecause in both connectors the voltage is in the same direction.

So far so pood for the relativist. But let us combine now the two connectors

of fig^l? with_tb# moving branch RI. In other words, let's have all three wires

as in Fig. 19. The result for 0=l80 is Fig. 20. The pattern now is like that of Fig.18,

but shifted above the zero level. It is as if you have added a constant voltage

to Fig. 18. What is the cause of this added D.C. voltage? It can be no other than

a voltage induced across RI A5 IT MOVES' TOGETHER WITH THE ^AGNETS.

I admit that when I first performed these experiments I did not have the precision

I would have desired. For one thing, the sliding of metal against metal produces a lot

of noise in the electronic amplifiers. Perhaps more precise determinations are needed

so that' a correlation could be made with conventional maxwellian theory. For example,

the three experiments. Fig. 15. 18, and 20 can te analyzed in terms of the flux passing

through the "curved" areas, RIEG, and ECE'G'. I think that no violation of the flux

role will be found.

One thing that I was able to quantify with more certainty was the fact that

the maxim^jm potential difference in Fig. 20 DECREASED as the 9 gap increased, (Fig. 21).

This is a remarkable thing if you remember that the intensity of B in front of each

magnet varies very little when 9 increases. So if the effect here is due to the

"cutting" of lines done by GE and G'E'(as the moving line theory asserts), then what

should be obser-/ed is not a decrease in the maximum AV observed as 9 increases but

simply a shortening of the times during which the AV occorred.
^ , ., ,

The decrease of AV, however, might be explainable using Maxwell s flux rule,

(I have net tried this). So the relativist-maxwellian will tend to ignore the hint

given by these experiments that there is an active induction in the comoving wire, RI.

In order to make analysis in terms of flux variations more feasible I tried

next a rectilinear version of the same experiments. Fig. 22 shows a single rectangular
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but much bl^gari 6"x2") travallna^ on a wooden block with a alldLng wlra RI attached

to It, and sliding over two aluminum bars connected at EG to an amplifier and voltmeter,

[n thl3 case no Induction la noted at all. No matter how long the magnet Is. As long

13 It does not passes over EC, no Induction Is produced. If you repeat this experiment

t.her« Is a woid of warning. The first tlma I tried It I got a strong Induction. But

Lhla was simply the effect of some eddy currents Induced In the aluminum bars at the

point where R and I touched It. (l will not go Into the details). Obviously this case

should yield no Induction, or else the rolatlvlstlc principle la denied Inmedlately,

(since somebody traveling with the magnet might measure his speed by noting the potential

llfferBnce across RI. Maxwell's flux rule would be =l1so violated, since the flux

through RICE remains constant.). The situation of Fig. 22 la, indeed, the most adequately

;ln harmony with relatlvlstlc theory. But this fact did not bother me too much. By

that tljna I had knowledge of another experiment that definitely favored the view that

induction occurs at RI and not at EC in the rotational experiments. This was Kannard's

experiment of 1917, which I found in Phil. Magazine, 33.179.(1917). Marlnov and Wesley

are already familiarized with this unjustly forgotten experiment. (Fig. 23).

Kennard's breakthrough was that he eliminated the connector EC. He literally

measured the potential difference, Induced electrostatically between R and I when

two cylindrical capacitors and RI rotated in the presence of a longitudinal magnetic

field established by a coaxial external solenoid. Since along the practically axial

wires that connected the capacitors to an electrometer E no Induction can occur, by

any theory, there is no question that the potantiail difference exists across RI

,

leading to a charge separation between the two capacitorsr

Kennard was able to prove that: l)a voltage existed when RI and the capacitors

r-otated alone; 2) that NO VOLTAGE occurred when only the solenoid rotated; 3) the same

voltage of (l) existed when everything rotated together. Thus ha proved that the mag-

netic lines do not rotate when their source is rotated. Otherwise (2) should have shown

a positive result. Kennard interpreted his findings as a proof of absolute rotation and

as evidence for the aether, raising a word of warning to "those ultrarelatlvists that

want to deny the aether"

.

If this is true why, then, in the rectilinear experiment of Fig. 22 we don't

gat a positive induction? Why we cannot think that in Fig. 22 the transversal wire RI

is "cutting" the B lines even if the source is comoving with the wire? Here we are

a^aln facing the dilemma of comparing a positive experiment. Fig. 23/ with a negative

one, Fig. 22. Of course, we are again comparing rotation of axisfrnmetrlc magnetic

sources, with translation of finite magnets, just like in the negative results of

Figures ^ and 5. I do not exaggerate if I say that any electrodynamlc theory is defined

b^the answer it shall give to this dilemma. I would like to mention some points.

l)ln Fig. 22 even relativity theory admits that wire RI gets some induction by

the fact that'^is moving relatively to the OBSERVER, in the presence of a magnetic field.

But at bhe same time, they say, the OBSERVER "sees" a moving magnet and this, according

to their famous "transformation equations", leads to an electric polarization of the

magnet that exactly cancels the previous induction.

2)This idea of canceling the v x B induction with an additional electric field

is not unique of relativity theory. In fact, many other 19th century physicists thought

along the same lines. Hertz advocated the idea that since a moving charge produces

a magnat'tfleld, a moving magnet should produce also an electric one, and he reasoned

in terms of the "symmetry of forces". In 1880 Budde (Ann.dPhys. ,10,p. 553) objectg^.

against Frrihlich (Ann.d.Phys ,p. 26l^ that a charge Q and field B comoving with the

Earth will NOT interact, (my Fig. 3) because there is an induced static charge that will

cancel the vxB force.W-F-G.Swann, in this century (Phys. Rev. ,15, 365,1920) also reasoned

along the same lines,' joining relativity theory with the idea that an amperlan ring of

current will acquire an electrostatic distribution of charges whose field E would cancel

and be In equilibrium with the Inductive cause, vxB , or -dA/dt.

3)As you can see in all these approaches the explanation consists in considering

T'MO OPPOSTNT, phenomena that annul one another. In a sense they all admit that the moving

conductor and comoving magnetic source will interact, but the very same interaction pro-
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luces an electrostatic field that annuls the possibility of any further observation of

-y °'
i^hlrire^cUy Ukfthe'sltuatlon of an airplane cutting the magnetic lines

,f the Earthen Its flight say. from East to West. Elementary Physics textbooks usually

ontain tfls ^blem and they'^;sk the student to calculate the potential difference

ZlcJl Icr^sHhe wings If the speed of flight Is given and the strength of the B field.

K?he problem Is really to measure this potential difference If you come with an

ie;trome?er aM connect It from one wing tip to another -you will NOT find anything.

Sgirshows the vertical component of the geomagnetic field. Across the wing the vxB

for^e causes the separation of charges as shown. But ^^Is separation Implies an extra

f?eld E =-vxB. So any other object comovlng within the airplane will not feel any

effect. Therefore. NOTHING MORE HAPPEN? BECAUSE IT HAS ALREADY HAPPENED. I.e., the

charges have already separated In two groups). But the charge separation Is a sufficient

*• 4.i,^+ +v,a vv-R fn-rnfi axl"?t<; How could we detect such charges^
proof

^^^\^^;;V^tatIS a^ll^na. I came to this Idea around 197^. Then I read In Smythe's

Electroctatics that the device has already been patented to measure the speed of an

alrplS^from within. Suppose in Fig.25 that P Is ^ charged and Q negatively. If you

now rotate the antenna, when Q takes the position of P it must change from (" to (+)

VZ likewise P goes from (+) to (-). This means that the charges must actually move

Som c'r ph;rl S"heather! Hence if you break the wire PQ in the middle and insert

the^ a^ infinite impedance electrometer amplifier, you can detect a f««^l«
-^;^:^^J^^e

current. Its intensity is proportional tou)of rotation and to the speed of translation.

6)A11 this seems to be accepted by conventional science. But suppose now that

the airplane, or the rotating dipolar antenna, are just sitting in the airport or in

your home and that they are oriented from North to South so that "^^^
^°;°/J"!,f^^^^^^^

Earth- « rotation they "cut" the perpendicular component of the geomagnetic field, .hould

w^exp^ct a charge separation then? Of course we should. In other words. «« ^^^
«-f

^^

the same situation as-Taraday • s unipolar inductor and ^ennard's rotating capacitor^ We

already know that when rotation about an axisymmetric magnetic field is involved we DON T

SS^lative rotation between the conductor and the magnetic field source. Yet. conven-

U^arphyclc/win not accept this. I sent an article to AJP in 1973 making, the point

t^t in'aSJtIon to the E pr^'duceAby the airplane's flight relative to ^he Earth's sur-

face there is another amount due to the tangential speed of the
^f^'?'%^ff,^°^' ^,

that this latter would exist even when the airplane was standing by in the airport It

wa^ rejected, as usual. You have to see the sort of Incoherent reasons g^^^" ^^ f

«

two reviewers One of them even mentions! the component of the magnetic field due to the

c':^. The o;h;r said that I was "oblivious of the Lorentz's transformation". Obviously^

none of them have ever heard atout Faraday's unipolar inductor, much ^^^^
^^f^!""!^

^

experimen't. The second one went even as far as pretending me to apply Lorentz s transfor-

Slon to a ROTATIONAL motion^), something I dont' think even ^i-fe" would have approved.

7) Fortunately there are a good number of relativists that a^imlt that extension of

special relativity is "dangerous" in the case of revolving -"agnets (see Webster AJP.

1961. pg.266). Panofsky and Phillips. in pg.338 of their classical book (1962 edition)

^mi; Sat. in principle the absolute rotation of Faraday's disk can be ^^tect^. But then

for the final worri about the rotating unipolar inductor they quote an article by .chiff.

(Proc.Nat.Acad.Scl..25.391. 1939) which is based upon General Relativity So finally the

conclusion is that unipolar induction is due to the "warping of the metric due to the

counter-rotations of the distant galaxies of the Universe when the magnet rotates forwaid.

Can you imagine? To resort to such an abstruse and phantasmagoric theory as ^en.Relat^

just to solve that "old puzzle of a rotating magnet". (as Cullwick calls it). No. We cer

tainly must produce a better, I mean, a true explanation. ..„,+„
8) Panofsky and Phillips, however, in spite of their tribute to special relativity

(since tiey say on page 336 of the quoted book that unipolar induction i"
\^^^-^^^i^«^^

version, is "fundamentally a relativistic effect". One, in ^act. due to the apparent

n_T-_,„.i.i^„ P' =een bv a nonproper observer when a magnet translates .namexy,

??= f(P-vS?c*).iher7M is t^^Sagnetization)- in spite of this they have made a few

usef!a observations: on pg.l65 they say that the motion of the "^g^etic source is entirely

Irrelevant, "as long as such motion does not produce a time-varying field ,pg.JJ0.
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It la Morthwhlla reading the section 9-5 of their book. At the end there la a good
hint aa to the equivalence between vxB when the magnet la cDendlesa bar or belt,
ind the effect of -dfi/dt when the magnet la finite and haa "edge" effecta.
Other authora that sees to admit- that In the unipolar Inductor the emf orlglnatea at
RI and not at EC are Crooka et al. In AJP,'*6, 729. 1978. These authora thought they
had discover a new phenomenon to later realize, with surprise, that Faraday had done
It already In I85O. They had some fun tricking engineers that thought that the inductor
would not work. But they quote Pugh, and even Herlng (19O8) to leave the final word to
debater, the relatlvlat mentioned before.

9)Another problem that I3 connected with the unipolar Inductor la iihe origin
of the Earth'a magnetic field. Aa you probably know, the preatlgloua theory by Bullard,
currently in acceptance,does not seem to be aware that no relative motion would be
requlrai between the earth's magnetic core and the conducting man^tle to produce a vxB
force that keepa regenerating the field. Present theories speak a lot about the relative
.•notion between core and mantle. I think they are Ignoring the basic phenomenon discovered
by Faraday.

10)The other problem Is the debate concerning the applicability of Maxwell's
flux nile to Faraday's disk. Feynman (Lectures in Phys. sec. 17-1-2, vol. II) and G.Cohn,
(Elect.Eng.68,'^1, 19^+9) think It is NOT applicable; whereas Scanlon (AJP,37, 698, 1969)
and Panofsky & Phllllpa think It I?. To me the rule Is ambiguous, being unappllcable
when extended surfaces act as conductors (Ilka the disk) , but being applicable when
the conducting paths are filamentary In shape and well defined.

ll)Finally, and I will finish this long list, there might exist some doubt con-
cerning the applicability of Kennaxd's results, that apply to solenoids, also to the

case of permanent magnetized materials. This was raised by Tate (Bull. Nat. Res. Council,

^t 75, 1922). On account of this I have tried to repeat Kennaid's experiment but
using a permanent cylindrical magnet instead of a solenoid. This has proven almost
Impossible, (sea Fig. 26) due to the enormous Interference of electronic noises, especlall:
coming from trlboelactricity. Whan one reads Kennajxl's paper one realizes that he measur --".

the differential effect turning On and OFF the solenoid current. In this way he could
screen ' out the static interference due to the mere mechanical rotation of the appara-
tus. Obviously this cannot be done with a permanent magnet. The only thing you could do
to obtain a sort of On-Off effect is to oscillate the system Instead of rotating it
continuously. But even oscillations produce interference cuid, in addition, they cannot
be as fast as continuous rotations. I spent many yeaxs trying to do this type of
"open circuit" or capacltive experiments. In the process I beca;ne acquainted with a lot
of knowledge in practical electronics, (use of Op Amps, of LED's, of optical couplers,
of digital readouts, of photoresistors , etc. But to no avail. Perhaps I did not have
the sophisticated equipment needed to Isolate the signals adequately. Believe ma, I

became an expert building "Faraday cages" of all sizes and shapes)

At this point of my report I think it la convenient to propose to you a number
of things that could be Investigated, both theoretically and experimentally around this
study of unipolar induction. Some of them I have tried; in some I have succeeded. In

others I have not. My list now will not be aa long aa the previous one, I promise...

l)At the theoretical level you can try to Incorporate unlpolax Induction to amperlan
electrodynamics as I have hinted on Fig.l6.

2) But at the same time we need to Incorporate the dB/dt effects that seem to be

crucial whan finite charges or finite magnetic sources move.

3)Using PaJiofsky & Phillips 'hint on their section 9-5 mentioned above one con tr:'

to show that the two effects, "line cutting induction" and vaxylng field Induction, dB/d",

are equal and might cancel each other in rectilinear translation, but not in Continuous
(axlsymmetric) rotations. Thus we would be very close to explaining the famous relati-
vistic impossibility of electromagnetically detecting an absolute rectilinear motion.

'*)By the same token, aji absolute rotation could be detected by electromagnetic
means, (the electromagnetic analog of Foucault's pendulum experiment or of the Sagnac
affect and Mlchalson-Cala's experiment). I have tried to do this for the Earth's
rotation using the dipolar rotating antenna of Fig. 25. (See photo, fig. 27). But this
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experiment la doomed to faU due to the exceedingly higher intensity of the ordinary

electrostatic vertical gradient In the atmosphere, (about 150 volts/meter ! )
•
The

expected potential due to earth rotation is only about Ik mllivolts/meter at Miami s

latitude. This cannot compete with the atmospheric one.

5) But we can try such an electromagnetic detection of absolute rotation in a

system slinllar to that of Fig. 10 by using no collector rings and converting RI

into the dipolar antenna of Fig. 25- (?ee photo. Fig.
Jg)

.
I have been unable to

rotate the antenna without introducing too much noise into the amplifier s input,

which necessarily has to be very sensitive. (l have used the Burr-Brown electrometers,

purchased in 197it- for $60.00 each. The engineers advised me to use two such devices

so that the system could have a "floating ground", as shown in Fig. 2^.). Another

pocsibility instead of rotating the antenna is to oscillate the turntable where the

whole system is contained. Then the antenna should show an A.C. of the same frequency

as that of the oscillations. This has the inconvenience that such oscillations could

never be too fast, in detriment of the vBL intensity, (v is now 2TT rf )

.

6) Again at the theoretlca level one should be able to propose a better theory

than that of Bullard. Along these lines I sent an article to Nature in Sept. 197^ en-

titled, "A Neglected Geomagnetic Fact". Again, no acceptance. The excuse was that

••electromagnetic induction Is too debated an issue". (My God! I thought electromagnetic

induction was 150 years old. How come we are still debating this issue?)

Any way. using Faraday's inductor one can visualize that it suffices that the

clouds in the atmosphere were originally charged due to friction. If as
"«J^°«

Jo
• be the case, the radii of positive charges respect the rotation of the Earth is bigger

than that of the negative charges (on account of the vertical electrostatic Potential

mentioned before) the mere rotation of the system should produce a net magnetic moment

whose axis coincides almost with that of the Earth, (except perhaps a little Inclined

due to the inclination of the winds and clouds respect Earth's rotation, (eorlolls

effect). Hence any magnetizable substance in the Earth core will be slowly magnetized

bjthi moment, reinforcing the net geomagnetic field Then this
l^^Ttf.\lT,lllTln

will, in turn, produce a vxB on any length directed along the North-South direction on

accost of the unipolar induction effect, even without relative motion between core

and mantle (as naively required by Bullard' s theory). Somehow the unipolar induction

will further separate the charges so as to enhance the amount of the original charge

Imbalance and wUl thus magnetize the core to a greater extent. The process therefore,

is self regenerative. I do not have all the details but these could be worked out.

An indireS proof of this theory might be the fact that "earth currents are known

to vary and to follow the same patter as magnetic variations during magnetic storms,

but wSh a certain lag. Isn't this an indication that earth's f^f^'i^/^J^ji^"'^
when the magnetic field changes, the moving force being the vxB effect of unipolar

in uc
^Y Another type of endeavor using the rotating antenna idea is similar to that

-f #5 but to detect absolute translation. YES! I am sure this can be done provided we

trarislate the magnetic sources without producing any dB/dt whatsoever in the universe.

A continuous magnetized belt, or system of magnets, as shown in Fig. 30 will do. You

--hould show that when only the antenna and amplifiers move over the belt an A.C. is

induced, (this is like the airplane flying over the Earth. Next you move only the belt

and... nothing happens. (With this you have already disproven the relatlvistic idea that

a moving magnet creates a polarization P for a nonproper observer) .
Finally yoy move

-he whole thing, antenna and belt, and you get the same AC as when only the antenna move.,

-hus. you have detected, from within the "airplane" a rectilinear unipolar induction

aven in the case where magnets and conductors were comoving together. Then you can

announce to the world that you have disproven relativity theory and this in its own

--ield of original application: the electrodynamics of moving bodies...

As T said, I have tried my rotating antenna experiments but with little success. Concer-

ning the endless magnetized rectilinear "belt" I have never tried.
^ , ^. ^ .„ nf

8)What I have had success with was in determining the
%^^^J^ ^%^\li% ffv^d

rotational unipolar induction. This was the subject of my 1979 papar, rejec^ea y

..hat Wesley rewrote re.-^-M •

f
V'il\ ,,.,t\,,,) .
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(C) Physical ; (still un-publlshed)

1- A Systematic Philosophical Physics. (Book, l80 pages) .,( 1970)

.

2- Who is the "observer"? (An analysis of relativity theory) .(1973)

•

3- A neglected geomagnetic fact. (A new approach to the cause of terrestrial

magnetism), (1973).

k- The induced electromagnetic voltage difference between airplane wing tips.

(a revision of a currently ill treated problem in physics textbooks) ,( 1973)

5- The two charge problem. (A rediscussion of the fundamental electromag-

netic interaction between two moving electrons.) ,(l97^) •

6- Relativity and Unipolar Induction. (A review.), (1975).

7- Did Einstein deduce the Lorentz equations in 1905? (A detailed critique

of the first three sections of Einstein's famous 1905 paper), (l976).

8- Classical and Non-classical Experiments In Electromagnetic Induction.

(These data are collected in 19 notebooks as a result of 7 years of

research in electromagnetic Induction, with special emphasis in "uni-

polar induction" and induction in open (capacltive) circuits. A summary
*
was presented at a Golloqium in Feb. 1979, Physics Dept. Univ. of Miami.

9- The amazing problem of electromagnetic unipolar induction. (A popular

account of this phenomenon), (1979).

10- A new electric generator without sliding contacts. (Disclosure for

patent application) . (A generator has been designed that requires no

relative motion between the field windings and the armature winding.

Requires no permanent magnets either), (l979).

11- Electromagnetic induction without relative motion. (A more extensive

treatment on the experiments that led to the previous generator) ,(1979)

•

12- Experimental E.M.F. localization in motional induction. (An R-G-R

circuit is used to locate the true seat of emf in a closed circuit.

Application to the new generator.) ,(l980)

.

13- Motional Induction at a distance, (in preparation. This article studies

the problem of conductors embedded in slotted armatures; these conductors

never "cut" a magnetic line, yet they receive an emf.) (l982).

Marinov's note. Those are the scientific papers of Francisco Mull er which he has sent
'

to different journals but no one was accepted. These papers are a re-

al treasury which the malicious referees have concealed from the eyes of

tfie researchers. And raising my both fists to the heavens, I exclaim

for a thousandth and one time:

0, referee, KaKOH ana^ejieu pyccKofl nHpbi

He npoKiiHHaji tbocm rySHrejibHOH ceKHpbi!

The references to Faraday's writings in Muller's letter concern plate

III and notes 217-222 (Jan. 1932) of Faraday's ELECTRICITY. The note

218 is cited by me on p. 123.
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AAJw^ rt i ft A-A r^^ J^
den

Sehr geehrter Herr Dr. Ivlarinov,

mit Ihrem Manuskript geht es mir genau 30 wie den araerikanischen

Kollegen, gegen die Sie polemisieren. Ich kann ebenfalls nicht

einsehen, wie Sie eine absolute Erdgeschwindigkeit von 300 km sec"

messen konnen, wahrend Ihre Einweg-MeBanordnung fiir die Licht-

geschwindigkeit (geraiiB Ihren eigenen Angaben auf Seite 6) einen

Mei3feiiler von i 60.000 km sec" enthellt.

PS: Anbei Ihr Llanuskript ziirUck.

Hochaclittingsvoll

Prof. Dr. habil. Dr. h.c.m'j!t.

r^f^T!-",

Editorial note. This is the opinion of the referee of ANNALEN DER PHYSIK on Mari-

nov's paper "New measurement of the Earth's absolute velocity

with the help of the 'coupled shutters' experiment", submitted

to this journal on the 23 March 1984 (see p. 68).
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Macmillan Journals Ltd

4 Little Essex Street

London WC2R3LF
Telephone 01 -836 6633
Telex 262024

11 May 1984

Dr Stefan Marinov _ ,

Niederschftcklstr. 62 5^Ja?^ ^ /^! '^"°^®'

A-8044 Graz M03098 JM/MS/JAC

AUSTRIA

Dear Dr Marinov

I am so sorry to have inferred from your letters at the end of
March that you are once more in a state of great agitation with
Nature's editorial policy. Let me say that I have great
sympathy with your frustration, even dispair; but I must tell
you frankly how your intellectual position must seem to the
outside world.

You are persuaded that special relativity is wrong, but your
conviction is based on a single experiment carried out in Sofia
and not afterwards repeated (for reasons which I understand).
In your "Coup de Grace" paper, you also outline a number of
theoretical formulations which, frankly, I do not understand.

Nowhere in the huge correspondence between us have I detected
a trace of awareness on your part of the enormity of the point
you wish to establish. Special relativity sprang from the
contradictions of electromagnetism at the end of the nineteenth
century, was recognized in 1905 as a valid amendment to Newton's
mechanics and has since been shown to be (1) consistent with
general relativity, a local approximation if you like, and
(2) amply confirmed by, for example, the accelerator experiments
which show that ^hi^ energy of a particle increases with its
velocity as (1-v /c ) ^. Relativity has been used to open
unexpected avenues of inquiry, such as Dirac's relatavistic
quantum mechanics (and the existence of the position)

.

You ask the world to give up all this on the strength of a single
experiment, and because you say sol But unlike Jesus Christ
and others successful at changing the way the world thinks, you
offer nothing in exchange. If special relativity is flawed, as
you insist, what then is the valid amendment to Newton's mechanics
that you would put in its place? (You will say that the first
part of your Coup de Grace paper contains the answer, but I
cannot follow it)

.

Please do not reply with another version of that, or an offer
to pay to have it published. Try instead to understand that
people like me are not acting (or failing to act as you would
wish) out of disregard for you, but because we think your
arguments, honestly put though it is, is unconvincing.

Yours sincerely

/^^>-ef-~oe-^6v^

John Maddox
Editor
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Your Ref. M03098 JM/MS/JAC
27 May 1984

Dear Dr. Maddox,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 11 May 1984. I do not see much sense in

answering your letter, but my principle is to answer any criticism, because some of
the critics may remain with the opinion that he has said something of value.

You write: "You are persuaded that special relativity is wrong, but your conviction
is based on a simple experiment carried out in Sofia and not afterwards repeated."

This sentence shows that you even have not read my paper NEW MEASUREMENT OF THE
EARTH'S ABSOLUTE VELOCITY WITH THE HELP OF THE "COUPLED SHUTTERS" EXPERIMENT submitted
on the 14 February 1984 and rejected by you during our phone conversation on the 22

March 1984. In this paper I give the report on the Graz execution of my "coupled
shutters" experiment which after so many difficulties and sacrifices I succeeded to

execute this year. Your above cited sentence impels me to REQUIRE A MOTIVATED REJEC-
TION FOR THE MENTIONED PAPER (yours or of an anonymous referee), so that I can see
that the paper was read . Searching to help you, I send you the rejection letter on

this paper sent to me by Prof. H.-J. Treder, so that you at least do not repeat his

stupid remark. I also enclose my answer, so that you do not remain with the opinion
that Prof. Treder has said something of value.

apne
Trying to present objections against my papers, you give such which I have recei-

ved at least in 100 referees' opinions on my papers. I DO NOT EXAGERATE THE FIGURE!
In at least 100 referees' opinion one objected that my theory can be not right be-

cause "Special relativity... was amply confirmed by, for example, the accelerator ex-

periments which show that the energy of a particle increases with its velocity as

{l-y^/c'^-)"'-'^". Dear Dr. Maddox, read my papers, read CLASSICAL PHYSICS: I calcula-
lated with my theory all effects in the accelerators, I calculated, if you wish, the

polarization in the synchrotron radiation. The mentioned by you formula is fundamen-
tal in my theory and it results from the fact that the gravitational potential is ve-
locity dependent and that the rest plus kinetic energy is nothing else than the gra-
vitational energy of the particle with the mass of the whole universe. There are so

many formulas in my theory which disagree with the formulas of special relativity.
Write something against THOSE FORMULAS, but do NOT REPEAT THE SAME untenable ob-

jection as 100 other referees which, of course, have not your quality.

I wrote in my letter to the owner of NATURE of the 27 March 1984 that if you
present an objection of the kind "Marinov asserts... According to me this is not
true because..." I shall pay to NATURE 1000 dollars. I will do this if after "Mari-

nov asserts. . ."will stay something which I really assert. Meanwhile you can find the

formula e^ = mc^(l - v^/c^)"^/^ q^ ev^ry SECOND PAGE of CLASSICAL PHYSICS. Dear Dr.

Maddox, present real objections. If you can not find such, I can help you. Write, for

example, "Marinov asserts that the equation of Lorentz in a moving frame is given by

formula (15) in his paper COUP DE GRACE TO RELATIVITY. This is not true, as the equa-
tion of Lorentz has in any inertial frame the same form." But since you wrote me that

COUP DE GRACE TO RELATIVITY was a hard nut for you ("In your paper COUP DE GRACE, you
also outline a number of theoretical formulations which, frankly, I do not understand"!

I can offer you certain moresimple stuff. Write, for example: "Marinov asserts that

the velocity of light in a moving frame is c ± v. This is not true, as this velocity
is in any inertial frame c". If you will sign this second stupidity, I shall pay you

even 2000 dollars.

Let me end the letter. You have things to do, I have things to do. I beg you only

for one thing, if you steem all sacrifices which I do for science:

1. Send me in 10 days a motivated rejection of the paper NEW MEASUREMENT OF THE...

2. Confirm EXPLICITLY the reception of my letters of the: 28. XII. 83 and of the

following letters of this year: 2. II., 14.11., l.III., 14. III., 17. III., 22. III.,

27. Ill (addressed to the owner of NATURE), 30. III.

3. Send me EXPLICIT rejection of my last three papers which you rejected in our

phone conversation on the 22. III. 1984.

If you will not do this in 10 days after the reception of this letter, you do not

steem me, and, may be, it will be better to break our relations.

Yours: / /^ Stefan Marinov
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Stefan Marinov
Niederschbckl str.

A-8044 Graz

Tel. 03132/2609

27 May 1984

62
Prof. Dr. H.-J. Trader
Einstein-Laboratorium
Rosa-Luxemburg-Str. 17 a

DDR-1502 Potsdam-Babel sberg

Dear Prof. Treder,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 8 May 1984 with which you declined
the publication of my paper NEW MEASUREMENT OF THE EARTH'S ABSOLUTE VELOCITY WITH
THE HELP OF THE "COUPLED SHUTTERS" EXPERIMENT in the ANN. PHYS.

I was shocked to see with what an incompetent motivation you rejected my paper.
The error of i 60,000 km/sec of my experiment given on p. 6 is for the absolute
measurement of light velocity, while on p. 8 I show that the error for the mea-
surement of the variations of light velocity, i.e., for a relative measurement
of those variations with respect to c, which is taken as known, is * 30 km/sec.

If you have not understood the difference between the measurement of c (Section

3) and of the measurement of v (Section 4), this signifies that either you have not
read attentively the paper or that experimental physics is a teAAa IncogruXa for
you.

I wish to hope that you will re-examine my paper and withdraw your criticism,
suggesting the paper for publication. In the case that you will further insist for

a rejection, I shall beg you very much to present me competent motivations.

Before taking a decision, I should suggest you to phone to Prof. Schmutzer
in Jena who knows me very well from the GR9 and GRIO conferences. Such a conver-
sation surely will be profitable for the elaboration of your decision on my paper.

In the end I wish to emphasize that my "coupled shutters" experiment (together
with the previously done "coupled mirrors" experiment) is one of the most impor-

tant experiments in the history of physics.

Looking forward for your answer and excusing me of not having written you in

German

,

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

PS. I send you again the manuscript of my paper, so that
you can revise your negative decision.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR BASIC RESEARCH
Harvard Grounds, 96 Prescott Street

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138, tel. (617) 864 9859

Professor Ruggero Maria Santilli, President

June 7, 1984

Professor S. MARINOV
Laboratory for Fundamental Physical Problems
SOFIA, Bulgaria

Dear Professor Marinov,

I am here inviting you to be a member of the Organization Committee of the

SECOND INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON NONPOTENTIAL INTERACTIONS
AND THEIR LIE-ADMISSIBLE TREATMENT

to be held in Patras, Greece, as per enclosed preliminary announcement,
in early January 1986. In particular, I would like to invite to chair
the experimental session in Special Relativity (Lorentz symmetry).

In case you can accept this invitation, you would have no obligations
other than that of being an invited lecturer at the Conference. In fact,
this invitation is the result of your studies presented in General Relativity
and Gravitation, J^, 57 (1980). We will be all eager to hear the latest
status of the studies directly from you.

Nevertheless, you should feel free to invite, at your option and discretion,
a representative number of other experimentalists who have or are conducting
tests of the Lorentz symmetry and who would be valuable addition to the
general lines of the Conference. In this way, our Conference could
set the status of experiments on the special relativity on a world wide basis.

For your information. Professor Jannussis of the University of Patras,
Greece, is in charge of all financial matters. He is currently applying
for funds in Europe with quite encouraging results. All members of the

Organization Committee are expected to receive full travel support from
the Conference, as well as some lodging assistance.

Most members of the Committee will meet this summer in the occasion of
the SECOND WORKSHOP ON HADRONIC MECHANICS, where several aspects and

preparatory actions toward the Conference will be considered. I would like
to invite you to be a speaker at the Second Workshop in Como, Italy (see
enclosed announcament). In fact, your studies would be of great interests
to all workshops participants. Regrettably, however, we have no funds
for this informal meeting, and I cannot support you. In case your
Institute can support you, please let me know. It would be a pleasure
to issue a specialized invitation for a talk.

Thank you for your courtesy and time.

VAdjLjruly YlJuVs

Ruggero M. Santilli
Chairman, Organization Committee

SECOND INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON NONPOTENTIAL INTERACTIONS AND THEIR
LIR-ADMISSIBLE TREATMENT
RMS-mlw
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Einstcin-Laboratorium fiir Tlicoretischc Physik

dcr Akademic der Wissenschaften der DDR
Dircktor AkM Prof. Dr. habil. Dr. h. c. mult. H.-J. Tredcr

Osterreicb

ElDscbreiben

Herrn
Stefan Marinov
Niederschocklstr, 62

. ,.r ,^ .. -x-^ Babelsberg,
^m Waldrand 373a. "-"

den 8. JuDi 198^

A-8044 G r a z

Sebr geehrter Herr Dr. Marinov!

Aus Ihrem Text glaubte ich zu ersebeo, daB Sie in Graz wobnen und

Osterreicber sind; desbalb antworte icb Ibnen in deutscber Spracbe.

Im iibrigen sind Sie mir unbekannt. Icb bevirteile als Redakteur der

"Annalen der Pbysik" nur die vorliegenden Arbeiten.

Die von Ibnen vorgescblagene Uefianordnung zur BestimmuDg der Licbt-

gescbwindigkeit ist die schlecbteste der V.elt. Da Sie mit eiaem

Feiiler von ~ 50 000 km/s arbeitet, konnte sie bocbstens zur Demon-

stration der Endlichkeit der Licbtgescbwindigkeit verwendet werden.

Icb vveiB nicbt, inwieweit Ibre Vorscblage originell sind, wiirde

Ibnen aber vorscblagen, sicb an eine didaktiscbe Zeitscbrift zu

wenden. Icb scbicke das Uanuskript zuriick.

Anlage Hocbacbtungsvoll

Prof. Dr. Dr. H.-J. Trader

Editorial note. This is the answer to Marinov's letter of the 27 May 1985 (see p. 258).

Sekretariats-Anschrid:

Elnstein-Laboratorium

der Akademie der Wissenschaften der DDR
1502 Potsdam-Babelsberg

Rosa-Luxemburg-Str. 17 a

Einstein-Laboratorium

1506 Caputh
Am Waldrand 3/3 a

I/I6/M FuO 010/83
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Stefan Marinov Prof. Dr. H.-J. Treder

Niederschbcklstr. 62 Einstein-Laboratorium

A-8044 Graz Rosa-Luxemburg-Str. 17a

,„„. DDR-1502 Potsdam-Babel sberg
24 June 1984

Dear Dr. Treder,

Thank you for your letter of the 8 June 1984, although I remained shocked to see that

you have not recognized your blunt error and you insist that the error in the measurement

of the variations of the light velocity due to the Earth's absolute motion must be the

same as the error for the absolute measurement of the light velocity, i.e., 60,000 km/sec,

instead of 30 km/sec. I supposed that you made this error in your letter of the 8 May

because you have not read the paper attentively. Now I see that this error is due to

your clamorous incompetence in experimental physics. I beg you, dear Prof. Treder, to

take in attention the fact that one can never be a good theoretician if one is unable,

if not to execute experiments, at least to grasp and to understand critically their

description. Unfortunately, there is a numerous army of theoreticians who have extremely

scarce knowledges in experimental physics and this is one of the reasons for the highly

critical situation in space-time physics, where the scientific community lives in a

realm of prejidices and dogmas which do not correspond to reality as very few people

do experiments (relevent experiments and not measurements of non-existing effects). But

the worse thing in space-time physics is that the scientific community pays no atten-

tion to executed experiments which contradict the dogmas of the existing relativity

theory. I measured the Earth's absolute velocity 10 years ago and you who are a specia-

list in the field even do not know my name. Meanwhile I published 10 big papers in

FOUNDATIONS OF PHYSICS, a journal where you are member of the Editorial Board. May be

I am ttemost frequently published author in this journal, I publish papers in your

field of competence and you have not heard my name. This can be said for about 80% of

the space-time specialists in the world. Do you think that in this way science can

progress?

And now when I submit to ANNALEN DER PHYSIK a paper where an account on my recent

measurement of the Earth's absolute velocity is presented, you reject the paper with

absolute incompetent and stupid remark, and after I have pointed to your error, you

repeat it. ERWACHE, Dr. Treder, ERWACHE!

As I can not accept your incompetent motivations for the rejection of the paper, I

resubmit it again to the Editor, Dr. Richter, begging him to appoint another referee,

who has certain elementary knowledges in experimental physics.

A remark. In your letter of the 8 June you write: "Die von Ihnen vorgeschlagene MeB-

anordnung zur Bestimmung der Lichtgeschwindigkeit ist die schlechteste der Welt." My

setup cannot be the worse in the world as it is a unique one. There is no experiment

done in the world where one measures the one-way light velocity. All existing experi-

ments measure the two-way light velocity. I shall cite from my paper published in SPEC.

SC. TECHN. 3, 57 (1980), where the account on the Brussel's variation of the "coupled

shutters" experiment is given, hoping that you will understand what I am saying:

Thus with my method the absolute measurement of the one-way light velocity will

always include an error of not less than 10%. The best measurements of the two-way

light velocity (NBS, Colorado) have given an accuracy of 10"°%, i.e., one accuracy

one milliard times higher than that of my experiment. However, I believe that this

is the first time that the one-way light velocity has been measured.

However the variations in the one-way light velocity have been measured in Brussels

with an accuracy of 1% and in Graz with an accuracy of 0,01%. With no two-way experi -

ment can one measure those variations . Do you understand. Dr. Treder? Thus as my experi-

ment IS the unique one for measuring v,it is the best one . This experiment must be not

submitted to a didactical journal (as you suggest) but to the most responsible physical

journals, as it will change radically our space-time conceptions. If now you will recog-

nize yourerror and suggest the paper for publication, I shall be thankful to you, if you

will further insist in your opinion, I can only increase the enormous grief which I

have accumulated in my heart during long years of knocking against heads of stones.

Please, accept all my respects.
Sincerely yours, J- M(ifm^

Stefan Marinov
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Stefan Marinov
Niederschbckl str.

A-8044 Graz

24 June 1984

62

Prof. Dr. G. Richter
ANNALEN DER PHYSIK
Rudower Chaussee 5

DDR-1199 Berlin - Adlershof

Dear Dr. Richter,

I send you the letters of Dr. H.-J. Treder to me of the 8 Mai and 8 June 1984 and
my answres to him of the 27 May and 24 June 1984 concerning the rejection of my paper

NEV! MEASUREMENT OF THE EARTH'S ABSOLUTE VELOCITY WITH THE HELP
OF THE "COUPLED SHUTTERS" EXPERIMENT,

which I submitted to you with my letter of the 28 March 1984.

As you can see from my letters to Dr. Treder, he, according to me, is unable criti-
cally to judge my experiment, as, obviously, his knowledges in experimental physics
are not sufficient. For this reason I beg you to appoint another referee with better
knowledges in experimental physics, who, in the case of rejection, will be able to pre-

sent scientifically relevant objections. I wish to hope, however, that you, being
also a specialist in the field (you sent me some 10 years ago in Sofia your publica-
tions in the field), will understand the enormous importance of my experiment for the

further evolution of space-time physics and you will accept the paper, becoming a re-

feree yourself.

During our more frequent correspondence in the years when I lived in Sofia, I wrote
you once: The ANNALEN haben das Relativitatsungeheuer zur Welt gebracht, die ANNALEN
mliBen es tbten (51 Te6H nopoflnn, a Te6H h y6bK) /Tapac Byjib5a/). I wish to hope that you
will accept the paper, and kill relativity. If you also will reject it, I can only re-

peat the same words as at the end of my letter to Dr. Treder of the 24 June.

I hope to receive an acknowledgement for the reception of that paper and in a due
time your final decision.

Soon I will visit Berlin (in the autumn) and if you are interested to see me and

have a talk, I shall gladly visit you (as you may remember, my second wife, Tea van

Bovensiepen, who visited once you, lives in Berlin).

Sending you my best regards.

Sincerely yours,

J. J(ajn.ty^

Stefan Marinov

c/c Dr. H.-J. Treder.

Editorial note. This letter remained without answer.
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The Institute of Physics

CAW/SDB/CQG

29 June 1984

Dr S Marinov
Nlederschocklstr.
A-8044 Graz
AUSTRIA

62

Physics Trust Publications

Techno House
Redcliffe Way
Bristol BS1 6NX
England

Telex 449149

Telephone 0272 297481

Dear Dr Marinov

Paper:
Author:

New measurement of the Earth's absolute velocity with the
S Marinov

I am afraid this paper has received unfavourable reports from our
referees; copies of their comments are enclosed for your Information.

In view of these adverse reports, I would suggest that you withdraw
the paper from consideration (please note that we are not prepared
to consider a revised version). Alternatively, If you wish, the

paper can be given final consideration at the next meeting of the

Editorial Board, but I must point out that It Is unlikely the Board
will go against the referees' recommendations.

Please send a typed reply to the referees' comments If you do wish
the paper to be considered by the Board. If we do not hear from you
within two months, we shall assume you wish to withdraw the paper.

Yours sincerely

Christina A White
Editorial Assistant
for The Institute of Physics

Institute Headquarters
47 Belgrave Square Lor>don SW1X BOX
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FIRST REFEREE'S REPORT

I have now had an opportunity to referee this paper and I find It difficult to

make sense of In places. Firstly, the suggestions that the experiment lay

beyond the expertise of JILA In the University of Colorado are I believe a

strong overstatement of some comments by one of the research workers of that

laboratory. I have spoken with him about this, and we both feel that If the

paper were to be published such statements must be removed or corrected.

J find the overall tone of the paper annoying , full of irrelevant detail

and lacking in relevant information. His descriptions are hard to fnllo^

arid I cannot find the reference he gives to his work in Nature. However

his results are interesting.

He certainly finds a 24 periodicity in the differential velocity signal but

one has to be extremely careful about such an effect. For example J believe

it could perhaps arise from a diurnal variation in the power or the pointing

direction of the beam from the argon ion laser used. Such laser fluctuations

can result from a) cyclic fluctuations in the temperature and pressure of

the caolingwater and b) power line voltage fluctuations.

Similarly , differential thermal expansion inside the vacuum system, with a

diurnal period, has to be considered.

I should be much more convinced if Marinov had searched for and failed to

find a 24 hour periodicity with the rotating shutters held at rest. He would

of course still have to have carried out the experiment exactly as if the

shutters were rotating and having their direction of rotation regularly

reversed

.

I feel that the paper should not be published in its present form.

SECOND REFEREE'S EEPORT

I recommend that this paper be rejected. First, I regret that I am
unable to accept that the measurements reported are of sufficient
quality to support the author's conclusions. Second, I do not
believe that the author's analysis of the ideal experiment is
correct even if his views on the velocity of light are accepted.

The core of the experiment, as presented, is that two sets of
holes at the opposite ends of a long shaft must remain in perfect
register when the shaft is rotated rapidly, first in one direction
and then in the reverse direction. The tolerance on this
stability is (using the author's rotation) better than
Ah-^/o or much better than one Angstrom. I would draw the

author's attention to W<?rk on diffraction grating ruling'^' and on
precision lens mounts(^' - in both these field apparatus which
moves very much more slowly than the coupled shutters
significantly fails to achieve this level of accuracy.

I share other referees doubts about the precision of the bearings
^nd the effect of vibration, but the author seeias uiiwilling Lo
accept these particular criticisms. I am also of the opinion that
the model used for the light distribution across the apertures is
still far from adequate - in particular it assumes the same
distribution at both ends of the machine.

The point I wish to emphasize, and perhaps the most obvious defect
in the author's pursuit of a mechanically (and electrically)
perfect system, is the lack of any temperature control. Extremely
small changes in temperature gradients (milli-degrees per metre)
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are enough to distort the apparatus by many times the tolerance
required. The diurnal variation of observed current shown in
Fig. 2 - minimum at 3 am, maximum at 3 pm is very much what we
would expect from temperature induced effects. [The positive
result from the Michelson Morley experiment reported by Miller was
traced to just such effects]. I very much fear that the author
has constructed, under conditions of extreme difficulty, an
expensive thermometer. My fears are increased when I read "The
performance of the experiment in vacuum has the advantage that
people cannot raise the objection that the observed effect
is due to temperature differences". This is precisely the
opposite of my experience - an evacuated environment greatly
reduces (by removal of convection and air conduction) the heat
transfer to and from a piece of ^^pparatus and so makes the
attainment of thermal equilibrium more difficult. If there is a
power source within the tank, as there is in this case, the heat
generated (and the resulting mechanical distortion) becomes a
major embarassment . Equally the photo-detectors are receiving
significant input energies from the laser. If the results are to
be above criticism then the detectors must either be held at
constant temperature or at the same temperature with an auxiliary
experiment to show they have the same temperature coefficient, or
if they are allowed to drift they must be shown to have zero
temperature coefficient.

The author has an idea for an experiment which could have dramatic
results. What is necessary, beyond this, is a practical
realisation of an apparatus that can do the experiment and which
is also able to answer all critics with demonstrations that the
obvious problems - bearing precision, vibration, non-uniform
illumination, temperature drift, etc, are not larger than the
effect sought. Until this is achieved the existing scientific
"orthodoxy" concerning the velocity of light (cf. page 3, para.l)
will command much greater credibility than the measurement
reported here. It is my considered opinion that, very sadly, the
JILA team are right and the experiment is, at present, beyond the
reach of the best of modern experimental technique.

There is also a far more fundamental objection to the experiment,
even at the purely conceptual level. The author requires that the
velocity of light shall be (c+v) when moving with the local frame,
4(c-v) when moving against it. If we accept this as a working
hypothesis then the law of reflection does not hold. If the light
approaches the alignment mirror at the end of the apparatus more
rapidly than it leaves, the angle of incidence will be less than
the angle of reflection. If the apparatus is rotated through 180°
(or we consider the mirror at the other end) the angle of
incidence is now greater than the angle of reflection. The
important point is that the paths taken by the two oppositely
directed beams will be different at different orientations with
respect to the velocity v. This transverse shear is not
symmetrical and would probably be larger than the effect of
differing transit times from hole to hole.

In conclusion - we have an experiment which is neither
conceptually sound nor experimentally convincing. The paper
should therefore be rejected.

References

1. Hutley, M. , "Diffraction Gratings", Academic Press, 1982

2. Welford, W.T. c^ <f. Of(^,^ PJ^ 2i C<^ ,S7^
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29 June 1984

Dear Dr. Maddox,

To my last letter of the 27 May 1984 I have not received an answer. With your si-
lence you demonstrated that you do not steem me, as my letter ended with the words:

If you will not answer my letter in 10 days after its reception, you do not
steem me, and, may be, it will be better to break our relations.

Unfortunately I cannot break our relations, because besides my personal dignity,

there are interests of a whole humanity which are concerned. However, after seeing
how uncolleagually and unethically you act, I must also change my attitude which
until now was based on the commonly accepted gentlenanhood.

I send you for publication the following three papers:

1. NEW MEASUREMENT OF THE EARTH'S ABSOLUTE VELOCITY WITH THE HELP OF THE "COUPLED
MIRRORS" EXPERIMENT. (The paper is sent exactly in the same form as it was sub-

mitted to you on the 14 Febr. 1984 and rejected by you during a phone conversa-
tion on the 22 March 1984).

2. ON THE ACTION AND INTERACTION OF STATIONARY CURRENTS. (This is a slightly revised
version of the paper "Mathematical nonsenses..." submitted to you on the 19 Sept.

1984 and rejected also during a phone conversation on the 22 March 1984).

3. COUP DE GRACE TO RELATIVITY AND TO SOMETHING ELSE (This is a slight variation
with SUBSTANTIAL EXTENSION of the paper "Coup de grace to relativity" submitted
on the 7 November 1983, rejected by you on the 25 November 1983, resubmitted on

the 1 March 1984 and rejected by you during the phone conversation on the 22

March 1984).

I pose you (and to the editorial staff of NATURE) the following ULTIMATUM:

You have to sent ALL THREE PAPERS for composition at the same day of receiving

this letter. You shall make better drawings of the figures which are not well drawn.

You have the right to introduce only LINGUSTIC CORRECTIONS in the papers but no chan-

ges in the sense. In the most speedy way you have to send me by express letter the

proofs of the papers which at the same day will be returned to you and all papers are

to be published in the issue of NATURE which is on the schedule. I beg you to inform

me by a phone call or by a telegram whether you will fulfill this ultimatum or not.

If you will reject to fulfil it, I shall go immediately to the English Embassy in

Vienna and after making a one-day warning strike (straik ostregawczy, jak mowia polacy)

I shall commit myself to the flames in front of the Embassy .

If you again will play a non-gentleman and you will not phone (or cable) me your

decision, please, say this decision to your secretary, so that she can communicate it

to me when I phone.

I have discovered a perpetuum mobile . Any day of delaying its announcement costs

milliards of dollars and poisonning of air, water and soil. I cannot permit you to

make this crime against humanity, because you are unable to understand a couple of

childish formulas.

Dear Dr. Maddox, I know how to wring the neck of a totalitarian power. The Internal
minister of Bulgaria (who killed George Markov in London) fulfilled both my ultimata
(of May 1977 and August 1977) in the given 48-hours time-limit. Beg Vera Rich to read
you the corresponing pages in my book VADE RETRO, SATANAS! Do you think that you are
a harder nut for me than the Internal Minister of Bulgaria? - I beg you - at the last
moment become aware of the seriousness of the situation and do not provoke a scandal
which will end with your complete scientific and moral bancrupcy. I send you the book
CALVARIC. Look at least to the pictures to understand who I am.

Hoping first of all in yourgood heart, c-
DC V

" . ^^- \ .
Sincerely yours,

PS. You may mention this ultimatum in the press and ^ j ///^rr W/
ToJJllnts""'^'

°^ "^ ^" ^^'^'^^'^' ^°" "" "'"^^ ^ Stefan l&?i^
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In reply please quote
M-07019-21/JM/MS
5 July 1984

Dr Stefan Marinov
Niederschocklstr . 62
A- 804 4 Graz
Austria

Dear Dr Marinov:

This is to thank, you for your letter and to conunent in a
preliminary way on the first of your three manuscripts.

Honestly, I am disappointed by the tone of your letter but,
worse, by the quality of the physics that you describe in the
first of your manuscripts (the only one I have read so far)

.

You claim that your equipment is sufficiently sensitive, but
you give absolutely no assistance to the reader who might wish
to check that point. Here is the sort of thing I mean.

Obviously the sensitivity of your experiment will to a large
extent be determined by the dependence of total light trans-
mission on the rotational speed of the disks, the shape of
the beam and the shape and size of the holes. Unfortunately,
you do not even tell the reader how many holes there are in
each disk, nor even the range of rotational speeds over which
you have run the experiment. But from your photograph, I

guess there may be about 40 holes/disk.

Moreover, as far as I can see, you quote only one set of results
(at 200 revolutions/minute) but do not do what professional
physicists would instinctively do - plot, say, I as a function
of N and to estimate the slope of the line to infer the
supposed velocity component along the axis.

Naturally I am disappointed and slightly shocked that, in matter
that is of such great importance to you, no mention is made of
what I would have thought must be a crucial set of considerations,

I'm afraid that I cannot comment on your other manuscripts, or
consider them for publication, without hearing what you say
on the questions I have now raised.

I am sorry about your loss of your girl friend. Please do not
immolate yourself outside the British Embassy - the people there
would be deeply embarrassed.

Yours sincerely

John Maddox
Editor

Registered No: 939565 England Registered Office: Macmillan Journals Ltd, 4 Little Essex Street London WC2R 3LF
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Stefan Marinov C Herrn Minister Karl Blecha

Hiedershcbcklstr. 62 Das Innenminidteriun
A-8044 Graz Hien

Tel. 03132/2609 Kopie: Herrn Dr. Heinz Fischer

Den 10 Juli 1984 Wissenschaftsminister
Wien

Sehr geehrter Herr Minister,

Von den beioelegten Briefen und zwei Zeitungsartikel kbnnen Sie eine ausfuhrliche
Information liber meinen Fall bekommen.

Ich verlange von Ihnen und von der bsterreichischen Regierung bis Ende Juli mir
die bsterreichische BUrgerschaft zu verleihen und einen gliltigen bsterreichischen
ReisepaB zu geben, oder (im Falle, daB die Formalitaten in so einer kurzen Zeit

das nicht erlauben) politisches Asyl in Dsterreich zu geben und einen Konventions-
pa(? mir auszustellen.

Ich mu(3 am 1. August in Italien an einer international en wissenschaftlichen Kon-

ferenz das entdeckte von mir perpetuum mobile bekannt geben (s. den beigelegten
Brief von The Institute for Basic Research).

Im Falle, daB die bsterreichische Regierung wird mir kein gliltiges Reisedokument
gebenweder einen FremdenpaB (auf dem alle Regierungen in Europa lehnen ab mir visa

zu geben, sogar die belgische Regierung laBt mich nicht- schon drei Jahre!!! - zu

meiner Gattin nach Brlissel zu fahren - die Dokumentation mit der belgischen Regie-

rung ist zu voluminbs und ich habe nicht Geld urn sie zu fotokopieren) , werde ich

gezwungen sein die bsterreich-italienische Grenze illegal durchzuqueren. Im Falle,

daB ich an der Grenze verhaftet (wie im Dezember 1982 als ich wollte illegal zu

meiner Frau Liber Salzburg fahren), verletzt oder erschoBen werde, wird die ganze

Verantwortung auf Sie persbnlich und auf die bsterreichische Regierung fallen.

Noch vor dem Ende dieser l.'oche erwarte ich eine Bestatigung von Ihnen oder von

Ihrem Stell vertreter , daB mein Brief erhalten ist und ob Sie werden etwas unterneh-

men um meinenFall endlich zu klaren, wie das in einem zivil isierten Lande liblich ist,

und SchluB zu machen mit siebenjahrigen Verspbttungen in ganz Europa und in

den USA mit einem bulgarischen Dissidenten, der gekampfthat und kampftweiter nicht

nur flir die Freiheit Bulgariens und der Staaten in dem sowietischen Imperium, aber

auch fijr die Freiheit der anderen europeischen Staaten, die UMTRENNBAR mit der

Freiheit im Osten ist.

Im Falle, daB die bsterreichische Regierung schatzt als unerwlinscht mich als

bsterreichischen Blirger zu haben, oder mir politisches Asyl zu geben, verlange ich,

daB die bsterreichische Polizei mich nach meinem Heimatsland deportiert. Ich bin

kein Bettler und ich habe keine Angst vor keiner Polizei in keinem Lande, weil ich

kein Gesetz in keinem Lande verletzt hatte. Es waren immer die Regierungen, die in

ihren Verbal tnissen zu mir ihre Gesetze und die elementare menschliche Ethik ver-

letzt und verstoBen haben.

K'ie von meinem Brief vora 9. IV. 1983 und von dem Brief Ihres Vorgangers, Dr. Lane,

vom 9. V. 1983 zu ersehen ist, auf Dr. Lane ist die ganze Verantwortung gefallen fiir

meine zweite Einsperrung ins Gefangnis in 1983. Ich will hoffen, daB Sie von diesem

Fall und von dem groben Fehler Ihres Vorgangers die nbtige Konsequenzen Ziehen werden.

Mit parteigenossischem GruB:

(ich bin Mitglied der RSI)

JMc'COli nofu
Stefan Marinov
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Stefan Karinov Dr. John Maddox

Niederschbcklstr. 62 NATURE

A-8044 Graz 4 Little Essex Street
London WC2R 3LF

Tel. 03132/2609

11 July 1984
Your ref. M-07019-21/JM/KS

Dear Dr. Maddox,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 5 July.

First I shall cite ENTIRELY your "comments" and questions and then I shall give my

comments and answers. You write:

Obviously the sensitivity of your experiment will to a large extent be deter-

mined by the dependence of total light transmission on the rotational speed of

the disks, the shape of the beam and the shape and size of the holes. Unfortu-

nately, you do not even tell the reader how many holes are in each disk, nor

even the range of rotational speeds over which you run the experiment. But

^from your photograph, I guess there may be about 40 holes/disk.

Moreover, as far as I can see, you quote only one set of results (at 200 revo-

lutions/minute) but do not do what professional physicists would instinctively

do - plot, say, I as a function of N and to estimate the slope of the line to

infer the supposed velocity component along the axis.

The first sentence shows that you have basically understood the essence of the ex-

periment. With the second sentence you state that the number of the holes is very im-

portant and must be quoted (although you could count the holes from the photograph,

what you then did indeed). You counted 40 holes. The holes are 41. Are you now satis-

fied? — Dear Dr. Maddox, how could you pose this stupid question about the number

of the holes? This number is of NO importance. May be I knew this number when maste-

ring the disks, but then I forget it. To count the holes, I must lose precious time

and go there where the apparatus is. I cannot even say where the apparatus is, becau-

se the person who gave me possibility to use the equipment of his laboratory took

from me the promise that I shall say to NOBODY where the experiment was done.

Dear Dr. Maddox, I am not obliged to answer any stupid referee's question. If I

shall tell you how many holes are in the disks, then you will ask how many screws are

in niy apparatus or which is the distance from the room where the experiment was done

to the toilet, etc.

About the range of rotation. I did the measurements at 200 rev/sec clockwise and

counter-clockwise, as you mention it yourself. It signifies that the range of rota-

tion is between rev/sec and 200 rev/sec. From the plot of the line 61 = f(N) (not

of I , as you write; see the text about the significance of 61) not only a "professio-

naT^ physicist, but even GOD cannot find the velocity component along the axis. At

any different rotational velocity N one has to measure AI and 61 (see the paper how

this is to be done) and find v according to equation (7). The sensitivity is better

at the highest rate of rotation and for this reason it is senseless to present the

measurements obtained for lower rotational velocities.

And what did you wish to say with this adjective "professional"? Obviously, be-

cause now I am a groom and sleep in a stall (you know perfectly well why: you are

one of the persons responsible for the fact that any morning I go not to a labora-

tory but to clean the excrements of horses), I am not, according to you, a "profes-

sional" physicist. And you with your stupid questions abait the number of the holes

and the slope of a line which one can never use for calculation of v, you are a "pro-

fessional" physicist. Be more modest. Dr. Maddox, be more modest. "CKpowHocTb yKpauiaer

eojibuieBHKa" /RocH$ CTanm/ - Ask Vera Rich to translate you this sentence.
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Dr. Maddox, I do experiments to measure the Earth's absolute velocity 10 years.
And in 10 minutes you intend to find flaws in my experiments. You are an unbelieva-
ble grandoman!

Dr. Maddox, do not lose your time and do not lose my time. Satisfy the require-
ments of my ultimatum. I shall be in Graz until the end of this month. Then I go to
Como (Italy) where I shall present my perpetuum mobile at the Second Workshop on Ha-
dronic Mechanics (see the enclosed letter of the Institute for Basic Research). Before
the end of July I must have here, IN GRAZ, the proofs of all three of my papers (with
all figures printed, so that I can check whether my drawings are redone well in Lon-
don and the reproductions of the photographs are satisfying). If you will decline the
papers before the end of the month, I shall immolate myself in front the the English
Embassy in Vienna. If you will not decline the papers, but the proofs will not reach
me before the end of the month, I shall immolate myself after the conference in Como
(where this immolation will be announced), i.e., after the 3 of August, in front of
the English General Consulate in Genoa. I have a whole army of journalists, friends
of me in Genoa. I shall organize such a theater!!!

Dr. Maddox, do not play with the fire. Send me the acknowledgement for acceptance
and send me the proofs before the end of the month (please, not in the last one or
two days, be once a gentleman!).

Perpetuum mobile. Dr. Maddox, PERPETUUM MOBILE IS CONSTRUCTED BY ME!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
How can you not understand this?! My apparatus rotated 5 seconds more when the cur-

hy the Faradav disk was sent to the Barlow disk. THE ENERGY FOR THIS
ROTATION CAME FROM NOWHERE, FROM NOWHERE, Dr. Maddox, understand this!!!!

Important information : If you will reject the papers, I shall edit in the near
fu ture the following book

:

THE BITTER THORNY WAY OF TRUTH
Docum-entation on the creation of the perpetuum mobile,
on the centurial blindness of mankind and on its

frantic perseverance in it.

You will be one of the principal performers in this book with your questions about
the number of the holes, about slope of the line etc. I can edit this book before

going to Italy (you know well that I have better possibilities for a speedy publi-
cation of a book than Macmillan Journals Ltd.), but I have not enough documents about
the "frantic resistance".

Dr. Maddox, let be honest scientists, good colleagues and gentlemen. All depends
only on your attitude. During a dozen of years you have seen that I am a real gentle-

man and a noble spirit.

Sincerely yours,

J. J/^m'
Stefan Marinov

PS Please, acknowledge the reception of my letter to you of the 9 July. Write me

EXPLICriEiythat the pages which I sent are substituted for the respective pages

of the previously sent version of the paper COUP DE GRACE TO RELATIVITY AND TO

SOMETHING ELSE.



DIE NEUE KRONEN ZEITUNG, GRAZ

Fr^ttag. 20. JuB 1984-

,lch will Ihnen nur sagen,

daBam TIsch meines Stall-

knechtzimmers ein von mir

gebautes Perpetuum mobi-

le steht", schrieb Marinov

vor kurzem WIssenschafts-

minister Fischer. In Craz

nimmt man dai , Wunder-

ding' deneit peinlich ge-

nau unter die Lupe . .

.

Foto: Wrfcn (UdspMer

Fond Wahl-Graier dos

Jerpetuum mobile"?
Ein ..Perpetuum mobile" 1st Jenes technlsche Wunder, das ewig

lauft, wenn man es einmal In Bewegung setzt, also nach derzeltl-

gen physlkalischen Erkenntnissen ein Ding der Unmdglichkelt

Aber solche Nebensichllchkelten interessieren den nicht, der es

erfunden haben will. In Craz prjlsentierte ein bulgarischer Physlker

am Donnerstag die „Ldsung der weltweiten Energleproblematik .

Irrer oder SchariaUn? Das wer- einem Genie, das mit selnen Ideen

Der Physlker Stefan Marinov (53)

den sich bcl Stefan Marinov, der

nIcht nur das „Perpetuum mobile"

entdeckt haben will, sondem auch

behauptet, EInstelns RelativiUtts-

theorie wWeriegen zu kflnnen,

VON WERNER HUEMER

schon viele gefragt haben. Vonweg:

Der bulgarische Wissenschafter, der

schon 30 Jahre In der experimentel-

len Physlk tatig 1st, 1st kelnes von

betden. immerhin aber wandelt er

mit Vorliebe abseits althergebrach-

ter Anschauungen, und zwar mit je-

nem Fanatlsmus, der sowohl eInem

WahnslnnTgen eigen Ist als auch

einen Wendepunkt fOr die ganze

Menschheit bringt. Der Wahlgrazer

fiihlt sich reif filr den Nobelpreis:

„lch kSmpfe fiir die wissenschaWi-

che Wahihelt in der Physlk ..."

Kein leichter Kampf. Besonders

dann, wenn man nebenbel auch

polltlscher Fluchtling Ist und kelne

Staatsbiirgerschaft besttzt Seln

„Perpetuum mobile" will Matlnov

am 1 . August bei eInem KongreB In

Itallen vorfijhren; „Ober die Grenze

gehe Ich Illegal. SoWte mir was ge-

schehen, Ist die Regierung dafOr

verantwortlkh. Ostenekrh venwl-

gert mir selt Jahren dte StaatsbQr-

gerschafl. .

."
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Freitag, 20. Juli 1984 Tagespbst

Stefan Marinov mit seiner Wundermaschine

Doch das Perpetuum
mobie Memmte

Exilbulgare will FachJeute uberzeugen

,Seit Jahrhunderten versu-

chen die Menschen immer wie-

der, das Perpetuum mobile zu
bauen - jene Maschine, die, ein-

mal in Gang gesetzt, sich selbst

erhalt. Stefan Marinov hat es

geschafft." Dies verkiindete

eine Einladung zu einer Presse-

konferenz und Demonstration
in Graz.

Stefan Marinov, ein Exilbul-

gare, konnte dort zwar nicht das
Perpetuum mobile vorstellen,

versuchte aber, den anwesenden
Joumalisten und Fachleutendie
Mechanik seiner Wunderma-
schine zu erklaren. Und emtete
prompt Widerspruch. Undauch
das miide Lachelo der Fach-
leute.

Solange die Theorie Mari-
novs nicht in einem Labor nach-
priifbar sei, konne nicht von der
Erfindung eines Perpetuum mo-
bile gesprochen werden, argu-

mentierten Vertreter der TU
Graz.

Am Nachmittag sollte Mari-
novs Maschine - ein Generator,

der angelbich mchr Strom lie-

fert als er verbraucht - auf den
Prtjfstand der „Gesellschaft fiir

computer-orientierte MeBtech-
nik"(COM). Nach regelrechlen

Versuchsreihen war man kaum
kliiger als zuvor, das Perpetuum
mobile war alles andere als be-

wiescn. Nur Marinov (blieb

wacker: ,Ich bin sicher, daB ich

noch heuer den Nobelpreis be-
komme!"

Der S4jahrige verhinderte

Nobelpreistrager fiihii sich von
der Fachwelt jedenfalls ver-

kannt. Er babe die naturwisscn-

schaftliche Zeitschrift ,jiature*

schon 6fter ersucht, das Modctl
fiir sein Perpetuum abzu-

drucken, jedoch ohne Erfolg.

Jetzt fahrt er mit hSrteren

Geschiitzen auf. Falls kein Ar-
tikel iiber seine Maschine er-

scheine, werde er sich verbren-

nen. Marinov, der zur Zeii als

RoBknecht in Niederschdckl
arbeitet und keinen PaB bcsitzt,

will sich nun Gchor bei Vortrfi-

?;en in Italien verschaffen - so-

em er dort einreiscn darf.
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Stefan Marinov
Niederschbcklstr.
A-8044 Graz

20 July 1984

62

Dr. John Maddox
NATURE
4 Little Essex Street

London WC2R 3LF

Your Ref. M-07019-21/JK/MS

Dear Dr. Kaddox,

On the 18th July during our phone conversation you rejected all my three papers

M-07019-21. Conseouently at my press-conference on the 19th July I announced that

after a one-day warning strike I shall immolate myself either in front of the Eng-

lish Embassy in Vienna, or in front of the English General Consulate in Genoa. I

enclose two of the appeared articles. The articles in the other two Graz journals

(DIE KLEINE ZEITUNG and DIE NEUE ZEIT) will appear tomorrow. As I wish to send my

letter with the today's post, I shall not await for tomorrow. The broadcast transmit-

ted also my interview and my ultimatum to NATURE.

In the next two-three days I shall decide with my press-man Mr. Thomas Stelzl,

the editor of the Graz monthly CRASH, whether I shall make a press-conference in

Vienna the day before beginning the warning strike and whether I have to execute

my ultimatum in Vienna or i.n Genoa. At any rate I wish to inform you about the events

here and once more to apppl9iy§ii*ientific and civic moral. It is still time to evade

a scandal. I should be very glad if you will change your opinion and take a decision

to print my papersand to do all possible for sending me the proofs before the end

of the month here in Graz. For the case that you shall not be able to send the proofs

to Graz (in the case that you will decide to publish the papers), please, send them

to my Italian address, where I shall be until the end of August (if my plan will

not be changed). My Italian address is:

Stefan f'larinov

via Puggia 47

1-16131 Geneva.

If you definitely will reject the papers, please, send me the rejection letter

with MOTIVATED REJECTION, where, please, do not write such stupid questions as about

the number of the holes in the "coupled shutters" experiment, or about the slope of

the line 61 = f(N). At any rate, if you see that you cannot write certain tenable

objection to my papers, send me the rejection letter without comments, BUT SEND ME

THE REJECTION WRITTENLY. I need such a letter for the book THE BITTER THORNY WAY OF

TRUTH, which I am now preparing for print.

I beg you also, to SIGN ANY PAGE OF ALL MY THREE PAPERS and to send me a photo-

copy of all pages. I wish to print these three papers in the book THE BITTER THORNY

UAY OF TRUTH, having your signature on any of the pages. On other side, I wish to

have these signatures for the case that someone AROUND "Nature" who has become

aware of my papers would not try to STEEL their contents.

I am expecting your EXPRESS answer to this letter with the enclosure of all my

three papers, WHERE ON EVERY PAGE I WISH TO SEE YOUR SIGNATURE.

Hoping once more (I am an unbelievable believer) that you will decide to evade an

unnecessary scandal and you will show that the Western scientists give a hand of

support to the politically persecuted scientists of the East who in terribly difi-

cult conditions make discoveries which will change the whole trend of human history,

I remain

Sincerely yours,

1 J(JOji('M(/

Stefan Marinov

PS. I send you my letter of the 16 July which has to replace my hand-written letter

of the 16 July and is to by classified in your archives. Please, acknowledge the

reception of the corrected edition of vol. V, sent to you on the 16 July and send

back to me the old version of vol. V of my CLASSICAL PHYSICS. I beg you also to

acknowledge the reception of pages 9, 15, 19, 20, 22, 23, 23i, 232, 27, and 31 of

n\y paper COUP DE GRACE, sent on the 9 July.
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2048 €a6l 7lk Street

ZJucion, Arizona 85719

21 Jaly 1984
Dr. Stefan Marlnov
Nlederschocklstr. 62

A-8044 Graz, Austria

Dear Dr. Marlnov:

Yoar letter of 30 March 1984, was forwarded to me from New Orleans.
I received it today, 21 July 1984. It is lucky I received It at all.

With regard to Joseph Newman, I visited this man at his home in
Mississippi in January 1984. He lives in a very secluded place about
5 miles from the town of Lucedale, which in turn is about 125 miles
from New Orleans. His address is: Joseph Newman, Route 1, Box 52,
Lucedale, Mississippi 39452. His telephone number is 1-602-947-7147.

Newman gave me the enclosed affidavit to sign. I took it with me,
and later refused to sign it because it does not show clearly that the
number of units of energy coming out of the machine exceeds the number
going in. The output power was clearly measured, but the input power
was not at all clear.

Although Newman has little mathematical skill, I am not prejudiced
against his machine. I think that a perpetual motion machine is
possible. It does not violate conservation of energy. What it violates
is the Second Law of Thermodynamics, a "law" which in my opinion
is false.

Mr. Newman has not furnished me with any additional Information
because he has applied for a United States Patent which has been
refused. He has employed a lawyer to sue the Patent Office to compel
issuance of the patent. He says that when the patent is issued he will
be glad to furnish the complete details of his machine.

It was good to hear from you again. I have taken the liberty of
sending a copy of your letter to Joseph Newman, and I have requested
him to answer you directly.

Yours sincerely,

HENRY P. DART, III

Editoroal note . A page of Newman's AFFIDAVIT is reproduced on the next page.



Horsepower (HP) = 277" x F x R x N

33.000
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Where,

Date Gathered:

Calculation:

F = Force in pounds
V

R = Radius of torque arm in feet

N = Revolutions per minute.

F = 3 oz. = O.OiO lbs.

R = 2-1/2" = 0.2083 feet

N = ;X'^2^ RPM

HP = ITT X O.OID X 0.2083 x ^3.^.

33.000

Horsepower =

1 horsepower « 746 watts, therefore,

Output watts = X 746 = watts

8. OPINION : In my opinion, based on my education,

experience, and the tests described herein, Mr. Newman's device

A. has greater output power than input power, and

accordingly,

B. does, indeed, have greater energy output than external

energy input

.

This opinion is my ovm and is in no way represented to be

that of my employer.

Sworn to and subscribed before me on this

,1983.

day of

NOTARY PUBLIC
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Stefan Marinov Dr. L. Richardson
Niederschbcklstr. 62 ^ Dr. Ch. White
A-8044 Graz Editorial Assistants

25 July 1984
Institute of Physics

I
Your Ref.: LMR/SDB/A, 4 May 1984

CAW/SDB/CQG, 29 June 1984

Dear Dr. Richardson,
dear Dr. White,

I thank you for the two above mentioned letters. With the letter of 4 May 1984 have
been rejected my papers:

COUP DE liRACE TO RELATIVITY
MATHEMATICAL NONSENSES SLIPPED...
COSMOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE...

The first two papers were submitted to J. PHYS. A and not to CLASS. & QUANTUM GRAV.
(as wrote one of the referee of the first papei^. Only the third paper was submitted
to CLASS. & QUANTUM GRAV. I do not present my objections to the criticism on these
three papers, as the papers have been unconditionally rejected. I must, however, make
the statement that I found all criticism untenable.

With the letter of 29 June 1984 I was asked whether I still wish that my paper

NEW MEASUREMENT OF THE...

should be considered at the next meeting of the Editorial Board. Yes, I wish that
the paper should be considered. I cannot accept the criticisms of both referees which
are totally untenable and I present my objections.

Now I submit two other papers to J. PHYS. A:

COUP DE GRACE TO RELATIVITY AND TO SOMETHING ELSE (this is the paper COUP DE GRACE

TO RELATIVITY with a substantial extension in which I give the description and the

theory of the perpetuum mobile constructed recently by me),

ON THE ACTION AND INTERACTION OF STATIONARY CURRENTS (this is a substantially re-

vised version of my paper MATHEMATICAL NONSENSES SLIPPED...).

These two papers, as well as the paper NEU MEASUREMENT... have been submitted to

NATURE (after their rejection by the J. PHYS.). I enclose the whole recent corres-
pondence with Dr. Maddox (his letter of the 5 July and my letters of the 11 July,

16 Ju->y, and 20 July). As you can see, Dr. Maddox has rejected the papers. Thus I

shall execute my ultimatum and immolate myself in front of the English General Con-

sulate in Genoa. If, however, the J. Phys. will decide to publish all these three

papers, I shall not immolate myself. Thus the life of the discoverer of the first

perpetuum mobile is in your hands. You can inform me about your decision on the

phone: AUSTRIA, 03132/2609 until the 30 July. And on the phone Italy, 010/315978

after the 4 July.

I wish to hope that you will realize that my papers are of an extreme importance

for mankind (any day humanity burns oil and coal for milliards of dollars) and you

will decide to publish my papers which have been in the last year for many months

discussed and analyzed in the editorial staffs of NATURE and J. PHYS., but besides

stupid and irrelevant referees comments I received no single line with a tenable

criticism.

I enclose also two articles of Graz news-papers after the presentation of my per-

petuum mobile on a press-conference. Two other articles will appear with much more

material, with a scheme of the experiment and with the opinions of many specialists.

One discovers the perpetuum mobile once in the history of mankind. Please, do not

put my papers in a burocratic shelf. Although being during the summer vacations, take

an extraordinary speedy decision. We are on the threshold of the atomic destruction

of mankind. May be, the appearance of the perpetuum mobile will change the precipi-

tation to the atomic death which is evident for any THINKING PERSON.

PS. The photographs will be sent after Sincerely yours, / U/Ct/Hy^^
the acceptance of the papers. Stefan Marinov
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AUTHOR'S ANSWER TO THE REFEREES COMMENTS (FIRST AND SECOND REFEREES)

ON THE PAPER "NEW MEASUREMENT OF THE EARTH'S ABSOLUTE VELOCITY WITH

THE HELP OF THE 'COUPLED SHUTTERS' EXPERIMENT"

by STEFAN MAR I NOV

I give my answer to both referees together because this will spare me time.

The FIRST REFEREE writes:
Firstly, the suggestions that the experiment lay beyond the expertise of JILA
in the University of Colorado are I believe a strong overstatement of some
comments by one of the research workers of that laboratory. I have spoken
with him about this, and we both feel that if the paper were to be published
such statements must be removed or corrected.

The SECOND REFEREE writes:
The author has an idea for an experiment which could have dramatic results.
What is necessary, beyond this, is a practical realisation of an apparatus
that can do the experiment and which is also able to answer all critics with
demonstrations that the obvious problems - bearing precision, vibration,
non-uniform illumination, temperature drift, etc, are not larger than the ef-
fect sought. Until this is achieved the existing scientific "orthodoxy" con-
cerning the velocity of light will conmand much greater credibility than the
measurement reported here. It is my considered opinion that, very sadly, the

JILA team are right and the experiment is, at present, beyond the reach of
the best of modern experimental techniqueT

The statement of the first referee is exactly opposite to the statement (underlined
by me) of the second referee. The Editorial Board cannot reject a paper on the basis

of two diametrically opposite criticisms. Thus the paper must be printed. But I shall

not follow the suggestion of the first referee to delete the opinion which the scien-
tific co-workers of JILA seminate in the WORLD with the aim of blocking the appearance
of my papers in the press. This correction can be done ONLY BY THE CO-WORKERS OF JILA
in the PRESS.

The first referee writes: "I find the overall tone of the paper annoying." My book

VADE RETRO, SATANAS! (in Bulgarian and Russian) is considered as the best satyrical
book ever published in Bulgaria. I write poetries on six languages (see my collection
JllCr OTBPyJIEH, Heter-Peter Editors, Washington, 1978). I beg the referee to let to me
to know what is annoying tone and what is not. The reference in NATURE can be found

on the cited locus. Am I guilty when the referee cannot find a publication in NATURE?
At any rate to spare his time, I send him a reprint of that publication, for which I

paid to Dr. Maddox % 1,500 .

The first referee writes:
He certainly finds a 24 periodicity in the differential velocity signal but

one has to be extremely careful about such an effect. For example I believe
it could perhaps arise from a diurnal variation in the power or the pointing
direction of the beam from the argon laser used. Such laser fluctuations can

result from a) cyclic fluctuations in the temperature and pressure of the cooling

water and b) power line voltage fluctuations.

This is a typical example of annoying irrelevant rumanation of a man who has not

grasped the essence of the experiment. Dear referee, the source for both light beams

is the same. The fluctuations of its intensity lead to synchronous and equal fluctua-
tions in both beams. The effect comes from the difference of both illuminations. In

the mathematics there is a rule: if one adds the same number to two numbers, the dif-

ference of those two numbers remains the same.

The first referee writes:
I should be much more convinced if Marinov has searched for and failed to find

a 24 hour periodicity with rotating shutters held at rest.

This suggestion is good. But who will clean my horses when I shall search for the

lack of diurnal periodicity? But even at the availability of such a diurnal fluctua-
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tion (it may be not periodical and different for the different days!) my experiment re-
mains good. I measure the difference in the currents I' and I". THUS ONLY FLUCTUATIONS
WHICH APPEAR DURING THE TIME OF MEASUREMENT (tenfleconds in which one changes the ro-
tation of the axle from clockwise to counter-clockwise) can influence the result. Thus
in those couple of seconds the temperature of one of the detectors must change to such
a degree that the produced over-current has to mar the effect. Those fluctuations can-
not be diurnal ly periodical but completely stochastical . Hence the measured by me ef-
fect with clearly expressed diurnal periodicity can be due only to the absolute velo-
city V and NOT to any kind of stochastic fluctuations. Have you, dear referee, under-
stood finally the essence of the experiment or not? Read this "annoying, full or irre-
levant detail and lacking in relevant information" paper. You can find there all an-
swers to ALL your questions. In the paper I gave the whole necessary information. One
has only to read the paper attentively.

The first referee concludes his criticism with the sentence: "I feel that the paper
should not be published in its present form." No, dear referee. You have not presented
a single tenable remark. Thus the paper is to be published exactly in its present form.

The criticism of the second referee is essentially in the same lines as the criti-
cism of the first referee. I feel bored to explain now to him the same simple and
clear things as to the first referee. His remark about the "not-holding of the law
of reflection" is again irrelevant. The experiment is done in a coi/ie of seconds.
What appears with the beams in 24 hours is of no importance. However, the problem
about the law of reflection (purely theoretically) in moving laboratory is too long
to be discussed in comments to a paper. I suggest to the referee the reading of my
CLASSICAL PHYSICS. I granted this book to the Institute of Physics, but as it is evi-
dent from the letter of Dr. Paulus of the 16 March 1984 (which is enclosed) my books
have been BURNT. Thus not only Hitler enjoyed to throw books in a fire!!! A second
time I shall not grant my books to the Institute of Physics. Now they have to be or-
dered and PAID {% 125).

25 July 1984
'

^[/(fAiHOi/

Stefan Marinov



2^^ " N. RUDAKOV
P BOX 723,

GhELONG, VIC , 3220
AUSTRALIA

26 July 1984

Dear Mr, Marinov,

I am very sorry I have not been able to write to you earlier, I

have received your letter of 31 July 1983 and thank you for it.
You have addressed me as "Dr, Rudakov", I have no claim to such ti-
tle. In fact, 1 have not even a Bachelor's degree in science and
no connection at all with physics or ajiy other branch of science
in an academic situation. Neither do I have an ambition to obtain
any formal qualifications in science. My knowledge is derived from
self-education, and from my medical studies in Germany during the
war which I was not able to complete.

My present status is that of a retired librarisai whose "hobby" is
what some people may call "dabbling" in philosophy. To confuse you
even further, I must say that I once considered becoming a mathe-
matician but found the subject uninspiring and lifeless, I speeik
English, Germeui and Russiaui equally well, although I have not been
able to acquire the true Australian accent in all its finer points
despite my 33 years' sojourn in Australia, I am of mixed Russian-
German parentage, bom in Russia but brought to Germany when I was
6 months old in 1921,

Apart from trying to find what I would simply call "the truth", I
have a passion for logical euialysis and clear thinking, and after
familiarising myself with relativity I was appalled by the incre-
dible muddle which is presented to the community at large as eui

outstanding scientific achievement. This prompted me to research
the whole matter thoroughly and to express my conclusions on paper.
Although I am at present writing a critical analysis of general re-
lativity, I have no desire at all to become involved in any debate
on relativity, I like to remain an outsider and to be left alone,
so that I can pursue my "hobby" without interruption while I am
still able to use my brain.

You are asking two specific questions, one about the "success" of
my book, and the other about the story of the sale of Einstein's
manuscript, I have not advertised my book at all. It has practi-
cally also not been reviewed anywhere. Nevertheless I have sold
200 copies, I have also distributed 400 copies free of charge. Na-
turally, the book is not a commercial success. But then I never ex-
pected it to be in great demand and was never motivated by consi-
derations of material gain,

I can't remember exactly where I first read about the auction of
Einstein's 1905 paper on electrodynamics in his own hcindwriting,
I think it was in one of Kuznetsov's books, but the exact nature
of the transaction was misunderstood by Kuznetsov, The episode is
mentioned in some biographies of Einstein (e,g, R,V.Clark, Einstein.
Lond,, Hodder and Stoughton, 1973f P«535)» In order to help the
American war effort Einstein prepared a copy (the original manu-
script was lost) and it was "auctioned" in 19^4, However, the sum
of 6^ million dollars was not a price received by anyone but an
amount invested (by the Kansas City Insurance Co.) in American War
Bonds

•

I hope my letter has not disappointed you too much. May I return
your compliment about my knowledge of English and congratulate you
on your own high standard of proficiency in that language.
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Stefan Marinov Dr. John /\',addox

via Puggia 47 MATURE
I-I6I3I Geneva 4 Little Essex Street

^ rcn^ London WC2R 3LF
4 Auguat IS^84

Dear DR. laddox,

After visiting the Ilnd Workshop on Hadronic Mechanics in Como,
where for a first time I presented the account on "iy perpetuu-^i mobile,

before a scientific auditorium, I arrived in Genoa to execute my ul-
timatum in front of the General Consulate of Great Britain.

f.ty very good friend, the Magician X, by the help of his pendulum,
said me that also returning from the US (where you have consulted
other people about the PM) , you remain against the publication of my
papers. Thus it is not necessary to phone you on Monday (the 6. VIII),
asking about your last stand-point, as it is negative. The Magician X

said me that he should like to try himself to constrain you (by the
help of high magic) to publish the papers. I agreed and gave him a

letter with your signature, leaving him 3 days; if after that time
your decision will remain still negative, I shall execute my ultima-
tum .

Thus on Wednesday (the 8.VIII) I shall phone to NATURE. If even after
the intervention of the Magician X your stand-noint is still negative,
I shall go the British Consulate.

The pendulum of the l.lagician "' showed that my papers will be pub-
lished in H-.TURE. It will be clever, rlear Dr. f'.addox to publish them
without provoking a scandal. I iiade, from "ly part, all possible to

ev' ade it. i'.'.ore can I not do.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan /'arinov
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IL LAVORO d«l IuhmU 13ago8to1984 QSIIOVCI 7k

LE TENACI RICERCHE DI UNO SCIENZIATO BULGARO

ccCon la mia macchina
il moto e perpetuo»

Stefan Marinov ha cinquantatr^ anni. i

giornali di mezza Europa lo hanno defini-

to udissidente dissidenten e auomo di tern-

pra e resistenza raren a tal punto che pur
di farsi ascoltare dal direttore della rivista

((Naturen ha minacciato di darsi hioco

n dlssldente bulgaro, conte-
^atore delle teorle dl Einstein,

Stefan Maiinov ha oggl cln-

quantatrd annl. I glomall fran-

oesl lo hanno descrltto come
iin uomo 'dl tempra e resisten-

za rwe, dl quelll che non cedo-
1 10 ni dl fronte alle mlnacce n6
ille vlolenze».

In Belglo hanno conlato, per
lescdvere U suo attegglamento
i>oUtlco, la deflnlzlone «dlssl-

lente dlssldente-.
Pur dlchlarandosl comunl-

la, Infattl, si oppone radlcal-

mente al reglml a •soclallsmo
I eale> e per questa sua poslzlo-

iie i stato anche persegultato
iionchi rlnchluso In manlco-
lUo. Nel contempo denuncla
accordo sostanzlale che — so-

llene — lega gll Usa e I'Urss

lella spartldone del mondo ac-

usando cost gll Statl Unltl dl

lemagogla nel trattare 1 gravl

i)robleml del dlrlttl deU'uomo.
Ma se da un punto dl vista

irettamente politico quella
lello studloso 6 una flgura
scomoda*. sul tronte sclentlfl-

00 6 addlrlttura rlvoluzlonarla.

Le tenacl rlcerche del flslco,

laureatosl nell'Ateneo dl Sofia,

Infattl, mlrano a contestare le

teorle dl Einstein sulla relativi-

ty e a dlmostrare I'eslstenza

del moto perpetuo.
Proprlo per rendere palese e

concreta la sua scoperta ha ap-

prontato un apparecchlo che,

seppure Imperfetto dal punto
dl vista tecnlco, proverebbe I'e-

sattezza della sua Ipotesl. Rag-
glunto questo traguardo 11 prl-

mo oblettlvo che Stefan Mari-
nov si pone 6 queUo dl pubbll-
clzzare la sua scoperta e, a que-
sto scopo, si rlvolge a John
Maddox, direttore della rlvlsta

Nature, 11 quale, a dlspetto del-

la notoriety e del prestlglo dl

cul gode lo sclenzlato, decide
dl non accogllere I'lnvlto. E ar-

rlvlamo cosl al recentlsslmo
passato, Marinov, In partenza
per Oenova, decide dl denun-
clare U fatto al console brltan-

nlco deUa clttk che perd i as-

sente. Pur dl farsl ascoltare ml-
naccla dl darsl fuoco ma gll Im-

Stefan Marinov al lavoro

plegatl del consolato, spaven-
tatl dalla declsa reazlone dl

Marinov, decldono dl soUeclta-
re un Intervento della Polizla,

Inlzlatlva questa che convlnce-
T& U flslco a rlnunclare al gesto.
Qui dl segulto pubbllchlamo

una slntetlca descrlzlone del-

I'apparecchlo, scrltta dallo
stesso Marinov.
n <Bul-Cub>, cosl si chlama

lo sconvolgente strumento, i
Interamente opera dell'lngegno

dello sclenzlato anche se, per la

sua reallzzazlone, Marinov ha
utlllzzato degll stu(^ complutl
dal cubano In es^llo a Malam\,
Francisco MuUer.
Proprio per porre In rlsalto la

mlsconoscluta ricerca che sta

alia base del funzlonamentd
dell'apparecchlo, Marinov ha
declso dl pubbllclzzare la sua
scoperta battezzandola con le

Inlzlall delle due patrif lonU-
ne: la Bulgaria e Cuba.
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18 Aucu3t 1984

T^i-. John -'udiox
'vATURE

Llttlo Eo ex Street
lo n do n

Dear Dr. i.IaclJoxl

I sub.-nit the oncoloea L:^TTE:? TO THE Er€?C? for a r-ublication in NATURE,
If you '.vill chorteri it, I bo;- you to not caiiccl tliL Info relation on tluri-

r.ov'a action in the "Pritiah ^-onsulata in fJcinoa, the preaentation of his
ccientific conceptionr; and to liave, if r'0:-jible, the whole third pace
untouched.

T :?hall sU:-:ros'; to publi;::: in tl.o name ijjuo the throe paperj sub-
.
ittcd by :.:arinov to TIATUHE anJ'TATURE ' G cu:.uaent3 on this highly contra-
cictory topic.

Then I sliall knov; how to present ilarinov in luy article foi* the Ita-
lian weekly (thiij vvjll be, T thialc, the wjekly VAUORIdiA, which prints
ihore than 5CC,0C0 copieo) . V/ithout the v;.luaule lielp of ''MATURE and of
you personally, ;nay be, I nhall present .Marinov in a wrong liC^t and
tl.ia in no v/ay can he prosperous for science.

ITopin;: to hear fro.ri you no soon as po3."^iblc.

'sincerely youro,

"cf. P-olo Rcjjsi
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18 Au/l'.jl 1984

Dr. John luuddox
TiATu:i:=:

Little Eiijcx Street
London

Ileal- ^r. MaJdox!

After tlij cbiiorbinc roaJin,:: of tv/o articlea in tlie Italiar. jcurr.al
TI LA/C:^0' (or 'cl]o 13th and I7tli Au'-i;.3t) cujrlicutcd to the pcrpetuvui mohilc
'..'..icV. "Dr. otofun Marinov ::laii,Uj oi havin;; oiccoverod, I liUd the curioijity
'.•„ _Aako his acciuaintaiiCO. Throu:.li cer-^-in fric-nda in Genoa I could cstab-
Mch a nerscnal contact v,itli Dr. olarinov v.I.o iTu'CCjcd j;c aincerely for
^he tenacity witli which he puta forward his Ideaji. I fecled as bcin^ ia-
...creed in past cor.turies when researchers-individualists conducted bat-
tlea .vhich, oven if lost, ctimulated later victorious discoveries. I said
tc i;:e : and if I-larinov io a catalytic element for nc.v trends in physics? -

":.U3 I tried to inforu iue as nuch as possible about this strangle person
.nd was deeply sliockod learninr; that Dr. Marinov intended to cotEi.iit him-
.,elf to the flames in tlie "British "IJonsulate in Genoa in a desperate effort
to constrain you to publish the three papers subaiitted by him to NATURE,
-.uQely

:

1) on his last ueasuremont of tlie Earth's absolute velocity,
2) on the violation of Newton's third law at the interaction of sta-

tionai^y currents,

3) on the porpetuuru raobilo i-eeently constnicted by him.

Fortunately t'le call of the police by tlie Consulate's employees impel-
luii .'arinov to escape, as lie is persona non .";i-ata in any country of the
v.orld and has entered Italy illegally (j'ou certainly know from the Aus-
trian press that only in 1983 Marinov v/as imprisoned tv/ice, in Salzburg
c:nd Truz, as he han not identification and travel documents).

Hearing about all I.larinov'n peripetia, I .lecided to write a bic article
on him in one of the m.ost authoritative Italian weeklies. However, many
aspects of Marinov 's political and scientific life seem extremely contra-
lictory and T should like to clear those ajpocts v/ith your help, learning
that more than 15 years you ore in a scientific contact with him.

'Vho is Stefan L'larinov? - In those days wlien Marinov lived in Bulgaria

i.nc organized the International Conference on Space-Time Absoluteness
(i:STA-1977) , Dr. Adrian Perry qualified hitr. on the pages of THE DAILY
TELEGrtAIH as a very special type of a IC(rB-agent . THE ECONOMIST in its

two-pages article dedicated to Marinov (THE E'^ONOMIST, 5 Febr. 1977, p.

7?) put Marinov's physical ideas "on the verge between originality and
crankiness". 'A^ien Marinov emigrated to the '.Vest, LIrs. Vera Rich in a big

r.rticle in your journal (TATURE, 271, 296, 1978) tried to label him as a

;nad laan. On the other side prominent European and American physical jour-

nals published in the last 10 years more than 40 scientific papers of
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L!arinov, which are referred by oany scientia fcs-r.bsolutlata, but, strange-
ly enough, by no single relativist. A further stranga^ fact : 15 days after
tlie appearance of Marinov's book THE TKORITY ',vaY CF TtItH (Zast-T/est Publ.,
Graz, 1982) j'our journal (TIATURE, 300, 566, 19B2) gave a review froia which
it is clear that STATURE not only does not consider him as a strange or
nad man but as a dangerous rival of Einstein.

'/here ilarinov is in disagreement v/ith present-day physical theories? -

He asserts that the principle of relativity is not true. Kis first expe-
rimental support to this assertion was done in 1973 (CZE3H. J. Pir/S

.
, 324 ,

965, 1974); the last ezperi:nental verification done in Graz this year is
presented in the first of the papers submitted to riATURE . Marinov asserts
that the principle of eq.uivalence (in the sense that an experimental dis-
tinction between gravitational and kinematic accelerations cannot be done)
i£ net true and presented the relevant experi::iental verification in his
first book EP?UR SI I.UJOVE (C.B.D.S., Bruxelles, 1977) and in his encyclo-
paedic five-volume work CLASSICAL PIP/SICS {2c.zt-':ie3t Publ., Graz, 192l) .

Ir. the second of the papers submitted to TTATURE "arinov asserts that the
lu'.v of angular mo^ncntuin conservation is not true, aa an axle on ball-bca-
I'i.igs along v/hich constant current flows rotates, a fact observed by "il-
rcy"(J. APPL. !.:ATII., 34, 525, 1967), representing thus a dc motor with a
single rotor and without a stator. In the thir-d of the papers submitted
tc "ATTTRE :.!arinov presents the theory and the description of a perpetuum
i.-.obile, constructed recently by him, affirming thus that the energy con-
servation law is not true. In the second of the papers submitted to ITATURE

"Lirincv shows that v/ith the help of Fappas "floating bridge" experiment
(^:C:^:-DI':c:S O? IC3rA-19?2, Genoa, 3-11 July 1982, East-V.'est Publ., Graz,
l**.".?, p. 123) one can aeasure the "energy velocity" of the curccnt con-
r':jtirg electrons in ix cop; er v/ire , obtaining u value near to light velo-
city; "arincv showed thus that it is not the Luv-tei-ious "propagation of
ir''oraotion" v/hich 'trsnofers energy and mo:ac;'!ti:-.i in a wire but the elec-
*-ur:; thcjuelves. In CLA?3I:aL PFn'CTCS Mnrl-ov hows that the co-oalled
" ripetio" enerig7/ of the particles is nothirg i^l:;e tl:nn their grnvitatio-
r.l e-^crgy with tlie mara of t;.e '.vholn univcr::o, y.j that it is senselenj
to ci-eak about "-ravitaticnal" and "inertiL.1" jiu.scs, as the mass is only
-.•avitational. In CLAS-^ICAL PITY3ICS r.ariucv ^'.o.vs that the Licncrd-V.'ie-

c^ crt potentials are ivdre absolute notions :-" 1 -^ives simple, clear, e::act

L.--U free of internal contrailictions calculation of the potential, radia-
tion and radiation reaction fields of an ccoalorated charge. Finally, in

t!.o third of the papers submitted to ITATURE I'.arinov sLov/s that the eloc-
tiO_:agnetic interactions depend on the absolute velocities of the parti-
cles, but not on their relative velocities, as the t' eory of rela-ivity
a'^erts, and exactly thiis aspect of tlie elecl.ro:,;i.gnetic intei'actions por-
uitted him to construct his perpetuum mobile. Marinov shows further in
"•:.i^j,v.!^it;.^^Tj^.er that the "field" ("force-lines") conceptions of Pc.raday-
"u::well. "whil'e th.e true ones are the "potentiul" ("point-to-point" inter-
a?ticn) conceptions of Gauss-'Vcber. Thus llarinov i-yierts that almost the
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.-.hole b;»3ia of today':: -^iLicjical nhyaici: i_- .^ottan.

"gu certainly kno.v ..ell tr-.ct '^jlcax'i.i is t!:ij Zcstorr. country -.vlach

-.as tl:e scope to deatabili^ie '."estern -.vorld (intjiT.ational ter:or, roliti-
cal assassinations, trafic of aras and dru:~.= ). Is not L'arinov indeed a

• i-ccial ICG3-Q£:ent, inserted into tlio "lul^arian connection" •.vith the tin
to destabilize '"Gstern science? Bein^ the -LCit prominent Bulgarian dissi-
'int in tJie V/est, ".larinov or^-anized the first public deoionstration en the

'.'cnceslao place in the last 10 years after the Prac^je spring. Although
>oinc beaten and expelled froui the country, he visited tiz echo Slovakia
u^ain a year later to aeet the "rHAxiTA-?? speaker TJr. J. Hajol:. He visited
tv/ice "3ul£aria; he visited the Soviet Union to neet Acad. D. Sakharov.
"creover, all his travels are announced in the V/estern press, includin^;

your journal (STATURE, 272, 200, 1978). As a top of all, at any occasion
'•tarincv makes public declarations that he is a cociiiunist (for such dec-

larations he was expelled froia the States in 1973).

Thus I see the following; five altornativoo for L'arinov:

1. A charlatan.
2. A mad man (according; to the opinion of c. known French psychiatrist,

any dissident who, leaving a psychiatric clinic in one of the So-

viet-block countries, declares to be a coLimunist must be conside-
red as an incurable paranoic).

3. A KGrB-atjent.

4. A honest scientist who makes errors which until now have not been
revealed.

5. A genius.

This letter was shown to the Director of the Physical Institute of

••he Genoa University, Prof. A. '^orsellino, v/lio knovellarinov well C^HS

TV.OR^rf V.'AY OF TRUTH, pp. 4 and 38). Prof, "^orsellino added writtenly the

followinc opinion:
I read the letter an>l sur-rest the following alternative 4/b

:

"A honest scientist who makes errors r.ni is refusing the argu-

ments of the other scientists."

For w}iich of those alternatives will vote you? If you share the opi-

nion of Prof. Borsellino, can you point to at least one reference where

:.'arinov'3 theory and experiments have been valuated negatively? I read

(PCUHQUOI PAS?, 15 blarch 1979, p. 49) that I^arinov offered considerable

sums to anybody (including Prof . Bergmann, GZ?:. R2L. GRAY., 12, 57, 1980)

who will dare to criticize him in the press. For a negative review on

his CLASSICAL PHYSICS Marinov offered to rTATURZ ^ 10,000.

"ay be "arinov is erring fur away from the right trends in physics,

hut I think it is our duty to give space also to the proponents of "un-

orthodox ideas". Science has nothing to lose but can VERY LHJCH V/IM, as

"the tiTith resists better to errors than to the confusion" (I?acon).

Paolo "^ossi

Professor in the history of science
University of Genoa
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Stefan Narinov
"

Dr. John Maddox
Niederschbcklstr. 62 NATURE

A-8044 Graz 4 Little Essex Street

oc ft + 1QQ/1 London WC2R 3LF
25 August 1984

Dear Dr. Kaddox,

I send you a copy of my today's letter to the Ambassador of Her Majesty in Vienna,
so that you can become informed about the development of my action aiming to constrain
you to publish my three submitted papers.

I was shocked to hear in the Graz police that you have presented as a reason for

my self-immolation a request for the sum robbed 7 years ago from me by Mrs. Vera Rich.

Why you did this? Now this aspect of my relations with NATURE will come in the news-
papers and this will do a big harm to the good name of NATURE and will be desastrous
for Mrs. Rich, who is a good woman, fighting as every one of us for her daily bread.

In my book THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH I declared that I grant this sum to Mrs. Rich, so

that she can byy her a new type-writer. Thus this problem is CLOSED. I think, your
efforts to mispresent the true reasons of my ultimatum are not only vain but DISAS-
TROUS also for you. Dr. Maddox, we do not live in Bulgaria or in the Soviet Union,
where the men who have the power can turn every fact as they will. But the most enig-

matic aspect of your actions is that you turn the facts not at all in a prosperous
way for you. Why? Why? Why? - I cannot find an answer.

Dr. Maddox, is it no time to put a full stop to the whole theater? How can you ima-

gine to save the carrier of a couple of pitiable Einstein's epigones when I have in-

vented a perpetuum mobile which works exactly because of the absolute aspects of the

electromagnetic interactions? Are those carriers so important?

The pendulum of the Magician X in Genoa has shown that you will print my papers.
The soon, the better. Do not await to the 6th September when I shall give the press-

conference in Vienna. Give your consent before and send me the proofs of the articles
as soon as possible. We wish that Reagan and Tchernienko come to a compromise and to

mutual understanding and we with you cannot come to a compromise! Unbelievable!

Hoping to receive your phone call with the consent soon (so that I and my press-

manager do not lose time and money for organizing the press-conference for the 6th

September),

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

Copy of this letter is sent to His Excellency the Ambassador of Her Majesty in Vienna.

Enclosed is also my letter to the Nobel Committee for Physics in Stockholm of the 27.8.



Stefan Marinov - ^^^ - To His Excellency
Niederschbcklstr. 62 the Ambassador of Great Britain
A-8044 Graz Vienna

Tel. 03132/2609

25 August 1984

Your Excel lency,

Yesterday I was called by the Graz police (Sicherheitspolizei , Dr. Haberl and Herr
Anhofer) and I was more than one hour interogated. The reason was your letter (one did
not tell me to whom addressed) concerning my ultimatum to the Editor of the scientific
magazine "Nature", Dr. John Maddox, and the threat that I shall commit myself to the
flames in front of the English Embassy in Vienna or in front of the British General
Consulate in Genoa, if Dr. Maddox will not publish my papers on the invented by me
peApatuum mobiZz.

My action in the British Consulate in Genoa was executed on the 8 August. However,
as after a half-an-hour discussion with the employees of the Consulate they searched
for the intervention of the Italian police, I was impelled to escape, as I have ente-
red Italy illegally and I should have to be imprisoned (I was expelled from Italy in

September 1980, see p. 173 of my book THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH which is enclosed). You
can read an account on my action in Genoa in the enclosed articles of the Genoa jour-
nal IL LAVORO.

Thus I must proceed to my self-immolation in front of your Embassy. I intend to
carry out a one-day "warning strike" (strajk ostregawczy, jak m6wi^ polacy) on the
6 September during which I shall give a press-conference for the Austrian journalists
and for the foreign journalists accredited in Vienna. The press-conference will be
organized by my press-manager, Mr. Thomas Stelzl. If after this warning strike Dr.

Kaddox will not give his consent to publish my papers, I shall immolate myself in

front of Your Embassy on the 7 September at about noon.

The Graz police showed me a letter with which the Ministry of Interior (or of Fo-

reign Affairs) explains that according to the information submitted by Dr. Maddox to

you I have threatened with a self-immolation to constrain the former to pay me the t

165 which the collaborator of NATURE, Mrs. Vera Rich, with a mean fraud robbed from
me seven years ago. In this way Dr. Maddox tries to desinformate you, searching to

conceal the true reasons of my ultimatum. Mrs. Rich, indeed, robbed from me the indi-
cated sum, but after the plea of Dr. Maddox to not cause harm to the good name of NA-

TURE with this criminal affair, I decided to not bring it to the attention of the pub-
lic opinion. You can read the documents on the whole story on the followino pages of
THE THORNY WAY CF TRUTH: p. 154, item 2); p. 176, secorti paragraph; p. 181, item 1);

p. 182, first paragraph; p. 187, second paragraph; and finally p. 6, third and fourth
paragraphs.

I send you my recent correspondence with Dr. Maddox and strippings of articles, so

that you can be infomedabout the whole background of my ultimatum to Dr. Maddox.

I wish to hope that your high intervention will lead to the satisfaction of my ul-

timatum. You would certainly agree with me that if I am deeply convinced of having

discovered the p^Apztwm mobilz, I cannot proceed otherwise. Dr. Maddox can persuade

me to withdraw my ultimatum if he can present tenable objections against my absolute
space-time theory and numerous experiments presented in my books and papers. However,

as during 15 years he could not present at least one such objection, the probability
that now he would find some one is VERY LOW, tending to zero.

The life of a man, your Excellency, is in your hands. My deep conviction is that,

with your high rank in the services of Her Majesty, you will save this life.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

Enclosures: Clippings of journals and the book THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH, with the plea

to restitute the latter after use. My correspondence with Dr. Maddox of

the following dates: 29.6, 5.7, 9.7, 11.7, 16.7, 20.7, 4.8, 20.8. The let-

ter of Dr. Maddox of the 5.7 and the letter of Prof. Rossi of the 18.8.
My letter to the Nobel Committee of the 27.8.
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4 Little Essex Street

London WC2R 3 LF
Telephone 01-836 6633
Telex 262024

JM/MS
27 September 1984

Dr Stefan Marinov
Niderschocklstr . 62
A- 804 4 Graz
Austria

Dear Dr Marinov:

Thank you for Part II of your book. I am glad to see that
your three papers have now been published. Naturally it would
be possible now for me to fall back on the old excuse that we
shall not publish them in Nature because they have already
appeared elsewhere, for which reason it is only proper that
I should say the explanation is what it has always been - that
I know of no independent person who agrees with you, and that
I believe your papers to be wrong. Even so, I hope that you
will not carry out your plan to immolate yourself.

I'm also sorry to say that we shall not on this occasion be
reviewing your book, but I shall set that it is listed in our
Books Received column. There would be no objection to your
advertising it separately, provided that the advertising copy
conformed with the standards of accuracy we set for ourselves.

Yours sincerely.

jQ^n Maddox
Editor

Registered No: 939565 England Registered Office: Macmillan Journals Ltd. 4 Little Essex Street London WC2R3LF
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THE UNIVERsTtY OF ATHENS

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

wmmmm^ nr iirrimiiffs

mwBWBTfiuiiui ULiui mm^t^mm-^mtm
IIULIIIUIIL JlJ.iiu Professor Paolo Rossi

., r ,1 Universita di Genova,
p. r.Pappas, '

26, Markopol.oti Street. '"''Culta di Lettere e F.losofia.

UK-11744 Athens, ^'^ '**"^*. *'

16126 Genova,
Greece. '

2d/9/d4.

Dear Professor Rossi,

I would like to answer some questions of

yours fruiTi your letter to Dr Maddox as I have seen it published by Stefan

Ivlaridov in his "Thorny vVay Part 11".

As yOyj inay know i kdOw Jtofan Marinov about 1G years, i liavu lived in iiia

house over fifteen days. I know his Bulijarian wife Hellena. I have travelled

with hinn and I had lomj personal discussions durrimj his difficult momants as

well as numerous letters and ideas exchanijed with him.

1. Stefan is in no way charlatan. He is one of the most frank and honest

persons I know. This is the reason my house is entirely open to him.

2. Stefan is in no way a rnad man, unless one may call a brave man so.

3. Stefan is not a KGB agent. I have considered this question long ago and I

have excluded any possibility.

4. Stefan is an extreme honest scientist who makes much less errors than any

other average scientist.

5. Stefan is a genius compared to the most of uther scientist. I consider

Stefan di uf»e of the most gifted scientist.

I must add a sixth point:

6. Stefan's signature is that he attacks all the weak points of Physics that

come to his knowledge in the most direct and brave way. He attacks ajl the

aspects that had been a headache for physics and eventually forgotten by

amnesia without being resolved. This is what people dislike about Stefan.

Stefan Marinov is the Trade Mark for "Science Weakness". Stefan has a point

for all his claims. He Is just what he shows.

Finally, I must say as I am writing to you that really I do not know

whether he is alive or not, but I beleive Stefan might immolate himself as he

promised in his recent book, feeling he has completed the purpose of his

existence. I pray he changes his mind.
Sincerely Yours,

P.T.Pappas.
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EINLADUNG ZUR PRESSEKONFERENZ

Ich erlaube mir, Sie sehr herzlichst zu der Pressekonferenz, die Herr Prof. Stefan

Marinov (Laboratorium fiir fundamentale physikalische Probleme, Sofia, Bulgarien)

am kommenden Freitag, den 28. September 1984,

mit Beginn um 11.00 Uhr im Presseclub CONCORDIA, Wien

geben wird. einzuladen.

In dieser Konferenz wird Prof. Marinov der Weltpresse seine Selbstverbrennung fiir

den 3. Oktober 1984 (Miitwoch), mittags, vor dem Gebaude der englischen Botschaft

in Wien ankiindigen, falls die Forderung seines Ultimatums an den Herausgeber der

engl. wissenschaftlichen Zeitschrift "NATURE", Dr. John Maddox, nicht erfiillt wird,

In seinem Ultimatum verlangte Marinov schon seit Monaten, daB Dr. Maddox seine

abgelehnten Artikel, in denen er die Beschreibung des von ihra gebauten und ent-

deckten

PERPETUUM MOBILE

gibt, unverziiglich veroffentlicht.

Prof. Marinov wird Ihnen die Grundbegrif fe seiner absoluten Raum-Zeit Theorie

(die die Relativitatstheorie von Einstein widerlegt!) erklaren, sowie die

Theorie und Konstruktion seines elektromagnetischen PERPETUUM MOBILE.

.

AuBerdem erlauben wir uns auch das neue Buch von Prof. Marinov: "The Thorny Way

of Truth (Part II)" zu prasentieren.

Marinov hat die wahrscheinlich groBte Erfindung seit Menschengedenken gemacht und

mdchte sie auch gerne der Menschheit zur ihrem Wohle zur Verfiigung stellen.

Hochachtungsvoll

Thomas Stelzl

Presse - Manager von Stefan Marinov
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DIENSTAG, 2. OKTOBER 1984

*^ Erfinder will

sich selbst

verbrennen
Wieder will jemand em Perpetuum

mobile erfunden haben: Allerdings ist die

revolutionare Neuheit, die sogar Ein-

steins Relativitatstheorie widerlegen soil,

weder gebaut noch durchgetestet. Die

Besonderheit: Der Erfinder, Professor

Stefan Marinov, ein Exilbulgare, veran-

staltete sogar eine Pressekonferenzl

Vor interessiertem Publikum - etiiche

Herren von der Staatspolizei schrieben

eifrig mit - kijndigte der Professor, der

in Bulgarien etiiche Jahre in psychiatri-

scher Behandlung war, an, er werde sich

verbrennen, wenn nicht das englische

Wissenschaftsmagazin .Nature" seine

Theorien verbreitel Theorien, die zwar

von fiihrenden Wissenschaftlern gelesen,

dann aber verworfen wurden. Denn das

Perpetuum mobile ist physikalisch un-

moglich.

NAIUKl vol \ll 4(>C'r(IHIK I4W

-NEWS-
Marinov

nature
EDITORIAL OFFICES

LoDdoa Offin
4 Lilllc ESKX Slrctl. WC2R 3LF

Telephone: (01) 836 6633 Telex: 262024

WuUnglon Office
1

1

34 Naiionil Press Building, EXT 20043
Telephone: (202) 737-2355

Tokyo Offic*
Eikow Building. 10-9, Hongo l<home, Bunkyo-ku

Tokyo 113
Telephone: (03) 816 3756/7 Telex: J3212I MSKK

Editor: John Maddox

Further threat of immolation
British diplomatic missions in Genoa

(Italy) and Vienna (Austria) have been

under siege in the past few weeks by Dr

Stefan Marinov, the Bulgarian physicist

now living in the West, with threats of self-

immolation. Dr Marinov is protesting at

the refusal of the Editor of Nature to

publish three long scientific articles, one of

which is a restatement of Marinov's theory

of absolute space-time, another of which

announces the design of a perpetuum

mobile.

Dr Marinov first embarked on self-

immolation in Genoa on 8 August, outside

the British Consulate, but by his own

account was held in conversation for half

an hour by staff from the consulate and

was compelled to flee when the staff sought

the assistance of the police, knowing that

he was present illegally in Italy (having

been denied entry in 1980).

At a press conference held in Austria last

week, Dr Marinov again announced his

plan for self-immolation, this time outside

the British Embassy in Vienna. On the tele-

phone earlier this week, he said that he

would take this step at 10a.m. local time on

2 October but, on being informed of the

appearance of this piece, said "Now I

don't know whether to immolate myself

tomorrow".
Dr Marinov's claims that Einstein's

theory of special relativity is misplaced

were first made in 1974 (Czechoslovak J.

Phys. B24, 965; 1974), on the basis of an

experiment carried out in Bulgaria that

purported to show that the velocity of light

is direction-dependent. Marinov has since

claimed to have repeated the experiment.

The paper describing that investigation,

"New measurement of the Earth's

absolute velocity with the help of the

coupled shutters experiment", says that

the experiment was carried out in his girl-

friend's apartment, that the rotating

shutters, functioning as a siren, disturbed

the neighbours and that "after a couple of

altercations, my girl-friend threw away

from her apartment not only my apparatus

but also me".
The two other papers submitted for

publication are called "On the action and

interaction of stationary currents" and

"Coup de grace to special relativity and to

something else" . All three papers have now

been published by Marinov in his book The

Thorny Way to Truth (Part II).

Marinov's complaint against Nature is

primarily that publication of these three

papers has been refused, but also that

"milliards of dollars" are being lost each

day the world remains ignorant of his per-

pectual motion machine. Other matters in

dispute are Nature's refusal to publish an

appeal to the late Yuri Andropov at the end

of last year and, earlier, a manifesto called

the "Ten Jena Commandments".
John Maddox
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ELIIM
/fu^
ELIN UNION AG.EImedSSS 3 A 8l60Weil

Herrn
Stefan Marinov

NlederschbcklstraOe 62
80'*U Graz

Ihre Nachricht vom Unser Zeichen Bearbeiter /S (0 31 721 25 II 0* Nebensielle

M/Ko/Ru D.-I. Koglek / 285

Datum weiz, 1984-10-11

Sehr geehrter Herr Marinov I

Sie haben in Ihrem Brief vom 198^.10.08 eine Finanzierungs-
garantie von S 30.000,- angeboten. Ich muQ daher meine tele-
fonische Aussage wiederholen, da3 die ELIN auf Grund des
Angebotes vom April I98U nur bereit war, bei einer Flnanzie-
rungsgarantie von S 82.000,- ein Gerat ausschlieQlich nach
Ihren Angaben zu fertigen.

In den letzten Tagen ist aber nach dem Studium Ihrer Broschiire
"The Bitter Thorny Way of Truth" und nach Besuch Ihrer Presse-
konferenz vom 1984.09.28 von unserem Direktionsbereich
Forschung und Entwicklung entschieden worden, von unserem
oben erwahnten Angebot zuriickzutreten.

Wir hoffen, daO es Ihnen mbglich sein wird, in einem der
vielen gut eingerichteten Fertigungss tatten in Graz Ihr Gerat
zu dem Ihnen vorstellbaren Preis fertigen zu lassen und ver-
bleiben

Du. : Wien DEF/
Hr . Dir . Birkner

Mit vorzUglicher Hochachtung

ELIN-Utf

WE12 jf '

Editorial note . Before beginning his press-conference, Marinov asked who is any of

the presented persons. The journalists gave the names of their jour-

nals or press-agencies. About 10 persons said that they are PRIVATE PERSONS. Nobody

said of coming from ELIN, Ministery of Science, or Ministery of Interior.

Telegramme

ELIN WEIZ

Fernschreiber

31345

Giro Oeslerr Nationalbank WIen - Zentralsparhasse der Gemeinde Wien - Postsparkassen-Konto 7590 197

Bankveibindungen Ccedilanslall gankverein Kio 87 24 767. Osterreicbiacba Landaibank AG Wwn Kto 763-130-764
Sparkasu Wai< 0000-0OO430
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Macmillan Journals Ltd

4 Little Essex Street

London WC2R3LF
Telephone 01-836 6633
Telex 262024

JM/MS
2 November 1984

Dr Stefan Marinov
Niederschlockstr . 62
A-8044 Graz
Austria

Dear Dr Marinov:

We should be able to send you proofs of your advertisement
in a few days. Meanwhile, there is one practical matter
you should attend to. The two photographs you wish to include
will not reproduce satisfactorily from the materials you have
sent. Do you have the originals? They would of course be
returned to you.

Yours sincerely.

/- i^—<3-C s^"^ i'

John Maddox
Editor

Editorial note . On the 1 October 1984 Marinov visited the English Embassy in Vienna
to announce his self-immolation for the 2nd October at 10 AM, if
Dr. Maddox will not accept his ultimatum. The Secretary of the
Embassy, Mr. Dunlop, and another person who did not present him-
self said the Embassy is in a steady contact with Dr. Maddox and
begs Mr. Marinov to phone on the spot to Dr. Maddox and to try
for a last time to arrive to a compromise settlement of the con-
flict. Marinov phoned from a cabine in front of the Embassy. Dr.

Maddox agreed to publish a note on the whole story (he did this -

see p. 292) and to give one page of NATURE where Marinov can write
what he wishes, paying the page as advertisement. Marinov accepted
the offered compromise and renounced his self-immolation. Dr. Mad-
dox said to Marinov that the interview which the BBC took after his

press-conference has been broadcast

-

Registered No yj9566 England Registered OHice Macmillan Journals Ltd. 4 Little Essex Street London WC2R3LF
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Stefan Marinov
Niederschbcklstr.
A-8044 Graz

12 February 1985

62
Dr. John Maddox
NATURE
4 Little Essex Street
London WC2R 3LF

Your Ref. M-02041 JM/MS

Dear Dr. Maddox,

Thank you very much for the speedy examination of my paper communicated by your
letter of the 6 February. You rejected the paper without presenting motivations as
you (or your referee) are unable to present such (during 10 years no single referee
has presented at least one tenable objection against my theory and experiments, as
both parts of THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH (TWT) show it clearly).

I need a motivated rejection which is to be reproduced in the Ilird volume of TWT.
People are annoyed to read rejections of the kind of your last one and they will not
buy more my books (one pays $ 25 for a book of me because the referees' opinions
reproduced there make one laugh more than usual humoristic literature). I must keep
the high humoristic level of my books, otherwise I cannot continue with my scientific
research (you know pretty well that I am financing my scientific work by selling my
books). You must help me. Dr. Maddox.

Thus I submit again my paper (having added two new paragraphs and a new figure)
and I beg you (or your referee) to put crosses in the enclosed questionnaire (see
a similar questionnaire in TWT-I, p. 235 for instruction how to put the crosses).

Of course, if the paper will be accepted, there is no need to fill the question-
naire.

QUESTIONS

1. Is there induction when rotating the wire in fig. 2?

2. Is there induction when rotating the loop in fig. 2?

3. Is there induction when rotating loop and wire in fig. 2?

4. If 1) and 3) are answered positively, are both these inductions
equal?

5. Is there induction when moving the wire in fig. 1?

6. Is there induction when moving the loop in fig. 1?

7. Is there induction when moving loop and wire in fig. 1?

8. If 7) is answered positively, which is the velocity relevant
for the induction for this case: the absolute laboratory veloc?

Yes
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l'!r!ry^}.^l^ . „ Dr. Marlnov and Pappas
8470 fW 33rd.Terr.
Miami. FL 33^55 15 February 1985 (post date added

by Marinov)
Dear ftefcin and Pappas:

This is not an answer to the latests queries of Marinov' s letter of Jan. 31

especially pa^e ^4^ about the motor effect for wires outside the gap, but only an

indication of a systematic approach to finally, (hopefully!), clear out the "mis-

teries"here. t am plad Marinov reminded me of Cullwick's book which, indeed, I hgid

studied before but, apparently, T jumped over the section about induction and motor

effects in machines with slotted armatures. Yesterday I pot his two books, "Funda-

mentals of Electromapnetism" (l9'+9). and "Electromapnetism and relativity" (1959).

I will review them since I have them till Hay 10, from the University Library.

Please refer to Fi^. 1 in this letter which is the same as Fig.C on page 62 of

TVn'-IT except that curved gaps have been opened in the upper steel plates to allow

for complete rotation of the circuit RIEC. As usual we will consider rotations about

axis CI. Py introducing a sliding contact at R it will be possible to consider motions

of CEP (the extf-mal branch) independently of IR (internal radius). If the circuit RICE

is made of thin wire no sliding contact is needed at all, I simply hcl;i R firmly with

one hand and slightly distort CE back and forth, or IR back and forth. More elegantly I

have also used a small mercury pool at R as illustrated in the insert. In this way

RI can oscillate back and forth independently of CEP and viceversa. Of course, only
slight oscillations are needed, ^^his will lead to oscillating induced voltages of the

form illustrated in the photos of pg.-'89 of TWT-II. The reasoning for partitioning

the circuit in two parts, RI and CER is obvious. RI plays the traditional role of

Faraday's disk, (immersed in the mai^net's gap field) and CER plays the role of the

external ("passive") connecting wires that slide over the disk's"rim"(R) . The ^novelty"

of this arrangement, as you well know by now, is the confinement of the returning

magnetic field by means of the steel plates fgh and f'g'h'. In this way CER lies in

Ein essentially B= region. If the ciurved gaps are carefully designed it is possible
that they cover exactly a 90° angle of the entire circumference as shown in Fig.

2

which is a top view of Fig. 1. Thus, when the rectangular loop RICE makes a complete

revolution its branch ER lies, alternatively, in the B=0 region during ^ of the

turn, and in the gap region during the next ^ of the turn, where the (return) flux

is very intense. The RI branch, on the other hand, always traverses a B=constant

region in the equatorial gap inside the cylindrical magnet M. Finally, the ferromag-

netic parts can be also rotated about CI. In this arrangement it seems that the

upper half of the cylindrical magnet (M') shows a mechanical impossibility since it

would have to" float" in the air so that RICE could rotate continuously around it. This

is true for a complete rotation, but for small oscillations there is no problem. M' can

rest on top of M by inserting some pieces of rubber at places not interfering with

RI oscillations in the gap. We can consiaer, therefore, POUR elements capable of

rotation (oscillation), independently from each other:
i) The internal reuiius, RI
2) The external connector, CER

3) The central magnets, MM*
k) The external "yoke", fghf'g'h'

Rotation of CI itself is irrelevant; and relative rotation between M and M' is also

irrelevant, (but for commercial applications it might be convenient to rotate M but not

M'). A last feature which is very important for any industrial application of this

machine is, of course, the absolute need of increasing the magnitude of the Induced

emf's by using not one but many loops in series as Marinov has done in the bul-cub

generator. This will pose additional possibilities and problems: you can either "lump"

all the loops in a concentrated spot, or you can distribute them homogeneously around

the entire circumference (Stefan, notice the m) . And when you do so you can either

keep the winding in the same direction or you can reverse it every time you go from
one quadrant to the other, (in this way the "cancelling" effect that Marinov has
noted when all loops are connected in the "uneffective" bul-cub machine, disappears,
an4.it becomes effective. I am disclosing this little "trick" of my patent application;
I don't know why Marinov didn't exploit this trick before.)
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Now, I wholeheartedly reccommend that we forget about commercial applications and

simply try to understand what happens by starting with the simplest case possible:
a single loop rotating about CI. I can give this result to you since I have measured
the induced emf in RICE with a strip chart recorder after amplification of about 500 times:
it looks exactly as depicted in the plot of Fig. 3- (Remember, this is when RICE makes
a complete turn and all magnetic parts rest in the Lab). As you can see, the negatively
Induced emf is identical to the positive one. Since RI is always "cutting" a homogeneous
flux Inside the equatorial gap this meajis that the induction alpng ER when it comes
inside the radial gaps, (position E*R' in Fig.i), must be TWICE as negative as the
RT constant induction is positive. In other words, the "flux" swept by E'R' is twice
the flux swept by RI during i/U revolution. This can be very easily understood in terms
of the engineer's language: if you imagine that lOO magnetic lines emerge through the
equatorial gap in IW , this will correspond to 25 lines per quadrant. On the other hand,
when the lines reach the top gtnd "bend" horizontally, 50 will go to fgh and 50 to f *g'h'

.

Hence,while RI is "cutting" only 25 lines yielding a +emf , E'R' will be "cutting" 50 lines
yielding a (-emf) of double magnitiide. The combined result will be a (-emf) of single
magnitude. Hence, the + - alternation in Fig. 3- This alternation is what made Paul
say in Nov. 3 that in reality this is not a DC generator, much less a "brushless" one.

Well, this is a problem of najnes. We know that during a l/^ cycle, say when ER
is at B=0, we have a strict DC induction. The next \/h cycle is also DC, but of opposite
sign. How shall we call this generator? An "alternating DC generator? A square wave
generator? I don't know. But the interesting thing is that the whole loop can rotate,
without need of relative motion between RI (the "disk") and CER , ( the "passive" wires)
Hence, the need of a sliding contact at R is eliminated. And what is even more surprising:
an identical square wave voltage as that of Fig. 3 is obtained when you leave RICE at
rest AMD ROTATE FGH(FGH)' BACKWARD?. This I have never reported before because^is the
essence of ray patent application eind we should keep this rather confidential. But the
effect of rotating fgh(fgh)' can be DEDUCED from the fact that when rotating the whole
system, no net emf occurs, (indicating that the counterotation of fgh(fhg) ' does, indeed,
produce a counter emf). Hence, not only we have eliminated the sliding contact at R but
since the whole circuit can remain fixed to the Lab we eliminate all sliding contacts
aJid slip rings that otherwise would be necessary to connect RICE with the consumer in
the Lab and in the city. Only the ferromagnetic pieces have to rotate, (not even MM'
has • to rotate. Hence the mechanical problem mentioned before, disappears.)

FRrom a topological point of view it is very interesting to consider what we have
done. By confining the external (return) fltix of Faraday's original inductor, to a
narrow path (fghfgh"), we have, in effect, avoided, at least during 2 quarters of the
revolution, the cancelling effect of that return flux upon branch ER. Nothing precludes
the possibility of still confining that return flux into a narrower swept angle, (this

might be valuable for certain servomechanisnE where Incomplete rotations are used).
Put here we are falling again into the "temptation" of industrial applications. Let's
P.Q back to theory aJid to understanding, I

A complete £Lnd exhaustive prograjn to understand the present device must inves-
|

tigate:
^ ^ 4^

i)'rhe problem of emf localization when any one of the FOUR elements mentioned I '.

before, RT , CER, MM' and fgh(fhg) ' rotates (or oscillates) relatively to each otherp •"".
'

2)The problem of motor (torque) localization (if any) that might accompany the! *^,
,

,'

previous emf's when present. RlCe

Now, between h elements there are '6 possible combinations of motion (w) or
rest (o) , relative to the Lab. These are the 8 cases that I already presented in

TABLE I of pg.59 in TWT-II , (in which cases fgh ( fgh) ' was always at rest), and,

8 more cases in which fgh(fgh)'ls moving. I have prepared for you all these cases

in the enclosed TABLE II. The results for the emf's of the first 8 cases are those

of TABLE I. Concerning the other 8 cases I give you only the last one: when all four

elements rotate, nothing happens, (emf=0). Some of the otri^'r cases I have tried ex-

perimentally but it will be very convenient if without doing any experiment we try

to deduce the outcome. I have provided also a column to report the site of emf locadizatl
and another for ''^^hporv'' n If possible, to calculate its intensity.

give us all the answers NLtAjJiV, Yx^j.^t^^i^^M'
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Macmillan Journals Ltd

4 Little Essex Street

London WC2R3LF
Telephone 01-836 6633
Telex 262024

JM/MS
8 March 1985

Dr Stefan Marinov
Niederschocklstr . 62
A-8044 Graz
Austria

Dear Dr Marinov:

I am replying now to your letters of 12 and 25 February.
As and when I come in the pile of correspondence on my desk
to other letters from you, I shall deal with the points you
raise there.

I have completed your questionnaire myself. Please do
understand that there are no circumstances in which I could
ask one of our small army of dedicated but unpaid referees
to take on this task, because your manuscript begins (deli-
berately I'm sure) with the inflammatory statement of your
theory of absolute space-time

.

In reply to the second letter, I am sorry to have to say that
there is no way in which I can agree to publish your advertise-
ment without payment or at a reduced charge - your constant
corrections have already put us to considerable cost.

I have not read your manuscripts yet and so I have no way
of knowing whether we are likely to publish them. But, if
we were to publish any of them, I could not agree to promise
that your advertisement and your manuscript (s) would appear
in the same issue. I am sure, Dr Marinov, you appreciate
the importance of ensuring that the editorial and advertising
departments of a journal like this should not be in collusion.

Yours sincerely.

John Maddox
Editor

Editorial note. In the above letter Dr. Maddox does not mention Marinov 's letter of

the 20 February, It must be, however, noted that the

fourth proofs of his advertisement (see pp. 312 and 313) arrived to

Marinov by an express letter on the 25 February, i.e., exactly five

days after the writing of his letter of 20 February. With this let-

ter Dr. Maddox answered the questionnaire in Marinov 's letter of the

12 February and these answers are reproduced on p. 296.

Registered No 939565 England Registered Office fvlacmillan Journals Ltd. 4 Lillle Essex Street London WC2R3LF
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Francisco Muller March 9th, 1985.
8470 SW 33 terr.

Miami, FL. 33^55 r,

Dear Stefan, Paul and Pappas:

Please find enclosed copies of a few pa^es from ?antilll"s book dennounclnp
the "vested, academlc-flnanclal-ethnlc Interests" of Einstein's followers in the USA.

T received answers to the ^6 rotational induction experiments (''able II), from
Paul and Stefan. Poth had all qualitative results in perfect agreement with experi-
mentally observed emf's. Briefly these were:

9
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I ajn going to explore, experimentally, two details which I had observed years
ago. As I also mentioned to Marinov already, I had some indication that the location
of emf in case 9 is in RI, usign the capacitive brainch described in TWT-II page 63.

The other finding, related to crucial motor reactions, was done in April of 1979.
When I passed a current through RICE, (indeed, through 10 such loops in series),
I noticed that, if the loops are made "solid" to MM' and both fixed to the Lab, there
is an unquestionable TORQUE over the frajne fghf'g'h'. 5o wherever the seat of emf
is, RT or CER , this generator cannot be a "perpetuum generator". I mean, the generated
current will oppose, indeed, the further rotation of the frame because of the said
motor reaction. So you DO have to pay energy to generate the emf. Unfortunately I

did not make experiments where RT could move independently of CER, or both independently
of MMl So again, the "partitioning" of the emf's and torque effects, between RI
and CER, are under speculation. I give you the global results as I performed them in

1979.
I will stop here since the mail closes for the weekend in about one hour and I

have still to buy envelopes and make the drawings, and I wish this letter to reach
Marinov before he travels to the USA to see Newman and the N-generators.

Yours, as always,

F.Muller

Fv<f . I
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Stefan Marinov Dr. John Maddox
Niedesrchbcklstr. 62 NATURE
A-8044 Graz 4 Little Essex Street

15 March 1935
' London WC2R 3LF

Dear Dr. Maddox,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 8 March which I received before posting
my letter to you of the 13 March, and I reply your letter on the spot.

Your answers to my questionnaire are so bad, that soon you will repent of having
given them. Let me say first that I was olad to see that you answered questions 1-7
rightly. I must, however, note that question 6 must be answered negatively (i.e., that
when moving the loop in fig. 1 there is no induction in the wire) only if the wire is

at rest in absolute space. If the wire moves (together with the laboratory) in abso-
lute space, there is induction depending on the absolute velocity of the wire (the mo-
tion of the loop is immaterial). But this is only a subtlety . Now let us come to your
blunt logical errors.

You affirm that there is induction (the golden foils at the ends of the wire go
aside!) when moving the wire (object A) with a constant translational velocity in the
laboratory keeping the loop (object B) at rest, while when moving the loop (object B)
keeping the wire (object A) at rest, there is no induction. If you will publish this
totally anti- relat ivist ic statement in the press, the relat i vis ts have to ston e you .

Have you not heard that according to the principle of relativity all physical effects
taking place in two bodies depend only on their relative velocity one to another?

However, if the relativists will stone you, I shall open widely my arms to embrace
you, seeing that even the editor of Nature has entered our camp (the camp of the ab-
solutists). Your positive answer to question 7 is again definitely anti-relativistic :

Objects A and B move together with the same constant translational velocity (in the
laboratory), and there is induction, while if both objects are at rest in the labora-
tory, there is no induction. Have you never open a book on special relativity to see
that the inertia! velocity of an isolated material system has no effect on the phe-
nomena appearing in that system? Thus before the cock-crowing you denied your teacher
(Jesus Stein) twice. You denied the teacher a third time giving a negative answer
the question 8, and affirming that the phenomena in the isolated system will depend
on its velocity to the laboratory. This answer, however, is neither relativistic, nor
absolutist, such an answer can give only a child who has never read a book on phy-
sics, because the effect is unique, while the number of the laboratories (of the "ob-
servers") nay be an infinitely large quantity. Put the loop and the wire on a ship
and mount the ship for a sail on Thames from Kingston to Richmond. Suppose that
the ship is sailing with N knots. Push now the system on the deck with the same ve-
locity to the stern. You will say: For such a velocity the golden foils must go aside
to n degrees. Well, but suppose that Vera Rich is on the shore and looks at your
experiment. For her the ship moves but the loop with the wire are at rest and she
will affirm: There is no induction, the golden foils must remain closed. You will

shout from the board "There is induction", V. R. will shout from the shore "No, there

is no induction." And if the other collaborators of NATURE will pass near on different
ships sailing with different velocities some from Kingston to Richmond, other from

Richmond to Kingston, can you imagine what a Babylonian shouting will take place.

Thus you have either to revise the system of your answers, or to answer also question
8 by "yes". Then you have to publish the paper. However, if you will be afraid that
after the appearance of this paper the relativists will stone you, write me openly
about your fears and in the name of your personal security and of our friendship I

shal 1 wi thdraw it.

You write that the numerous proofs of my advertisement have put you to considerable
cost. This is not my guilt. You delayed the composition over months and in those
monliis I discovered new things. On the other side the last corrections are due only to

the bad composition of the formulas. After four proofs the formulas are so bad as in

the first proofs. I am ready to pay for the changes of the text introduced by me, but
I have no responsibility that NATURE composes formulas so badly as if the composition
is done in Zimbabwe. I shall send you t 440 (the sum paid for my first advertisement
in 1981). If your page charges have changed, please inform me about the new charges.
The sum will be sent after obtaining the fifth proofs with well composed formulas.

Sincerely yo^i^s :/y vy^^ Stefan Marinov
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Bruce E. DePalma, 1055 Channel Drive, Santa Barbara, California

18 March 1985 93108, U3A

Dear Dr. Marinov,

I received your letter this afternoon. Lurecent days I have been V€Ce|NAKA

considerable publicity which has resulted in hundreds of letters.

I think you and I have different approaches. I am basically a tea-

cher and a researcher. I have studied the histories of the innovat-

ors and I am trying to carefully pick a path that will lead to the

succesful introduction of new ideas into physics. The ideas of

free energy and antigravlty which I have developed are bringing

together the finest young minds on the planet here in 3anta Bar-

bara.

I try to be less dogmatic than you are because I believe my ideas

about physics are mjr ideas, not the ideas.

I have repeated the Godart experiment and got the result he pre-

dicted. According to your own writing you got a 9"i^ll/f^^°
J.^^^^J^^

you rotated the turntable slowly. Of course under fast rotation any

variation would be lost in the inertia of the measuring instrument.

My opinion is that you do not want the Godart experiment to work

since it would dissipate the theoretical basis which ^ou want to ex-

plain your experiment with. Do not let your prejudices create such

a high threashold for your Judgement else you are putting yourself

in the stead of your critics. I think Godart has found something,

what it Just exactly is has yet to be shown. Just think, if the

Godart effect were operating in the case of your coupled shutters

experiment — I agree with the referees & JIIA that the precision

of the experiment is beyond them if what you are really saying la

true. I really believe logic can take you to an experiment, i.e.

in my case the dropping of the spinning ball experiment; but when

vou find free energy (i.e. the ball drops faster and comdes harder),

tSen ySu must have the mental elasticity to accept the new unpre-

cedented) result. After that it might take years to find out what

xs really happening, in the Godart experiment for example.

Become more realistic, Dr. Marinov. The reason Relativity is wrong

is equivalence is wrong, (the geometrical interpretation of/P^c®

13 incorrect) The inertlal mass which we find when we accellemte

an object is not a property of the object in itself anymore than

the gravitational weight. Both of these properties are coming from

field3(?) existing in the space around the object. The Inertlal mass

is a conferred property from which energy can be extracted.

Perhaps the energy in a perpetuum mobile 1^ created from nothing, i.e.

God. But you would not except this interpretation?

You are worse than your referees in the Informations you want from

me. I am thinking perhaps you have thought about Dr. Maddox so much

you are beginning to think like him?
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Don't you want^belleve I have dl3covered the Inertlal field of space?
Don't be like the flah swimming In the wa^er who need to be convin-
ced the water la there.

I would be happy to have some conversations with you, In person.
In terms of the things you are asking, I am more a Qallleo type per-
son. I say: If you drop rocks off of the LlofE, then, all will be
seen to fall with the same rate of accel]eratlon. Now DePalma says
the rotating objects will drop faster. Do you need more Information
than that?

The rotating N machine has no drag. I have measured this personally
In two models I have constructed. The one running at a measured current
of 70C0 amperes at 1.5 volts. A second machine with mercury electrodes
developed .5 volt at 10,000 r.p.m. A direct short circuit produces no
voltage drop or Increase In drive motor current (less than 1 ma, reso-
lution In 4 amperes).

If there Is no magnetic field and there Is no Inertlal field then;
there Is no way I can talk to you . As far as rotation of magnetic
field or not, you sound like Einstein: "the problem has no point".

X^Xi^&^P3- someone has come up with a new experiment (not In the books),
whose Interpretation may be construed along the lines of^ lines of
force which can be rotated.

I think you are a very brilliant man who would profit from the exact
examination given to his ideas by the teaching of them to someone else.

I am not especially looking for the Nobel Prize, I have different aims
in this society. I want to stop nuclear war. I want to invalidate and
discredit the handwashing procurers who prostitute themselves and walk
in the halls of truth. What I have in mind is more powerful than the
atomic bomb.

I think it should be interesting when we have a conversation. I wonder
does your communism exclude a Qod? I think God is a necessary experience
for all men of science for so many reasons I cannot elaborate here.

I also think you are underestimating the other physicists. In a world
ruled by greed, no one is going to tell you what they are doing. The
perpetuum mobile idea as you and I Invented it is correct and will run.
This I demonstrated in 1980. This I am saying to you not to make you
unhappy that I am not telling you everything, but I satisfied myself
and I have enough self-control and perception of things to stay content.

I am not interested in d.c. machines anymore. I can make N machines
with direct a.c. output which greatly simplifies power conversion.
But also I am not going to talk on a line which has many hearoAs.

Basically I am happy with what I am doing. You are smart enougnti
attack the physicists because they are a bunch of mental defectives
who are going to murder all of us if we let them. Hope to see you.

Editorial note . Godart's experiment was repeated by Marinov in Sofia and the account
is presented on p. 171 of EPPUR SI MUOVE and on p. 264 of Vol. Ill

of CLASSICAL PHYSICS. Marinov's measurement gave a null effect. In

1977 Marinov met Godart in Brussels and showed him his results. Godart
agreed that, may be, his experiment was not very accurately done.
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Stefan Marinov
Niederschbcklstr.
A-8044 Graz

b April 1985

62

Dr. John Maddox
NATURE
4 Little Essex Street
London WC2R 3LF

Dear Dr. Maddox,

I sent the corrected fourth proofs of my advertisement on the 25 February to Mr.
George Lowe and to Mr. Andy Sutherland. Until today I have not received the fifth
proofs. I am afraid that you are unwilling to print this advertisement. What is the
matter? NATURE asks me to prepay the advertisement in a traditional capitalist man-
ner but NATURE does the job in a traditional SOCIALIST manner being unable to com-
pose during SIX MONTHS this advertisement. If our relations are relations between
capitalists, please, be so kind to fulfil your obligations. Correct the badly com-
posed formulas as soon as possible and send me the proofs by an express letter.

To block you the way for a possible escape (rejection of the advertisement), I

sent you today the page charge for two pages (860 English pounds). See enclosed
the payment document. However, you have to print the advertisement after my approval
of the fifth proofs. And as soon as possible (NATURE is in London, not in Moscow).

I know pretty well that the relativists around NATURE are terribly afraid of any
my printed word as they cannot raise a single word of objection against my theory
and experiments. But money has an enormous power in our godblessed Western world.
FcBapHBan -me He6e3bi3BecTHbiH BnaflUMHp UnbHM /cnerKa KapxaBH/: 'Tocnofla p-pejiHTHBHCTbi
iiaM caMH np-poflaxiyT xy Bep-peaoHKy, Ha KOTop-poH Mbi hx h noBecHM."

I wish to hope that you will finally understand that I have discovered important
things in physics and you will open the pages of NATURE for my articles.

I should like to remember you that with my letter of the 18 March I begged you
to send back to me my article THE "MAMUL" PERPETUUM MOBILE without making photoco-
pies of it, and I am looking forward for your parcel.

Sincerely yours,

I
Stefan Marinov£ 860,-

Herr
Dr. Stef«n Korinov
tiiederschocklstr. 62
A-SiJ'J'v Graz

^ vertwefldutgii-wn:^ Idem Bcgui-sig-en miauierisnt ^~^"'

Uezahlung fur eine
Annonce in der Zeitschrift
"tiature"

Sie beauftragten uns, an den genannten Begunstigten dies«

Oberweisung durchzufuhren, wofur Sie uns den in nach-

stehender Abrechnung angeWhrten Endbelrag eriegten.

CREDITANSTALT

IIscDxllian Accounts and Adninistration
ltd,
4 Little I.'a.iex Street
London '..CSa 5 LF

hat. UestTninater Bank Ltd.
BLZ 60-02-'»9
Kto rir. t7301751

Oi« Ut)erwe«sjog wifd bneRich/fiugpostiich/draMiich durchg^'^^'t

2.689,-

+ U&erwei5uogssp«en

KassaEinzahlung

Belf.^

: 87,60 '

s
20.-

s9»9?»*»»»23i3

23-235,—
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Seite12-

Steirerkrone

Craz, Lendplat2 31, Telefon 91 55 22-0

Samstag, 6. April 1985 / Nr. 8932, S 6,-

Pferdeknechterfondin

Groi Wundermoschine
Stefan Marlnov Ijichelt. „Da reden die Leute soviet iiber Zwen-

tendorf und Halnburg . . . Ich habe alle Probleme gelost!" Und er-

leJchtert prasentlert der bulgarische Extremphyslker und WahU
Grazer sein neuestes Werkl. Auf dem Papier oesteht Stefan Marl-
novs „Perpetuum mobile" ja schon lange, aber erst jetzt 1st der
Durchbruch da. Jetzt wird sich die Welt veritndem. Meint Marlnov.

den gebiJrtigen Bulgaren, der in

WeinlUen bei Graz als Pferde-

knecht arbeitet, um leben zu kon-

..Perpetuum mobile is discove-

red" - das Perpetuum mobile ist er-

funden. Unter diesem Titel soil

demnachst in der Wissenschafts-

fachzeitschrift ,, Nature" ein Artikel

VON WERNER HUEMER

erscheinen. Autor: Stefan Marinov,

der Mann, der seit mehr als einem

Jahr mit gesunder Besessenheit an

jenem Wunderwerk bastelt, das die

Menschheit sucht, seit es sie gibt -

an einer Maschine, die Energie aus

dem Nichts erzeugt, die sich ewig

dreht, wenn sie einmal in Gang ge-

bracht ist. Nichts und niemand kann

nen, davon abbringen, einst In die

Ceschichte einzugehen.

„Es gibt keinen Wissenschafter

auf der Welt", sagt Marinov, der

acht Sprachen spricht und im Eigen-

verlag haufenv^eise BiJcher produ-

ziert, ,,der etwas gegen meine

Theorien sagen kann. Es gibt aber

auch keinen, der mich unterstiitzen

will. Deshalb muR ich mit den primi-

tivsten Mittein allein arbeitenl" Die

w^ichtigste Arbeit ist nun getan. Das

,, Perpetuum mobile" wird dem-

nachst groli prasentiert.

< Jetit hat

er's: Stefan Ma-
rinov mit dem
wichtigsten Teil

seines , Perpe-

tuum mobile ",

einem neu ent-

wickelten Mo-
tor Und nun
wird Offent-

lichkeitsarbeit

geleistet: Mari-

nov schreibt

sein ietztes

Buch . Der
dornige Weg
zur Wahrtieit'

um und prasen-

tiert seine

Wunderma-
schine dem-
nachst bei einer

Pressekonfe-

rem der Of-

fentlichkeit.
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Stefan Marinov Dr. John Maddox

Niederschbcklstr. 62 NATURE

A-8044 Graz '^ Little Essex Street

London WC2R 3LF
24 April 1985 England

Dear Dr. Maddox,

On the 5th April I sent you the page charge for my advertisement "The Perpetuum

Mobile is Discovered". Until today I have not received the fifth (and I hope, final)

proofs of the adv.

I see that you are unwilling to print this adv. If this is the case, I BEG YOU

TO SEND IMMEDIATELY THE MONEY BACK TO ME.

Between the alternatives: a) execution of experiments or b) publication of the

advertisement, I chose the second one and invested my whole money in it. Now I

have neither experiments, nor published adv.

In the case that you will reject my submitted papers, please, inform me as soon

as possible. In the case of rejection, please, do not send the manuscripts to the

J. PHYS., as one ("A very simple electromagnetic experiment for measurement of

the Earth's absolute velocity") will be slightly revised, while the other will be

included in bigger papers. If you will accept the papers, I shall send you only

the revised version of the above mentioned paper.

Looking forward for your decision.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note . Until the 26 April 1985 the fifth proofs of Marinov 's advertisement
have not reached Graz. On the following two pages the fourth proofs

are reproduced (they arrived in Graz on the 25 February). In his letter of the 15
March Marinov wrote to Dr. Maddox: "You write (see p. 30l) that the numerous proofs
of my advertisement have put you to considerable cost. This is not my guilt. You de-
layed the composition over months and in those months I discovered new things. On the
other side, the last corrections are due only to the bad composition of the formulas.
After four proofs the formulas are so bad as in the first proofs. I am ready to pay
for the changes of the text introduced by me, but I have no responsibility that NA-
TURE composes formulas so badly as if the composition is done in Zimbabwe." The reader
can see the quality of the composition of the formulas AFTER FOUR PROOFS on the fol-
lowing two pages. Here is an example for the quality of the composition of the for-
mulas in the third proofs: bmsiem and his epigones Ihink that if a piece o/ wire and a

magnet move together, then induction phenomena cannot

appear. Now I shall show that tMj is not true.^"such a cjse we

have for the magnetic potential 'K'\n the wire rfXJ'dt = *^^ + //°
(<r. grad) ^ = 0, where (^/i)dt is the change of ^at the// 3

laboratory space point crossed by the wire al the nioment

considered and, as Pis the velocity of the wire. <^^^racl)yJt is the ^^
change of ^due to the motion oflhe wire. Taking rotation from ^
Ihelastequation.oneoblainsroijr,, = -rotl?^, where I denoted

fij = ^ol?Pand ^, = -,/a^. calling 1^ the moWon^X/'^JJd
inductive eleeiric intensity and *, the transformer inductive

One can ask oneself why after four proofs the formulas are so badly composed, why
during seven months the advertisement is still not published, why 20 days after having
received the prepaid sum NATURE keeps silent. If England will fulfil its treaty obli-
gation with the Soviet Union in the same manner as NATURE fulfils its treaty obliga-
tion with Marinov, the editor does not see a way to evade the WW III.

Note to the third edition . In the third edition is reproduced the published text of

Marinov's advertisement on op. 312 and 313. The fourth
proofs can be seen only on pp. 310 and 311 of the sec. ed.
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Tagespost J> Donnerstag, 13.Junil985

Ein Pcrpeluum mobile erfunden zu haben. be-

hauplct Jcr Bulgare Stefan Mahnov. Dabei ban-
dell es sich urn einen Eleklromolor fiir Cleich-
sirom ohne Schleifkonlakle. Der bochinlelli-

genle. jedoch ohne Jegliche finamielle Unler-
sluUung arbeilende ,Erfinder' lockl umablige
Jungleehniker zu seinem Stand. Vielleichl enl-

sieht doch noch eine verwenhare Sache.
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-NEWSAND VIEWS-

Stefan Marinov wins friends
The suggestion that there are systematic departuresfrom the strict requirements ofspecial relativity has

been persistently putforward by Dr Stefan Marinov. There is a case for repeating his experiment.

Stefan Marinov is a remaricable icono-

clast who is convinced that Einstein's spe-

cial theory of relativity is mistaken. Bulga-

rian by origin, Marinov has been, for all

practical purposes, exiled from his home-

land, but it is by no means clear whether

his opinions on relativity or on the proper

conduct of the Soviet leadership are

chiefly responsible.

From his new home in neutral Austria,

Marinov has been at loggerheads with

several scientific journals. Nature among
them, because of their refusal to publish

any but a small part of his work, which

now also includes a purported demonstra-

tion of a perpetuum mobile.

Marinov's frustrations with the journals

have recently seemed to get the better of

his judgement. Last year, angered by Na-

ture's refusal to publish a group of manu-

scripts, Marinov was for a time threaten-

ing to immolate himself in the square out-

side the British consulate at Genoa. Later,

he threatened to do the same outside the

British embassy in Vienna, but fortunate-

ly settled for a press conference instead.

Those who have had dealings with Dr
Marinov can have been left in little doubt

that he is passionately convinced of the

correctness of his position on s[}ecial re-

lativity. Quite apart from his apparent will-

ingness to take his own life, it is clear that

his waking hours are almost all spent in

correspondence, much of it unfortunately

fruitless, about this theory and about his

purported demonstration, by means of

what he calls the "coupled-shutters ex-

periment", that the velocity of light is not,

as Einstein's theory supposes that it would

be, equal in all directions (isotropic) in all

frames of reference.

Now, it seems, Marinov has won some
influential friends. The issue of Physical

Review Letters for 8 July (55, 143; 1985)

contains an article by A.K. Maciel and J.

Tiomno from the Brazilian National Sci-

ence and Technology Research Council at

Rio de Janeiro which at least puts Mari-

nov's objections to special relativity in a

context in which they can be grappled

with. Moreover, what Maciel and Tiomno
say is certain to have an important bearing

on the classification of all possible ex-

perimental tests of special relativity.

Plainly, when there is such a mountain

of experimental evidence that the general

features of special relativity are borne out

in practice, it would be foolish in the ex-

treme to assert that special relativity is just

plain wrong, thereby implying that the

time has come to return to newtonian

mechanics; after all, objects do not travel

faster than light in any circumstances

observable, while time dilation (as de-

fined by Lorentz) is a fact of life and can be

measured, for example, by the difference

between the average lifetime of an

unstable particle in motion and at rest. So

if there are violations of special relativity,

they are at most weak violations, depar-

tures from what is not strict orthodoxy and

not flat contradictions of it.

But what weak violations of special re-

lativity are neither trivial nor absurd? Bor-

rowing from some work due to H.B. Ives

in the 1930s, Maciel and Tiomno argue

that it is prudent to disallow violations for

electromagnetism, for independent part-

icles in uniform motion and the other

more elementary phenomena used as il-

lustrations of special relativity, now even

in the elementary textbooks. But what

about the possibility that the behaviour of

rigid bodies is not accurately accounted

for by the Einstein-Lorentz transforma-

tions of coordinates, and that a rigid body

remains rigid — the separation of fixed

points remains constant — however it is

moving?
The formal reahzation of this state of

affairs seems not particularly elusive,

although it is not possible to modify spe-

cial relativity in any meaningful way with-

out reintroducing the newtonian concept

of absolute time and space, or the idea

that there may be some preferred frame of

reference such as that of the microwave

background. Explicitly, if x,y and z are

cartesian coordinates in that absolute

frame of reference, and r is the time, and if

primed quantities are the same coordin-

ates in a system moving at velocity v along

the X-axis, the transformed coordinates

are exactly those of special relativity ex-

cept for (' , which is given (according to the

formalism of Maciel and Tiomno) by r =
yt', where y = (I — v'/c')'^ and not the

conventional Lorentz transformation in

which xvic' is added to t'.

The calculations are not in themselves

particulariy difficult. It emerges simply

enough that rigid rotating bodies remain

rigid in the new system, and in the particu-

lar sense that the apparent angular veloc-

ity of all fixed points is a constant (if the

angular velocity of the whole object is con-

stant). The velocity of light is isotropic in

the absolute system against whose coor-

dinates the rotation of the rigid object

is defined, while both time dilation and

the Lorentz-Fitzgerald contraction (of

lengths in the direction of relative motion)
persist. What is sacrificed is the isotropy of

the velocity of light in the rotating system.

The interest of what Maciel and Tiomno
have done is that they can sort the several

published tests of special relativity by the

likelihood that they will yield a stringent

test of the weakly violated form of special

relativity defined by their transformation.

The classical test of special relativity first

carried out by Michelson and Morley and
since repeated several times does not meet
the test. The version of the experiment

due to Joos (published in 1930) in which a

Michelson interferometer was rotated on
its turntable once every ten minutes or so,

classically one of the better verifications of

the isotropy of the velocity of light (among
two orthogonal directions), will not suf-

fice, although a more rapidly rotating

turntable might meet the need. The sim-

ulation of the Michelson-Moriey experi-

ment in which two hydrogen masers are

used as the source of radiation moving in

orthogonal directions offers more hope of

providing a stringent test of the modified

transformation equations. And so, Maciel

and Tiomno say, does Marinov's rotating-

shutters experiment.

The principle of that is simple enough, a
kind of Fizeau measurement of the veloc-

ity of light except that the objective is to

make a direct comparison of the velocity

of light in two opposite directions. Two
disks with identical perforations are

mounted parallel to each other at opposite

ends of an axle and light from a laser is

directed (by means of a beam-splitter)

through the perforations of the disks in

each direction. Marinov claims that his

results, most recently obtained with

home-made equipment at Graz, demons-
trate that the velocity of light is not the

same in all directions. He even claims to

have been able to detect the velocity and
direction of the Earth's movement
through absolute space and time.

None of this proves that there is any-

thing wrong with special relativity. It is

merely a pointer to the kinds of tests that

would be necessary to demonstrate a par-

ticular (and "weak") violation thereof.

Maciel and Tiomno merely say of the

Marinov experiment (as of the others on
their list) that it "should be repeated even

if to prove it wrong". It will be interesting

to see how many correspondents write in

to claim that that has been done already.

John Maddox
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The PERPETUUM MOBILE is discovered

Stelan Marinov

THE THORNY WAY
OF TRUTH

Part II

Documents on Ihe invention ol the perpetuum
mobile, on the cenlurial blindness ol mankind, and

on its Irantic perseverance in it

(" EST-OVEST*

Willi ihc aim of making clear the essence of the perpetuum
mobile I have invented, I now describe il (fig. I ). The copper disk

(I) is solid to Ihe axle (3), Ihc magnet (2) is stationary. When the
a\lc is rotated, an electric current is induced in disk (I), and a

potential appears between lhea.xle(oneof the electrodes) and the
Inush sliding on Ihe disk's rim (Ihe other electrode); thus il

rcprcscnis the so-called Faraday unipolar D.C. generator.

II olcciric potential is applied to those electrodes, the disk (I)

rolaics. Thus it also represents the so-called Barlow wheel. The
copper disk (4) is solidly connected to Ihe magnet (5) and Ihe axle,

,uid also represents a Faraday generator and a Barlow wheel. The
crucial difference, however, between disks (I) and (4) is that,

when working as generators, disk (I), called uncemented, has a

hrukiriK effecl but disk (4), called cemented, has not. Hence disk

(4) produces electric energy for which no mechanical energy has to

be paid. This is an experimental fact (see my book), but Ihe

scientific community covers it with silence and no physicist of the

"establishment" dares to discuss il and to reject it in the press,

backing up the rejection by experimental data.

I cannot give an unappealable explanation for this strange

phenomenon and I sustain il exclusively on experimental

e\ideiice, paying also a ll)0°'o credit to Ihe reports of the

coiisiruclors of the N-machines (see below).

Theoretically motivated is my second, called "trick-track",

per/n-iiium mobile (fig. 2): Two concentric meial cylinders

building a condenser with a big capacity can be connected either

through the wire A'C (when they are charged by the battery) or

ihrough the wire .^'B.AC (when they are discharged). Due to the

impulse caused by Ihe unbalanced Biot-Savart forces of

interaction (see beneath!), Ihe whole system comes into a

' The llrtt p«n of llx collection ol documenis THE THOHNY WAY
^ OF TRUTH pressnlsd the light ol Slelan Marinov lor Ihe reslo-

^ ration ol Ihe absolute space time concepts The present second

perl gives Ihe documented story on Ihe invention ol the first perpe-

tuum mobile in Ihe world and includes besides three Mannov's
sclenlltic papers also one of the Cuban physicist Francisco Muller

IMiami. USA) As Ihe documenis show, the reaction ol the "Scienti-

fic community to Ihe most imporlani discovery in Ihe history ot

mankind was exactly Ihe same as it was to Mannov's hisloric expe-

riments for revealing the absolute chaiacler of motion and to his

g absolute space-time theory (exposed m the encyclopaedic worlr

C Ct.ikSSICAL PHYSICS and in his tirsi booli EPPUR St MUOVE) The
'C functioning ol Ihe perpetuum mobile is possible just t>ecause ol

^ Ihe absolute character ol the electromagnetic interactions, ot their

2 local (point-to-point) character, as perceived by the German Gaust-

C Weber school, in a definite lebunel ol Ihe field (doted lineil

il character, as perceived by the Saxon Faraday Maxwell school, and

S because of the violation ol Ihe simple (mechanical) Newion's third

CO law at Ihe Interaction ot electric currents

Price: t 25

clockwise rotation for which no energy has to be paid. If a
generator driven by the system can cover the Ohmic and friclion

losses, the apparatus is a perpetuum mobile. The positive

outcome of this experiment kills two other big birds: 1) It gives Ihe

first direct rejection of Ampere's formula for the interaction of
current elements. 2) Il shows that Maxwell'sdisplacemenl current

is a pure speculative notion without any physical substance.

Einstein and his epigones think ihat if a piece of wire and a
magnet move together, then induction phenomena cannot
appear. Now I shall show that this is not true. In such a case we
have for the magnetic potential \ in the wire dA/dl = 3\ldt +
(v.grad)A = 0, v^here (3A/Jl)dt is the change of A at the

laboratory space point crossed by the wire at the moment
considered and, as v is the velocity of the w ire, (v.grad)Adt is the

change of A due to the motion of the wire. Taking rotation from
the last equation, one obtains rolK,,,,,, = - rolK,,, where I denot-

ed Emoi = vx rolA and E,, = - 3AI31. calling E„„„ the mot-
ional inductive electric intensity and E„ the transformer induct-

ive electric intensity. On the grounds of Stokes' theorem one
concludes that along closed wires the induced motional and
Iransformer electric potential differences are always equal and
opposite and thus no induction current can How . However, £„,„
may be different from -E,,, and along non closed wires induced

electric potential differences can appear. Exactly this is the case of

a copper disk (a radial wire) rotating with a cylindrical magnet. In

this case E,, = 0, as A has circular symmetry, but E,„,„ ^ and
putting sliding contacts Faraday generated electric current in

1831. A childishly simple explanation but THE WHOLE
WORLD IS BLIND.

According to me, Einstein's dogma that the velocity of light is
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isotropic in any inertial frame has caused lo mankind only one
millionth part of the damage which has caused his dogma that the

physical phenomena depend on the relative velocities of the

particles but not on their absolute velocities. It is true that the

experimentalrebuttalof the first dogma was done first in 1973 by
my deviative "coupled mirrors" experiment (Czech. J. Phys.,

B24, %5; 1974), but the experimental rebuttal of the second

dogma was done by Faraday in 1831 w ith his cemented disk . The
power of nonsensical theoretical dogmas trumpeted by millions

of duped teachers is so terrible that if one asks 1000 physicists and
electroengineers whether disk 4 and magnet 5 can work as a

generator and as a motor, 999 of them will answer negatively.

In the documentary part of my book, I give information on the

N-machines of Bruce de Palma (California), Kieninger (Texas),

and so on, as well as on Newman's (Louisiana) "impossible

motor" (as labelled by Science, 223, 571; 1984). The N-machines
represent Faraday disks cemented to their magnets. Newman
keeps his machine secret, but from the information published in

the press and from the letters of a friend of mine who visited him, I

come to the conclusion that his apparatus may be a Faraday disk.

However, none of these gentlemen has coupled a Faraday disk

with a Barlow disk, and for this reason none of them could

observe creation of energy out of nothing as I have done with my
first apparatus shown in the photograph above.

In the paper On the action and inleraclion of stationary

currents. I show that the Biot-Savart forces acting on part of a

current loop may be reactionless and consequently violate

Newton's third law. So they can set a solid body in rectilinear

motion (as is the case with Ampere's "floating bridge") or in

rotation (as is the case with a Barlow disk solidly connected to its

magnet). Indeed, in the second case the Biot-Savart forces

originated by the elements of the "circular current" (imagine the

magnet as a circular current) are applied perpendicularly to the

elements of the "radial current" flowing through the disk and
generate a rotational moment, while the Biot-Savart forces

originated by the elements of the radial current are applied

perpendicularly to the elements of the circular current and do not

generate a rotational moment, as all of them point to the centre.

There is the case where two persons solidly connected to a turn-

table push one another with forces which are not equal and
oppositely directed. Of course, the (urn-table will begin to rotate

due to the action of unbalanced "internal forces", but two
persons (in difference to streaming electrons! ! !) always push one
another with equal and oppositely directed forces. A childishly

simple explanation, but THE WHOLE WORLD IS BLIND, as

the old books explain the rotation by the magnetic action of the

wires solid to the laboratory, while the new books are written as

this experiment does not exist at all.

In the paper Coup de grace to relativity and lo something else 1

show that the fundamental Lorentz equation has the well-known

form (called by me absolute) only in absolute space, but in the

inertially moving laboratory it has another form (called by me
relative). In Classical Physics I show that for this reason the

elementary particles in a circular accelerator move with different

velocities along the different segments of their trajectories (the

laboratory velocity of the particles is v - (v'/c^) /cos(v,V), where

V is their absolute velocity and V = 300 km/sec is the laboratory

absolute velocity).

In the same paper I give a new systematization of the D.C.
machines. I call the Faraday and Barlow disks halfpolar (msieid
of unipolar) machines, because the radial rotating wires cover

only the half of the cylindrical pole and this pole has an
irreversible character (see fig. 3): I) The pole drives the radial

current wires ab but cannot be driven by them. 2) When the wires

ab rotate current is induced in them, but when the pole rotates

current is not induced. (Theseeffects are in a drastic contradiction
with the relativistic concepts). I call the invented by me "bul-cub"
generators and motors (fig. 3) one-and-a-halfpolar machines. In

fig. 3 an uneffective bul-cub machine is shown which can neither

rotate nor generate current. I made it effective by making short-

circuitage of the windings either between points p and q (p' and q'

)

or between points p and p' (q and q'). The bul-cub machines are

the first in the world without collectors and commutation and (in

difference to the half polar machines) can have an arbitrary

number of windings. These D.C. machines will substitute the

collector machines now in use because of many their advantages. I

patented them and the licence is free for sale. My perpetua
mobilia will not be patented and I grant them to humanity.

I invented also the machines shown in fig.4, which I call

unipolar. In difference to the bipolar machines, the sliding

contacts of the former are not used for commutation but for

"saltation" and D.C. flows always in their windings. All motors
and generators known to humanity are electromagnetic

machines, where a current wire interacts with a magnet. 1

established that the "ball-bearing" motor is the unique electric

machine, as its torque is due to the "current-jet" effect.

discovered by me, which consists in the following: the current
conducting electrons transmit momentum to the wire when
changing the direction of their velocity and set the wire in

motion without losing energy. Coupling a "ball-bearing" motor,
which has no back E.M.F., with a cemented Faraday disk, I

constructed the perpetuum mobile CUREC (CURrent-jet
Effect -t- Cemented faraday disk). As in my "coupled
N-machine". here again the generated tension at a certain rate

of rotation was lower than the driving tension which has to

maintain this rate, and thus the "circle of eteiTial rotation" could
not be closed. To close this "circle" I need only some $5,000 to

ameliorate the parameters of the machine.
In the paper New measurement ofthe Earth 's absolute velocity

with the help of the coupled shutters experiment, I give the
account on the repetition of my Brussels ( 1 979) experiment (Spec.
Sci. Techn., 3. 57; 1980) in February 1984. when I registered the
Earth's absolute velocity of 360 km/sec with equatorial
coordinates of the apex d = -24°, o = 12.5 ''(seethe set-up in the
photograph below).

Those are the three papers rejected by Nature (311, 399; 1984).
The ultimatum to the late Andropov with which I intended to
liberate my Russian colleague Dr. Orlov (for whose release 1 have
fought for since 1978) was not executed (self-immolation in front
of the Soviet Embassy in Paris on the 1 6 January , 1 984) as I failed

to publish this ultimatum and stir the public opinion, although I

tried to print it even as an advertisement. The "Ten Jena
Commandments" which, following the example of Martin
Luther, I hammered on the doors of the Jena University during
the GR9 Conference, are published in the first volume of my
Classical Physics and a photograph of the artistically executed
poster is reproduced in Nature (293, p. xxix; 27 Sept. 1981).

Orders for all my books: Eppur si muove, $25.00; Classical
Physics, $125.00; Proceedings ofICSTA.%2i.00; The thorny way
of truth Part I, $25.00, and Part II, $25.00. can be sent to:

STEFAN MARINOV
NiederschOcklstr. 62, A-8044 Graz. Aiisiria

Reader Service No.28
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europhysics letters

-.If Ref- /-> T.W.B. Kibble
y*^ \ I Qy' C^^O/ Co-editor, Europhysics Letters

'/ / 0^3 ^^ ''^//T Blackett Laboratory
Imperial College
Prince Consort Road
London SW7 2BZ
U.K.Dear ^. ^/(cyvV^l^0\>

Your manuscript entitled

has been considered by two referees. I enclose their reports

for your information. I regret that in the light of these

reports your paper cannot be accepted for publication.

Yours sincerely,

T.W.B. Kibble

First Referee's Report

"The author mentions an experiment that, he claims, would verify

a prediction of a theory of his own, and that would invalidate

relativistic electromagnetic theory. On page 3 the author states

that he has not done this experiment and that he will not do it:

This attitude seems to me so outrageous that his contribution is

not to be taken seriously."

Second Referee's Report

"There is no urgency; Marinov is paddling his own canoe and no

one else is interested. Giving him the benefit of the doubt, the

best that can be said is that he has proposed an electrical

experiment which will discriminate clearly between his ridiculous

absolute-space theory and special relativity. This experiment is

not particularly difficult (compared with the usual standards in

this field) but on p. 3. Marinov tells us that he has not done it

"and I shall not do it, as one can become sure that the results

will be as predicted by me (and thus contradicting the theory of

relativity)" (by considering another rotating, version).

Need I say more? "
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nature
Macmillan Journals Ltd

4 Little Essex Street

London WC2R 3 LF
Telephone 01-836 6633
Telex 262024

JM/MS
6 February 1986

Dr Stefan Marinov
Niederschocklstr . 62
A-8044
Graz
Austria

Dear Dr Marinov:

I am writing to Graz because you explained on the telephone
yesterday that you were leaving Australia today.

I am writing so
I am prepared t

exceeding by a
not take the fo
be a personal a
you came to lea
at Sofia the te
of how you have
perpetual motio
culties in pers
seriously.

that there should be no misunderstanding,
o publish in Nature an article by you not
single comma four pages of Nature . This would
rm of a scientific paper but, rather, a would
ccount by you of (a) the circumstances in which
ve Bulgaria; (b) the reasons why you undertook
sts of Einstein's relativity; (c) an account
been led to your present investigation of

n; (d) an account as you see it of your diffi-
uading the rest of the world to take your ideas

Of necessity, such an article must be written de novo, making
it quite clear to the readers of Nature that you are not
writing a formal scientific article but a kind of description
of your scientific work.

With all good wishes.
Yours sincerely.

/L^^-o--rSyi-^ti£f-^

Joht/ Maddox
Editor

Registered No: 939565 England Registered Office: Macmillan Journals Ltd, 4 Little Essex Street London WC2R3LF
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Crp. 8 li il H II E H It t

BoKpyr Aa okojio «BeHHoro ABiiraTe/ifl»
; H HLKttJt H Chamcc rajcry,

KOTOpaf) nomenauMi 6u ucbcao-

MHTb 'iHTatoiuyio ny6/iHKy o
CrpaHHOM OTHOtUCHMH A'pA
MaAAOKu. pcAaiCTupa aiiniHHc-

Koro HaysHOro }KypHa;ia «Nalu-

re» (-npHpOAa*) K MUMM CTBTb-

IIM, H KOTOptlX M UIlllCtiaaKI H

AaiO CXCMbI H (|^TOrpU(t)HM

|ieCKO;ibKHX 3nCKT|}OMarilHTHblX

MaiUKM, CKOIICTpytlpOBaMHblX

UHOto, KOTOpbie coaepuicHHO
KHO noKaibiBatoT, >ito aoi-

MOX(Ho noCTpoMTb iicpncTyyM
Mo6Hne*. )KypHaiiKCTbi, kuto-

pblX MHC pCKOMCHAOBOJIH, HpH-
XOAH^Itl y)KHHaTb, CMOTpti;iH HU
npHBCSCHHyK) MauiHHy, UOKa;iH

a^blKOM, TWnH H CTIH. XBajlHJIH

CfllOAa H BbinHBKy, ho CTBTblO Me
nponycTH/iH B ncMaTb, xota h mm
nan pa6oHHA h MacTHbiA Tcnc-
4K>Hbi A-pa MaAAOKa, 'iTo6bi

OHM CrO CnpOCKAM, COOTBCT-
CTSycT JIH ACACTBHTCnbHOCTH
npeAcraBJicHHafl mhok> HH(}>op-

MauHfi.

M ryr mhc nocnacrnKBHiiocb
noiHaKOMHTbCJi c K). K. Amoco*
BUM, KOTopbiA, BbicnyiuaB c
HHTcpccoM MoA paccKai.

ntoGciHO npcAOcraBHn miic

CTpaHHUbi ra^cTbi «EAHHeHHc».
BflaroAapa cepACMMO K). K.
AMOCOSa H OTMC'iaR. HTO B AC^C
OCBOGOKACHHA POCCHH (Aa,

fK»Ka/iyA, H BO BCHKOM ApyroM
ACiie) Ha anriioB k Ha cbkcob
MC4cro HaACfrTbcx (MMc/ib,

KOTopyio K). K. no/iKocTbto paj-

ncjiacT), f) coo6my KOpoTKo, b

HCMACAO.
Xosy, Bo-nepBbix yronHHTb,

TTO II B006UIC-T0 HC pyCCKKM, a

cronpoucHTHbiA 6o;irapHH, ho
Mofi ncflyiuKa. kohmhb Bbictuee
nHpOTCXHHMCCKOC yMH^nHlllC i

CaHKT-ricTcpeypre h aepnyB-
uiHCb B Co<})Hio. pacncBu;i: -Kaic
noeny. xaK nocfly b MyAHwft
rOpoA nMHTM6plOX...» K TOMy
»C HIBCCTHO, MTO BCC B POCCHII
roBopjiT: •bujirapHH — huiii

mjisauihA 6paT», xoth cjiobu
•MeHbuioA* HJiH «6o;iee Ma;io<iH-

c/ieHHbiH* 6o;ibuie noAXUAUT,
m6o -MJiaAtiiKA* H xcrapujiiA-—
3TO HacHCT BOipairra . a ktd tjm b
crapiuHMCTBe — 3to y KHpHJi/ia
H Me(|>OAMfl CnpBB/lflTbCIl HyAHO.

fl — 6onrapCKMA ahccmacht.
no npo4)cccMH — (jihimk. Chac/!
B Co(})HH H B TIOpbMe, H B *nCH-
xyiuKc* (hc OTcracT MCHbuioA
Opar!) rioiTH sto ACCHTb ;ict na
3anaAe (EpKKCcJib, BaujHHr-
roH. Vcnyn). McTbipc toab yjKc
»tMBy a Tpauc, Abctdkji. U Cma-
MeeBrocTHx. *

HanpauiiCHHH, ycT.iMuBMTb u6lij-

I
illOTHytO CKOpOCTb BpUIUeilHH H

I

ABHiKCHHii 3cMiiH. CuniacHo
{ TeopHH 3AHIUTCHHa, TUKOH *>a6-

' COJIH)THOA CkOpOCTIIo HCT H
6biTb HC Mo;«eT. Muii iicpBbiA

3KCiicpHMeHT 6bi;) iipoAciiaii

Clllf B CO(t)MH, HO MHpilUOH
(|)H3HHCClkHH KUUpyM bCC CIMC HC
MOlkCT OCbOGuAUTLLM OT lljy-

TMHbl penflTMBM3Ma H yAiicToue-

pMTbCH B MUCA a6cu/i(UTiioA iipo-

CTpaHCTBCHIIU-bpCMeHHOH TCO-
pMH. H hOCCMUI/t AJ^e UKUAC-
MMKa CaKd|X)aa iia yjiHUc

KMpoaa B Mockbc, 'iio6bi y6<;-

AHTh CrO CTUTb Ha MOK) cTopoHy.
Hro oiBCT 6li;i: u||e Muiy ubi-

CKBiaTbCH. UoiipoC CJIilMCHUA,

Hm Aa — iiM Hcr» )KypHa/i «Nu-
iure» (•npMpuAu*), JIOH/tOH.

OAHBKO, B flHuape IM78 roAa a

6ojibUJuA craTLc. mhc iiocbh-

mcHHoA , riHcaii , •11 u AOKTup
Caxapoa 6yATo Obi roBupH/i

KOMy^ro, 'ITO H — cyMaciiicA-

LUhA, H MTO oh TOJIbKO HC OA06-
pacT Toro. ITO ^o/trapcKoe KT B
ACHH/tOMCHM ItpOTHU MOCA BOJIH,

a raaera *'P,cAj\h lencrpm^*
nncana elite TorAu, KorAafDKH/ia
EoiirapHH h opiaHHiuua/i iicp-

ayio HeiaaMCHMyio naysHyio
KOH(t>epeHUHio 3a we/ieintiM
3aHaBecoM, sto r — McneuMajib-
HbiH areHT KTB. no nayice («(jo-

CTHTC— He UiVMy!). B pusruBope
CO MHoA A-p A. CaxapoB otmux-
Hv/icR OT TaKoro -iantineuHH h
•Nature*: BbiinaeTi:, KaK y Hac
rOBopHT "CyMaciiteAiiiiiHo a o6h-
xoahom ji3biKe!.. Bcflb aro
MMCCTCOBCCM KHOAcMblOlMt
Ho a 1985 r. abiui/io

HCCKOALKO CTBTeA B CdMblX
pecrieKTu6e;ibHbix nayoiux
{(|)HiH'iccKHx) jKypHajiax. PAC
aBTopbi yxBepXAatOT, 4To, aoi-
uOMuo, H Mory OKaiaTLcn npaa.
Zla*c caM A-p Mdrtjiokc a 6ojii.-

uioA craTbe b ••M3Asyp'* b HK);ie
1985 r. noA saro/iosKoM Slefan
Marinov wins friends- ibrb/imct,
4TO OH rOTOB npMHilTb IIOJIOJKH-
TC/Ibllbte pCiy/ILTiiTbl MOHX 3KC-
fiepHMeHTOU, H STO H TCOpillU
SHHlUTCAHa HyitCHO OyACT BHCC-
TH KoppckTHBbi, -/liAnH Tc/ie-
rpaff)* HOKa »iTO He o6Mo,naH;iacb
HH c/iuBOM fio 3roMy tioBony.
A Teiicpb o uBe'iHiiM AbHrare-

ne-. HcxuAM ita a(3co/iioTHLix
BOJjpeHHH H cooTbeTCTbyiomiix
(}K)pMy;i MUCH reopMH, a
nocipoHfl MccKOJibKo annapa-
Tob, KOTopbie AaioT:;)HepreTHHe-
CKHA BUMIpbltU. OahH H3 MHX
TaK npOCT, HTO KflNCAblA MOXeT
coCpjTb ero a Te>icHMe naca:

HacaAMTe iia MCTUAiiHMeCKHA
Bail Aba uiapHKuiiOAUJHiiMHKa,
nponycTiiTC mKrroHitHtiA (h/ih
nepCMeHiibiA) tok iipHfin. a IW)
BMIiep HCpCI OAHH Hi UiapHKO-
noAUiHiiHHKOB, sepc'j Ba;i h
sepcj ApyroA uiapiiKonoAiuHn-
HHK. EcjJH bbi AbMHTe Hasaflb-
HbiA TOAHOK b;ieBO, TO aa/i fiyncT
KpyTHTbca b;icbO, cc/ih Aaanrc
TO/IMOK aripdBO, TO BdA 6yACT
KpyTHTboi bnpuBO. Ha MMiie ne

1

cyiuccTBycT Apyioro Muiopa,
KOTltpUH KpyiHTCH lipH UMHOM H

TOM JiC HailpaB/ICMHH TOKU B OOC

I CTOpOHbl- Ho CaMOC CTpaHHOC
' Tu, >tro y niapHKonoA(HHiiHHkO-
' Boro MOTOpa hct ofSpatHoA

3iieKTpOAbH«yiueA chjiu, t.c.

BCB 3iiekTpH>iccK,aa SHcpiMii yxo-

AHT TOJibkO Iia HaipeaaitHC h bch

McxaHH'icLkaN aiiepiMa iiojiy-

•lacTCH mh'j iiH*ierO".

B 1984 r. H iiociiaA A-py Mua-
AOKCy TpH MOHX CTBTbH, B kOTO-
pbu oiiticaiibi HckOiopi.ic

MuiiiHHLi c siiepreTH'ieckHM

BLIHipUUICM. HoC/ie MIIOrUMC-

cH'iHoA nepeiiHCkM u ao/iihx

tcjiciJmhihi.ix pairoBupob oii

OTKajaiicM MX iie'iaTarb. TorAa h

npcAbHbHJi yjiLTHMaryM: ccjih

wNalure» iie HanenaTaeT momx
CTaTCH, a ycrpoKi caMitcu^^^^e-

HHL iicp4:A iAUiiHCM 6pin jiickoro

iiticojibCTba b bene.

3a iiecKojibkO AHeA mo najna-

icHHoio cpoka a cojaaJi npccc-
Kon(t>epcitiMiH) B bciiCkOM
iipecc-kJiy6e ^^KoHkOpMHao m

pcHOpTep Bh-Bh-Ch bia;i y
MCHa MHTcpbbio, KOTupuc 6u;io
iie|>eAaHo n 3{|>Hp. Aiirjuiiickoe

iiocojibcTbo nbirajiocb yiobo-
pHTb HaC IIOHTU lia kOMIIpOMHCC,
H Mbi norobopMJiHCb a tcjicijioh-

HDM pa t> obopc c A-pOM M.i;u(*»K-

cuM2-ruokTa6pH 1984 r., sto oh
HancMdTaer HH4)opMauMHj 060
BCeA HCTopHH C MOHM y;ibTHMa-

TyMOM H AaCT Miie oAiiy crpaiiituy

: B uNalurcx, 3u koiopyto a janjia-

;
ly, kak'jao6LabJieHMe Htittiop-

Maioia :ia iiOAiiHCbto A-pa Maji-

;
Aoiica bbiiiiJia 4-ro ukrafipa, a

Moc o6LabJicHHC 6biiiu ony6jiM'

Kobanu 26-to cciiraOpa 1965 1..

npHseM MOH 8bO aiiiiuiAckHX

(]>yHTu8 Clijih yniiascHLi sapa-

Hcc. HaaepMoc, a hctuphh
anr/io-cakcoMCkHX crpaii hct

I
Apyroro iioAo6Horo ciiysaa,

KorAa o6T*«flneHHc ncHUTacicji

.
4epc3 roA nocAe cro iioAa'iH h

yn/iaTbi no/ioxenHbix uciicr.

t OAiiako, a iiocjieAiiee apcMa
MOH OTHOIUCHHa C A'pOM MaA'

I AOkCiiM Mpc'Jbbi'iaHiio ynysiUH-

I

JiHCb. Oh nepbbiM cuo6inHJi mhc
1 no Tenei\Hniy, mto b M(hHiHK3/i

Pebbio Jlcnepc- BLiiiinjcraTLH,

I
iioj(Acp)kMHauju(aa Mciia H bOT

I b Hanaiic Hoa6pa 1985 r , no

I

Aoporc B AMepHky,alli)ce1H/)A-

l

pa MaAAOkca b ilotiAonc h iipH-

I
bCJ eMy OAHH H J MUMX aiiiiapaTOb

I

HUH ACMOiiCTpauHH llooic AO'I'

I
roro pairobopa h naniioiu cMy
cpuka una AaiibiicHuuix paj-

' MbiiujiCHHA H koiicyjtbrauHH, oh
; Cka^a/i MHC. »>] iiaiicsaTato ucc

I

HHTb MaTepHamm, koropuc bu
nuna/iH b -Naiuro Oahii hi

3THX MaTepnajiobiB — moc
HHCbMO rop6a'ieay, b Koropoki a

HHcaji: «Ec;iH mom kOiuiciH —
CaxapOb h Opiioa iic fiyuyr

• OTiiynteHbi na cao6oAy iiepeA

j
po;KAec^rBeHCkHMH iipaJMiiUka-

MH, a o6'baB/iaio, mto hc paipc-

I

inuio CTpaiiaM coacTCkoi i> Oiioka

HCIIOJIblOHUTb MOH .INH.ip.llLI

kak HC-lOSHHk 3HcpiH|l»

I

OAHakO 3TH MaTtipMa/ibi H no
I
CCH ACHb He HoaaHJiHCb a iicHaTH.

; Ha MOM IIHCbMa H TC/lCrpUMMbl

I

He IlpHXOAMT HMkUkOIU OTBCTa.
B AMcpHke a noLCTMn iickoro-

pblX MOHXCAHHOMbilHilCHHHkOa. '

I Ot oaiioA rpyniibi a iiojiyiHA I

I

kpyiiHyiuAOTaMHHJHa kOHCTpyic-

\
I1HH> MaUiHHbl C SaMkHyTbIM

I uiiMoM (i e oiicpneTyyM moAu-
I jic") Or jTHX /iiuAcri M yjHaji,

STO AcnapTaMcMT Kacncpa
UaHH6cpra (MHHHcrepcTBo 0611-

poHbi CllJA) janpcTHJi ace
iiiXJieAoaaHMH no -ncpiieTyyu
MotiMJie". MoH ko/iiiera AAaM
lpoM6nH (CaH-4'paHUHCko), c

Kor<ipbiM a pajiobdpHBa/i H3
CdH)-bdp6jpa no Tcne^MHy,
nu/iysHJi 01 yiiOMaHyroro Aciiap-

TaMCHTa yacAOM/icHHc, sto ccjih

OH 6yACT o6cy;«cAaTb 3tm iipo6-

To 6yacT oLy^ACH no jdkony o
pajrjiaiucHHH locyAapcTbciiHOH
TaAiMj

U JdKJIIOHCHHC C/lCAyCT OTMC-
THTb. HTO kOIAa HJ AMCpHkH
iiocjic Mocro noceuicima A-pa
Mj;u)okca a iboHHii CMy, ero
cyupyia ckjja/ia mhc, sto uh
yiicicjiaBaumiHTOM
AyMdio, STO sMTaioiuaa ny6-

JiMka a Chahcc laHHTcpecycTca
bcCM JTHM. TCM Oo/ICC, STO a
tioKKb, kak 6bi scro ne Bbiuiiio,

1160 bOJM04CHO, STO iioc/ie

BaniMHiToifa A-p MaAAOkc
iiocACT ciuc M a MockBy.

CTc(paH MAPHHOR

Editorial note . A couple
of days after the publi-
cation of this paper Dr.
Maddox, indeed, went to
Moscow. This is, however,
a pure accidental coin-
cidence.

C'TClflllH MapMHOI paCT B6cUAHITMyHI CBupucTk Jc
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JM/MS
20 March 1986

r.

Hans Leaiiiiur

Procoodiitgu ot ICCE
34 5 Latit 4 7th btroot
Now York, IJY iCX:>17

cc: Dr Slogan llarinov

Dear Dr Lcandon

It was good to talk to you on the telephone the other day.
I aiii writing now merely to confirm that at no stage have I under-
taken to publish any of Dr Marinov's scientific papers nor have
I, as you reported on the telephone, withdrawn such an under-
taking.

va>at i have agreed with Dr Marinov is that ho may publish in
Nature a four-page article of a largely biographical character
that would bo of interest to our readers but whose nature would
not lead our readers to suppose that his claims satisfy the many
criticisms of Dr Marinov's work that the scientific community
will raise.

I am sending a copy of this letter to Dr Marrnov.

Yours sincerely,

John Maddox
Editor

Marinov's note . The attitude of Dr. Maddox to my papers is very strange. During my vi-

sit of the editorial office of NATURE on the 12 November 1985 I had

a long and very nice conversation with Dr. Maddox. He said me: "Phone me this evening

at home. The whole day I shall dedicate to your papers and on the phone I shall tell

you my decision." The papers which I have submitted to NATURE at that time were the

following: "The perpetuum mobile ADAM" (see p. 324), "The 'current jet' effect" (the

essential part of this paper is printed in the paper on p. 82), "The anisotropy of

light velocity" (the essential part of this paper is printed in TWT-III, p. 146),

"Another kind of perpetuum mobile is discovered" (see p. 322), "Letter of Marinov to

Gorbachev" (see p. 337). Dr. Maddox said at the evening on the phone: "I shall publish

all your five materials. Send to me a short biographical sketch (I did this in the

morning from the Weathrow airport - S.M.).and you will receive the final proofs by an

express letter on your temporary address in Tucson, Arizona." As no letter from Dr.

Maddox came, I phoned him from Tucson. His answer was: "I could not prepare the proofs,

I shall send them on your temporary address in Sydney. When you will arrive there, the

proofs will await for you!" As again no letter came, I sent a letter, a second letter,

a telegram, a second telegram, a third telegram, as I could not "catch" Dr. Maddox on

the phone and spoke only with his secretary, wife and daughter. Finally he phoned me

on the 5 February 1986 (see p. 316) and said that he will publish only four pages of

me, and that I have to write this article de novo . Returning to Austria, I sent such

an article on the 4 March (see a revised version TWT-III). In a phone conversation

in March Dr. Maddox said to me that the article needs some corrections and he will

send the paper back, so that I personally, under his suggestions, introduce these

corrections. However until today (the 21 June) he does not send me the article for

corrections, although every week I speak with him or with his secretary once or twice,

paying for the calls the money which I need for my every day bread. His promises are

of the kind: "The paper will be sent tomorrow." Or: "The paper will be sent today."

Or: "The paper will be sent today before two 0.0." When I visited Dr. Maddox, I was

impressed by his goodness, intelligence, kindness and fine English education. He is

an amazingly charming man. Why then he acts in such a "strange" manner? This was, is

and will remain an enigma for me. \
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Stefan Marinov Dr. T.W.B. Kibble
Niederschbcklstr. 62 Europhysics Letters
A-8044 Graz Blackett Laboratory

29 March 1986
Imperial College

d3 March lyafa p^.^^^ Consort Road
London SW7 2BZ

Dear Dr. Kibble,

Thank you \/ery much for your letter of the 29 January 1986, Ref . G 124, which I

read after returning from my world-around-trip (USA, Australia, and many European
countries).

I disagree with both referees' reports on my paper ON THE ABSOLUTE ASPECTS...
Here are my comments:

Both referees suggest a rejection of the paper on the ground that I have neither
done the proposed experiment neither I intend to do it. That is MY AFFAIR which
experiments have I to carry out and which not. I do experiments only in the case
WHEN I DO NOT KNOW THE RESULT WHICH THE EXPERIMENT WILL DEMONSTRATE. I have other
things to do; there are people who do and redo obvious experiments. I finance ALL
MY EXPERIMENTAL ACTIVITY by my own money, and I have to think and rethink pretty
well before throwing money in doing an experiment. Since 10 years that I am in the
West I have not received a single cent for my experimental, theoretical, publica-
tion (10 books) and organization (ICSTA) activity. In such terrible living condi-
tions (I have not citizenship or asylum and live as a vagabond), paying ANY BOLT
by my own money, I did so many EXCELLENT experiments which have shown the invali-
dity of three fundamental physical principles: of relativity, equivalence, and
conservation of energy. All this is WELL KNOWN to my fellows in the scientific
community. And when I read the following words in yours referee's report:

...the author states that he has not done this experiment and that he

will not do it! This attitude seems to me so outrageous that his contribu-
tion is not to be taken seriously,

I remain deeply offended.

I resubmit my paper in a slightly chanqedvariation . In the beginning of 1985 this

paper was submitted to NATURE and rejected. I enclose my letter to Dr. Maddox of
the 12,11.85, the letter of Dr. Maddox to me of the 8. III. 85 with which he has

answered the questionnaire given in my 12.II.85-letter and which is reproduced in

that letter, and my letter to Dr. Maddox of the 15. III. 85 in which I comment his

answers. I beg you. Dr. Kibble, to suggest to both your referees to answer my
questionnaire. I shall accept a rejection of the paper only in the case if at least
one of the referees gives at least one answer different of those suggested by me.
If the questionnaire will be not answered and the paper will be rejected, I present
you, dear Dr. Kibble, the expression of my DEEPEST INDIGNATION.

I wish to hope that finally my papers will again begin to be accepted in the
physical journals.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

In the case that some of the referees will give answers different of those
proposed by me, I beg you to send the answers to me and TO DISCLOSE the name of

the referee. Science is NOT a detective story.

The paper is resubmitedin two copies.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE ^

THE INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, INC.

345 EAST 47TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017-2394, U.S.A. TELEX 237936

DIRECT NUMBER (212) 705-7906

April 14, 19bb

Dr. Stefan Marinov
Nlederschocklstr . 62

A-80AA Graz
Austria

Papers; "The Perpetuum Mobile ADAM", and "The 'Current Jet' Effect'
by Stefan Marinov

Dear Dr. Marinov:

I am writing to you in regard to the above-mentioned papers that you
recently submitted to the PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE for consideration.
As the first step In the review process, we sent copies of the manu-
scripts to a member of the PROCEEDINGS Editorial Board for initial
review. Rather than assigning people competent to conduct a detailed
technical review, the Board Member has concluded that the papers are
not appropriate for the PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE.

We appreciate your courtesy In having given the PROCEEDINGS the oppor-
tunity to consider the papers.

Sincerely,

Hans P. Leancfer

'<a

Technical Editor

NLIOVO CIMENTO
HIVISTA INTKKNAZIONAI.E

f.

;an() ukli.a societa italiana di fisica
Locleringu degli Andalu, 2 - Tel. (OSl) 58.13.69

10124 B0L0(;NA (Italy)

Dr. S. MARINOV
NiederschOcklstrasse 62
A-8044 GRAZ
Austria

May 19, 1986

Dear Doctor Marinov,

as we have stated many times in the past, we are not interested in

your articles.

Therefore, under separate cover, we are returning your papers sub-

mitted with your letter of Mav 12, 1986,

Best regards,

?ablliio papali

Publi/ca^ion Secretary
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IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

T.W.B. Kibble FRS
Head of Department and Piofessoi of Theoretical Physics

The Blackett Laboratory, Prince Consort Road, London SW7 2BZ
Telephone; 01-589 51 11 Ext. 6601 Telex: 261503 Facsimile: 01-584 7596

23rd April 1986

Dr. S. Marinov
Niederschocklstr . 62
A-8044 Graz
Austria

Dear Dr. Marinov,

Ref : G 124 "On the Absolute Effects .."

The additional material you sent has been examined by
both referees. Neither sees any reason to change his earlier
evaluation.

Accordingly I cannot accept your paper for publication.

Yours sincerely,

OJ'^iCJZjt^

T.W.B. Kibble

cc. Mrs. Bouldin

Marinov 's note . After having addressed many questionnaires to my critics and refe-

rees and obtained their answers, I discovered the following LAW:

Those people who answer my questionnaire have not understood that

they are wrong and honestly defend their wrong standpoint. Those

people who do not answer the questionnaire have understood that they

are wrong and dishonestly refute to confess their failure. And unwil-

lingly the words of a protagonist in a Shakespeare's drama come to

my mind (I forget the name of the protagonist and the title of the

drama)

:

To be stupid and honest,

or to be clever and dishonest? -

Is there a honest man to choose

the second of these alternatives,

is there a clever man to choose the first?
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ANOTHER KIND OF PERPETUUM
MOBILE IS DISCOVERED
from Stefan Marinov

Finally J. Newman has published his book
THE ENERGY MACHINE OF JOSEPH
NEWMAN (Editor Evan Soule, New Orle-

ans, LA, 1984, in sale since August 1985)

and the world can learn what he has inven-

ted. Newman has constructed several ma-
chines, one of which has a coil weighing 2

tons and a rotating permanent magnet

weighing 300 kg. 1 shall describe the smaller

machine shown in the photograph. The coil

weighs 66 kg and represents a simple cylin-

drical solenoid with an Ohmic resistance of

50,000 Ohm. The permanent magnet

weighs 6 kg and can rotate about an axle

passing through its middle point. The com-
mutator is solid to the magnet and two

brushes leading to the battery as well as two

brushes leading to the coil slide on it. For

half a revolution the current in the coil

flows in one direction and for the other half

in the other direction, so that a continuous

rotation of the magnet is realized. During

half a revolution the commutator inter-

rupts the contact between battery and coil

30times, so that for 10X6° = 60° the bat-

tery is connected to the coil, for 10x6° =
60° battery and coil are disconnecled ai

open coil, and for 10x6° - 60" baticry

and coil are disconnected at shorted coil. In

difference lo ihe motors in comiiioii use. a

very feeble current flows in Newman's coil,

and the electric power consumed is very

low. If a 300 V battery is connected up,

t hen at rest of the magnet a current of 6 mA
flows (consumed power 1 .8 W). At the ope-

rational speed of 136 r.p.m. the resistance

of the coil increases to 230,000 Ohm and

the current streaming from the battery is

1.3 mA (consumed power 0.4 W). Alt-

hough the feeding current is very feeble,

because of the large number of the win-

dings, the magnetic field of the coil is

enough strong, and the driving torque ac-

ting on the permanent magnet is sufficient

to drive it and lo overwhelm the friction. In

the conventional machines a magnet Inter-

acts with a current wire put in a narrow

magnet's slot and the motor and generator

effects are reciprocal. In Newman's macni-

ne there is an interaction between two mag-

nets, the one of which is an electromagnet,

so that a pole-changing can be done; as this

machine has efficiency higher than 100%,

the motor and generator effects are not re-

ciprocal. It seems even that there is not

"backward" but "forward" induced ten-

sion, as the exhaustion of the battery is ex-

tremely slow. Newman's machine has ma-

ny sensational aspects, but, I think, only

Ihe mentioned above are sufficient to susci-

late the curiosity of any man who is fami-

liar with electromotors and with the consu-

med electric powers. In the book there arc

many obvious errors and contradictions,

the presentation is clumsy and sometimes

even irrilaljng, Ihc physical background of

the author is very limited, but the fact is

llial Newman has iiivenled soniclhinn what

the learned sages have not done.

r

The measurements performed on Ne-

man's machine by several persons whose

minds are not petrified by the "horror mo-
tus perpetui" show clearly that this machi-

ne has a very high "perpetuum mobile" ef-

fect. I wonder why since five years Neman
tries to persuade the world that his machine

has a greater energy output than an energy

Input, instead to couple his motor to a ge-

nerator which will supply the current fee-

ding the coil, and then even the idiots will

see that he has invented a very strange ma-

chine.

The tension induced in the coil during

the rotation of the permanent magnet it

motional-transformer (my term). As I sho-

wed (THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH.
Part II, East-West, Graz. 1984), the

motional-transformer induction in general

is not reciprocal to the motional induction

(which appears when the magnet is at rest

and the coil rotating), although conventio-

nal electromagnetism, following Einstein's

wrong trend, considers these two induc-

tions as reciprocal. 1 gave the formula for

the motional-transformer induction, the

calculation with which poses in general big

mathematical difficuhies, as it is also the

case with Newman's machine. Thus now
the task is to reconstruct Newman's machi-

ne in well equipped laboratories and to me-

asure all its parameters, so that a clear pic-

ture of the appearing induction phenome-

na can be drawn. Of course, the first thing

to be done is to couple Newman's motor to

a generator and to run it eternally. '

Many persons in the world (predomi-

nantly in the USA) have reported of having

constructed apparatus which show "perpe-

tuum mobile" effects. I coupled several

motors and generators manifesting "per-

petuum mobile" effects and demonstrated

creation of energy from nothing. Only be-

cause of a terrible lack of money I cannot

amMcliorate their parameters, so that at

the operation speed the induced tension

should become higher than the driving ten-

sion. Newman constructs his machines

with the help of his beloved wife in a gara-

ge, other in their kitchens when their belo-

ved wives go to sleep, I do the research in a

stall where I am earning my bread as a

groom. When finally the representatives of

the establishment will, if not repeat, at least

come to see what our machines demonstra-

te? After inviting some Graz professor to

see my apparatus, the unique answer which

1 have until now heard was always the story

about the famous decision taken by the

Academy of Sciences in Paris before the

Great French Revolution. To all those

sceptical learned sages I am addressing

Newman's words: "Without curiosity

scepticism rapidly decays into cynism."

Stefan Marinov is Director of the Labora-

tory for Fundamental Physical Problems,

Sofia, Bulgaria and of the Institute for

Fundamental Physical Problems, Nieder-

schOcklstraOe 62, A-8044 Graz. Austria.
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Chapter 6

Description Of Smaller Unit

With An Affidavit By Dr. Roger Hastings

The following Is a smaller unit (see photograph I5-C2 below) composed of 30gauge, insulated, copper wire weighing

approximately 145 lbs. (atoms) and having a rotating magnet of 14 lbs. (atoms). This portable unit, with very little current

input, clearly demonstrates an energy output which is greater than the external energy input. With 300 volts input of

pressure, only 1 '/i milliamps of current (volume of gyroscopic particles) went into the copper coil (of atoms), which Is less

than Vi watt input for an energy output in excess of 10 watts.

Photograph 15-C2:

-Ml
PHOTO lY MATT ANDERSON

Sec below copy of a test conducted by Dr. Roger Hastings utili/.ing the 15-C2 unit.

TIIK ENfiRCiY MACHINE OF JOSKPH NEWMAN

Editorial note . Above is reporiduced p. 36 of Newtian's book with the photograph of

Newman's smaller machine described by Marinov on the preceding page.

Marinov's note. After visiting the US and having spoken with many persons (including

two Newman's confident men) I remained highly dubious that he has in-

vented a perpetuum mobile.
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The pcrpctuum mobile ADAM

Slcfan Nfuriiiov

Laboratory for Fundamental Physical Problems Sofia, Bulgaria.

Preseni address: NIcdcrschOcklslr. 62, A-8044 Craz, Austria.

I give (he description of my new machine ADAM and Ihe account
un Ihe performed measurements which show clearly that Ihe ma-
chine creates energy from nothing. The machine ADAM repre-

sents a cemented Karaday disit coupled with a Kunig-Marinov mo-
tor. The best results are obtained when Ihe solid metal Faraday
disit is substituted by a "mercury" disk. As at Ihe reachable rale

of rotation the tension produced by the generator minus Ihe back
tension of Ihe motor is still less than Ihe driving tension which has

to maintain the rotation, Ihe machine could be not run eternally.

To run it eternally I need only some S 5000.

Bruce DePalma' was the first inan who observed that the me-
chanical braking power of the cemented Faraday disk (a copper
disk solid to a cylindrical magnet which generates electric tension

along its radius when the system is set in rotation by a driving tor-

que) is less than the produced electric power. This effect, confir-

med by many persons in the USA and Europe^' ', shows that in

electromagnetism the energy conservation law can be violated and
thus there is a possibility for constructing aperpeluum mobile. I

coupled mechanically^' ' a cemented Faraday disk to an uncemen-
ted Barlow disk (a copper disk, which rotates in front of a cylindri-

cal magnet solid to the laboratory when a driving electric tension

is applied to the disk's radius) with the aim to observe creation of
energy from nothing.

I shall make a short theoretical analysis supposing that the laws

of conservation are valid (at the present time equations can be

written only on the basis of those laws!). I shall suppose first that

the magnetic field throughout the Barlow disk is originated by.the

magnet of the cemented Faraday disk, that the Barlow disk is pla-

ced in an immediate neighbourhood of the Faraday disk, so that

at any point of both disks (whose radii, Rq, are equal) the magne-
tic intensity, B, ist the same and uniform, and that both disks have
independent rotational degrees of freedom.

At a disconnected electric circuit (the brushes sliding on the

rims of both disks are connected electrically through a chopper
and the disks' centers are connected electrically through the axle),

we set the Faraday disk in rotation with an initial angular velocity

Q,„, leaving the Barlow disk at rest. When closing the circuit, an
electric current will begin to How whose ponderomotive action

will be braking for the Faraday disk and driving for the Barlow
disk. After a certain time, T/2, the velocities of both disks will be-

come equal, and with this final angular velocity Qn„ they will con-

tinue to rotate eternally, as the tensions induced in both disks will

become equal and opposite, and the friction of the system is sup-

posed equal to zero. On the ground of the energy conservation

law, we can write the following equation for the energy balance

(Ekin)in— (Ekin)rin = Eci> having on the left side the kinetic energy

lost by the system and on the right side the electric energy conver-

ted into a Joule heat in the circuit whose Ohmic resistance is R,

i.e.,

-JQ,„ -JqL = / (|)(U^-u/dt (1)

where Up = (1/2) BRjQpand Ug = (1/2) BRjQg are the tensions

induced in the Faraday and Barlow disks, Qp and Qg ^'c their an-

gular velocities, and J is the moment of inertia of the cemented Fa-

raday disk (disk and magnet) which is supposed to be equal to the

moment of inertia of the Barlow disk (only disk). If we make the

assumption (see beneath the right way to solve the problem) that

Qp decreases linearly with time and Qp increases linearly with

time, we can write Q„ = kt, Qp = k(T - 1), Q,„ = kT, where k is a

constant, and according to the law of angular momentum conser-

vation we shall have Q,„ = 2Qp,„ , so that equation (1) will give

and (l/2)(Eii„)|„ is transformed into heat, while (l/4)(E|ijJi„

is transferred from the Faraday disk to the Barlow disk.

It is easy to see that if the Barlow disk is solid to the laboratory,

then the Faraday disk will come to rest during a time T given by

formula (2), and the whole initial kinetic energy will be transfor-

med into heat.

The energetic aspect of this experiment is exactly the same as of

inelastic collision of two equal masses, the one being before the

collision at rest and the other moving. The case when the Barlow

disk is solid to the laboratory corresponds to an inelastic collision

between a mass and a "wall". In our experiment, however, there

is no interaction between the Faraday and Barlow disks. The in-

teraction is only between the electrons Rowing along the radii of

both disks and the cylindrical magnet, which can besupposed also

solid to the laboratory. -..

We can replace the Barlow disk by a cylindrical cup filled with

mercury. If the friction between themoleculesof the mercury will

be bigger than the friction between the mercury and the walls of

the cup, and if we suppose that the last friction is zero, the mercu-

ry in the cup will be set into a rotational motion in the form of a It-

quid disk (the ponderomotive action of current on mercury was

observed first by Dav/*). If the moment of inertia of the mercury

will be J, all will look as above.

All above predictions can be done on the basis of the conserva-

tion laws. But the experiment shows that Nature does not obey

those laws. It turns out that the electrons streaming along the radii

of the Faraday disk cannot brake its rotation to the degree requi-

red by the laws of conservation, neither the electrons streaming

along the radii of the Barlow disk can transmit to the disk (solid or

liquid) the whole their tangential momentum acquired under the

action of the magnetic field. I have confirmed experimentally only

the first statement. The second statement is confirmed neither by

me nor by other persons and until that time it remains only my in-

tuitional prediction.

To give a physical explanation of these phenomena, let us ana-

lyse first the ponderomotive action of an electric current fiowing

in a wire which is put in a magnetic field directed perpendicularly

to the wire. The motional electric intensity

vxB (3)

where v is the velocity of the current conducting electrons (I

showed^ theoretically and experimentally that the energy velocity

of the current conducting electrons in a wire is equal to light velo-

city), will push the unit charges perpendicularly to v and B, and on

the one wall of the wire, which is parallel to the plane (v,B), the

number of the electrons will begin to increase, while on the oppo-

site wall it will begin to decrease, until the moment when the gene-

rated potential difference will become equal to the induced ten-

sion, which is called Hall tension. The Hall effect is, obviously, an

electromotive effect. What will, however, succeed if the wire has a

motional degree of freedom in a direction perpendicular to its

length? — On the current conducting electrons two forces will act:

a repulsive force from the part of the exceeding electrons on the

one wall and an attractive force from the part of the exceeding po-

sitive ions on the other wall. The sum of these two forces will be

balanced by the magnetic force (3) which acts in the opposite di-

rection. But on the exceeding electrons and positive ions on the

walls only the Coulomb repulsive, respectively attractive, forces

from the part of the current conducting electrons will act. As the

exceeding electrons cannot leave the wire and the positive ions are

solidly connected to the "wire", the whole wire will begin to mo-

ve. It is obvious that in such a case the whole electromotive mo-

mentum acquired by the current conducting electrons under the

action of the electric intensity (3) will be transformed into a pon-

deromotive momentum absorbed by the wire.

In the case of a Barlow disk, however, the mechanism of trans-

formation of the electromotive momentum to ponderomotive

momentum is different and can be explained only by the help of

the "current jet" effect, which I recently discovered and
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observed^ in different experiments, the most eloquent of which is

the "ball-bearing" motor^ '. In the Barlow disk the motional elec-

tric intensity (3) pushes the current conducting electrons perpen-

dicularly to the radius, while the external driving tension pushes

them along the radius. The electrons, after having acquired some

tangential velocity, hit the ions of the disk (of the copper or of the

mercury) and transmit to them their acquired momentum (I call

this the "current jet" effect). The electrons will transmit to the

disk the whole acquired tangential momentum only when they le-

ave the disk in radial direction. Many of the electrons, however,

leave the disk not in radial direction but with some tangential velo-

city also and they transmit the acquired momentum to the sliding

contacts which are solid to the laboratory. For this reason the disk

does not absorb the whole tangential momentum acquired by the

electrons during their flight along the disk's radii.

Until now the problem whether the braking of the cemented

and uncemented Faraday disk (as well as the driving of the cemen-

ted and uncemented Barlow disks) is the same is not solved by the

experiment. I suppose that the effects in the cemented and unce-

mented disks (Faraday or Barlow) must be the same, but the last

word has the experiment.

In my experiment^' the Faraday disk was solid to the Barlow

disk which had its own magnet solid to the laboratory. It seemed

to me^ that in my experiment energy was created from nothing but

the effect was too feeble and my experimental and measuring pos-

sibilities at that time were very limited (I had no revolution cotfh-

ter and I measured the braking times on my wrist-watch). Now my
machine is in Athens.

To obtain firm experimental results, recently I constructed the

machine ADAM (Apparatus Discovered in Austria by Marinoy)

where the cemented Faraday disk is coupled with a KOnig-

Marinov motor^ (Fig. 1). I chose the KOnig-Marinov machine as

motor, as I think that it delivers kinetic energy equivalent to the

consumed electric energy (under "consumed electric energy" I

understand only the product of current, back tension and time,

but not the Ohmic losses which theoretically (as the friction) can

be assumed equal to zero). The photograph of the machine

ADAM is shown in Fig. 2.

The cemented Faraday disk, which has two permanent ring

magnets, is above, the KOnig-Marinov machine, which has an

electromagnet, is beneath. I shall speculate for magnets' polarities

as shown in the figure. The polarities can be reversed: of the

KOnig-Marinov motor by changing the direction of the current

feeding the electromagnet, of the Faraday generator by turning

over the magnets. The electromagnet with the axle of the appara-

tus is solid to the laboratory. The yoke of the KOnig-Marinov ma-

chine, to which the Faraday disk is solid, can rotate on two ball-

bearings which have small sizes and consequently small friction.

Let us first see how the machine works as a motor, supplying a

driving tension to it as shown in Fig. 1 . The current goes from the

positive electrode up through the large upper mercury trough,

then along the radii of the disk (which now serves as a Barlow

disk), then down through the small mercury trough, and reaches

the negative electrode. It is easy to see that the torque on the disk

will be clockwise (if looked from above), while the torque on the

yoke will be counter-clockwise. Thus the machine will rotate in

this direction in which the torque is stronger.

Let us now see how the machine works as a generator, rotating

it by an external torque (I used a boring machine as shown in Fig.

2). If the torque is clockwise, the Faraday disk will drive the positi-

ve charges to the positive electrode, while the KOnig-Marinov ma-
chine will drive the positive charges to the negative electrode.

Thus current will flow in this direction in which the induced ten-

sion is stronger.

Let us finally see how the machine works as a perpetuum mobile

(or shows a perpetuum mobile effect, as was in my case), giving to

it an initial clockwise rotation and short-circuiting its electrodes.

The short-circuiting can be made in two manners: (i) by pouring

mercury into the large lower trough or (ii) by the help of the band
which can be seen in Fig. 2 and which encompasses the outer walls

of both large troughs (I used the second method). One makes the

tension Up produced by the Faraday generator bigger than the ten-

sion U^ produced by the KOnig-Marinov motor by tuning the cur-
rent feeding the electromagnet. The best relation between Uf and
Uj; at which the greatest part of the electric energy produced by the

generator is transformed into kinetic energy by the motor is Up =
2Uk. Indeed the driving torque, M, of the KOnig-Marinov motor
is proportional to the current I = (Up - Ut;)/R and to the

magnetu: intensity B^ produced by the electromagnet. As U^ ~
B^, we can write M ~U,;(Up - Ut;)/R, and imposing the condition

for maximum dM/dU^ = at a given Up, we find U^ = Uf/2. We
haveUp = (l/2)BpRjQ, where Bpis the magnetic intensity produ-
ced by the permanent magnets in the gap between them, Rj =

Roui - Rfn .
where R^^, and R,„ are the outer and inner radii of the

ring magnets, and Q is the angular velocity of rotation. Further we
have Vy^= B^RxhO, where R^ is the radius of the cylindrical con-
ductor jjassing through the poles' gap, whose height is h. The elec-

trical current fiows along the outer conductors downwards and
along the inner conductors upwards, being braking for the Fara-
day disk and driving for the KOnig-Marinov yoke. At the condi-
tion Up = 2Uk, we obtain for the time in which the machine will

come to rest, if assuming zero friction and performing calculation
as above, T = 24JR/Bj.R*p, where J is the moment of inertia of
the rotor. This value for T (as well as the value for T in formula
(2)) is obtained at the assumption that Q = 2nN, where N is the
number of revolutions per second , decreases linearly with time.

This assumption, however, is not true. In the equation 2nN^^
k(T - t), the coefficient k is a function of N, namely, kisbigfor'JM
big and k is small for N small, as at big N the braking power is big,

while at small N the braking power is small. Thus the time Tj in

which the rotor comes to rest when being set in rotation with N,
r.p.s. can be found from the graph shown in Fig. 3. For any point

Ni (for which k, = 2nN/T) I drew the graph of the function N, =
f(Ti) so that the tangent to the graph and the ordinate cut on the

abscissa a segment equal to T (see beneath the value ofT obtained
for my experiment). For the points N, I chose the velocities 5, 10,

15, ... r.p.s. and then I connected the points (T|,Ni) with a

smoothed line.

By applying a tension U to the machine and measuring the flo-

wing current I, I found its internal resistance R|„, = U/I = 90 (iQ.

With the increase of the rotational velocity (driving it by the bo-
ring machine when the permanent magnets were taken away and
the electromagnet was not feeded) the internal resistance remai-

ned quite the same. Taking out the rotor and making short circuit

between the electrodes, I measured in the same way the external

resistance R„, = 10 ^Q, so that R = Ri„, + R„, = 100 (jQ. The
tension produced by the Faraday disk at 10 r.p.s. was 23 mV, i.e.,

at this rate of rotation, if not feeding the electromagnet, the flo-

wing current was 230 A. The magnetic intensity Bp = O.I T was
found from the formula Up = (I/2)BpR|C by measuring Up at

different 2, and taking into account that Rp = 8.5 cm. The mo-
ment of inertia J = 0.065 kg m^ was calculated from the geometry
of the rotor and the specific gravity of the used metals. Thus I cal-

culated T = 300 s = 5min.

I constructed two types of Faraday disks. The first (shown in

Fig. I) is the usual Faraday disk made of solid metal. I took soft

iron but I think that better results (i.e., smaller electromagnetic

drag) would be obtained if the metal is not magnetic, say, copper

or brass. The second Faraday disk was made of mercury in the fol-

lowing way: In the metal disk I excavated a ring-shaped trough

with Ro„, = 9cmandR;„ = 3.6 cm (the outer and inner radii of the

ring magnets, with which I calculated Rp were 9.2. and 3.6 cm),

whose bottom and internal cylindrical surface were covered with

insulator. I filled the trough with mercury and covered it with a

pertinax ring, glueing the latter to the "through". A thin insula-

ted metal cylinder made contact of the inner part of the mercury

with the cylinder holding the ball-bearings (see Fig. I), so that the

whole current passed through the mercury and no current passed

through the metal "trough".

I carried out the measurements presented in Table I, setting the

rotor in rotation by the help of a boring machine and registering

the rate of rotation (column 1) by an optico-electronic revolution
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Table I Braking limes of Ihe machine ADAM Tor difrerenl rolalional rales

Revolutions Calculated

per second braking limes

of the rolor Tj

Ni in seconds

Open machine with metal

or mercury Faraday disk

Motor Motor Motor

+ -

Measured braking times T, in seconds

Short circuited machine

with metal Faraday disk

Motor Motor Motor

+ -

Short circuited machine

with mercury Faraday disk

Motor Motor Motor

+ -

570

760

880

960

1030

1080

54
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Fig. 2
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ON THE ABSOLUTE ASPECTS OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS

Stefan Marinov

Laboratory for Fundamental Physical Problems
Sofia, Bulgaria

Present address: Niederschbcklstr. 62
A-8044 Graz, Austria

Abstract. By measuring the static electric tension induced in a piece of wire
put between two parallel current lines, one can verify many of my
predictions about the absolute character of the electromagnetic in-

teractions and easily measure the Earth's absolute velocity.

1 2
According to my absolute space-time theory '

, the electromagnetic interactions

depend on the absolute velocities of the particles, but not on their relative velo-

cities, as the theory of relativity asserts. Until now absolute effects for transla-

tional motion have been observed only in my optical experiments, with the help of
3-5

which I succeeded to measure the Earth's absolute velocity in a closed laboratory

Electromagnetic absolute effects have been observed only for rotational motion. Such

is, for example, the cemented Faraday disk (a cylindrical metal disk rotating toge-

ther with a cylindrical magnet about the common symmetry axis) which generates elec-

tric tension (and, consequently, if sliding contacts are used, also electric current),

although there is no relative motion between the metal disk and the magnet.

In refs. 2 and 5 I deduce the equation of motion of an electric charge when con-

sidered in a laboratory moving in absolute space, calling it the relative Newton -

Lorentz equation . The well-known Lorentz equation is called by me the absolute New-

ton-Lorentz equation and it is true only in a laboratory which rests in absolute—

2

space. I show that the present experimental evidence gives a categorical support to

the relative Newton-Lorentz equation which has the following form

A Kq)(Vf)^^^ - - graded -'-4) -i^ vxrotA . WotA . (^.grad)^, (1)

where m and q are the mass and the electric charge of a particle moving with a velo-

city V in the laboratory, while the velocity of the laboratory in absolute space is

\f. $ and t are the electric and magnetic potentials of a system of surrounding char-

ges measured in the laboratory space point which at the moment in consideration is

crossed by the particle, thus they are the relative (or laboratory) electromagnetic

potentials. The equation (1) is written within an accuracy of first order in V/c.

In the overwhelming number of cases, the last two terms on the right side of

(1) cancel out, and only the relative electric potential remains associated with the

laboratory's absolute velocity, while the relative magnetic potential is no more as-
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sociated with it. Consequently, in these cases one can not register the

laboratory's absolute velocity by observing "magnetic effects". Conventional electro-

magnetism calls the effects associated with grad* and dt/dt electric, and those

associated with rotX magnetic. This categorization has certain logical grounds (es-

pecially when using the 4-dimensional formalism), however, according to me, there

are more logical grounds to call electric the effects associated with <I>, and magne-

tic the effects associated with A.

In this paper, analysing a very simple experiment (for which the last two terms

in (1) do not cancel one another), I shall show how one can register the labora-

tory's absolute velocity by observing laboratory magnetic effects.

First, however, let me briefly note that in my theory I work with two substantial-

ly different invariances: 1) The Lorentz invariance concerns an observer at rest in

absolute space who describes the motion of a particle moving first with a velocity v

with respect to absolute space, and then with another velocity v'. 2) The Marinov

invariance concerns a particle moving with a velocity v in absolute space which is

observed first by an observer at rest in absolute space and then by another observer

moving with a velocity ^ in absolute space. According to the theory of relativity,

if V - '^ = v', those two cases are physically identical, but unfortunately this is

not true, because in the first case the particle changes its velocity and thus its

energy and momentum change, while in the second case energy and momentum of the par-

ticle remain unchanged. Consequently the Lorentz invariance involves 4-scalars,

while the Marinov invariance involves 3-scalars (energy and momentum of a particle
2

are related to absolute space, as I showed with my whole theory ).

Secondly let me note that conventional electromagnetism considers only two types

of electromagnetic induction:

1) The motional electromagnetic induction which appears when a wire moves with a

velocity v in a magnetic field with a magnetic potential A, and where the induced

motional electric intensity is to be calculated according to the formula

2) The transformer electromagnetic induction which appears in a wire at rest when

the currents in the wires producing the magnetic potential are not stationary, and

where the induced transformer electric intensity is to be calculated according to

the formula

E^^ = - dt/dt. (3)

I consider a third type of electromagnetic induction which I call:

3) The motional -transformer electromagnetic induction which appears in a wire at

rest when the current wires (the magnets) producing the magnetic potential move with

a velocity v, and where the induced motional -transformer electric intensity is to be

calculated according to the formula
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^mot-tr
- (^•g^ad)A. (4)

Conventional electromagnetism does not make difference between the motional and

motional -transformer induction, as conventional electromagnetism has embraced the

wrong principle of relativity, according to which the physical effects depend only

on the relative velocities of the particles, but not (as my theory asserts) on their

absolute velocities. Thus conventional electromagnetism calculates the induced motio-

nal-transformer electric intensity by the help of formula (2) for the motional in-

duction, considering the magnet at rest and the wire moving with the opposite velo-

city. This a historical misunderstanding which was introduced into the electromag-

netic conceptions of humanity since the times of Maxwell, and later was canonized

by Lorentz, Poincare,and (in the most categorical way) by Einstein.

Formulas (2) and (3) are taken from the Newton-Lorentz equation (1). The induced

motional -transformer electric intensity is to be calculated also according to for-

mula (3), but here a direct calculation is impossible, as the magnetic potential at

the reference point does not depend directly on time (as is the case for the indu-

ced transformer electric intensity), because A = IA-j{r-j(t)} is a function of the

distances r^- between the i-th current element of the system's wires and the point

of location of the test charge, and only because these distances change due to the

motion of the respective current element, % changes, becoming thus a composite func-

tion of time. Consequently for the case of the motional transformer induction (con-

sidering for brevity the electric intensity induced by the motion of the i-th cur-

rent element of the wires, but for simplicity in the writing omitting the index "i")

the calculation must be performed as follows

I _ _ dtlrjt)} _ _ ,9^ dr 8x ^ 8A 9r 8y 9A 8r 3Z)_ .^ ^.^ ,5,

W-tr at ^ 3x at 8r dy dt dr dz dt'
^''•^^^°''^' ^^^

where v= -8f/3t is the velocity of the i-th current element of the system and A is

the magnetic potential originated by this current element at the reference point. To

obtain the net induced motional -transformer electric intensity, one must sum up all

elementary induced intensities (5), thus receiving (n is the number of the current elements)

Wtr= .y^•9^^^)^•• (6)

If the different current elements have different velocities, the calculation with

formula (6) is difficult, however, if the electromagnet represents a rigid body mo-

ving with the translational velocity v, formula (6) reduces to the simple formula

(4).

Now we can turn our attention to the experiment (fig. 1). Let us have a rectangu-

lar loop with breadth b and length d, where d » b, and wire's diameter bp, along

which a constant current I flows in the indicated direction. Let us assume that

the magnetic intensity, B, generated by the horizontal wires at a point distant r
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from the wires is the same as of an infinitely long wire, i.e., B = y I/2TTr, where

\i^ is the magnetic constant. If in the middle of the loop a wire with length b-b ,

wheie b » b^ , is moved with a velocity v to the right, then an induced motional elec-

tric tension with the indicated polarity will appear along the wire, whose magnitude

is (take into account that the horizontal current wires of the loop are two)

b-bo/2 , b-bo/2

^mot= / 2vBdy=^ / dy/y =~ 11^ In^. (7)
""^^ bQ/2 ^ bo/2 ^ bo

Let us now assume that the vertical wire is kept at rest and the rectangular loop

is moved with the same velocity v to the left. Now the induction will be motional-

transformer and the calculation is to be done by using formula (4). The x-component

of the magnetic potential, A , will be a function only of y, the y-component (ford»|x|)

y 4Titi/2+x)4Titi/2- x) Trti2
^ '

will be a function only of x, and the z-component, A , will be equal to zero. Thus

the unique term of the vector gradient (4) which is different from zero gives for

the induced electric intensity

^ ^5 2yoVlb ^

mot-tr ^x 3x ^ ^2 ^' ^ '

and the induced motional -transformer tension will have the same polarity as shown in

the figure. In formula (8) we take into account only the magnetic potential produced

by the vertical wires of the rectangular loop because only their potential is direc-

ted along the y-axis. The magnetic potential is calculated proceeding from the fun-

damental formula for the magnetic potential, A = yqv/4Tir produced by a charge q mo-

ving with a velocity v,at a reference point distant r, assuming ^qiV-j = lb for all

charges moving along the vertical wires of the loop. |x| is the horizontal distance

between the center of the loop and the vertical wire, and we have v = - v. From for-

mula (9) we find the magnitude of the induced motional -transformer tension

Umot-tr = 2^o^^^''^^'=0- (1°)

Thus, for d » b , U .is much bigger than U „. . which is almost equal to zero,
mot ^^ mot-tr

Thus we see that in this experiment, where only translational velocity is involved,

the result is asymetric: the motion of the wire leads to the appearance of induced

electric tension, but the motion of the loop does not. The effects in this extremely

simple experiment are thus in a drastic contradiction with the theory of relativity,

according to which the effects which can be observed depend only on the relative ve-

locities of the bodies but not on their absolute velocities.

Let me mention that if the tension (7) induced along the vertical wire is measu-

red by a volt-meter, the latter must be at rest in the laboratory and it must be con-
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nected by sliding contacts to the extremities of the wire. If the volt -meter will

be connected solidly to our wire, then no tension can be measured as an equal and

oppositely directed tension will be induced in the wires connecting the volt-meter

with the wire's extremities. Consequently, when moving the loop, having wire and

volt-meter at rest and registering no induced tension, the relativity can object

that tensions are induced in our wire and in the volt-meter's wires, but they anni-

hilate each other. To invalidate this relativistic view-point, the tensions (7) and

(10) are to be measured electrometrically, say, attaching gold foils to the extremi-

ties of our wire, and calibrating previously their indications by known tensions.

If we suppose that the velocity v is 0.1 ms' and if we choose b = 14.8 cm, b^ = 0.2

cm, i.e. ln(2b/b ) = lnl48 = 5, we obtain from (7), for I = 100 A, taking into ac-
'^

-7 -2
count that y = AttxIO C kgm, a tension U . = 20 yV. Thus the measuring method

with the golden foils will be practically uneffective and we can use the following

reliably enough method: We send alternating current through the loop. Since the in-

duced transformer electric tension, U. , which is due to the change of the current

in the loop, will be directed perpendicularly to the wire, it will produce no ten-

sion along the latter, and the motional inductive electric tension (7) will change

its value from +U ^ to -U ^ for any half period of the loop's alternating current

(the same will be valid also for the tension (10)). Thus, measuring the alternating

current flowing through the middle point of the wire and knowing its resistance,

capacitance and inductivity, one can easily calculate the tension U^^^ and verify

relation (7). For the case of wire at rest and moving loop, the experiment will

qive U ^ . =0. current and power can be calculated similarly as on p. 157 of Ref . 5.
' mot-tr

I have not done the experiment and I shall not do it, as one can become sure that

the results will be as predicted by me (and thus contradicting the theory of relati-

vity) if one considers the experiment shown in fig. 2 and if one makes a simple

"topological" transition from fig. 2 to fig. 1. In fig. 2 we have a double circular

loop with radius R - b/2 of the internal circle and R + b/2 of the external circle,

assuming R » b, and a wire with length b - bQ put in right angles between the circles.

According to Kennard's experiment , if rotating the wire with a velocity v, an in-

duced motional electric tension (7) will appear along the wire, while if rotating

the double circular loop no tension will appear (take into account that the currents

in the parts ik and Im of the double circular loop which are very near one to another

annihilate mutually their magnetic action, as their directions are opposite).

Let us now see what will succeed if we move the wire and the double circular loop

in fig. 1 together. According to Kennard's experiment, if rotating the wire and the

double circular loop in fig. 2 together, again the induced tension (7) will appear

along the wire (this^^obvious as at rest and rotation of the double loop the produced

magnetic field remains exactly the same). Making a "topological" transition to fig. 1,
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we have to conclude that also here the tension (7) will be induced when moving loop
2

and wire together. Making a comparison with the Sagnac and Marinov effects , related

to the propagation of light, we see that when moving loop and wire in fig. 2 the ve-

locity V in formula (7) will be the linear rotational velocity, while in fig. 1 v

will be the absolute velocity of the system, i.e., its velocity V with respect to

the center of mass of the Universe. Thus the experiment shown in fig. 1 gives a very

reliable, easily realizable, and exact method (at the present time I will abstain

to predict its accuracy) for the measurement of the Earth's absolute velocity. Here

I shall only point to the big value of the induced tension. Putting in formula (7)

4 5
V = V = 300 km/sec '

, at the above values for I, b, and b , we obtain U^^^ = 60 V.

Let us now consider another aspect of the experiment shown in fig. 2 when loop

and wire rotate together and an alternating current flows in the loop. As a result

of the rotation, an alternating induction current will flow in the straight wire with

length b, and it will become hot because of the produced Joule's heat. Where the ener-

gy for the heating comes from? It does not come from the electric energy associated

with the loop, as the mutual inductance of wire and loop is null. So, if loop and

wire are at rest, no alternating current will flow through the wire. Thus this appa-

ratus will represent a perpetuum mobile, as energy is produced out of nothing. A con-

firmation of this assertion can be established experimentally in following simple

way: Arrange many wires with length b closely one to another. First having loop and

wires at rest, measure the heat which the system will produce in a certain time.

Then set the system in rotation and measure again the heat. In the second case the

heat produced will be greater. One may object that when the system is set in rotation

a braking torque will appear which will slow the rotation and thus the produced heat

will be a transformed mechanical energy. My (and of other authors) experiments have

shown that a cemented Faraday disk produces electrical energy more than the consumed

mechanical energy, and the rotating system in fig. 2 (with many radial wires) repre-

sents, as a matter of fact, a cemented Farady disk where the magnet changes quickly

its polarity. Anyway, if a braking torque will appear, then the law of conservation

of angular momentum will be violated. The last violation can be not observed at a

cemented Faraday disk with constant magnet, as in this case current can flow along

the radial wire only^it makes (by the help of sliding contacts) part of a closed loop.

The reader may become suspect that the alternating current in the loop makes our

experiment going outside of the domain of stationary electromagnetism and introdu-

ces many complications and unclarities in its issues (as pure transformer induction,

radiation effects, etc.). To disperse the fears of the reader, let us carry out the
by

experiment feeding the double current loop by direct current and rotating the "ra-

dial" wires about their centers in planes perpendicular to the plane of the loop.

Now at rest of the system as a whole a motional electric intensity can be not indu-

ced as the velocities of the different points of the rotating "radial" wires are
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parallel to the magnetic intensity, B, produced by the loop. However, when set-
ting the whole system in rotation, alternating motional electric intensities will
be induced in the "radial" wires, as they obtain additional velocities perpendicular
to §, and they will become hot because of the Joule's heat. Where from this energy
will come?

At the end I shall show that the induced motional electric tension (7) for the

case of loop and wire moving with an absolute velocity V (fig. 1) can be obtained

easily from the relative Newton-Lorentz equation (1), Indeed, for this case we have

$ = 0, 3A/8t = 0, V = 0, and formula (1) gives for the induced electric intensity

E = yyrott + (V.grad)^. (11)

The analysis above has shown that the second term on the right side, for d » b, is

equal to zero, and we remain only with the first term, which will give for the indu-

ced tension the value (7), where v is to be replaced by V.

And a final remark. One writes in almost any textbook on electromagnetism that if

a plane flies in the Earth's magnetic field, then between the extremities of its

wings an electric tension is induced. The students are asked to calculate this ten-

sion for a given intensity of the Earth's magnetic field, velocity of the plane,

and length of the wings. There is even a patent for a plane speedometer with a "ro-

tating antenna" , where one rotates the "wire" as one can not change ttE polarity of

the Earth's magnetic field. The answer to this problem for a plane flying over the

magnetic pole is this one given in the textbooks and the induced electric intensity

is to be calculated according to formula (2) where v is the velocity of the plane.

However, for a plane flying over the magnetic equator (where, as the magnetic inten-

sity is parallel to the surface, the plane must fly with wings perpendicular to the

surface), for v in formula (2) one must take the absolute rotational velocity of

the plane. Thus if in such a case the plane will fly with a velocity equal and oppo-

site the velocity of the Earth's surface, no electric tension will be induced.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. - The translatory experiment.

Fig. 2. - The rotational experiment.
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EPILOGUE TO THE FIRST EDITION

My press-manager, Mr. T. Stelzl, could not organize the press-conference for the

6th September in Vienna. Thus I postponed the date of my self-immolation. At the pre-

sent time I have received no information from Dr. Maddox, or from the British Ambassa-

dor in Vienna concerning my ultimatum.

I give the book to the printer, as I wish to have it printed before the press-con-

ference in Vienna.

7 September 1984
S^^^^" '^'^'^^^OV

EPILOGUE TO THE SECOND EDITION

The KGB and CIA spend millions of dollars, playing with human lives and doing

thousands of dirty things in pursuing their scientific and technical espionage.

Their routine spying concerns small and unimportant detail, for example, such a stu-

pidity as how to Increase the power of a H-bomb from 3.5 million tons trotil equiva-

lent to 3 7 million tons (meanwhile every child knows perfectly well that a bomb with

3 5 million tons trotil equivalent will do the same job as one of 3.7 million tons).

However when I wish to bring to their knowledge information about discoveries which

are thousands times more important than the secrets for which the KGB and CIA resi-

dents pay tens and hundreds of thousands of dollars to their agents, both KGB and

CIA make the fool. Is not our world, indeed, a completely idiotic one?

2 May 1985
Stefan MARINOV

EPILOGUE TO THE THIRD EDITION

In the middle of 1985 Dr. Maddox promised to publish my letter to Gorbachev, but he

did not oEiiouslJ he tries to repeat the same story as with my letter to Andropov see

p. 6). It may sound pretty strange but Andropovs and Gorbachevs are not such hard nuts

for my teeth as Dr. Maddox* The world will soon see this. Here is my letter to Gorbachev.

MARINOV TO GORBACHEV
Dear comrade Gorbachev, as I announced (Nature, 317, p. xii,

26 Sept. 1985), I do no) intend to patent (he electromagnetic

perpelu^obilia discovered recently by me, and I grant them to hu-

manity. I wish, however, that this big discovery , w hich will drastical-

ly change the whole planetary energetic structure, would also lead to

substantial changes in the world's political and moral structures. As
an energetic source, the electromagnetic perpetuum mobile (P. M.) is

cheap, clean, decentralized, and unlimited, i.e., all its »parameters«
re diametrically opposite to those of almost all present sources of
energy, Tu-st of all of the atomic one. Thus the P. M. will introduce

economic and political changes simply because of its own substance.

(Let me cite our teacher: »Neue Produkdonsverfahren fordem im-

mer neue Produktionsbeziehungen.n) We have, however, to do our
best, so that the new »production relations<< should bring humanity
quicker and easier to the world communist society (Christians call it

»paradise on earth«), where man will be no more a serf of Mammon.
One of the important paces on this way is the quick and profound
democratization and liberalization of (be Soviet Union and the other
countries of ureal $oclalism«, so (hat (he latter becomes simply»so-
dalism«. With (he present letter I beg you to make every effort

within your limited possibilities (t recognize (his limitation) and to

give freedom to my Russian colleagues Dr. Sakharov and Dr. Oriov.

In the case that Sakharov and Orlov will not be liberated for Christ-

mas, I declare with the present letter that I, as a discoverer of the

P. M., do not permit (hat this source ofenergy should be used in the

countries of real socialism. I have already declared in 1981 that I do
not permit my cosmic speedometer (apparatus functioning because

of the light velocity's direction dependence) to be used for military

purposes. Nevertheless NASA uses this apparatus wilhoul asUng for

my permission. I have not the power to impose my will on NASA. In

the same way I shall not have the power to impose my will on the

Eastern countries if my plea be ignored. Thus my »ultimatum<< has

only a moral background. I think, however, that in the present

world, where the physical power has reached an unlimited effectivi-

ty, the uniqueeffective power will become the moral power. Other-

wise our civilization is doomed to perish. I beg you, dear comrade
Gorbachev, to do your best and to try to persuade your colleagues in

the Soviet leadership that people like SakJiaro\ and Orlov, with their

high morality, are of an immense hnportance for the salvation of (he

freedom and (he prosperity of world communism. With the pro-

found hope that my plea for mercy will be satisfied,

Sincerely yours:

STEFAN MARINOV
Gtizen of the world, bom Bulgarian,

Member of the Italian Socialist Parly

The Russian original of the letter is published on the next page

see p. 266.
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Stefan Marinov
Niederschocklstr. 62

A-8045 Graz

21-i'0 luoiiH 1980 r.

Mitxaiuiy CcpreeBUMy l'op6aMcuy

reiiepajii.in>in CeKperapb KIICC

KpCNUIl.

MocKua

ilDpoix)!! 'rouapiflu rop6aMcu,

KaK a oiiouecnui (Nature, 517 , cip. xii, 26 ceiir. 1985 v.), h iic hmcio iiaMepciiiiJi

naTeiiTupouaTb 3JieKTpoMarniTrnbic BCMiDiie ;uiHraTejiM, oiKpi.ni.ie miioio, ii h ^apio hx qcjionc-

MCCTuy. H xoTCji 6bi, oAiiaKo, MTo6bi OTO HCJTHKoe OTKpbrrne, KOTopoe KopemibM o6pa30M 113-

MciinT ucK) DiiepreTiniecKyio crpyKxypy iiaiiicfi ruiaiieTbi, nouejio 6bi k cymecrBciiiii.M iisMciie-

iiiuw M B cipyKOTJe iiojiirnmecKoii h Mopam.iioii iiauicro Mitpa. KaK oiicpreniiiccKiui iicrowiiiiK

3ncpniii, ajieK-ipoManmnibiii uemiboi floiiraTejib flCuieB, muct, paccpcAoroMeii h iieorpaiiimcii,

T.e. Hce ero "iiapaMCipbi" AHaMerpaiibno npoTmioiiojiOMibi napaMCipaM iiomth mio dccx 113-

BccTiibK iicTOMnnKOB 3iieprHM, npoKae Bcero aTOMiibix. Thk mto Bcmibni nuiiraiejib iipiiBeACT

K 3KOIIOMMMeCKlIM II nOHlITHMeCKHM HSMCIieilUHM npOCTO H3-3a CBOCH CyiWIOCTH. (IlOSUCWlbTe npO"

lOiTupoBaTb iiiuijcro yMiiTCJiH: "HoBbie Mexoxibi iipon3BOACTBa BCcrAa ipnuoAHi' k iioBbM iipons-

BOAC I'bCHtibw OTiiouieiiHJiM.") Ml AQn)KHbi , oAiiaKO, CAenaTb Bce, mto b iiaimix cmiax, iiTo6u

HOBbie "ipoHSBOflCTeeHUbie oTHomeHHH" rrpHBenH 6bi MenoBCMecTBO kbk mowho CKopee h 6e36o-

jiesiiee k MifpoBOMy KOMMyHHCTHMecKOMy oSmecTBy (xpHCTnaiie Ha3biBaiar ero "paeM »a scNine"),

TAC MCjioBCK He 6yAeT 5onbUje cnyrofi ^4aMOHa. Oahh h3 BamiibK uiaroB Ha 3Toi nyTH, 3'ro

6bicTpaH M rjrySHHHaji AeMOKpaTHsauHH h j7H6epanH3auH5i CoBCTCKoro Coiosa h Apyntx cipaH

"pcajibiioro couHajBisMa" , MTo6bi nocneAHHH cxaji npocTO "coAiiajTH3MOM" . HacTOHimiM rnicbMOM

f\ iipouiy Bac CAejiaxb Bce ycKJiiiH b paMKax BauiHX orpaHHMeiiiibK BosMOMiocTefi (a npn3Haio

3Ty orpaHMMCHHocTb) H AaTb CBo6o;^iy mohm pyccKiiM KarmeraM A-py CaxapoBy 11 A-py OpnoBy.

B cjiyMae mto CaxapoB h OpjioB ne 6yAy'r ocBo6o)i«enbi k PoKAecTBy, oQi-nBrmo HacroamiiM

niicbMOM, MTO H, KaK oTKpbBaTejib BeMHoro ABHraTejia, ne pa3peuiajo ncnoju.30BaTb stot

ucTowHUK sHepr-Mn B cTpanax peanbHoro counajiH3Ma. ^ yme o&bHBjiHJi b 1981 p., mto ne

paspeuiaio McnoJibsoBaTb ana BoennbK uejiefl mom kocmhmcckhh craiAQMeip (annapaT ncHCTByiounii

11a 1130TP0IU111 CBeTOBOM CKopocTn). OflMaKo NASA noJib3yeTCJi hm, ne cnpauniBan Moero pa3-

pciucMiiH. y MCHH iieT ciui ripnHyAiiTb NASA IIo;^^^^"HTbCH MOOM BOJie. noAo6iu>M o6pa30M y Mena

he oyACT ciui ripiinyAirrb BocTOMiibie crpanbi noAMHiiHTbCH MocMy sanpcry, ecnn moh iipocbSa

He OyACT yAOBJiCTBopcHa . TaK mto y Moero "yJibTHMaTyMa" TonbKO MopaiibHa ocnoBa. H AyMaio,

oAHaKO, MTO B HacTOHmeM MHpe, TAe (J)M3iMecKaji CHna AOCTiirna iieoipaHimcHiiori 3(lii)eKTMB-

HOCni, CAHHCTBeHHO 3<M)eKTHBH0H CKHOM OCTaOTCH CHJia MOpOJIbMaH. llliaMC Hauicii UHBUnilSaUHH

cy^KACHo norH6HyTb. H iipouiy Bac, aopoioh TOBapum ropOaMCB, cACJiaTb Bce ot Bac 3aBncfl-

mee, MTo6bi y6eAMTb cbohx Konner b coBercKOM pyKOBOACTBC, mto TaKiie jhooh kbk CaxapoB

11 OpjioB, c vfx BbicoKOH MopajibHocTbio , iicKnoMHTejibHo Ba)KHbi flJiH cnaceHHH CBoeoobi u Ana

Top>KecTBa MHpoBoro KowyHHSMa. C TAyeoKoH HaAeJKAOH, mto Moa iipocb6a o NDUiocni 6yAeT

yAOUJieTBopena

,

HcKpeHHe Baiii:

C. jfM-
CTettHH MapHHOB
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The first part of the collection of documents THE THORNY WAY
OF TRUTH presented the fight of Stefan Marinov for the resto-

ration of the absolute space-time concepts. The present second
part gives the documented story on the invention of the first perpe-

tuum mobile in the world and includes besides three Marinov's

scientific papers also one of the Cuban physicist Francisco MiJIIer

(Miami, USA). As the documents show, the reactionaof the »scienti-

fic community« to the most important discovery in the history of

mankind was exactly the same as it was to Marinov's historic expe-

riments for revealing the absolute character of motion and to his

absolute space-time theory (exposed in the encyclopaedic work
CLASSICAL PHYSICS and in his first book EPPUR SI MUOVE). The
functioning of the perpetuum mobile is possible just because of,,

the absolute character of the electromagnetic interactions, of their

local (point-to-point) character, as perceived by the German Gauss-

Weber school, in a definite rebuttal of the field (closed lines)

character, as perceived by the Saxon Faraday-Maxwell school, and
because of the violation of the simple (mechanical) Newton's third

law at the interaction of electric currents.


